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P E E P A C E.

The successful sale of a large editiou of the First Series of

the Anecdote Biography attests the public approbation of

the general design of the AVork ;—to narrate, hy way of

Anecdote, the lives of some of the most distinguished Persons

of the last and present centuries.

It need scarcely be repeated that a leading feature of the

plan is to present the reader with these Anecdotic Illustra-

tions ill the order of time, and not en melee, the scheme, if so

it can be called, of the majority of anecdote-books. By such

sequence, the points of character in the lives of the indi-

viduals are most attractively illustrated ; -whilst the higher

aim of Biography,—to discriminate as well as amuse,—is

invariably kept in view throughout the chain of incidents.

The former Series comprises the Anecdote Biography of

Lord Chatham aud Edmuxd Burke. The volume now sub-

mitted to the reader is devoted to the Lives of the Six

GREATEST Paixters OF THE ENGLISH ScHOOL, ranging almost

throughout its entire history ; and the personal characteristics

as weU as the works of these great Artists will be found to

yield a feast of rich variety of circumstance and interest.*

First, we have Hogarth, " whose patrons were the mil-

lion," and the moral of whose pictures is pointed by an

unerring hand. In manners he was as opposite to the bland-

ness of Sir Joshua Pepiolds as the east side is to the west of

Leicester-square. Of Reynolds, how many delightful traits

are written in letters of gold !—how the bachelor Painter

loved children, and how he preferred their artless graces to

the accomplishments of the high-bom beauties and noble

* The work contains upwards of 500 Anecdotes, several of them
derived from original commnnications, and sources but little resorted to.
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VI PEEFACE.

forms that made up his gay heyj of sitters !—and how the

first President gathered round his hospitable board troops of

friends, the wealth of whose genius yielded the highest intel-

lectual feast he could enjoy !

To Eeyxolds succeeds Gainsborough, whose academy was

the woods and fields of Suffolk, and its rustic population;

and who retained his lovely power of painting natural beauty

amid the artificial gaiety of Bath, and the still more artificial

life of the metropolis in Pall Mall. To Gaixsborough suc-

ceeds FusELi, the classic illustrator of Shaksj)eare and Milton,

and whose pleasantry and piquant humour gave many a

charm to this artist's social circle.

To PusELi succeeds the courtly Sir Thomas Lawrence,

the painter of many imperial and royal crowned heads, and

the flower of our aristocracy. To his rare artistic skill he

united gentleness and amiability of character ; and, like the

bachelor Reynolds, the unmarried Lawrence delighted in

painting lovely children. To this accomplished President

succeeds the uncourtly J. M. W. Turner,—the finest painter

of the finest scenes in the world, by land and sea. Though

rough in his nature, and penurious in his rule of life, he

hoarded for excellent purpose, and bequeathed to his country

the priceless treasures of his long and brilliant artistic

career.

With such wealth of materials, the Editor has neither felt

incKnation nor opportunity for verbose narrative ; and his

labour lay in the opiDosite direction—that of selection and

condensation. Throughout the work will be found an abun-

dant store of Characteristics and Personal Traits of the

Painters, Stories of their AYorks, and Opinions of Art-critics

;

so as to assist the reader in forming an estimate of the

Progress of the Art during the last century and a half; and

it is hoped, through these manifold uses and attractions, to

bespeak for the present volume as favourable a reception as

tliat bestowed upon its predecessor.

Lo^-DO^', Oct. 1, 1860.
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p ANECDOTE BIOGRAPHY

WILLIAM HOGAETH.

BIRTH-PLACE AND PARENTAGE OF HOGARTH.

"William Hogarth, " the Painting Moralist/' whose prints

we read like books, was, in his own words, " bom in the City

of London, on the 10th day of [Rovember, 1697, and bap-

tized the 28th of the same month." He was descended from

the Westmoreland family of Hogard, Hogart, or Hogarth, of

Elirkby Thore. Mchols states that he wrote himself Hogart

or Hogard ; but his father wrote his name Hogarth ; and

Allan Cunningham considers the concluding th, in London
pronunciation, to have been hardened into t, as common in

northern names with similar terminations. Thus, in conver-

sation, he was called Hogart,* which these lines from S^vift's

" Legion Club " prove :

" How I want thee, humorous Hogart

;

Thou, I hear, a pleasant rogue art

!

Were but you and I acquainted,

Every monster should be painted
;

You should try your graving tools
' On this odious grovip of fools

;

Draw the beasts as I describe them
From then- features while I gibe them.
Draw them like, for I assure-a

You'll need no caricatur-a

;

Draw them so that we may trace

All the soul in every face."

* The tradition on the Borders is, however, that the Hogarths
were a Scotch family. They were always a numerous and influential

race. Burke, in his EnqjclopcecUa of Beralch'y, spells the name Hoicgart,

or Howgarth. Aboiit a century ago, the name was very common on the

Scotch side of the Border ; but it is now very rare. The name seems to

be pronounced Hog-arth.

B
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' ANKCbOTE BIOGEAPHY.

The painter's father was Eichard Hogarth, the youngest of

thre& brvS'ther^,- tiie eldest of whom succeeded his father on

a' srhf^r I'-eelield/ m the Yale of Bampton. Eichard was

educated at Archbishop Grindal's Free School of St. Bees, in

Cumberland, and subsequently settled as a schoolmaster in

that county. Thence he removed to London, and there ob-

tained employment as a corrector of the press, or, in other

words, reader at a printing-office. He married a woman,

whose name or kindred is not recorded ; and he next kept a

school in Ship-court, on the west side of the Old Bailey,

three doors from Ludgate-hill, and in the parish of St.

Martin's, Ludgate. Here, it is believed, Wilham Hogarth

was born ; and on the leaf of an old memorandum-book he

records. the time of his own birth and baptism; as quoted in

the preceding page, and, as follows, of his two sisters :

" Mary Hogarth was bom November 10, 1699.

Anne Hogarth, two years after in the same month.

Taken from the Eegister of Great St. Bartholomew's."

It is curious to find that although Hogarth has left so

many minute pictures of London localities of his own time,

the place of his birth is disputed : if it be Ship-court, it

may be interesting to add, that nearly a century after, at the

corner of the court, I^o. 67, three doors from Ludgate-hill,

William Hone kept shop, and there pubHshed the early

caricatures of George Cruikshank.*

Hogarth's father died about 1721. He appears, (from

among his great son's papers, found after the painter's death,)

to have been a man of scholastic attainments. To an early

edition of Littleton's Latin Dictionary and Eobertson's

Phrases he added about four hundred closely-written pages

;

and on one of the leaves was inscribed, in Hogarth's (the

son's) handwritmg, " The nondescript part of this dictionary

was the work of Mr. Eichard Hogarth." He made some

attempts to get his labours printed, but in vain. He then

pubUshed, in 1712, "Grammar Disputations," a sort of cate-

chism for teaching children LatiiL

The present representative of the family is, or lately was,

living at Chfton, near Penrith.

—

{Notes and Querks, 1856.)

* The occupant of the house at the corner of Ship-court, has placed

over his shop-front a notice of William Hogarth having been born in

the co\irt ; but it is not stated on what authority this assertion is made.
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HOGAETH'S EARLY EDUCATION".—HE BECO]VIES A
SILVER-PLATE ENGRAVER.

It is a remarkable proof of tlie boy's shrewdness, that

at an early age, he profited by observing what was passing

immediately around him. In his Anecdotes of himself, he
says :

" My father's pen, like that of many other authors, did
not enable him to do more than put me in a way of shifting

for mysel£ As I had naturally a good eye, and a fondness
for drawing, shows of all sorts gave me uncommon pleasure

when an infant ; and mimicry, common to all children, was
remarkable in me. An early access to a neighbouring painter,

drew my attention from play ; and I was, at every possible

opportunity, employed in making drawings. I picked up
an acquaintance of the same turn, and soon learnt to draw
the alphabet with great correctness. My exercises, when at

school^ were more remarkable for the ornaments which adorned
them than for the exercise itself. In the former, I soon found
that blockheads, with better memories, would soon surpass

me : but for the latter I was particularly distinguished.
" Besides the natural turn I had for drawing, rather than

learning languages, I had before my eyes the precarious situa-

tion of men of classical education. I saw the difficulties

under which my father laboured,—the many inconveniences

he endured, from his dependence being chiefly on his pen

;

and the cruel treatment he met with from booksellers and
printers, particularly in the afiair of a Latin Dictionary, the

compiling of which had been a work of some years. It was,

therefore, conformable to my own wishes that I was taken
from school, and served a long apprenticeship to a silver-plate

engraver." "VValpole describes him as " bound to a mean
engraver of arms on plate." Hogarth probably chose this

occupation, as it required some skill in drawing, which he
had much cultivated. His master was Mr. Ellis Gamble, an
eminent silversmith, in Cranbourne-street, Leicester Fields.

In this business it was not unusual to bind apprentices to the

single branch of engraving arms and ciphers on metal ; and in

that particular branch young Hogarth was placed. Of his ago

at this time there is no special record ; but Nichols states the

circumstance to have been verified by a simliar account from

one of the head assay-masters at Goldsmiths' Hall, who was
apprentice to a silversmith in the same street with Hogarth,

b2
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and intimate with liim during the greatest part of liis life.*

Gamble's shop bore the sign of the Golden Angel ; and a

shop-bill engraved by his eminent apprentice is much prized

by every collector of Hogarth's works. Nichols relates that

during Hogarth's apprenticeship, in a Sunday excursion to

Highgate, he sketched with a pencil two persons in a tavern

affray, one of whom had struck the other on the head with a

quart-pot; when the blood running down the man's face, the

agony of the wound distorted it into a hideous grin, which

Hogarth drew with ludicrous effect, although the portraits of

both antagonists were exact likenesses, and the surrounding

figures were caricatured with equal fidelity.

On a later occasion he strolled, with Hayman the painter,

into a cellar, where two women were quarrelling in their cups.

One of them filled her mouth with brandy, and spirted it

dexterously in the eyes of her antagonist. " See ! see ! " said

Hogarth, taking out his tablets and sketching her,— "look at

the brimstone's mouth," This virago figures in Modern Mid-

night Conversation.

"LITTLE HOGAETH."

Nichols records that, about this time, Hogarth was very

poor. " Being one day distressed ^^o raise so trifling a sum as

twenty shillings, in order to be revenged of his landlady, who
strove to compel him to payment, he drew her as ugly as pos-

sible, and in that single portrait gave marks of the dawn of

superior genius." Mchols, however, doubts this story, since

it was never related by Hogarth, who was always fond of con-

trasting the necessities of his youth with the afiluence of his

maturer age. He has been heard to say of himself: " I re-

member the time when I have gone moping into the city with

scarce a shilling in my pocket ; but as soon as I had received

ten guineas there for a plate, I have returned home, put on

my sword, and sallied out again, with all the confidence of a

man who had ten thousand pounds in his pocket." " Let me
add," says Mchols, " that my first authority may be to the

full as good as my second."

J. T. Smith relates, in Nollehens and his Times, that his

father once asked Barry, the painter, if he had ever seen

Hogarth. " Yes, once," he replied. " I was walking with

Joe NoUekens through Cranbourne-alley, when he ex-claimed,

* Biographical Anecdotes of William Hogarth. Second Ec^\tion.

Printed by and for J. Nichols, 1782.
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* There, there's Hogarth/ ' What !

' said I, ' that little man
in the sky-blue coat *?

' Off I ran, and though I lost sight of

him only for a moment or two, when I turned the corner into

Castle-street, he was patting one of two quarrelling hoys on

the back, and looking stedfastly at the expression in the

coward's face, he cried, ' D—n him ! if I would take it of

him ; at him again !
'

"

HOGARTH'S ENGRAVED SILVER-PLATE.

Panton Betew, the silversmith,' and dealer in works of art,

in Old Compton-street, Soho, was intimate with Hogarth, and

frec[uently purchased pieces of plate -s^-ith armorial bearings

engraved upon them by Hogarth, which he cleared out for

the next possessor, but, unfortunately, without rubbing off a

single impression. This was not the case with Morison, a

silversmith of Cheapside : he took twenty-five impressions

off a large silver dish, engraved by Hogarth, which impressions

he not only numbered, as they were taken off, but attested each

with liis own signature. " Should," says J. T. Smith, in re-

lating the above, " this page meet the eye of any branches of

the good old-fashioned families, which have carefully preserved

the jjlate of Oliver their uncle, or Deborah their aunt, I sin-

cerely implore them, should the armorial bearings be the pro-

ductions of the early part of the last century, to cause a few

impressions to be taken from them ; for I am inclined to

believe it very possible that some curious specimens of

Hogarth's drawing genius may yet in that way be rescued

from future furnaces." Some beautiful specimens of Hogarth's

metal engraving and chasing are in existence. At Strawberrv

Hill, before the Sale in 181:2, was a magnificent silver-gilt

Plateau, with medalHons of George I., the Eoyal Arms,

figiu'es of" Britannia and Justice, and a view of the City of

London, and allegorical devices, exc|uisitely engraved by
Hogarth. (See Catalogue, eleventh day's sale, lot 120.)

UNIQUE PRINT FROM AN ENGRAVING BY HOGARTH.

In a pleasant little book, entitled A Finch of Snuff, pub-

lished in 1840, it is related that "Some time since a gentle-

man sent his snuff-box to a working jeweller for repair,

the embossed frame which surrounded the lid having become

loose ; the box was of silver, plain shaped, but ornamented on

the top with a group of figures, somewhat after the manner
of "Watteau, engraved upon the plate. Upon removmg the
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border, it was found necessary to take the upper part of the

"box entirely to pieces ; and while minutely inspecting the

landscape and figures, the jeweller perceived, at the edge of

the plate, which had been concealed by its frame, the name
of William Hogarth." Upon the suggestion of a collector of

works of art, some twenty impressions were taken on India

paper, and the plate restored to its original destination ; but

so soldered and riveted to the exterior embossing as to prevent

the possibility of its ever again being submitted to the print-

ing-press. The twenty copies were then sold, for five pounds,

to Mr. W , a great Hogarthian collector, who selected the

best impression, and threw the remaining nineteen into the

fire, exclaiming, "Xow, I have in my possession a unique

work of my idol's. No man can boast that he has a copy of

this fete champetre but myself, and I would not part with it

for fifty pounds." His feelings, however, were less enviable

than those of the person who had enabled him to possess this

treasure ; for he handed over the five pounds to the working-

silversmith, whose gratitude was equal to his surprise at such

a God-send.

JOE MILLER'S BENEFIT TICKET.

Joe IVIiller, of Jest-book fame, was also a comedian of some

repute, who played upon the boards of Drury-lane Theatre,

from 1715 to 1738. In the former year, Joe took his first

sole benefit, when he selected Congreve's play of the Old

Bachelor, in which Miller performed Sir Joseph Whittol, his

best hit that season. Now, " a sole benefit " led the way either

to the Fleet or Fortune. These were the stakes Joe had to

play for on the 25th of April, 1717 ; but the odds were dead

in his favour. The very cards he had provided to play the

game were charmed—genius had traced every line of them :

the designer was no less a person than William Hogarth.
'• The scene is in the third act of the Old Bachelor, where

Noll, the companion and bully of Sir Joseph, gets a severe

kicking from Sharper. "The original of the print," say

Nichols and Steevens, " is extremely scarce ; and there is

no doubt of its being from a design by Hogarth, probably

executed by the same hand who etched 'Modern Military

Punisliments,' though it is in somewhat of a better style."

An impression has been sold for eight guineas, &c.

Samuel Ireland has engraved Miller's Ticket in his Graphic

Illustrations^ but, upon the authority of Richardson, the print-
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seller, in the Strand, he condemns this Ticket as one of~

the forgeries by Eowell, " who, heing a needy man, probably

held it as a matter of little importance, provided it procured

him the means of supplying the wants of craving hunger,

penury, and sorrow." Yet, we agree with ]\Ir. W. H. Wills,

the author of the ingenious Biography, prefixed to the Family

Joe Miller, 1848, that Mchols's and Steevens's opinion as to

the genuineness of tLis print is admissible, notwithstanding

Ireland's denunciation of it. At this date, Hogarth was not

out of his apprenticeship, but he was an early boon companion

of Joe Miller, at the Bull's Head, in Clare Market, and " the

Shepherd and his Flock" Club. Mr. Wills asks: "Were
this a spurious pasteboard, why did Jane Ireland re-engrave it

;

and why is her etching kept in the British Museum print-room,

side by side with the original V Lastly, it was precisely this

kind of jobs—shop-cards, biU-heads, &c.—that Hogarth lived

by as soon as he had served out his apprenticeship. Never-

theless, Mchols, in his Anecdotes, latest edition, 1833, "in a

Catalogue of the Tickets said to have been engraved by

Hogarth, commences with Spiller, the player's, a proof of

which, before the writing, was sold, in 1832, for 121. 15s. :

for the original print, in the Eoyal Collection, Ireland was

offered 20^. " This," says Nichols, " is immeasurably superior

to all the other Tickets both in design and execution. It

makes one suspect all the rest to he not hy Hogarth." In

Nichols's ^72 eccZo^es, edit. 1783, the earhest print named is of

the date 1720, three years subsequent to that of MiUer's

Ticket.

PRINT OF "THE RAPE OF THE LOCK."

One of Hogarth's earhest works, executed about 1717, (in

his apprenticeship,) was a small oval illustration of Pope's

Rape of the Lock. It is thus described by Ireland :

Though slight, and not intended to be impressed on paper, the air of

the figiires is easy, and the faces, especially of Sir Plume and the

heroine of the story, extremely characteristic. It is said to have beea

engraven on the Hd of a snuflf-box, " probably for Lord Petre, who is

here represented as holding the lock of hair in his hand. Sir Plxime

—

the roxmd-faced and insignificant Sir Pl\mie,

Of amber snuff-box justly vain,

And the mce conduct of a clouded cane,"

—

for Sir George Brown ; he was angry that the Poet should make him

talk nothing but nonsense ; and, in truth, (as Warburton adds,) one

could not well blame him.
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As this little story Tvas intended to be viewed on gold, the

•figures in the copy are not reversed, but left as they were

originally engraven on the box ; from which, it is believed,

there are only three impressions extant ; one of which was

sold by Greenwood, at Mr. Gulston's sale, February 7, 1786,

for thirty-three pounds !

HOGARTH PUBLISHES HIS FIRST PLATE.

In 1718, (according to Ireland,) Hogarth ceased to be an

apprentice, being twenty-one years old; and according to

AValpole, he entered into the Academy in St Martin's-lane,

(Sir James Thornhill's,) and studied drawing from the life, in

which he never attained to great excellence. It was the

character, the passions, the soul, that his genius was given

him to copy. In colouring he proved no great a master : his

force lay in expression, not in tints and chiaro scuro.

"The instant I became master of my o\\ti time (Hogarth

tells us,) I determined to quahfy myseK for engraving on

copper." In this he readily got employment by engraving

arms, crests, ciphers, shop-bills, &c.

He thus describes the hardships he had to endure in busi-

ness : "The tribe of booksellers remained as my father had left

them, when he died, (about 1721,) which was of an illness

occasioned partly by the treatment he met with fi'om this set

of people, and partly by disappointment from great men's

promises ; so that I doubly felt this usage, which^ put me

upon publishing on my own account. But here, again, I had

to encounter a monopoly of printsellers, equally mean and

obstructive to the ingenious ; for the first plate I published,

called the Taste of the Toum, in which the reigning follies

were lashed, had no sooner begun to take a run, than I found

copies of it in the print-shops, vending at half-price, while

the original prints were returned to me again ; and I was thus

obliged to sell the plate for whatever these pirates pleased to

give me, as there was no place of sale but at their shops.

'' Omng to this and other circumstances, by engraving, until

I was near thirty, I could do little more than maintain myself

;

but even then I was a punctual pajTuaster."

Hogarth now engraved much for the booksellers : among his

illustrations are thirteen folio prints for Mortraye's Travels,

1723 ; seven smaller prints for the Golden Ass of Apuleius,

1724 ; fifteen head-pieces for Beaver's a>Iilitary Punishments

of the Ancients ; and five frontispieces for the translation of
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Cassandra, five vols. 1725. He likewise designed and engraved
two cuts for Perseus and Andromeda, 1730 ; and two for

Milton (date uncertain). Walpole says :
" JSTo symjotoms of

genius dawned in those early plates ;
" and there is, certainly,

but little of that spirit which distinguished Hogarth^s after

works.

HOGAETH'S SHOP-CARD.

This design consists of ornamental framework, in the centre

of which is inscribed, " W. Hogarth, Engraver ; " beneath
which, in a lozenge, surrounded with foliage and scroll-work,

is the date, " April y® 29, 1720." In the upper centre of the

frame are two flying children, with a festoon of fruit and
flowers on each side, and a head and console at each angle of

the frame ; which, at the base, is flanked with a female figure

looking up to one of the children—Design or Invention, the

companion figure, on the opposite side being that of an old

man Avriting—or History : of this card there is a modern copy.

An impression of the original shop-card, (of the date, 1720,
when Hogarth is supposed to have begun business,) has been
sold for 2ol. !

HOGARTH C0MME:N"CES SATIRE.

Before his apprenticeship expired, Hogarth had gone far

beyond draAving and engraving shields, crests, supporters,

coronets, and cyphers ; for his sketch of the Highgate brawl,

though rough, was a satiric sitting in a new and happy style

of art. " I soon found," he observes, " this (engraving) busi-

ness in every respect too limited." Sir James Thornhill had
already acquired Court favour, if not wealth, by painting our
palaces and public buildings, and his fame had a powerful
efiect upon the fortunes of young Hogarth in more phases
than one. He says: "The paintings in St. Paul's and
Greenwich Hospital, which were at that time going on, ran
in my head, and I determined that silver-plate engraving
should be followed no longer than necessity obhged me to it.

Engraving on copper was at twenty years of age my utmost
ambition."

He tells us, also, that he saw little probabHity of acquiring

the full command of the graver, sufficiently to distinguish

himself in that walk ; " nor was I," he adds, " at twenty
years of age, (in 1717,) much disposed to enter upon as

barren and unprofitable a study as that of merely making
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fine lines. I tlioiight it still more unlikely, that by pursuing
the common method, and copying old drawings, I could ever
attain the power of making new designs, which was my firsi

and greatest ambition. I therefore, endeavoured to habituate

myself to the exercise of a sort of technical memory ; and by
repeating in my own mind, the parts of which objects were
composed, I could by degrees combine and put them down
'v^dth my pencil."

Though averse, as he himself expresses it, to coldly copying

on the sj^ot any objects that struck him, it was usual with
him, when he saw a singular character, either in the street or

elsewhere, to pencil the leading features and prominent
markings upon his nail, and when he came home, to copy the

sketch on paper, and afterwards introduce it into a print.

Several of these sketches have been preserved, and in them
may be traced the first thoughts of many of the characters

which Hogarth afterwards introduced into his works.
" My jDleasures and my studies," says Hogarth, " thus going

hand in hand, the most striking objects that presented them-
selves, either comic or tragic, made the strongest impression

on my mind ; but had I not sedulously practised what I had
thus acquired, I should very soon have lost the power of

performing it."

HOGARTH SATIRISES THE STAGE.

It was the degeneracy of the Stage in 1723 which thus

early exercised the satirical talents of Hogarth, then a young
man. Immediately after the appearance of the pantomime of

Dr, Faustus at Lincoln's Inn Fields, he published his plate of

Masquerades and Oj^eras, with the gate of Burlington House
in the background, as a lampoon upon the bad taste of the

age in every branch of art. On one side Satan is represented

as dragging a multitude of people through a gateway to the

masquerade and opera, while Heidegger is looking down upon
them from a window with an air of satisfaction. A large

signboard above has a representation of Cuzzoni on the stage,

to whom the Earl of Peterborough is offering 8,000^. On the

opposite side of the picture a crowd rushes into a theatre to

witness the pantomime ; and over this gateway appears the

sign of Dr. Faustus ^vith a dragon and a win^linill. In front

of the picture a barrow-woman is wheeling away as " waste

paper for shops," the dramatic works of Shakspeare, Ben
Jonson, Dryden, Congreve, and Otway.
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In 1725, Hogarth published another caricature—"A just

View of the British Stage," more especially levelled at the

pantomimes at Drury-lane and Lincoln's Inn Fields, and

suggesting a plan for combining in one piece, Dr. Faustus and

Jack Slieppard with Scaramouch, Jack HaU's escape from

Kewgate, &c. Wilkes is dangling the effigy of Punch in

exultation, exclaiming, "Poor Eich, I pity thee." Gibber

holding up Harlequin Jack Sheppard invokes the Muses, and

Booth is ''letting down Hall," The Ghost of Ben Jonson

rises from a trapdoor, and shows his contempt for the new-

fangled contrivances of the stage in a manner that cannot be

misunderstood.

In 1727, Hogarth published a large Masquerade Ticket,

bitterly satirical upon the immoral tendency of masquerades,

as well as their manager, Heidegger. Hogarth had previously

immortalized the face of this person, when enraged at a

masquerade by a person wearing a masque as ugly as himself

—indeed, a cast from his own face

—

With a hundred deep wrinkles impress'd on thy front,

Like a map with a great many rivers upon 't.

"PRINTS FOR HUDIBRAS."

In 1726, when Hogarth readily got employment as an

engraver of "frontispieces to books," he invented and en-

graved the set of Twelve large Prints for Hudibras, of which

Walpole, in his usual strain of depreciation, says :
" This was

the first of his (Hogarth's) works that marked him as a man
above the common

;
yet in what made him then noticed, it

surprises me to find so little humour in an undertaking so

congenial to his talents." But Hogarth lamented to his

friends that he had parted with these plates without having

had an opportunity to improve them. They were purchased

by Mr. Philip Overton,* at the Golden Buck, near St. Dun-
stan's Church, in Fleet-street ; thence passed to his successor,

Mr. Sayer ; and next to Laurie and Whittle. Hogarth's

success in these prints lies rather in his departure from the

poet, when, by skilful additions, he awakens a similar train

of thought and humour, and thus increases the graphic glow

of his author. The work was published by subscription

;

* Brother to Henry Overton, the well-known publisher of ordinary

prints, who lived over against St. Sepulchre's Church, and sold many of

Hogarth's early pieces coarsely copied, as was subsequently done by
Dicey in Bow-churchyard.
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Allan Eamsay, wlio was a bookseller as well as a poet, sub-

scribed for thirty copies ; and the plates were dedicated by

the artist " to William Ward, of Great Houghton, North-

amptonshire, and Mary Eamsay of Edinburgh." A friendly

intercourse sprung up between Eamsay and Hogarth : they

possessed a kindred humour, and a few Hues were addressed

to the painter, by the poet, whose son, Eamsay, the portrait-

painter, joined in the feud of his fraternity against Hogarth.

To these twelve designs were added five, and the seventeen

were engraved by Hogarth of smaller size, with Butler's

head, copied from White's mezzotinto of Jean Baptist

Monnoyer. In 1744, twelve of these designs were engraved

for Dr. Zachary Gre/s edition of Hudihras, but not until

some of their glaring indecencies had been removed by " the

ingenious Mr. Wood, painter, of Bloomsbury-square," as

acknowledged by Dr. Grey, in his Preface. They are en-

graved by J. ]\l3Tide ; but are poor and spiritless, with the

exception of Butler's head, by Yertue.* Subsequently, many
of these Plates were copied, with violent alterations by Eoss,

for Dr. Nash's edition of Hudihras, 1795. Altogether,

Hogarth cannot be considered to have done much in illustra-

tion of the graphic form and humour of Butler's poems,

which were "too elusive and quicksilvery" for the engraver's

hand to catch. Voltaire said that Hudihras unites the Avit

of Don Quixote with that of the Satyre Menippee—a com-

bination beyond the reach of our painting satirist's art.

With respect to the Paintings said to have been the work

of Hogarth, the evidence is doubtfid. At the sale of John

Ireland's collection in 1810, "Twelve pictures of Hudihras"

were bought for 52 gumeas by Mr. Twuiing ; and these pic-

tures Ii-eland states in his Will, to be as certainly painted by

Hogarth as the Marriage a la Mode pictures were.

Baker, in his History of Northamptonshire, states there to

have been in the mansion of W. Sandbridge, Esq. at East

Haddon, twelve humorous sketches, said to be by Hogarth,

illustrative of Hudihras.

Mr. AY. Davies, (Cadell and Davies), the publishers in the

* Lowndes, in his Bibliographical Manual, sa,js of these plates :

" Copies in fine condition are in considerable request. The cuts are

beautifully expressed, and Hogarth is much indebted to the designer of

them; but who he was does not appear." This is a strange mistake,

since each of the plates is inscribed, " W. Hogarth inv*." The error is

corrected, as above, by. a warm admirer of Hogarth, in a communication

to Notes and Queries, First Series, No. 52.
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Strand, had, in 1816, twelve small scenes in Hudihras, "by

Lepipre, a man under whom Hogarth is said to have studied
;

and the subjects so familiar to all as executed by Hogarth
from Hudibras, are so similar to these twelve pictures, that

Mr. Davies considered undoubtedly Hogarth had copied

them. This opinion invalidates his claim to originality,

which his admirers need not be very anxious, in this case, to

prove.

The late John Britton possessed a series of twelve designs

on panel, illustrative of Hudibras, which he bought at South-

gate's, in Fleet-street, as painted by Hogarth ; but Sir Thomas
Lawrence pronounced them to be by Yandergucht. Faihng
to establish the authenticity of these paintings, however,

Mr, Britton, in his Autobiography, Part 2, describes them as

in drawing, colouring, and expression, to "surpass the well-

known illustrations by Hogarth." Of one of Vandergucht's

paintings, as a specimen, Mr. Britton caused a small litho-

graph to be executed in 1842.

HOGARTH AND THE UPHOLSTERER.

Eor some time after Hogarth began to paint, he was little

known except as an engraver—a mere etcher of copper—

a

remarkable instance of which occurred in the year 1727. It

appears that one Morris, an upholsterer, engaged Hogarth to

make a design for tapestry—the subject, the Element of the

Earth. The task was performed, when Morris, having dis-

covered that he had commissioned an engraver instead of a

painter, refused to pay for the work, and was sued for the price—20/. for workmanship, and 10/. for materials. At the trial

before the Lord Chief Justice Eyre, Morris stated that he was
informed by Hogarth that he was skilled in painting, and
could execute the design of the Element of the Earth in a

workmanlike manner. On hearing, however, afterwards that

he was an engraver and not a painter, Morris became uneasy,

and sent a servant to tell Mr. Hogarth, who replied that it

was certainly a bold undertaking for him, but if Mr. Morris
did not like it when it was finished, he should not be asked
to pay for it. The work was completed and sent home, when
Morris's tapestry-workers, mostly foreigners, and some of the

finest hands in Europe, condemned the design, and insisted

that it was impossible to execute tapestry from it. Accordingly,

the verdict was given in Morris's favour, and Hogarth lost

his labour and had to pay the entire expense of the trial.
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HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE.

We have seen liow Hogarth's attention was first drawn to

painting by Tliornidll's works at Greenwich Hospital and St.

Paul's Cathedral ; and how the young painter frequented the
great man's academy in Peter' s-court. To what their previous

intimacy amounted is not known; but, in 1729, Hogarth,

then in his thirty-second year, married Jane, the only

daughter of Sir James Thornhill, aged twenty. The match
was ^vithout the consent of the parents, and we can imagine
the couple stealing away across the fields to the little church
of Paddington, then a village of some 300 houses, with its

green and rural churchyard The marriage register contains

the following entry :
" William Hogarth, Esq., and Jane

Thornhill, of St. Paul's, Covent Gai'den, married March 23d,
1729." Hogarth is called an eminent designer and engraver

;

and his father-in-law, Serjeant painter and liistory painter to

the King. Thornhill had now acquired wealth and honours,

had been knighted, and sat in parliament for his native town,

AVe}Tnouth. He was much ofi'ended at his daughter's unequal
match,* and kept his heart and his purse-strings close. He
could not foresee his unwelcome son-in-law's future eminence

:

indeed, he was as yet acknowledged by few even as a painter.

Sir James' wrath lasted for two years ; but the entreaties of

his wife, the submissiveness of his daughter, and above all,

the rising reputation of Hogarth, prevailed, and Thornhill

forgave the young painter.

During the interval, Hogarth designed and etched the first

portion of " The Harlot's Progress," so much to the gratifica-

tion of Lady Thornhill, that she advised her daughter to place

it in her father's way. "Accordingly, one morning, Mrs.
Hogarth conveyed it secretly into his dining-room. When he
rose, he inquired whence it came, and by whom it was
brought 1 When he was told, he cried out, ' Very well, very
well ! The man who can make works like this can maintain
a wife without a portion.' He designed this remark as an
excuse for keeping his purse-strings close ; but soon after

became both reconciled and generous to the young people."

Hogarth now set to work in the hope of being able to main-
tain his wife in such fashion as became her. He laid aside

his satiric designs, and commenced portrait-painter ; and
Walpole tells us that the young artist's facility in catching

a likeness, and his method of painting conversation pieces,
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drew him a prodigious business for some time. Hogartli's

own account of this start in life is as follows : "I married, (he
says,) and commenced painter of small conversation-pieces,

from twelve to fifteen inches high. This, having novelty,

succeeded for a few years. But though it gave somewhat
more scope for the fancy, it was still but a less kind of
drudgery ; and as I could not bring myself to act like some
of my brethren, and make it a sort of manufactory to be
carried on by the help of backgrounds and drapery painters,

it was not sufficiently profitable to pay the expenses my
family required. I therefore turned my thoughts to a still

more novel mode, to painting and engraving modern moral
subjects, a field not broken up in any country or any age."

About tliis time Hogarth painted a very spirited represen-

tation of "Folly:" the subject was composed of twelve
figures : six males, and a like number of females j the land-
scape gorgeous.

HOGARTH'S HOUSE IN LEICESTER-SQUARE.

It may be interesting to take a glance at the Leicester
Fields of Hogarth's time. Mr. J. T. Smith had, in the year
1825, a conversation with a gentleman named Packer, then
in his eighty-seventh year, and who remembered Leicester
Fields long before the accession of George III. He said, it

was a dirty place, where ragged boys assembled to play at

chuch. In the King's IMews adjoining was a cistern where
the horses were watered, behind which was a horse-pond, in
which pickpockets, when caught, were ducked. In 167Z,
when Leicester House, on the north side, stood almost alone,

there were rows of elm-trees in the court before it, extending
nearly half the width of the present square. It was not
inclosed until sixty years later ; for, in the Country Journal,
or Craftsman, of April 16, 1737, we read, "Leicester Fields
is going to be fitted up in a very elegant manner : a new wall
and rails to be erected aU round, and a basin in the middle,
after the manner of Lincohi's Inn Fields." Some years after,

the streets were so thinly built in the neighbourhood, that
when the heads of the Scottish rebels of 1745 were placed on
Temple Bar, a man stood in Leicester Fields with a telescope,
to give persons a sight of them for a halfpenny a-piece.

It appears by the rate-books of St. Martin's parish, that
Hogarth came to live there in 1733, on the east side of the
square, in what is now the northern half of the Sabloniere
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Hotel. The house was distinguished in the painter's time by
the sign of "The Golden Head/' cut by Hogarth himself

from pieces of cork glued and painted together. " I well re-

member," says Smith, " that it was placed over the street-

door, which bore the name of Hogarth on a brass plate." The
house, with its sign, is shown in a good contemporary engrav-

ing of the Square by Parr. It is related that Hogarth usually

took his evening walk within the inclosure, in a scarlet

roquelaire and cocked hat.

HOGARTH'S FIRST PAINTING.

The first piece in which Hogarth distinguished himself as

a painter, is said by Mchols to have been a representation of

"Wanstead Assembly. The figures in it, we are told, were

drawn from the life, and without a touch of burlesque. The
faces are said to have been extremely like, and the colouring

somewhat better than in some of Hogarth's more finished pic-

tures. There seems to be a reference to it in "A Poetical

Epistle to Mr. Hogarth, an eminent History and Conversation

Painter, written in June, 1730, and published by the author,

Mr. Mitchell, in 1731," &c. : in it are these hnes :

Savage families obey your hand

;

Assemblies rise at your command.

Wanstead was a neighbourhood of some note in the last

century, when the tenants of its numerous vdlas supported

the public assemblies then in fashion, although but six miles

from the metropolis itself.

The Wanstead Assemblt/ w^as painted for Lord Castlemaine,

and at once brought Hogarth into notice. It was exhibited

at the British Gallery in 1814, and was then the property of

William Long Wellesley, Esq., of Wanstead House ; and at

the sale of the effects in 1822, it was bought in by the family.

Among Hogarth's early but penurious patrons was Mr.
Bowles, at the Black Horse, in Cornliill ; and ISTichcls had
been told that he bought many a plate from Hogarth by the

weight of the copper ; but iN'icliols is certain that such a bar-

gaia was made in one instance, when the elder Mr. Bowles,

of St. Paul's Churchyard, (the predecessor of the Bowles and
Carver of our day,) offered, over a bottle, half-a-crown a

pound for a plate which Hogarth had just then completed.

His next friend of this class was Mr. Philip Overton, who,

however, paid the young engraver a somewhat better price.
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Walpole speaks of these early performances as not above the

labours of the people who are generally employed by book-

sellers; bntXichols, lest the reader should apply this designation

to artists employed in his time in book illustration, states that

Walpole's account of Hogarth, &c. was printed off aboveten years

previously, (1772,) "before the names of Cipriani, Angelica,

Bartolozzi, Sherwin, and Mortimer, were found at the bottom

of any plates designed for the ornament of poems or dramatic

pieces."

HOGARTH, KEXT THE ARCHITECT, AXD THE POET POPE.

William Kent, a man of moderate ability as a painter and

sculptor, but of considerable influence as an architect and
landscape-gardener, was the first artist who felt the touch of

Hogarth's satiric hand. Originally a coach-painter, he had

the good fortune to persuade some gentlemen to raise funds

to enable him to go and study in Italy, where he became

acquainted with the Earl of Burlington, who brought him
home as his protege. Kent painted as an altar-piece for

St. Clement's church, in the Strand, an absurd picture of

St. Cecilia, which, from its being supposed to contain por-

traits of the Pretender's wife and children, created much
ferment in the parish. This strange picture Hogarth burlesqued

in a print which raised an universal laugh. Gibson, bishop of

London, on his visitation to St. Clement's, ordered the church-

wardens to remove the original ; it was then taken to the

Crown and Anchor tavern, in the Strand, whence, after

several years, it was removed to the vestry-room, over the old

almshouses, in the churchyard ; and when this building was

taken down in 1803, the altar-picture was conveyed to the

new vestry-hall in Pickett^street, where it remains to this clay.

The ridicule which Hogarth had thus thrown on Kent was

very acceptable to Sir James Thornhill, who was jealous of

the fourfold reputation of the latter, as painter, sculptor,

architect, and ornamental gardener. Hogarth carried his

attack on Kent still farther in satirizing his friend, Pope,

who in' his poem of *' False Taste " severely criticised the

magnificent Duke of Chanclos as Timon, on his display of

great wealth and little taste at Canons. To Pope was added

Kenfs other great patron, the Earl of Burlington, and

Hogarth burlesqued the trio as follows. He represented

Burlington gate in Piccadilly, with Kent on the summit

flourishing his pallet and pencils over his astonished sup-

c
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porters Michael Angelo and Raphael. On a scaffold, some-

what lower down, stands Pope, with a tie-wig on ; he is

washing the front, and bespattering the Duke of Chandos, who
is passing by in his coach ; while Lord Burlington serves the

poet as a plasterer's labourer.

This print (entitled "The Man of Taste;" containing a

View of Burlington Gate ; 1731,) has conferred a celebrity

upon the archway, which it might not otherwise have obtained.

Pope took no notice of the attack. "Either Hogarth's

obscurity," says Xichols, " was his protection from the lash

of Pope, or perhaps the bard was too prudent to exasperate a

painter who had already given such proofs of his ability in

satire." This opinion is very iUogical ; for, proofs of ability

are inconsistent with obscurity. Pope remained silent : he
either feared the painter's retaliation, or he regarded him as

a vulgar caricaturist, beneath notice.

Hogarth said of Kent :
" Xeither England nor Italy ever

produced a more contemptible dauber than the late Mr. Kent
—and yet he gained the prize at Eome, in England had the first

people for his patrons, and to crown the whole, was appointed

painter to the King. But in this country such men meet with

the greatest encouragement, and sooner work their way into

nobtemen's houses and palaces."

HOGARTH'S SOUTHWARK FAIR.

This great metropolitan fair, w^hich was held on St.

Margaret's Hill, on the day after Bartholomew Fair, has now
been abolished for nearly a century ; but a few of its humours
have been preserved by the pencil of Hogarth. It was first

painted by him in 1733 : this picture was destroyed by fire

at Mr. Johnes's seat, at Hafod, in 1807 ; but it has been

more than once engraved. It represents several notabilities

of the Fair as to attract people from all parts of the kingdom
;

the booth-keepers used to collect money at their stalls for

prisoners in the'Marshalea. It is a rare scene of

" Startling players, fire-eaters, jugglers

—

Katterfelto, with his hair on end,

At his own wonders wondering for his bread."

Simple-faced countr^Tuen, nimble pickpockets, and ladies

with roguish eyes, are the actors who fill this stage. One of

the most successful characters is that of an Amazon in a hat

and feather, the sole heroine in a gang of hedge comedians
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beating up for an audience. The notabilities portrayed are—Signor Violante vaulting ; Cadman flying down a rope

—

he was afterwards killed at Shrewsbury ; Walker, after-

wards the famous Macheath ; Figg, the prize-fighter, on a
blind horse ; INIiller, a native of Saxony, eight feet high

;

two jugglers in senatorial wigs, Fawkes and Xeve ; Gibber,*
\vdth laurelled brow ; the show-cloth etched by Laguerre, &c.
The wonders and drolleries of Southwark Fair are described
by Pepys and Evelyn.

JOURNEY INTO KENT.

Among the records of the lively incidents of our painter's

career is a queer accoimt of a holiday jaunt of five days taken
by land and water, in May, 1732. The parties were Hogarth;
John Thornliill ; f Scott, the landscape-painter ; Tothall, a

member of the Club at the Bedford Coffee-house ; and
Forrest. They set out at midnight from the Bedford, each
with a shirt in his pocket ; and their excursion extended to

Gravesend, Rochester, Sheerness, and adjacent places. They
had particular duties : Hogarth and Scott made the di'awings

;

Thornhill the map ; Tothall was treasurer and caterer ; and
Forrest Avrote the journal. The tourists left the Bedford
with a song, and took water to Billingsgate, exchanging com-
pliments with the bargemen as they went down the river.

At Billingsgate, Hogarth made a caricature of a facetious

porter called the Duke of Puddledock, who entertained the

party with the humours of the place. Here they took to the

boat for themselves ; had straw to He upon, and went down the

river at night, by turns sleeping and singing jolly choruses.

Mr. Thackeray has thus grouped the incidents of this

humorous excursion :
" They arrived at Gravesend at six,

when they washed their faces and hands, and had their wigs

powdered. Then they sallied forth for Rochester on foot, and
drank by the way three pots of ale. At one o'clock they went
to dinner with excellent port, and a quantity more beer,

and afterwards Hogarth and Scott played at hopscotch in the

town-hall. It would appear that they slept most of them in

one room, and the chronicler of the party describes them all

as waking at seven o'clock, and telling each other their dreams.

You have rough sketches by Hogarth of the incidents of this

* Gibber acted the part of ancient Pistol, in the tragedy of Tamerlane

the Great, in a booth in Bartholomew Fair, 1733.

+ John Thornhill was a natiiral son of Sir James Thornhill : he svir-

vlved Hogarth twenty-five years.

c2
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lioliday excursion. The sturdy little painter is seen sprawling

over a plank to a boat at Gravesend ; the whole company are

represented in. one design, in a fisherman's room where they

had passed the night. One gentleman in a nightcap is

shaving himself ; another is being shaved by the fisherman
;

a third, with a handkerchief over his bald pate, is taking his

breakfast ; and Hogarth is sketching the whole scene. They
describe at night how they returned to their quarters, drank

to their friends, as usual, emptied several cans of good flip,

all singing merrily."

On the second night after their return, Forrest produced

his journal, bound, gilt, and lettered, and read the same to the

members of the Club then present at the Bedford. At the

same time Tothall produced the account of the Disbursements

on the journey, w^hich amounted to 6^. 6s.

A copy of the journal was left in the hands of the Rev.

Mr. Gostling, at Canterbury ; and he wrote an imitation of

it in Hudibrastic verse, (965 lines,) of which twenty copies

were printed as a literary curiosity in 1781 : it is reprinted in

Nichols's third edition. In the previous year, 1781, Hogarth

published a Tour of nine pages, illustrated with drawings.

The frontispiece, (Mr. Somebody,) was designed by Hogarth,

as emblematical of the journey, viz., that it was a short tour

by land and water, backwards and forwards, without head or

tail. The ninth is the tail-piece, (Mr. Nobody,) the whole

being intended as a burlesque on historical writers renovating

a series of insignificant events entirely uninteresting to the

reader.

PORTRAITS OF SARAH MALCOLM, MISS BLANDY, AND
ELIZABETH CANNING.

Hogarth appears to have had a strong penchant for painting

the portraits of criminals, and other notorieties in infamy.

Among them was Sarah Malcolm, the laundress in the Temple,

who was executed opposite Mitre-court, Fleet-street, on the

1 7th of March, 1733, for the murder of Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan,

Elizabeth Harrison, and Ann Price. Hogarth drew Malcolm's

portrait when she was in the condemned cell in JS'ewgate, on

the day before her execution ; and to Sir James Thornhill,

who accompanied him, he observed : "I see by this woman's
features that she is capable of any wickedness." Upon this,

Ireland remarks : "Of his (Hogarth's) skill in physiognomy

I entertain a very high opinion ; but as Sarah sat for her
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picture after her condemnation, I suspect his observation to

resemble those prophecies which are made after the comple-

tion of events they professed to foretel. She has a locked-up

mouth, wide nostrils, and a penetrating eye, with a general air

that indicates close observation and masculine courage ; but
I do not discover either depravity or cruelty ; though her

conduct in this, as well as some other horrible transactions,

evinced an uncommon portion of both, and proved her a Lady
Macbeth in low life."

When Sarah sat to Hogarth, " she had put on red to look

the better/' This portrait was in the Green Closet, at Straw-

berry Hill ; a copy of it was in the possession of Alderman
Boydell : it was engraved, and from the print were four

copies, besides one in wood, which was engraved for the

Gentleman s Magazine. "Thus eager were the public," says

Ireland, " to possess the portait of this most atrocious woman/'
Walpole calls her " a washerwoman," which, doubtless, arose

from his mistaking the designation of laundress, a woman
M'ho has the care of chambers, for a washer of clothes. It is

true that her picture was admitted into the Strawberry-hill

collection ; but Walpole rightly estimated Sarah's notoriety,

though he places her in great company, and writes, some
fifteen years after, (1748)

:

" Projectors make little noise here ; and even any one who only has
made a noise, is forgotten as soon as out of sight ! The knaves and
fools of to-day are too numerous to leave room to talk of yesterday.

The pains that people, who have a mind to be named, are forced to take
to be very particular, would convince you how difficult it is to make a
lasting impression on such a town as this. * * * * Lord Boling-

broke, Sarah Malcolm, and old Marlborough, are never mentioned by
their elderly folks to their gi'andchildren, who had never heard of

them."

—

Letters, voL ii. p. 104.

Another portrait of this class is that of Miss Blandy, who
was executed at Oxford in 1762, for poisoning her father.

The drawing, which is in every way worthy of Hogarth's

pencil, was in the collection of the Duke of Buckingham at

Stowe : it is in Indian-ink wash. She is represented in her

prison cell, sitting at a round table, her left hand resting on a

sheet of paper, and holding a pen, as if in the act of writing,

although her countenance is turned towards the sjDectator :

Mchols asks :
" Was she left-handed ?

"

Hogarth next painted Elizabeth Canning, whose fabricated

story of being seized under Bedlam wall, partly stripped, and
carried to Enfield Wash, and there shut up in a room, and
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kept upon loread and water, for many months turned the

heads of the town, and produced a shoal of pamphlets, prints,

and caricatures. Canning confessed the imposture, and was

tried, and condemned to transportation : Hogarth painted her

while she was in prison, and the portrait is in the Mulgrave

collection.

DEATH OF SIR JAMES THORXHILL.

In 1734, Hogarth lost his father-in-law. Sir James Thorn-

hill, whom he designated in the obituary of the Gentleman s

Magazine—"the greatest history-painter this Kingdom ever

produced : witness his elaborate works in Greenwich Hos-

pital, the cupola of St. Paul's, the altar-pieces of All Souls'

College in Oxford, and the church in Weymouth, where he

was born. He was not only by patents appointed history-

painter to their late and present majesties, but sergeant-

painter, by which he was to paint all the royal palaces,

coaches, barges, and the royal navy. This late patent he
surrendered in favour of his only son John. He left no other

issue but one daughter, now the T^nfe of Mr. William Hogarth,

admired for his curious miniature conversation pieces."

Thornliill was generous with his pencil : he painted the

Court of Aldermen, at the Guildhall, London, with allegorical

figures of Prudence, Justice, Temperance, and Fortitude ; in

return for which the Corporation presented the artist with

a gold cup, value 22 5Z. 7s.

Sir James designed for the Chelsea China-factory ; and
Walpole had, at Strawberry Hill, a dozen plates by Thornhill,

which he purchased at Mrs. Hogarth's sale, in Leicester-

square. Panton Betew, the silversmith of Hogarth's time, and
a dealer in works of art, related the following as the cause of

the breaking ujd of the Chelsea china works, in a conversation

with Xollekens :
—" Ay ! that was a curious failure, the cun-

ning rogues produced very white and delicate ware, but then

they had their clay from Cliina ; which when the Chinese

found out, they would not let the captains have any more
clay for ballast, and the consequence was, that the whole
concern failed." I^ollekens once asked Panton Betew, if he

knew where the Chelsea china factory stood ? To which Betew
replied, " Upon the site of Lord Darter/ s house, just beyond
the bridge."

ThornhiU lived in a large house behind ISTo. 104, St. Martin's-

lane : he painted the staircase with subjects of allegory; the
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pictures long remained upon the walls, in excellent condition,

as they have never,been cleaned. In this house subsequently

lived lihe junior Yan ISTost, the sculptor, who took the famous

mask Df Garrick from his face. After Yan Nost, Frank Hay-

man lived in this house ; and then Sir Joshua Eeynolds, pre-

vious to his knighthood, and before he went to live in the

house now No. 5, on the north side of Great Newport-street,

whence he removed to Leicester-fields.

Upon the site of the present Friends', or Quakers' meeting-

house, in St. Peter's-court, stood the first studio of EoubilHac,

the sculptor; there, amongst other works, he executed his

famous statue of Handel, for Yauxhall Gardens. The studio

was, upon Eoubilliac leaving it, fitted up as a subscription

drawing academy, Mr. Michael Moser being appointed keeper.

Hogarth was much against this establishment, though he pre-

sented to it several casts, and other articles, which had been

the property of his father-in-law, Sir James Thornhill. He
declared that it was the surest way to bring artists to beggary,

by rendering their education as easy as one guinea and a half

and two guineas, per quarter.

MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

In this famous piece, painted by Hogarth in 1735, most of

the fig-ures are portraits. It is a picture of thorough jollity.

Around a table are some dozen persons, taUdng, swearing,

singing, falling, sleeping, smoking, swilling, and huzzaing

" like mad.'' The president of the orgy is a priest, whom.

Sir Hawkins says, is Orator Henley ; but Mrs. Piozzi asserts

he is no other person than Parson Ford, a near relative of

Dr. Johnson, and a very profligate fellow. Although his com-

panions are falling about him, he sits, pipe in hand, using a

corkscrew as a tobacco-stopper.* The figure leaning over the

Parson is John Harrison, a tobacconist from Bell-yard ; the

law}^er, Kettleby, a vociferous barrister; the man in the

* This association of the priest and the corkscrew is traced to the

following anecdote related by Lord Sandwich. "I was in company

where there were ten persons, and I made a wager privately and won it,

that among them was not one prayer-book. I then oflFered to lay

another wager, that among the ten persons there were half-a-score of

corkscrews—it was accepted ; the better received his instructions, pre-

tended to break his corkscrew, and requested any gentleman to lend

him one, when each priest pulled a corkscrew from his pocket. A
dispute was got up as to some point in the Liturgy, when a prayer-

book was asked for, and not one of the priests had one."
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nightcap, old Chandler, a bookbinder from Shire-lane. The
jolly party have emptied twenty-three flasks, and the twenty-

fourth is being decanted. Even the timepiece is infected

\vith the fume of the liquor, for the hour and minute hands

do not agree.

This picture was presented by Hogarth to INIr. Eich, of

Covent-garden theatre ; his widow left it to her nephew,

General AYilford, who gave it to the grand-daughter of Eich,

who bequeathed it to William "Wightman, Esq., of Hampstead.

In the Egremont collection at Petworth, is a copy of this

picture ; another (says Ireland) was found in an inn in Glou-

cestershire, and passed into the hands of J. Calverley, Esq., of

Leeds ; a sketch was sold at John Ireland's sale, in 1810, for

61.; and in 1817, this picture, or another sketch, was in

the hands of Mr. Gwennap, and thence passed into Lord

Xorthwick's collection at Cheltenham, dispersed in 1859.

The print was very popular : in the British Museum is an

impression of the plate in its first state, printed with red ink
;

it was copied by Kirkhall and Eipenhausen. There is a very

large copy, 2 ft. 11 in. wide by 22 J inches high, published

by John Bowles, at the Black Horse, Cornliill : on each side

of the title are numerous verses. The bon-vivant Duke of

jSTorfolk possessed a copy, which, in 1816, was sold to ]\Iolteno,

of PaU Mall.

The clever heads in the Midnight Conversation, were en-

graved in two small plates by Eipenhausen, and published,

with a Erench description, in 1 786 ; and a French copy was en-

graved by Creite. Indeed, the fame of print and picture seems

to have been co-extensive with the love of drink. It is

considered in Erance and Germany the best of aU Hogarth's

single works.

It wiU be seen by reference to a future page, that one of

the wall-paintings discovered in the Elephant, in Fenchurch-

street, in 1826, is said to have been Hogarth's first idea of the

above picture, but differs from the print.

ORATOR HEXLEY.

We are easily led, (says ]\Ir. Wright,) to doubt the morality

of a schemer like Henley, and the reports of his contem-

poraries seem to rank it rather low. Hogarth introduced him

in his Midnight Conversation ; and in another picture, per-

forming the rites of baptism, but evidently more attentive to

the beauty of the mother than to the operation he is per-
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forming on the cliild. Anotlier rough, sketch by Hogarth
represents in burlesque the interior of the Oratory in Clare

Market; during service. The Orator's fame, however, was so

great, that several engravings were made of him, holding forth

from his pulpit, enriched T\dth velvet and gold.

—

(England
under the House of Hanover, vol. i. p. 107.)

A COFFEE-ROOM SCENE.

A good and characteristic conversation piece by Hogarth,

was sold by auction in June, 1856. It was from Mr. Barwell

Coles's collection, and is a true piece, with four life-size

figures, over a bowl of bunch. The scene is evidently in Old
Slaughter's Coffee-house, St. Martin's-lane; the persons repre-

sented are Dr. Mounsey, Slaughter himself, and it is said,

Hogarth. The heads are well painted, and the whole picture

is full of character.

"THE HAELOT'S PROGEESS."'

Hogarth commenced painting this series of six pictures in

1731, and published the plates engTaved from them in 1734,

They were the first great work in which his genius became
conspicuously knoAvn. " This," says Cunningham, "is no
burlesque production nor jesting matter—it exhibits, in the

midst of humour and satire, a moral pathos which saddens

the heart." The boldness and originality of the conception of

the satiric story, and the literal force with which the fashion-

able follies and corruptions of the age are shown up in these

pictures, extended as their effect was by engraving, admi-

nistered many a severe reproof to the actors in those scenes of

profligacy with which the London life of the period abounded.
Hitherto, painters had invested their moralities with the gTace

of classic fable and what may be termed the varnish of

allegory. Hogarth disdained such affectations, and in their

place gave us portraits of the vicious and the vile in the

several stages of their infamy. The chief agents are portraits

of notorieties of the day. The debauchee, in the first scene

of the series, is Colonel Charteris, Avhom Pope had already
" damned to everlasting fame," and who is here, to use Cun-
ningham's words, " pilloried to everlasting infamy." Kate
Hackabout, the frail heroine, was committed to Bridewell in

1730 : her brother was hung at Tyburn. The procuress,

Mother Needham, be-patched and sanctified looking, was sent
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out of the world in Tindergomg the sentence of being pilloried

in Park-lane, when she was so roughly handled by the mob
that she survived but a few days.

Then, with what characteristic accuracy are the accessories

of the pictures chosen : in the second plate, the sign, Pontac's

head, alludes to the purveyor who kept the celebrated eating-

house in Abchurch-lane ; the hat-box in the third plate, is

James Dalton's, a notorious street-robber ; the pictures are

Dr. Sacheverel and Captain Macheath—the Beggar s Opera

being just then in full run; and in the sixth plate the parson

is chaplain of the Fleet Prison, scandalous for its marriages

;

and the principal female, Elizabeth Adams, was executed for

robbery in 1737.

Of a higher class is the Justice in the third plate, tliis

being Sir John Gonson, who was indefatigable in hunting up
thieves and profligates, and is here entering the house of the

Harlot. Gonson was distinguished for the extravagance of

his addresses to Grand Juries ; they were composed, it is said,

by Orator Henley, of the Gilt-Tub, and Sir John's voice did

not escape the satire of Pope :

" Talkers I've heard ; Motteaux I knew;
Henley himself I've heard, and Budgell too,

The doctor's wormwood style, the hash of tongues

A pedant makes, the storm of Gonson's lungs."

The accuracy of the likeness of Sir John Gonson had much
to do with the sudden popularity of the Harlot's Progress.

Xichols relates that at a Board of Treasury, which was held a

day or two after the appearance of the third scene, a copy was
shown by one of the Lords, as containing, among other excel-

lencies, a striking likeness of Sir John Gonson. It gave

universal satisfaction : from the Treasury each lord repaired

to the print-shop for a copy of it; and Hogarth rose com-

pletely into fame. This anecdote was related by Christopher

Tilson, one of the chief clerks in the Treasury, and at that

period under-secretary of state.

The fourth Plate admirably represents a scene in Bridewell

:

men and women are beating hemp under the eye of a savage

taskmaster, and a lad too idle to work is seen standing on

tiptoe, to reach the stocks, in which his hands are fixed,

while over his head is written, " Better to work than stand

thus!"

In the fifth Plate, the fat and lean physicians, who are

squabbling beside the expiring sinner, are also portraits : the
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meagre practitioner is Dr. Misaubin, the Flemish Quack ;
*

his fat adversary is an English worthy of the same stamp

—

either Dr. Eock or Dr. Ward : an old nostrum of the latter

is in sale to this day. The apartment is the large room in

the house of the famous Dr. Misaubin,f now No. 96,

St. Martin's-lane ; and in the picture are portraits of the

Doctor and his Irish wife. This plate of Hogarth's, which

has never been understood by collectors of that artist's works,

has been explained thus : The Eake, who has accompanied

the girl to whom Dr. Misaubin had given his vicious pills, is

threatening to cane him. The Doctor's wife, who has been

cleaning a lancet after a recent operation, eyes the Rake with

a full determination to enforce her vengeance, should he offer

to put his threat into execution.

The cofhn in the last Plate, is inscribed September 2, 1731.

Tlie boy in a corner winding up his top with so much unpre-

tending insensibility in the plate of the Harlot's Funeral (the

only thing in that assembly that is not a hypocrite,) quiets

and soothes the mind that has been disturbed at the sight

of so much depraved man and woman kind. (C Lamh.)

The six pictures were sold at Hogarth's auction, in 1715,

for 14 guineas each, to Alderman Beckford, who removed

them to his seat at Fonthill; and when the mansion was

* Dr. Misaubin, (whose father was a celebrated preacher at the Spital-

fields French church,) brought a noted pill into England, by which he

realized a large fortune. His son was murdered when returning from
Marylebone gardens : the Doctor bequeathed his wealth to his grandson,

who dissipated it, and died in St. Martin's workhouse : he supported

himself entirely by drinking gin, and died at last for want of it.

Mr. Standley is in possession of an original drawing by Hogarth, con-

taining portraits of Dr. Misaubin and Dr. Ward, which he has had
engraved ; the plate being destroyed after twelve impressions had been
taken.—/. T. Smith, 1828.

f Dr. Misaubin's house in St. Martin's-lane was afterwai'ds a colour-

shop, and the front retained to the last gi'ooves for the shutters to shde

in ; the street-door frame was of the style of Queen Anne, with a spread

eagle, foliage, and flowers curiously and deeply carved in wood over the

entrance. Mr. Powel, the colourman, who long inhabited this house,

used to say that his mother, for many years, made a pipe of wine from
the grapes which grew in the garden, which at that time was neai'ly

100 feet in length, before the smoke of so many surrounding buildings

checked the grow^th of the vines.

The house has a large and curiously painted staircase, of figures

viewing a procession, which was executed for Dr. Misaubin, about 1732,

by a French painter named Clermont, who boldly charged one thousand

guineas for his labour ; but the charge being contested, he was obliged

to take five hundred guineas.
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"burnt in 1755, five of the pictures were consumed; the sixth

was saved, and is at Chaiiemont House, Dublin.

Nichols, in 1833, stated: "Mr. Hall, the police magistrate,

of Bow-street, has what he considers to he the first four of

the original sketches of the Harlot's Progress : they are in a

very rough, obscure, and dirty condition."

For the prints of the Harlots Progress above 1,200 names^

were entered in Hogarth's subscription-book. It was made
into a pantomime by Theophilus Gibber ; and again repre-

sented on the stage, under the title of The Jew decoyed^ or a

Harlots Progress, in a ballad opera. Fan-mounts were like-

wise engraved, containing miniature representations of all the

six plates ; and it was customary in Hogarth's family, to give

these fans to the maid-servants. The Empress of Eussia,

who highly prized Hogarth's works, had a tea service of cups

and saucers mth the Harlots Progress painted on them in

China, about the year 1793.

THE EAKE'S PROGRESS.

This admirable series of eight scenes, painted in 1735,

each complete in itself, and all telling a domestic story, fol-

lowed the Harlots Progress. Walpole says :
" The Ptahe's

Progress, though perhaps superior to the Harlots Progress^

had not so much success as the other—from want of novelty

;

nor is the print of the Arrest equal to the others." The in-

feriority of the latter plate was felt by Hogarth himseK ; he

tried to improve it, but without success.

Nevertheless, the success of the Rake's Progress must have

been great, for it was satisfactory to the artist himself. Their

humour, satire, and moral pathos were instantly appreciated.

Even Walpole now acknowledged Hogarth's triumph. " The

curtain," he says, "was now drawn aside, and his genius

stood displayed in its full lustre. From time to time he con-

tinued these works, which should be immortal if the nature

of his work would allow it. Even the receipts for liis sub-

scriptions had wit in them. Many of his plates he engraved

himself, and often expunged faces etched by his assistants

when they had not done justice to his ideas."

In the Pake's Progress, a young man succeeds unexpectedly

to the hoards of a sordid miser—from poverty to worldly

fortune. " He deserts the woman whom he had wooed, and

vowed to marry—starts on a wild career of extravagance,

dissipation, and foUy—is beset and swindled by speculators
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of all kinds, from poets to punks, including rooks, and bucks,

and bullies—parades through various haunts of sin and of

splendoi:.r, till •with a fortune dissipated, a constitution ruined,

his fame blighted, and his mind touched, he is left raving mad
in Bedlam.'^ Many of the actors in these scenes are beheved to

be portraits. The hero is j)robably only the impersonation

of the vices satirized. Around the head of the antiquated

beldam whom Eakewell marries, to support his extravagance,

is a halo, which is a shaft at that spiritual school of painting,

on which Hogarth looked coldly. The two sedate personages

at the gaming-table, are one Manners (of the Rutland family,)

to whom the Duke of Devonshire lost the great estate of

Leicester Abbey ; and a highwayman who sits warming his

feet at the fire, waiting C|uietly tOi the winner departs, that

he may, with a craped face and a cocked pistol, follow an-L

seize the whole. " Old Manners," says Ireland, " was the omy
person of his time who amassed a considerable fortune by the

profession of a gamester." Hogarth has shown him as miser

and gamester, discounting a nobleman's note-of-hand.

The second scene is Eakewell's morning levee ; Avith the

French fencing-master, Dubois, who died in a quarrel with
an Irishman of his own name and profession ; next is Figg,

the prize-fighter, who beat half-a-dozen Hibernians—hence the

label—"A Figg for the Irish;" the teacher of music resembles

Handel ; the French-horn player, Eridgman ; the pictures are

Fighting Cocks, and the Judgment of Paris. In the third

plate, the fellow with a pewter-dish, Leathercoat, was many
years porter at the Eose Tavern : the decapitated Caesars are

very comical. In the sixth plate, the fire alludes to an acci-

dent which happened April 2-3, 1733, when White's Chocolate-

house, and two adjoining houses in St. James's-street, were
consumed; Sir Andrew Fountaine's fine collection of paintings

was destroyed ; His Majesty and the Prince of Wales were
present above an hour, and encouraged the firemen and others

to work at the engines, by distributing money amongst them.

The eighth scene is very full : the tailor is Lord L—-—r, who
had a passion for that business ;

* the maniac chained to the

floor is a copy of one of Cibber's figures over the gate of

Bedlam ; the Eake himself is the companion figure ; the

man sitting by the figure inscribed " Charming Betty Care-

less," is WiUiam Ellis, the maniac who lost his reason through

* Just as an "exciuisite" Earl of oxir time had; and whose taste not
only gave the name to a fashion, but actually cut out his own clothea.
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love for his Betty : an etching of this plate has been sold for

111. Os. 6d. Mr. Knowles, of 34, Bridge-street, Blackfriars,

possesses a beautiful and most valuable drawing in Indian

ink of the above Bedlam scene ; it was evidently drawn by
Hogarth for the purpose of transferring to the copper, but the

draA\iug is most exquisitely finished. {Nichols, 1833.)

The woman, discarded in the first print, receives Eakewell

in the fourth, is present at his marriage, follows him into the

gaol and watches over him in Bedlam.

The original sketch in oil, of the 6th plate, was, in 1782, at

Mrs. Hogarth's, in Leicester Fields ; the principal character

is here sitting, and not thrown upon his knees in execration,

which is a very effective incident of the picture.

The eight paintings were sold in Hogarth's sale, in 1745,

for twenty-two guineas each, the purchaser being Alderman
Beckford, at whose sale they were purchased by Col. Ful-

lerton for 650 guineas. In 1802, they were bought by Sir

John Soane for 598^. ; and they are now in the Picture-room

of the Soanean Museum, in Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Hogarth painted the Rake's Progress in a temporary summer
residence at Isleworth. The crowd of visitors to his studio

was immense. He often asked them if they knew for whom
one or other of the figures in the pictures was designed, and
when they guessed wrong, he set them right. It was generally

believed that the heads were chiefly portraits of low charac-

ters on town.

HOGAETH PAINTS THE STAIRCASE OF ST. BARTHOLOMEWS
HOSPITAL.

Before Hogarth had done anything of much consequence

in his walk " between the sublime and grotesque,'' he writes

:

" I entertained some hopes of succeeding in what the puffers

in books call the great style of History Painting; so that

without having had a stroke of this grand business before, I

quitted small portraits and familiar conversations, and with a

smile at my own temerity, commenced history painter, and

on the great staircase of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, painted

two Scripture stories, the Pool of Bethesda, and the Good

Samaritan, with figures seven feet high." These paintings

Hogarth presented to the Charity, in acknowledgment of

which he was elected a Life Governor of the Hospital. The
inscription records :

" The historical Paintings of this stair-

case were painted and given by Mr. William Hogarth, and
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the ornamental painting at his expense, a.d. 1736." Hogarth
soon left this new path, in which Walpole deals harshly with
his failure : "the genius that had entered so feelingly into

the calamities and crimes of familiar life, deserted him in a

walk that called for dignity and grace. The burlesque turn
of his mind mixed itself with the most serious subjects.

In the Pool of Bethesda, a servant of a rich ulcerated lady
beats back a poor man that sought the same celestial remedy,''

This, though justly thought, Walpole condemns as too ludi-

crous; but it is rather satirical. The conception of both
these w^orks is their chief merit.

Hogarth paid his friend Lambert for painting the landscape
of the Good Samaritan, and afterwards cleaned the whole at

his own expense.

Two fine drawings for the Bethesda painting exist. One
is in black and white chalk, drawn from the life, of the
principal female figure in the Pool ; upon which S. Ireland
notes :

" this figure was drawn at St. Martin's-lane, and is

said to have represented I^^ell Eobinson, a celebrated cour-

tezan :" it was given in 1794 by Mr. Cotton to Ireland, and
is now in the Eoyal collection. The second drawing is in

chalk, very fine, probably the study for the beggar in the
Pool ; it j)assed into Mr. John Sheepshanks's collection.

HOGARTH AN ANATOMICAL DRAUGHTSMAN.

It is not generally known that in early life Hogarth at-

tempted to paint morbid anatomy : it was at the suggestion

of Dr. Csesar Hawkins who directed his attention to it as a

field of labour not occupied ; Hogarth at that time being a

beginner the Doctor patronized him ; and two pictures painted

by Hogarth for him (of diseased viscera) were bequeathed
with other pictures by the widow of the doctor, to the Royal
College of Surgeons, where they are still preserved.

"THE STROLLING ACTRESSES."

This picture is one of the most imaginative and amusing of

Hogarth's works. It is a huge barn fitted up as a theatre,

with a company of performers preparing for the " Devil to

Pay in Heaven," a sort of burlesque of a religious mystery.

The principal dramatis persons, Jupiter, Juno, Diana, Apollo,

Plora, Night, Syren, Aurora, and Cupid, are accompanied by a

ghost, two eagles, two dragons, two kittens, and an aged
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monkey. Juno is rehearsing lier part on an old wheelbarrow

which serves occasionally for a triumphal car ; ISTight, in a

starry robe, is mending her stocking ; the Star of Evening is

a scoured tin tart-mould. A veteran, one-eyed damsel repre-

sents the Tragic Muse, and is cutting a cat's taU for blood to

heighten the mimic scene. Two little devils with budding

horns, are struggling for a pot of ale. In the centre of the

design Diana is stripped to her chemise, and having just

caught the inspiration of her part, is rehearsing, heedless of

dressing ; she is young, blooming, and beautiful. Flora is

making her toilet before a broken looking-glass ; she smooths

her hair with a piece of taUow candle, and holds the dredger

ready. Apollo and Cupid are trying to bring down a pair of

stockings, hung out on a cloud to dry ; but the wings of the

God of Love fail, and he is compelled to mount by a ladder.

Aurora sits on the ground; the Syren is offering Ganymede a

glass of gin ; and the woman who personates the Bird of

Jove, is feeding her child ; a royal crowTi holds the pap-

saucepan, and the child screams at the enormous beak of the

eagle. In a corner a monkey in a long cloak, a bag wig, and
solitaire, is moistening the plumed helmet of Alexander the

Great. Two kittens are playing with a lyre and an imperial

orb ; and two judges' wigs and an empty noose are in sug-

gestive juxta-position. A mitre is filled with tragedies and
farces ; a hen and chickens are roosting upon a set of un-

employed waves ; and here are the materials for dramatic

thunder. The humour, sarcasms, and absurdities in the pic-

ture are endless—even the darkest nook has a meaning

;

and the oddity of the properties is well indicated by Juno
having for her share " thunderbolt, tnm.k, wheelbarrow, salt-

box, rouge, and rolling-pin." It is, indeed, a thorougldy

behind the scenes picture. It was sold by Francis Beckford,

Esq., for 211. 6s., which price he thought too much, and
returned it to the painter, who then sold it to j\Ir. Wood, of

Littleton, for the same price ; and it remains in his posses-

'

sion. A print in the first state, extra fine, has been sold for

6/. 10s.

THE BEGGARS' OPERA.

The talents of Hogarth did not allow him to let pass the

Is'ewgate pastoral of the Beggars' Ojjera, the greatest theatri-

cal success of his time.

Of this subject, Hogarth painted, at least, two coj)ies. The
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original sketch in oil, represents Lucy and Polly interced-

ing with their fathers to save Capt. Macheath : Walker as

Macheath ; ]\Iiss Fenton (afterwards Duchess of Bolton) as

Polly ; Hippisley as Peachem ; Hall as Lockit : on one side,

in a box, are Sir Thomas Eobinson, very tall and lean, and
Sir Eobert Fagg, the famous horse-racer. This sketch was
given by Hogarth to Horace TValpole, and remained in the

Strawberry-hill collection, until the sale in 1842, when it

was sold for 55 guineas. Walpole had another picture by
Hogarth, of Macheath going to execution. Of this subject,

Hogarth painted at least two copies for Eich, of Covent
Garden Theatre. It was engraved by Blake, in 1790, with a

key-plate of the personages.

Hogarth caricatured the Beggars' Opera in a print repre-

senting the actors with the heads of animals, and Apollo and
the Muses fast asleep under the stage. In another caricature,

Parnassus was turned into a bear-garden ; Pegasus was
drawing4a dust-cart, and the Muses were employed in sifting

cinders

:

Parnassus now like a bear-garden appears,
' And Apollo there plays on his crowd to the bears :

Poor Pegasus draws an old dust-cart along,

And the Muses sift cinders, and hum an old song.

With a fa, la, &c.

"THE FOUE TIMES OF THE DAY."

In these four prints, Hogarth, says Ireland, " treads poetic

ground/' It would have been more sensible to say, they
present so many scenes of the London street life of the period

;

just as George Cruikshank and John Leech, in our day, illus-

trate the humour of their period.

Of Morning the scene is Covent-garden of about a century
and a quarter ago. The sun is newly risen, and there is snow
on the house-tops ; a prim old maiden lady is walking to

church, with a haJf-starved and shivering footboy bearing her
prayer-book. She is extraordinarily sour ; for she sees, as if

she saw them not, two faddled beaux from Tom TCin g's

coffee-house caressing two frail women. A young fruit-girl

is warming her hands at the embers of a night-fire on the

pavement ; while her companion, a beggar-woman, in vain

solicits charity from the sour old maiden on her way to

church : this is the portrait of a lady, Avho, it is said, was
so incensed at the satire, that she struck Hogarth out of her

D
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will ; she was at first pleased with the strong likeness, till

some good-natured friend explained it in a way injurious to

the fortune of the artist. At the door of Tom King's coffee-

house* there is a drunken row, in which swords and cudgels

are the weapons. There is snow on the ground, and icicles

hang from the eaves ; but, to suit the season, there is a

liquor-shop open ; and Dr. Eock is commending to a mar-
velling audience the miracles wrought by his medicine, which
his sign-post shows, he dispenses by letters patent.

Noon is laid, according to Ireland, at the door of a French
chapel in Hog-lane, (afterwards Castle-street,) Seven Dials, a

part of the town then peopled by French refugees, or their

descendants. The congregation are coming out of the chapel

;

foremost are an aifected Frenchwoman, her foppish husband,
and a spoiled child ; two withered beldames saluting is very

ludicrous. St. Giles's clock-dial points to half-past eleven

;

but at this early hour there was as much good eating as now
at six in the evening ; and twenty pewter measures on the

wall attest the rate of drinking. A servant-girl, bringing a

pie from a baker's, is stopped to be kissed by a blackamoor

;

but the best portion of the picture is a poor boy who in resting

a baked pudding on the head of a post, has broken the dish,

and let out the contents ; he gapes Avith misery, his eyes run
over with tears, and he scratches his head most ludicrously

;

while a half-famished child is devouring some of the smoking
pieces of pudding.

Evening is on the banks of the I^ew River, near Sadler's

Wells, and includes the sign of Sir Hugh Myddleton's Head.

A husband and wife are walking out to take the air ', ^e is in

suspicious position with the head and horns of a neighbouring

cow ; she is fatigued, portly and proud, and spiteful : there

are other pedestrians. A proof of this plate, before the

artist's name, or any inscription, and prior to the introduc-

tion of the girl, (only three known,) was sold in 182-5 for oOl.

Night, the fourth scene, is laid near Charing-cross, on Ees-

toration Day, (May 29,) when the streets were dressed with

* Tom King's Coffee-house was a common shed immediately beneath the

portico of St. Paul's chiorch, Covent Garden : and was " well-knov\Ti to

all gentlemen to -whom beds are unknown." Fielding says :
" What rake

is ignorant of King's Coffee-house ?" Tom's widow, Mrs. Moll Kmg,
continued landlady, and was often fined for keeping a disorderly house.

At length she retired from business—and the pillory—to Hampstead,
where she hved on her ill-earned gains, paid for a pew in church, was
charitable at appointed seasons, and died in peace in 1747.
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oak-boughs, especially the signs, and the hats of mirthful

spirits. A Freemason, staggering from the tavern, assisted

by a waiter, has been set down for Sir Thomas de Yeel, a

magistrate ; a Xantippe showers upon him from her chamber

window, an inodorous favour. There is a bonfire, through

which the Salisbury Flying Coach, in attempting to pass, is

overset and broken—said by Ireland to be a burlesque upon

a right honourable peer, who was accustomed to drive three

or four of his maid-servants into a deep water, and there leave

them in the coach to shift for themselves.

A finished sketch, said to be Hogarth's first thought for

Morning, was sold in Yates's sale in 1827, to Mr. Tayleure for

2\l. The picture was purchased by Sir William Heathcote

for 20 guineas ; and Night for 27^. 65. Noon was sold for

38Z. 17s., and Evening for 39^. 18s., to the Duke of Ancaster,

and are now possessed by Lord Gwydir : the four were ex-

hibited at the British Gallery in 1814.

HOGARTH EMBELLISHES VAUXHALL GARDENS.

In 1728, Spring Garden, as Yauxhall was then called, was

leased to Jonathan Tyers, to whose taste and spirit this old

London resort owed much of its celebrity subsequent to the

time of Addison and Sir Eoger de Coverley. Tyers reopened

the Gardens in 1732, with a grand Ridotto al Fresco; he

next set up an organ in the orchestra, and in the grounds,

in 1738, Eoubilliac's statue of Handel, which is now in the

committee-room of the Sacred Harmonic Society, at Exeter

Hall.

Hogarth was now rich enough to take summer lodgings

at Lambeth-terrace ; the house in which he resided is still

sho^vn, and a vine pointed out which the painter planted.

While living there, he became acquainted with Tyers, of

Yauxhall Gardens; and for the season of 1739, Hogarth

designed the silver ticket of admission : the obverse bore the

number, name of the holder, and date ; and the reverse a

figure of Euterpe, Hogarth next suggested to Tyers the

embellishment of the Gardens with paintings ; the principal

objects in them having previously consisted of whimsical

proofs of skill in mechanics, and model pictures, and arbours

covered and paved with tiles. For the pavilions wliich Tyers

had built, Hogarth drew the four parts of the Day, which

Hayman copied; Hogarth also painted for the vestibule

d2
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portraits of Henry the Eighth and Anne Boleyn. The print

bears the lines by Allan Eanisay,

" Here struts old pious Harry," &c.

A proof has been sold for 13^. 2s. 6d The portraits were

said to be Frederick Prince of Wales and Lady Vane. For
this assistance, which seems to have been gratuitous, Tyers

presented Hogarth with a Gold Ticket, or perpetual admission :

it bears on its obverse "Hogarth," and beneath it, "/w per-

petiiam heneficii meinoriam ;
" on the reverse are two figures,

surrounded with the motto, " Virtus volujJtas felices una."

This Ticket, (for the admission of six persons, or " one coach,")

was last used for admission in 1836 : it is now in the posses-

sion of Mr. Frederick Gye, who purchased it for 20/. After

Hogarth's decease, the Ticket, or Medallion, remained in the

hands of his widow, who bequeathed it to ]\Irs. Mary Lewis,

who left it to Mr. R. F. Hart, chief clerk of the Duchy of Corn-

wall Office, and second Clerk of the Kitchen to George III.

It next became the property of Captain Tuck, of Lambeth.

The design has been engraved ; and the original copper-plate,

with 30 impressions, was bought by Evans, at Wilkinson's

sale, in 1826, for 13s. only.

Such is the generally received version of Hogarth's intro-

duction to Tyers ; but Mr. J. Phillips, the nephew-in-law of

]\Ir. Hart, tells the anecdote as related to him by JSIrs. Lewis,

as follows : On passing the tavern one morning, which was

then kept by Jonathan Tyers, and open, together with the

Gardens, as a place of recreation daily, Hogarth saw Tyers,

and observing that he looked particularly melancholy, said :

" How now, master Tyers, why so sad this morningV " Sad

times, master Hogarth, and my reflexions were on a subject

not likely to brighten a man's countenance," said Tyers ;
" I

was thinking, do you know, which would be likely to prove

the easiest death—hanging or drowning." " Oh," replied Ho-
garth, " is it come to that ? " " Very nearly, I assure you,"

said Tyers. " Then," replied Hogarth, " the remedy you think

of applying is not Hkely to mend the matter—don't hang or

drown to-day. I have a thought that may save the necessity

of either, and will communicate it to you to-morrow morning

:

call at my house in Leicester-fields." The interview took

place, and the result was the embelhshment of the Gardens

by Hogarth, who associated himself with Hajrman in the

work.
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These paintings were chiefly in the sweeps of pavilions, or

supper-boxes, in the Gardens ; they had little of Hogarth's

geniis ; and they were rarely seen by the company, for want
of sufficient light. Many of the pictures perished ; but such

as remained were disposed of at the sale of the moveable

property in the Gardens, in October, 1841.

Twenty-foiir pictures by Hogarth and Hayman produced but small

sums : they had mostly been upon the premises since 1742 ; the canvass

was nailed to boards, and much obscured by dirt. By Hogarth : Drunken
Man, il. 4 s.; a Woman pulling out an Old Man's grey hairs, 21. 3s.

;

Jobson and N"ell in the Devil to Pay, il. 4s, ; the Happy Family, 3Z. 15s.

;

Children at Play, U. lis. 6d. By Hayman: Children Bird's-nesting,

51. 10s. ; Minstrels, SI. ; the Enraged Husband, 41. 4s. ; the Bridal Day,

61. 6s. ; Blindmau's Buff, dl. 8s. ; Prince Henry and Falstaff, 71. ; Scene

from the Rake's Progress, 91. 15s.; Merry-making, 11. 12s. ; the Jealous

Husband, 41. ; Card-party, 61. ; Children's Party, 41. 15s. ; Battledore

and Shuttlecock, 11. 10s.; the Doctor, 41. 14s. 6d.; Cherry-bob, 21. 15s.;

the Storming of Seringapatam, 8Z. 10s; Neptune and Britannia, 81. 10s.

;

Foiu" busts of Simpson, the celebrated Master of the Ceremonies, were
sold for 10s.; and a bust of his royal shipmate, WiUiam IV., 19s.*

ROSAMOND'S POND.

This noted London haunt was a sheet of water in the

south-west corner of St. James's Park,t "long consecrated to

disastrous love and elegiac poetry." The earliest notice to be

found of it is in an Exchequer payment in 1612 : the pond was

filled up in 1770. We find it mentioned as a notorious place of

intrigue in the love comedies of Otway, Congreve, Earquhar,

Southeme, CoUey Gibber, and by Addison and Pope :

This the Beau-monde shall from the Mall survey

This the fleet lover shall for Venus take,

And send up vows from Rosamanda's Lake.

Hape of the Lock.

It was painted by Hogarth, about the year 1740, and the

picture is now in IMr. "VVillett's collection. It was engraved for

this gentleman about five-and-twenty years since, when only

* See a minute description of Vauxhall Gardens in Curiosities of

London, pp. 745—748. The property remained in Tyers's family until

1828. The site is now built upon : a School of Art was founded upon

a portion of the ground in June, 1860 ; the Prince of Wales laying the

first stone of the edifice, and this being His Royal Highness' s first act of

the kind.

t Another pond in the Green Park, nearly opposite Coventry House,

bore the name of Rosamond down to 1840, when it was filled up.
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one hundred impressions were taken, but not one of them was

pubHshed. Hogarth also painted a smaller view of Eosa-

mond's Pond, of a cabinet size, likewise in the collection of

Mr. Willett, ^dth the receipt for 11. 7s. (the sum charged by

the painter), in the handwriting of Mrs. Hogarth. These

views are in part followed by George Cruikshank, in one of

his Illustrations to Ainsworth's tale of the Misers Daughter,

in ISTo. 1. oi AinswortNs Magazine, 1842.

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN—THE DISTRESSED POET.

The design of the first scene, which it deafens one to

look at, has been variously explained. The hero of the print

has been set down for Cervetto ; but according to others, Dr.

Arne. John Ireland attributes it to John Festin, who was

an eminent player of the German flute and hautboy, and was

a fashionable teacher of music. jSIr, Dallaway says, Signer

Castracci was intended. Ireland relates that to each of his

pupils, Festin dedicated an hour a-day. " At nine o'clock, one

morning, (said he,) I waited upon my Lord Spencer, but his

Lordship being out of town, from him I went to Mr. Y n,

now Lord Y n ; it was so early that he was not arisen.

I went into his chamber, and opening a window, sat down
on the window-seat. Before the rails was a feUow playing

upon the hautboy. A man with a barrowful of onions offered

the piper an onion if he would play him a tune ; that ended,

he offered a second for a second tune ; the same for a third,

and was going on ; but this was too much—I could not bear

it—it angered my very soul. ' Zounds,' said I, ' stop here !

This fellow is ridiculing my profession—he is playing on the

hautboy for onions !
'

"

Upon this story Hogarth has wrought out his design, in

the year 1741 : the original sketch was in chiaroscuro,

and was sold at S. Ireland's sale in 1801, for four

guineas : thence it passed into the collection of Mr. Hall

Chambers, of Southampton. Among the performers of the

discord in the street, are a dustman, shouting " Dust, ho !

dust, ho ! "- the fishmonger crying, '' Flounders !
" a milkmaid,

" ]\Iilk above ! Milk below ! " a female ballad-singer chanting

the doleful story of "the Lady's Fall ;" the singer's child and
a neighbouring parrot screaming a chorus ; a little French
drummer remorselessly beating a ruba-dub-dub, singing all

the time ; two cats squalling in the gutter-tiles ; a doghowl-
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ing most dismally ; while an urchin-sweep, all black save his

teeth and the whites of his eyes, from the top of a chimney-

pot, proclaims that his job is done. Then we have a crowd

of instrumentalists : a postman with his horn, a strolling

hautboy player, a dustman with his bell, a paviour with his

rammer, a knife-grinder grinding a butcher's cleaver ; and

"John Long, Pewterer," (over the door,) with the clink of

twenty hammers, striking metal, accompanies the medley of

out-door discords.

This picture was engraved with great success ; and a copy

of the plate, with that of " the Distressed Poet,"—both first

states, in Baker's sale, 1825, produced nine guineas.

The original of " the Distressed Poet " has been set down
as Theobald, the editor of Shakspeare's Plays ; and the

inveterate assailant of Pope. The painting was given by
Hogarth to Mrs. Draper the celebrated midwife, and sold at

her death for five guineas to Mr. Ward, at whose sale it was
purchased by the first Lord Grosvenor for fourteen guineas

;

it is now in the Grosvenor Gallery. The scene of it was
the house of Mr. Huggins, in St. Martin's-lane, although, by
an error of the engraver, in reversing, the church of St. Martin

appears on the right-hand instead of the left. I^ichols says :

" the musician was undoubtedly Castrucci ; the wretched

hautboy player was at that time well laiown about the streets."

THE MARRIAGE A LA MODE PICTURES.

This series of six pictures, for invention, composition,

drawing, colouring, and character, are the most important and
highly MTOught of Hogarth's satiric comedies. Mr. Thackeray
has thus em]3hatically and powerfully told their impressive

story of domestic misery.

The care and method with which the moral gromids of these pictures are

laid is as remarkable as the wit and skill of the observing and dexterous

artist. He has to describe the negotiation for a marriage pending
between the daughter of a rich citizen Alderman and young Lord
Viscount Squanderfield, the dissipated son of a gouty old Earl. Pride
and pomposity appear in every accessory surrounding the Earl. He sits

in gold lace and velvet—as how should such an Earl wear anything but
velvet and gold lace ? His coronet is everywhere—on his footstool on
which reposes one gouty toe turned out ; on the sconces and looking-

glasses ; on the dogs ; on his lordship's very crutches ; on his great chair

of state, and the great baldaquin behind him; under which he sits

pointing majestically to his pedigree, which shows that his race is

sprung from the loins of William the Conqueror, and confronting the

old Alderman from the City, who has mounted his sword for the occa-
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sion, and wears his Alderman's chain, and has brought a bag-full of

money, mortgage-deeds, and thousand povmd notes, for the arrangement
of the transaction pending between them. Whilst the steward (a

methodist, therefore a hypocrite and cheat, for Hogarth scorned a
papist and a dissenter,) is negotiating between the old couple, their

children sit together, united but apart. My lord is admiruig his coun-
tenance in the glass, while his bride is twiddling her marriage-ring on
her pocket-handkerchief ; and Hstening with rueful countenance to

Counsellor SHvertongue, who has been drawing the settlements. The
girl is pretty, but the painter, with a curious watchfulness, has taken
care to give her a likeness to her father, as ia the young Viscount's face

you see a resemblance to the Earl, his noble sire. The sense of the
coronet pervades the picture, as it is supposed to do the mind of its

wearer. The pictures round the room are sly hints indicating the
situation of the parties about to marry. A martyr is led to the fire

;

Andromeda is offered to sacrifice ; Judith is going to slay Holofernes.
Here is the ancestor of the house, (in the picture it is the Earl himself

as a young man,) with a comet over his head, iudicating that the career

of the famUy is to be brilliant and brief.

In the second picture, the old Lord must be dead, for Madam has

now the Countess's coronet over her bed and the toUet-glass, and sits

listening to that dangerous Counsellor Silvertongue, whose portrait now
actually hangs up ia her room ; whilst the Counsellor takes his ease on
the sofa by her side, evidently the familiar of the house, and the con-

fidant of the mistress. My lord takes his pleasure elsewhere than at

home, whither he returns jaded and tipsy from the Eose, to find his

wife yawning in her drawing-room, her whist-party over, and the day-

light streaming in; or"he amuses himself with the very worst company
abroad, whilst his wnfe sits at home listening to foreign singers, or

wastes her money at auctions, or worse still, seeks amusements at mas-
querades. The dismal end is known. My lord draws upon the Coun-
sellor, who kUls him, and is apprehended while endeavouring to escape.

My lady goes back per force to the Alderman in the City, and faints

upon reading Counsellor Silvertongue's dying speech at Tyburn, where
the Counsellor has been executed for sending his lordship out of the
world.

The six pictures are—1. The Marriage Contract. 2. Shortly

after Marriage. 3. The Visit to the Quack Doctor. 4. The
Countess's Dressing-room. 5. The Duel and the Death of the

Earl. 6. The Death of the Countess.*

These pictures were exhibited gratis to the public by
Hogarth, in Cock's auction-rooms, now Eobins's, ui the

Piazza, Covent Garden.

* In this Plate occurs a curious instance of Hogarth's attention to

most minute traits of character : where, as a further instance of the

avarice and miserable penury of the Alderman, who is stripping his dying
daughter of her trinkets, a close observer will perceive, that the servant-

lad is clothed in one of his master's old coats, which has been shortened,

and that the cloth cut off is turned, and made into new cuffs ; this is

more plainly seen in the picture, by the contrast of the colour of them
with the faded hue of the coat.
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In 1841, Messrs. Smith, the eminent print-seUers, of Lisle-

stKet, had the good fortune to discover in the country a dupU-
cat5 set of the Marriage cb la Mode pictures, which appear to

ha\e escaped the researches of all the irtT:iters on Hogarth's

woiks. They are evidently the finished sketches from which
he afterwards painted the pictures in the National Gallery,

whi^h are more highly wrought. The backgrounds of these

pictires are very much subdued, which gives a greater im-

portmce to the figures. They are now in the collection of the

late H. E. "Willett, Esq., of Merly House, Dorsetshire. They
are piinted in an exceedingly free and sketchy manner ; and
are considered to have been most probably painted at the

same time as the four pictures of The Election, now in the

Soanem Museum, the execution of which they very much re-

semble. There is a considerable number of variations between
these £nd the jS'ational Gallery pictures ; and such differences

throw much light upon the painter's technical execution,

which is somewhat disputed. "Although in some respects

(says a critic) rather sketchily handled, they are not painted

feebly; and if they cannot be called highly finished, these

productions are worthy to rank as cabinet pictures."

Dr. "Waagen says of these masterly works :
—" These six

pictures'are in my opinion the most ingenious and most suc-

cessful of his series. These pictures are well known by the

engravings, and the witty descriptions of lichtenberg. The
old and new history of the lofty but hollow genealogical tree,

with the dirty but well filled money-bag, with its consequences,

is here represented with a most extraordinary profusion of

inventioa., observation, humour, and dramatic power. But
what surprised me is the eminent merit of these works as

paintings, since Hogarth's own countryman, Horace Walpole,
said he had but little merit as a painter. All the most
delicate lieads of his humour are here marked with con-

summate skill and freedom, and every other part executed
with the same decision, and for the most part with ease.

Though tie colouring on the whole, and the pictures, as

they are almost wholly painted ia dead colours, with hardly
any glazing, have more the look of distemper than of oil-

paintings, the colouring of the flesh is often powerful ; and
the others, very broken, are disposed with so much refined

feeling for harmonious effect, that in colouring they stand in

a far higher rank than numerous productions of the most
modem English School, with all glaring, inharmonious colours.
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Oiily the fifth picture, the Death of the Husband, has lost its

chiaro-obscuro by turning dark. For these six pictures Hogarth

received only the miserable pittance of 110^."

SALE OF THE MAERIAGE A LA MODE PICTURES.

In 1750, Hogarth advertised for sale these six aoble

pictures by a strange plan, the result of which is thus related

by Mr. Lane, who unexpectedly became the public purchaser

of them.

The sale was to take place by a kind of auction, wheR each

bidder was to write on a ticket the sum he was disposed to

give, with his name subscribed to it. These papers vere to

be received by Hogarth for the space of one month, on the

last day of which, at twelve o'clock, the highest bidder was to

be the purchaser. The public, however, disliked the plan, and

kept aloof : indeed, there seemed a combination against

Hogarth. Mr. Lane relates that on June 6, 1750, which was

to decide the fate of this capital work, when he arrive! at the

Golden Head, in Leicester-square, instead of finding tie study

full of noble and great personages—as at the sale of the

Harlot's Progress,—he only found Hogarth, and his friend,

Dr. Parsons, Secretary to the Eoyal Society. Hogarth had put

on his best wig, strutted away one hour, fumed aTay two

more, and in revenge muttered :
" J^o picture-dealer shall be

-allowed to bid." Mr. Lane had bid 110?.; no one had

arrived ; and ten minutes before twelve, Mr. lane told

Hogarth he would make the poimds guineas. The clock

struck, and Hogarth wished Lane joy of his purchsse. Dr.

Parsons was very much disturbed, and attributed tlie failure

of the sale to the early hour, when Lane offered the painter

till three o'clock, to find a better bidder. This was accepted,

when Parsons proposed to make it public, which Lane forbade.

"At one o'clock," Hogarth said :
" I shall trespass no longer

on your generosity ;
you are the proprietor, and if you are

pleased with the purchase, I am abundantly so with the pur-

chaser." Thus were sold these admirable pictures, in frames

worth four guineas each
;
yet no one felt them to be worth

more than 90?. 6s. In less than half a century, (in 1797,)

Colonel Cawthorne, who inherited the pictures from Lane,

sold them to IVIr. Angerstein for 1,381/.

Five years previously, on Jan. 25, 1745, Hogarth had

offered for sale the six paintings of the Harlot's Progress, the
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eight paintings of the Rake's Progress, the Four Times of the

Day, and the Strolling Actresses, on condition that on the day
of the sale, every bidder, previously entered, should be the

purchaser, if none other appeared within five minutes, and
each bidding to be in gold. But, from some cause, the

scheme failed ; and the painter obtained only 427^. 7s. for his

nineteen pictures !
" More," says Cunningham, " has been

since given, over and over again, for a single painting, than

Hogarth obtained for all his paintings put together !

"

The strangeness of the plan had much to do with the

failure of the sale ; and, as if to make assurance doubly sure

of this result, the painter's card of admission to his sale was
a piece of satire and spleen, entitled "The Battle of the

Pictures."

"MAEPJAGE A LA MODE," AXD "THE CLANDESTINE
MAERIAGE."

The publication of the prints of Marriage \ la Mode sug-

gested the novel of the Marriage Act, a novel by D. Shebbeare

;

and of the Clandestine Marriage, the joint production of

Garrick and the elder Coleman. In the Prologue to this

excellent comedy, Garrick thus expressed his regard for hi^

friend :

Poets and painters, who from nature draw
Their best and richest stores, have made this law :

That each should neighbourly assist his brother,

And steal with decency from one another.

To night your matchless Hogarth gives the thought,
Which from his canvas to the stage is brought.
And who so fit to warm the poet's mind,
As he who pictured morals and mankind ?

But not the same their characters and scenes

;

Both labour for one end, by different means :

Each, as it suits him, takes a separate road,

Their own great object, Marriage a la Model
Where titles deign with cits to have and hold,

And change rich blood for more substantial gold !

And honour'd trade from interest turns aside

To hazard happiness for titled pride.

The painter dead, yet still he charms the eye
;

While England lives his fame can never die :

But he, " who struts his hour upon the stage,"

Can scarce extend his fame for haK an age

;

Nor pen nor pencil can the actor save,

The art, and artist, share one common grave.*

* This idea, (says Nichols), originally occurred in Colley Gibber's
A'pology, From thence it was transplanted by Lloyd into his celebrated
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A HAPPY MARRIAGE.

Soon after the appearance of the Marriage ct la Mode,

Hogarth projected, by way of counterpart, a Happy 3Iarriage,

in six plates ; but he does not seem to have designed more
than the first scene. The time supjDosed was immediately after

the return from church. The scene lay in the hall of an old

country mansion : on one side were seated the married couple,

and behind them a group of their young friends of both sexes

were breaking bride-cake over the heads of the hajDj)/ pair.

In front the father of the bride was drinking with a seeming

roar of exultation, to the future happiness of her and her

husband. By the father's side was a table covered with

refreshments ; under the screen of the hall wera rustic

musicians in grotesque attitudes, together with servants,

tenants, &c. Through the arch by which the room was
entered, the eye was led along a passage into a kitchen :

before the dripping-pan stood a well-fed parson, in his gown
and cassock, with his watch in hand, giving directions to a

cook, arranged in white, and basting a haunch of vension.

This luxurious episode was the most laboured portion of the

design : the bride was unsuccessful. Nichols says :
" The

painter found himseK out of his element in the parlour, and

therefore, hastened in quest of ease and amusement to the

kitchen fire. Yet, Hogarth had succeeded so well in the

refined beauty of the bride, at least, in his own opinion, that

he carried the canvas in triumph to Garrick, who condemned
it as showing the painter's ignorance of the graceful, and so

the scheme of the series of pictures was given up ; the single

sketch, in part completed, was given to IMrs. Garrick."

HOGARTH'S BENEFACTIONS TO THE FOUNDLING
HOSPITAL.

That Tenterden Steeple was the cause of Goodwin Sands

does not appear a whit more strange than that in the Found-

ling Hospital originated the Eoyal Academy of Arts. Yet

such was the case. The Hospital was established by Eoyal

Charter, granted in 1739, to Thomas Coram, (master of a

trading vessel,) " for the reception, maintenance, and edu-

poem entitled the Actor. Lying thus in the way of Garrick, he took it up
for the prologue—already quoted. Lastly, Mr. Sheridan, in his beau-

tiful Monody, condescended to borrow it, only because it spared him
the labour of unlocking the richer storehouse of his own imagination.
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cation, of exposed and deserted young children." The Gover-

nors first opened a house in Hatton Garden, in 1740-1 : here

the establishment remained until 1754, when it was removed
to the present Hospital, built by Jacobson, in Guilford-street

facing Lamb's Conduit-street. The expenses of the insti-

tution were then more than five times the amount of the

income. The Governors next applied to Parliament, w^ho

voted them 10,000^. One of the earliest " Governors and
Guardians " who assisted Coram in his good work, was
Hogarth, who joined with other eminent artists of the day in

ornamenting several of the apartments of the new Hospital,

which must otherwise, for want of funds, have remained
without decoration. Hogarth, by the charter for incorpor-

ating the Hospital, appears as one of its constituent members :

nor did he hold this appointment to be merely nominal, for

we find him subscribing his money, and attending the Courts

or General Meetings at the Hospital. The charter authorised

the Governors to appoint persons to ask for ahns on behalf

of the Charitj^, and to receive subscriptions : and the first

artistical work of Hogarth in aid of this object was to pre-

pare a " head piece " to a Power of Attorney drawn up for

the purpose.

The principal figure in the design is that of Captain Coram with the
charter under his arm. Before him a Beadle carries an infant, whose
mother having dropped a dagger, with which she might have been
momentarily tempted to destroy her child, kneels at the feet of Coram,
who looks benevolently upon her, as if to assure her that her offspring

will be niu-sed and protected. On the dexter side of the print is a new-
bom infant, left close to a stream of water, which rims imder the arch
of a bridge. Near a gate, on a gentle eminence, a woman leaves another
child ; and in the distance is a village with a church. In the opposite

corner are three boys coming out of a door with the King's arms over

it, carrying emblems of their future employment; one poises a plum-
m.et, a second holds a trowel, and a third bears a card for combing
wool. The next group wearing sailors' jackets and trousers, is headed
by a lad elevating a mathematical instrument ; in the next group is a

lad bearing a rake, in the imiform of the school. And in the foreground
are three little girls, carrying a spinning-wheel, a sampler, and broom,
indicative of female industry. In the distance is the sea, with ships in

the ofl&ng, &c.

Such was Hogarth's first composition, the copper-plate of

which is in possession of the Hospital. In May, 1740, a

few weeks after the first opening of the Charity, Hogarth
presented the Governors with a full-length portrait which he

had painted of Coram. This fine portrait was beautilully
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engraved by M'Ardell :
" a brilliant proof of tliis bead, (says

J. T. Smith,) in its finest possible condition, in my bumble
opinion surpasses anything in mezzotinto now extant." Sir

Joshua Reynolds said that M'Ardell's prints would immor-
talize him, and that they would perpetuate his (Sir Joshua's)

pictures when their colours should be faded and forgotten.

Hogarth says of this work :
" The portrait which I painted

with most pleasure, and in which I particularly wished to

excel, was that of Captain Coram for the Foundling Hospital;

and," (he adds in allusion to his detractors as a portrait-

painter,) "if I am so wretched an artist as my enemies assert,

it is somewhat strange that this, which was one of the first I

painted the size of life, should stand the test of twenty years'

competition, and be generally thought the best portrait in the

place, notwithstanding the first painters in the kingdom
exerted all their talents to vie mth it."

*

In 1741, when the Governors opened their house in

Hatton Garden, near the Charity School, Hogarth painted an

emblematic shield, which was put up over the doorway : tliis

sign has not been preserved, but it is thought to have been

of similar character, if not actually the same, as the Arms of

the Hospital presented to the Governors, by the Authorities

of the Heralds' College, in 1747, and stated to have been

designed by Hogarth : it is technically described as follows :

"Party per fesse, Azure and Vert," a young child lying naked, and

exposed, extending its right hand proper. In chief a Crescent Argent

between two Mullets of six points Or ; and for a Crest on a Wreath of

the Colours, a Lamb Argent, holding in its mouth a Sprig of Thyme
proper, supported on the dexter side by a terminal figure of a Woman
fuU of Nipples proper, with a Mantle Vert, the term Argent being the

emblem of Liberty, represented by Britannia holding in her right hand

upon a staff proper, a Cap Argent, and habited in a Vert Az\ire, girt

with belt Or, the under garment Gules." Motto, " Help."

The idea of embellishing the walls of the new Hospital

originated with Hogarth, associated with Eyebrack the sculp-

tor, Zincke the enameller, and Jacobson the architect, as a

Committee, to meet annually on the 5th of November. Among
the painters who presented pictures were Hayman, Wills,

* The rival portraits here alluded to, are George the Second, Patron

of the Foundation, by Shackleton ; Lord Dartmouth, one of the Vice-

Presidents, by Mr. Reynolds (afterwards Sir Joshua); Taylor ^Vhite,

Treasurer of the Hospital, in crayons, by Cotes; Mr. Milner and

Mr. Jacobson, by Hudson; Dr. Mead, by Eamsay; Mr. Emmerson, by
Highmore ; and Francis Fanquier, by Wilson.
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Higlimore, Hudson, Eamsay, Lambert, Wilson, Pjne, &c.

The Committee meetings grew into an annual dinner at the

Hospital, at which the leading artists and patrons of the arts

were usually present. Meanwhile the donations in paintings

provided an attractive exhibition : a visit to the Foundling

became a fashionable morning lounge in the reign of George

II. ; and the pictures to this day represent the state of British

art previously to the epoch when George III. first counten-

anced the historical talent of AYest ; and the eclat thus ex-

cited in favour of the Arts suggested the annual exhibition

of the united Artists, which was the precursor of the Eoj^al

Academy.
Hogarth was not only the principal contributor, but the

leader of his brother artists in all that related to the em-
bellishment of the Hospital. On May 1st, 1750, the subscrip-

tion for his picture of The March to Finchley being closed, and
1,843 chances subscribed for, Hogarth gave the remaining

167 chances to the Hos^Dital, and the fortunate number for

the picture being among these tickets, the prize picture was
delivered to the Governors, and to this day hangs in the

Committee-room. It is related in the Gentleman's Magazine,

that " a Lady was the possessor of the fortunate number, and
intended to present it to the Foundling Hospital ; but that

some person having suggested that a door would be opened
to scandal, were any of her sex to make such a present, it

was given to Hogarth, on the condition that it should be
presented in his own name.^'

Hogarth next presented his picture of Moses before Pha-
raoh's Daughter, which he painted for the Hospital, accord-

ing to a conjoint agreement between Hayman, Highmore,
Wills, and himself, that they should each fill up one of the

compartments of .the court-room with pictures uniform in size,

and of appropriate subjects from Scripture. The Hospital

thus received from Hogarth a picture in each of the styles of

painting which he had attempted.

It is singular that Hogarth, who, throughout his life, had
uniformly opposed the establishment of a Public Academy of

Arts, should, by encouraging and concentrating at the Found-
ling Hospital an exhibition of the works of British artists,

have himself promoted the consummation of the object which
he had all along deprecated.

Charles Lamb has remarked that Hogarth seemed to take

particular delight in children ; and that this characteristic was
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not the mere ideality of a painter, but emanated from his

generous heart, is proved by the following circumstance. It was
the practice of the Hospital to nurse the infant children of

the establishment in the countr}'- ; and in or about 1760, the

Governors, at the request of Hogarth, sent several of the poor

infants to Chiswick, where the painter resided, he engaging,

along with Mrs. Hogarth, to see them properly taken care of;

and the annexed is a copy of his bill for the maintenance and
clothing of two of these children, who were returned to the

Hospital by jMts. Hogarth, at her husband's death in 1764:

:

FOTINTDLING HOSPITAL.

Paid by ]\Ir, Wm. Hogarth for the nursing of Susan Wyndham and
Maiy Woolaston from the 3Gth October, 1760, to the 1st of October,

1762, twelve pounds—and for their shoes and stockings six shillings and
sixpence.

Total 121. Qs. Qd.

Rec'i the contents pr Wm Hogarth.

Hogarth was associated with John Wilkes in the same work
of benevolence at the Foundling Hospital, and frequently

met him at the same board as Governors ; but after the

quarrel between them, they ceased to attend in their places,

" as if each was afraid of meeting the other, even within the

walls of Charity herself."

"THE MAECH TO FIXCHLET."

This celebrated picture hangs in the Committee-room of

the Foundling Hospital In the composition, Hogarth sup-

poses the approach of Prince Charles, in the fatal 'Forty-

five, to summon the heroes of London to the field ; and the

character of the contest is expressed in the central group of

the composition, where a handsome young grenadier stands,

in ludicrous indecision, between his Catholic and Protestant

doxies.

The scene is laid at Tottenham Court turnpike ; the King's

Head, Adam and Eve, and turnpike-house, in full view

;

beyond which are discovered parties of the Guards, with

baggage, &c., marching towards Highgate—and a beautiful

prospect of the country ; the sky finely painted. The picture,

considered together, atfords a view of a military march ; but

the rear, in its confusion, is the humorous foreground. Very

minute account.%of this painting were written by ^Ir. Justice

Welsh, the intimate friend and companion of Hogarth ; and

by ]Mr. Bonnell Thornton, the weU-known Essayist. These
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are much, too long for q-uotation ; but "we may notice that a

baggage-waggon, with, its load of women, babies, knapsacks,

and camp-kettles—accompanied by disorderly soldiers, their

wives, children, and swSethearts—occupy the middle way.

The episodal groupes are very eifective. Among the charac-

ters is th.e gentleman encouraging the boxers : this is Lord
Albemarle Bertie. A little looker-on, with clenched fists, is

Jockey James, a frequent attendant on boxing-matches. Tlie

pieman, grenadier, chimney-sweep, and fifer, are said to be

portraits : the latter was noticed by the Duke of Cumberland,

and was promoted to a pair of colours.

The painting was disposed of by a lottery, as already

described. It was engraved in 1750 by Luke Sullivan : a

finished print, in 1825, was sold for 361. 15s.

This print of English soldiery is oddly dedicated to the

King of Prussia. Before publication it was inscribed to

George II., and the print was taken to St. James's Palace, for

royal approbation. But the King expected a much more
heroic scene, and could not appreciate the painter's humour.
His first question addressed to the lord in waiting was

—

" Pray, who is this Hogarth ? " "A painter, your majesty."
" I hate hainting and hoetry I I^either the one nor the other

ever did any good ! Does the fellow mean to laugh at my
Guards ? " " The picture, an' please your majesty, must un-

doubtedly be considered as a burlesque ! " " What ! a bainter

burlesque a soldier? He deserves to be picketed for his

insolence ! Take his trumpery out of my sight." The print

was returned to the artist, who, mortified at such a reception

of what he justly considered his principal work, immediately

altered the inscription, inserting, instead of the King of

England, the King of Prussia, an encourager of the arts and
sciences !

It was then objected that an English print should be in-

scribed to a foreign potentate, when Hogarth replied, " We^ll
soon remedy that," and directed the printer to take off a few
impressions, covering the dedication with fan-paper. John
Ireland received three of these impressions without the dedi-

cation, from Mrs. Lewis, who, at the time of their being taken,

and unto. Mrs. Hogarth's death, lived with her in Leicester-

square.

A description of the original picture was published soon

after it was granted : it opened with this sly shaft at the old

masters :

—
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"As you desire my sentiments on Mr. HogartKs Picture, I shall

begin with pointing out what is most defective. Its first and greatest

Fault then is its being too new, and having too great a resemblance to
the Objects it represents ; if this appears- a Paradox, you ought to take
particular care of confessing it. This Picture has got too much of that
Lustre, of that despicable Freshness which we discover in Nature, and
which is never seen in the Cabinets of the Curious. Time has not yet
obscured it with that venerable Smoak, that sacred cloud, which will

one day conceal it from the profane eyes of the Vulgar, that its beauties
may only be seen by those who are initiated into the Mysteries of Art.

These are its most remarkable faults, and I am now going to give yoa
an idea of the subject, &c. * * * Mr. Hogarth, who lets no oppor-
tunity escape him of observing the Pictorial Scenes which numerous
Assemblies frequently furnish, has not failed to represent them on the
Spot where he has drawn the scene of his Picture. The Painter is re-

markable for a particular sagacity in seizing a thousand little circum-
stances which escape the observation of the gi-eatest part of the Spectators

;

and it is a Collection of a Number of these Circumstances which has com-
posed, enriched, and diversified his work. The scene is placed," &c.

A visit to the Foundling Hospital will enable the reader

to compare the picture as it now is, with this criticism upon
its merits when it was fresh from the master's easel. Time
has dealt gently mth this fine work, for Hogarth painted with
a safer medium than that used by his immediate successors

;

but he still is quietly engaged in the process of " smoking,'^

which the critic has anticipated, and the painter himself, in

one of his well-known subjects, symbolised.

POETRAIT OF LORD LOVAT.

This Eebel Lord of 1745 was painted by Hogarth, who
also engraved some small prints of Lovat's trial. He was
a man of parts, but of infamous character. He had the folly,

at the age of eighty, to enter into the Eebellion, upon a

promise from the Pretender, that he would make him Duke
of Eraser. He was taken in Scotland, and brought to London
to be tried. Hogarth met Lovat at St. Alban's, where he
rested two or three days : here Hogarth certainly drew his

portrait. " I took this likeness," said he, " when Simon Fraser

was relatincr on his fingers the numbers of the rebel forces

—

such a chieftain had so many men, &c. He received me with

much cordiality—embraced me when I entered, and kissed

me, though he was under the hands of the barber. The
muscles of his neck ap]3eared of unusual strength—more so

than I had ever seen."

In 1827, Mr. Horatio Eodd had on sale a portrait of Lord

Lovat, 30 ui. by 2o, which was brought from Dr. Webster,
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a pliysician, of St. Alban's, wlio attended Lovat ^yllile he
rested there. ISIr. Eodd states, in his Catalogue :

" The short

stay of Lord Lovat at St. Alban's, allowed the artist but scanty
ojDportunity of providing the materials for a complete picture

;

hence some carpenter was employed on the instant to glue
together some deal-board, and plane one side, which is evi-

dent from the back being in the usual rough state in which
the plank leaves the saw-pit. The painting, from the thin-

ness of the priming ground, bears evident proof of the haste
with which the portrait was accompUshed. Lu the upper
corner are satirical heraldic insignia, allusive to the artist's

idea of his future destiny." This pictnre is engraved in
Hone's Table Book, vol. i. p. 238. It should here be stated

that Xichols says :
" Hogarth met Lord Lovat at Barnet," not

St. Alban's.

Hogarth etched Lovat's portrait in aquafortis. 'When the
plate was finished, a print-seller offered its weight in gold for it.

The second impressions are marked, Price One Shilling. Tlie

impressions could not be taken off fast enough to meet the
demand, though the rolling-press was at work all night for

a week together : it produced at the rate of about twelve
pounds per day for several weeks.

HOGARTH FIRST SEES DR. JOHNSOX.

Johnson was a frequent visitor at the house of Richardson,

the novehst, in Salisbury-court,* Fleet-street, wliither, one
day, came Hogarth, soon after the execution of Dr. Cameron,
for having taken arms for the house of Stuart, iu 1745-6

;

and being a warm partisan of George the Second, he observed
to Richardson, that certainly there must have been some very
unfavourable circumstances lately discovered in this particular

case, which had induced the Kiug to approve of an execution

for rebellion so long after the time when it was committed,
ai3 this had the appearance of putting a man to death ui cold

blood, and was very nidike his Majesty's usual clemency.

TMiile he was talkiug, he perceived a person standing at a

window in the room, shaking his head, and rolling himself

* In Salisbury-court (now square,) Richardson wrote his Pamela, and
printed his own novels ; his printing-office being at the top of the court,

now No. 76, Fleet-street. Goldsmith was once Richardson's " reader."

Richardson was visited here by Hogarth, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Young;
Seeker, Archbishop of Canterbury; and Mrs. Barbauld, when a play-

hA child. Cuiiosities of London, p. 306.

£ 2
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about in a very ridiculous manner. He concluded tliat lie

was an idiot, whom his relations had put under the care of

Mr. Eichardson, as a very good man. To his great surprise,

however, this figure stalked forward, to where he and Mr.

Eichardson were sitting, and all at once took up the argu-

ment, bursting out into an invective against George the Second,

as one who, upon all occasions, was unrelenting and barbarous :

mentioning many instances
;
particularly that when an officer

of high rank had been acquitted by a court-martial, George the

Second had with his own hand struck his name off the list.

In short, he displayed such a power of eloquence, that Ho-

garth looked at him with astonishment, and actually imagined

that this idiot had been at the moment inspired. Neither

Hon-arth nor Johnson were made known to each other at

tliis interview.

" INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS."

In 1747, Hogarth gave to the world his twelve Plates

alternating the results of Industry and Idleness, exemplified

in the lives of two City Apprentices. He had been an ap-

prentice himself, and knew from experience how hard it is to

climb the ladder of Life. Hogarth's own account of these

prints is as follows :

—

Industry and Idleness, exemplified in the conduct of two feUow-

prentices ; where the one boy taking good courses, and pursuing those

points for which he was put apprentice, becomes a valuable man and
ornament to his country; whilst the other, giving way to idleness,

naturally falls into poverty, and most commonly ends fatally, as is

expressed in the last print. As these prints were intended more for

use than ornament, they were done in a way that might bring them
within the purchase of those whom they might most concern ; and lest

any part should be mistaken, a description of each print is engraved

thereon ***** These twelve prints were calculated for the

instruction of young people, and everything addressed to them is fully

described in words as well as figures
;
yet to foreigners a translation of

the mottoes, the inteHtion of the story, and some little description of

each print may be necessary. To this may be added a slight account of

our customs, as boys being usually boimd for seven years, &c. Suppose

the whole story was made into a kind of tale, describing in episode the

natmre of a night-cellar, a marrow-bone concert, a Lord Mayor's show, &c.

These prints I have found sell much more rapidly at Christmas than at

any other season.*

The hint for this series of prints, (says Xichols,) was evi-

dently taken from the old comedy of Eastward Hoe, by Jonson,

* In 1851, the Christmas pantomime at Dnu-y-lane Theatre was
EoA'lcquin Hogarth ; or the Two London ^Prentices.
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Chapman, and Marston, reprinted in Dodsley^s collection of'

Old Plays.

Walpole considers that these plates have more merit in

then' intention than their execntion ; but he allows that the
scenes of Bedlam and the gaming-house are inimitable re-

presentations of our serious follies, or unavoidable woes

;

the concern shown by the Lord Mayor, when the companion
of his childhood is brought before him as a criminal, is a

touching picture, and big with humane admonition and
reflection.

Hogarth's clever suggestion that the story of the two
Apprentices should be wrought into a tale, does not appear to

have been worked out ; but in the following year appeared an
explanation of the Moral of these Prints, sold for one shilling,

at Addison's Head, in Pleet-street, and described in the title-

page as " a more proper present to be given to the Chamber
of London, at the binding and enrolling an apprentice, than
any other book whatever."

There are several poi-traits in these Plates. In Plate 1 is a figure of
Philip in the Tub,. a well-known beggar and cripple, who was a constant
epithalamist at weddings in London. In Plate 8, the scene is Fish-

mongers' Hall, and the clergyman over his soup is INIr. PlateU, curate of

Barnet. In Plate 11 is Tiddy Doll, the well-known vendor of ginger-

bread. All the passages of Scripture applicable to the different scenes
were selected for Hogarth by his friend, the Rev. Arnold King.

9. A scene in the Blood Bowl-house, in Chick-lane, West Smithfield,

a notorious haiint of thieves and prostitutes : it was subsequentlj- " the
Red Lion tavern," and looked over the open Fleet-ditch : it remained
time to Hogarth's picture until 1844, when it was demolished, in forming
the new Victoria-street. ISTichols, however, teUs us that " Blood Bowl-
house, where seldom passed a month v.athout the commission of a
murder," was in Blood Bowl-alley, down by the fishmonger's, near
Water-lane, Fleet-street.

5. Cuckolds' Point, on the Rotherhithe bank of the Thames. " That's
what you'll come to, my friend," says a waterman to the Idle Apprentice,
pointing at the same time to a pirate hanging in chains near Execution-
dock. The reply of the Idle Apprentice is—he holds two of his fingers

to his forehead by way of horns—" Ciickolds' Point, you ."

12. The City Procession on Lord Mayor's Day entering Cheapside

—

the seats erected on the occasion and the canopied balcony at Saddlers'

Hall, hung vdih tapestry, containing Frederick Prince of Wales, and
his Princess, as spectators of the same. The state coach is the prede-
cessor of the present civic coach.

In the Collection at Strawberry Hill were the studies with
the pen, and worked with India-ink, for these Prints, which
in many instances differ from them.

Some very appropriate use has been made of the Industry
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and Idleness plates. Thus, in the Chamberlain's Office, at

the Guildhall of London, in the very room where City ap-

prentices sign theh indentures, suggestively hangs a set of

fine unpressions of Hogarth's speaking plates. Their good

seed has been extended to schools. Mr. John Adams, the

schoolmaster, of Edmonton, had a set of these prints framed

and huno- up in the school-room ; and once a month, after

reading a lecture upon their examples of vice and virtue,

Adams rewarded those boys who had conducted themselves

well, and caned those who had behaved ill.

THE GATE OF CALAIS, AND THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD
ENGLAND.

Soon after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, Hogarth paid a

visit to France : his impressions on landing he tells in his

own natural way. " The first time an EngHshman goes from

Dover to Calais, he must be struck with the difi'erent face of

things at so little a distance. A farcical pomp of war, pom-

pous parade of religion, and much bustle with very little

business. To sum up all, poverty, slavery, and innate inso-

lence, covered with an affectation of pohteness, give you even

here a true picture of the manners of the whole nation ; nor

are the priests less opposite to those of Dover, than the two

shores. The friars are dirty, sleek, and solemn ; the soldiery

are lean, ragged, and tawdry; and as to the fish-women, their

faces are absolute leather.

" As I was sauntering about, and observing tliem near the gate, which

it seems was built by the Enghsh, when the place was in our possession,

I remarked some appearance of the arms of England on the front. By

this and idle curiosity, I was prompted to make a sketch of it, which

being observed, I was taken into custody ; but not attempting to conceal

any of my sketches or memorandums, which were fotmd to be merely

those of a painter for his private use, without any relation to fortifica-

tion, it was not thought necessary to send me back to Paris." I was

only closely confined to my own lodgings till the wind changed for

England."

AValpole thus chronicles this incident in a letter to Sir

Horace Mann, dated Dec. 15, 1748 :
" Hogarth has run a great

risk since the Peace ; he went to France, and was so impru-

dent as to be taking a sketch of the drawbridge at Calais.

He was seized and carried to the governor, where he was

forced to prove his vocation by producing several caricatures

of the French, particularly a scene of the shore, with an im-

* It has been said that Hogarth never went further into France than

Calais ; this proves he had reached Paris.—/. Ireland.
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niense piece of beef landing for the Lion d'Argent, the Enghsli

inn at Calais, and several hungry friars following it. They
were much diverted with his drawings, and dismissed him.''

This is not quite correct ; for, Avhen the wind suited, he was

put on board in a manner calculated to embitter his feelings.

Two guards accompanied him, and after having insolently

twirled him round and round like a top, on the deck, told

him. he might proceed on his voyage without further molesta-

tion. He arrived at Dover deeply incensed ; he then pro-

ceeded to the house of his friend, Mr. Gostling, at Canterbury,

where he slept that night.

From the evidence of Hayman, the painter, and Cheere,

the sculptor, who accompanied Hogarth to France, his conduct,

while there, was very indiscreet. He was dissatisfied with all

he saw ; was clamorously rude in the streets. A tattered

bag, or a pair of silk stockings with holes in them, drew from

him a torrent of imprudent observation : he was advised to

be more cautious, but he laughed at such admonition, and

treated the offerer of it as unworthy of residence in a free

country.

Hosfarth had no sooner reached home than he set about

avenging the affront which had been offered to him,—by a

design which he called " The Eoast Beef of Old England."

AValpole observes that in this piece, though it has great

merit, "the caricatura is carried to excess ;" it is certainly not

one of his happiest productions. The gate of Calais is the

background. A lean French cook appears staggering under

the weight of a vast piece of roast beef, while two soldiers

bear off a great kettle of soup maigre, the painter in these

two dishes characterising the two countries. A well-fed monk
looks longingly at the beef ; and a melancholy and miserable

Higlilander browsing on a bit of bread and an onion is

intended for one of the many that fled from England after the

Kebellion of 1745. Hogarth is seated, sketching the scene,

and a Frenchman arrests him by laying his hand on his

shoulder j the likeness is good, and was afterwards copied for

watch-papers. Pine, the engTaver, sat for the fat friar, and

received from that circumstance the name of " Friar Pine,"

which he retained till his death.* He desired to sit, " cer-

tainly not with a view to being turned into derision ;" and

being much laughed at and annoyed, he strove to prevail on

* John Pine, who published in 1739 "The Tapestry Hangings of the

House of Lords," which, nearly a century after, were destroyed by fii'e.
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Hogarth to give his ghostly father another face, but in vain.

Soon after the picture was finished, it fell down by accident,

and a nail ran through the cross on the top of the gate.

Hogarth could not mend it with the same colour ; and to

conceal the blemish, he introduced a starved crow looking

down on the roast beef

The original picture was exhibited at Spring Gardens in

1761 ; and at the British Gallery in 1814 : it is now in the

possession of the Earl of Charlemont. It was engraved by

C. Morley, in 1749. A copy of the print was likewise en-

graved at the top of a cantata entitled The Roast Beef of Old

England^ opening with this Eecitative :

'Twas at the gates of Calais, Hogarth tells,

Where sad Despair and Famine always dwells,

A meagre Frenchman, Madam Grandsire's cook,

As home he steer'd his carcase, that way took.

Bending beneath the weight of fam'd Sir Loin,

On whom he often wish'd in vaia to dine.

Good Father Dominick by chance came by,

With rosy gills, round paunch, and greedy eye

;

Who, when he first beheld the greasy load,

His benediction on it he bestow'd

;

And while the solid fat his finger press'd,

He licked his chaps, and thus the Knight address'd, &c.

The figure of the half-starved French sentinel, (says IS'ichols,)

has since been copied at the top of more than one of the

printed advertisements for recruits, where it is opposed to the

representation of a well-fed British soldier. Thus, the genius

of Hogarth stiU miUtates in the cause of his country.

At ]\Ir. Woodburn's, in St. Martin' s-lane, was exhibited,

about 1817, a valuable picture, said to have been painted by
Hogarth, whilst he was in France. The subject is the gate of

Amiens, with a Mountebank exposing to the people assembled

the figure of Christ. Among the spectators is a soldier of

the Swiss Guard, who is resting his hand on the shoulder of

a simple-looking countryman ; and other figures. The whole

is painted with spirit and humour ; but Mchols thinks it is

not by Hogarth, but a French painter, Cappel. The jDicture

was sold at Mr. Yates's sale, in 1817, for 30Z. Os. : it has been

engraved, and there is a proof in jMr. Sheepshanks's collection.

PAUL BEFORE FELIX.

On the northern wall of the ISTew Hall of Lincoln's Inn,

above the paneling of the dais, hangs the picture of Paul
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before Felix, painted for the Society in 1750, and removed
from the Old Hall, where it occupied a similar position. The
origin, of the Painting is as follows. By the Will of Lord
Wyndham, Lord High Chancellor of Ireland, the sum of
200^. was bequeathed to the Society of Lincoln's Lin, to be
expended in adorning the Chapel, or Hall, as the Benchers
should think fit. At the recommendation of Lord Mansfield,

Hogarth was engaged to paint the picture, which was at first

designed for the Chapel. Its position was properly changed
to the Hall.

The text of the picture is
—" As he reasoned of righteous-

ness, temperance, and judgment to come, Felix trembled."
Mrs. Jameson has well-described this work as curiously cha-
racteristic, not of the scene or of the chief personage, but of
the paiQter. St. Paul, loaded with chains, and his accuser
TertuUus, stand in front ; and Fehx, with his wife Drusilla,

is seated on a raised tribunal in the background ; near Felix
is the high-priest, Ananias. The composition is good, the
heads are full of vivid expression—wrath, terror, doubt,
attention ; but the conception of character most ignoble and
common-place. IMr. Peter Dupont, a merchant, had, iai 1782,
a drawing of this Picture, which he purchased for twenty
guineas. It was engraved by Hogarth; and secondl}'-, by
Luke Sullivan. In the previous year, Hogarth had engraved
a burlesque upon this serious scene : it is grotesque and full

of broad humour ; but in most offensive taste.

"THE ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY."

Wlien Hogarth painted his o^vll Portrait, in 1740, he
etched upon the palette a -svinding-line, with this inscription—" Line of Beauty and Grace." This remained unexplained
until 1753, when Hogarth published his short quarto tract,

Tlie Analysis of Beauty, written with a view of fixing the fluc-

tuating Ideas of Taste, showing by various examples, that a
curve is the line of beauty, and that round swelling figures

are most pleasing to the eye. The author received in this

work much assistance from his friends. Dr. Hoadly carried

on the work to about a third part, and then declined it on
account of ill health. Hogarth's neighbour, Mr. Ealph, the

architectural critic, then wrote about a sheet, but failing to

agree with the author, proceeded no further. Dr. Morell

then finished the work ; the Eev. J\Ir. ToAvneley correcting the

Preface. The family of Hogarth rejoiced when the last sheet
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of the Analysis was printed off, for they had been sorely

troubled by the frequent disputes in its progress.

Walpole observes :
" This book had many sensible hints and observa-

tions," but it did not convince every reader. As Hogarth treated his

contemporaries with scorn, "Many wretched biirlesque prints came out

to ridicule his system. There v/as a bitter answer to it in one of the

two Prints that he gave to illustrate his hypothesis. In the Ball,

(Wanstead Assembly,) had he confined himself to such outlines as com-

pose awkwardness and deformity, he would have proved half his asser-

tion ; but he has added two samples of grace in a yovmg lord and lady,

who are strikingly stiff and affected. They are a Bath beau and a

country beauty." Bishop Warburton congratulated Hogarth on giving,

in this work, his " original masterly thoughts " on the great principles

of his profession ; and in showing up "the worthless crew professing vertii

and connoisseurship ; to whom all that grovel in the splendid poverty of

wealth and taste are the miserable bubbles." Benjamin West, the

cautious President of the Royal Academy, told John Thomas Smith,

when a lad : the Analysis "is a work of the highest value to every one

studying the Art; Hogarth was a strutting, consequential little man,

and made himself many enemies by that book ; but now that most of

them are dead, it is examined by disinterested readers, unbiassed by

personal animosities, and will be more and more read and studied, and

understood." Hogarth's conclusion in this work is, however, unsound

;

though his arguments are amusing and ingenious.

HOGARTH'S "LADY'S LAST STAKE."

This painting represents a young woman of distinction in

the peril of deep play with a gay and youthful man of fashion

and intrigue : the lady has been unsuccessful, and lost (like

Francis I.) all except honour, which the moral artist msinuates,

is in danger. Of the origin of the picture, Mrs. Piozzi relates,

that when she was a girl of sixteen, about the year 1756, she

was an inmate of the house of her uncle, Cotton ; that Hogarth

paid a visit there, and in the course of the evening, turned to

her, then Miss Salusbury, and said, "he hoped she would

never waste her hours nor hazard her repose in the pursuit of

gaming ;" he then made a sketch of her, and informed her she

should hear more from him on that point at a future time. Soon

after the painter produced and showed her " The Lady's Last

Stake ;" "in which," said he, "Miss Salusbury, the lady is a

likeness of yourself, because I wanted a pretty subject, and

wished to give a lesson of wisdom to one who is, I trust,

capable of understanding its force." The portrait was con-

sidered a good likeness ; but when Mrs. Piozzi related the

above anecdote, the picture had been sixty years pamted ; so

that age, worldly cares, and much intellectual exertion, had

committed their usual ravages on what had assuredly been a
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very fine countenance, indicating, as all ^ho knew her must
recollect, a lofty, liberal mind, and brilliant genius.

TMs celebrated picture hangs in a bed-chamber of Charle-
mon-. House, Dublin. Hogarth promised Lord Charlemont
to write a description of his plates, which he said, the public
had ignorantly misunderstood; and it was his intention to

have given a breakfast-lecture upon them at Charlemont
House.

Lord Charlemont, who possessed a fine collection of
Hogarth's prints, remarkably good impressions, selected by
the painter himself, consented to "The Lady's Last Stake"
being engraved, for which purpose the painter had the
picture a year, and even went so far as almost to finish

the plate, which, as he told Lord Charlemont, he broke into

pieces, upon finding, that after many trials, he could not bring
the woman's head to answer his idea, or to resemble the
picture.

Li July, 1787, 'Mis. Hogarth recjuested of Lord Charle-
mont, that if he should permit any one to engrave the pic-

ture, "he would give the preference to a young gentleman
who lodged in her house, as by such preference she should be
gteatly benefited." To this his LorcUhip consented,

HOGARTH'S OPINION OF HIS ART.

Bishop Sandford relates that Hogarth was one day dra-wing

in a room, where many of his friends were assembled, and
among them was the Bishop's mother. She was then a very

young woman. As she stood by Hogarth, she expressed a

wish to learn to draw caricature. " Alas ! young lady," said

Hogarth, " it is not a faculty to be en^-ied. Take my advice

and never draw caricature : by the long practice of it I have
lost the enjoyment of beauty. I never see a face, but dis-

torted ; I never have the satisfaction to behold the human
face divine." We may suppose that such language from
Hogarth would come with great effect : his maimer was veiy

earnest, and the confession is well deserving of remembrance.

THE ELECTION PICTURES.

These celebrated pictures, painted between 1755 and 1758,

are among Hogarth's best productions, and present an admir-

able display of the great Painter's keen satire, and his talents
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for delineating character : they are painted with, great breadth

and agreeable freshness of tone.*

The Election of a Member of Parliament, " madman's holi-

day" in England, is here depicted in four scenes : the Enter-

tainment, the Canvassing for Voters, the Polling, and the

Chairing.

The first scene is laid at an inn, where the Court candidate, Mr. Thomas
Potter, is seated at a dinner of electors—barbers, cobblers, and coun-

sellors, rustic wits and politicians and partisans. The parson holding his

perrimg is Dr. Cosserat. The woman playing on the violin is Fiddling

Nan, of Oxford ; the bludgeon man, having gin poured on his head, is an
Oxford bruiser, Teague Carter. The person making a representation of

a fan round his head is Sir John Parnell, nephew of the poet : this por-

trait was introduced at his own request :
" my face (he said) is well

known in Ireland, and will help the sale of the engraving." The Canvas-

sing is in the street of the borough, where the candidates and their par-

tisans are busy at corruption; there is a fierce attack on the Crown
public-house ; and Punch has declared himself a candidate for fun and
frolic. Among the insignia is the British Lion—so popular in the

present day—swallowing the Lily of France, which the imperial swallow

has gulped long ago. The Polling, the third scene, shows how the lame
and the blind, the dying and even the dead, were carried to the hust-

ings in the olden elections. Among the portraits is that of Dr. Sheb-

beare, who had been pilloried by Lord Mansfield for a libel on the King.

A sick voter, borne in a blanket, is a satire on Dr. Barrowby bringing

a dying patient in his chariot, to the Westminster hustings, to vote for

Sir George Vandeput ; the poor fellow voted, aud expired. The noble-

man with the riband is " the old Duke of Newcastle." In this plate, a

goose flying over his head is said to be designed for a parody on Le
Brun's engraving of the battle of the Granicus, hi which an eagle is

represented hovering over the head of Alexander the Great. The con-

cluding scene is the Chairing of the Member, Bubb Dodington, afterwards

Lord Melcombe ; the fray of the losing side has already begun ; the

member's wig rises from his head with fear ; one of the living props of

the chair has been struck down by a thrasher's flail ; and the accessories

of confusion thicken.

The" carriage of Britannia is overturning, wh^le the coachman and
footman are cheating at cards on the box ; regardless of a last dying
speech, with a ready gibbet and empty noose—held up for sale.

* Walpole calls Zoffani " the Dutch Hogarth," and Bunbury " the

second Hogarth." With less justice the term -"Hogarthian" has been
applied to some of Haydon's pictures; and the editor of his Auto-

hiography, Mr. Tom Taylor, maintains that the wonderstruck farmer in

Haydon's Punch is equal to anything by Hogarth. In composition,

arrangement of the figures, the telling of the story, and minuteness,

accuracy, and character of detail, Haydon's design will not bear com-
parison with the masterly productions of Hogarth ; since whose time it

has become too much the practice to designate as " Hogarthian " many
unworthy pictures.
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In 1759, appeared "A Practical Description" of these

pictures, in four Cantos, written under Mr. Hogartb's sanc-

tion and inspiration/' The public were so impatient for this

set of prints, that Hogarth had several disagreements with
his tardy coadjutors in producing them.

Garrick gave Hogarth for these four paintings some 200^. :

they remained in the possession of his widow, after whose
death, in 1823, they were purchased at the Garrick sale

for 17321. 10s. "WTien the hammer fell, Mr. Christie said:
" I am the returning officer on this occasion, and declare Sir

John Soane duly elected to become the possessor of these

pictures." They are now in the Soanean Museum.
The above are not the only scenes from an Election which

Hogarth painted ; for in 1747, he designed and engraved a

Stage-coach, with an Election Procession in the inn-yard :

the principal figure being a man whipping an infant child, in

allusion to the Hon. John Child TyLney, a candidate in an
Essex county ejection : the infant carries a horn-book and
rattle, and the whipper exclaims, "What, you little Child,

must you be a member V These Election humours, as well as

the Stage-coach, belong to an almost bygone age.

The engraving of these pictures was very successful. In
the first, the Entertainment, Hogarth experimentally finished

the engraving without taking a proof to ascertain how he was
succeeding : he had nearly spoiled the plate, and despairingly

exclaimed, " I am ruined." He soon, however, repaired the

damage, and with such good fortune that the print in question

is one of the clearest and cleverest of aU his productions.

At Baker's sale, in 1825, the Entertainment print, before any
inscription, sold for 311. 10s.

"SIGISMUNDA."

AYhen, in 1758, Sir Thomas Sebright purchased for 400?.

a Sigismunda imputed to Correggio,—loud was the ire of

Hogarth at this reverence for the great Italian master.

Walpole maintains that Hogarth had seen few good Itahan
pictures, and hence he persuaded himself that the praises

bestowed on these glorious works were nothing but the effects

of ignorance. He talked this language till he believed it

;

and he went so far as to aver that age did not mellow the

colours and improve pictures, but only made them grow black

and worse. He went further, and resolved to rival the
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ancients, and chose for the test the celebrated Sigismunda,

said to be pain+ed by Correggio, probably by rurini,* but no
matter by whom. It is impossible to see the picture or read

Dryden's inimitable tale, and not feel that the same soul

animated both. After many essays, Hogarth produced his

Sigismunda, but with " none of the sober grief, no dignity of

suppressed anguish, no involuntary tear, no settled medita-

tion on the fate she meant to meet, no amorous warmth
termed holy by despair : in short, all is wanting that should

have been there, all is there that such a story should have

banished from a mind capable of conceiving real complicated

woe ; woe so sternly felt, and yet so tenderly." Walpole's

criticism is very severe : he describes Hogarth's Sigismunda

as no more like Sigismunda than he to Hercules : he com-

pares her to a maudlin fallen virago, her eyes red with rage

and usquebaugh, and her fingers bloodied with just having torn

out her lover's heart. The latter is untrue. It was said that

the picture resembled Mrs. Hogarth, who was a very hand-

some woman ; . to which circumstance Wilkes maliciously

alludes in his vile attack on her husband. "If (says Wilkes,)

the Sigismunda had a resemblance of anything ever seen on

earth, or had the least pretence to either meaning or expres-

sion, it was what he had seen, or perhaps made, in real life

—

his 0"\VQ wife in an agony of passion ; but of what passion no

connoisseur could guess." Both Wilkes and Walpole knew
that Mrs. Hogarth had sat for Sigismunda; and after her

husband's death, Horace strove to heal the poor widow^s

heart b}^ sending her a copy of his Anecdotes, but she took no

notice of the present.

The Sigismunda, we learn from Hogarth's own memoran-

dum-book, was painted by him for Sir Eichard Grosvenor,

who was as dissatisfied with it as Walpole himself Hogarth

had agreed that Sir Eichard might refuse the picture if he

should not be thoroughly satisfied with it; and the painter

asked 400Z. for his work ; to which Sir Eichard Grosvenor

rephed :
" I understand that you have a commission from

Mr. Hoare for a picture. If he should have taken a fancy to

the Sigismunda, I have no sort of objection to your letting

him have it ; for I really think the performance so striking

and inimitable, that the constantly ha\^g it before one's eyes

* The Sigismunda, now at the Duke of Newcastle's, at Clumber,

(really by Furini,) was Sir Luke Schaub's ; Lady Schaub is immortalised

in the long story of Gray.

—

Cunninyltam; note to Walpole.
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"would be too often occasioning melancholy ideas to arise in

one's mind, which a curtain's being drawn before it would not

diminish the least."

This refusal, and the ridicule of the artists of the day,

deeply affected Hogarth. He sought relief in writing a versi-

fied epistle to a friend on this picture, and consoles himself

as follows :

" 'WTien other connoisseurs may arise,

Honest as ours, and full as wise,

To pay my works their due arrears,

When I've been dead a hundred years."

Hogarth, who now felt age and infirmities coming upon
him, enjoined his vnfe not to sell Sigismunda for less than

500Z. This injunction was obeyed ; and the picture was not

sold till after the death of Mrs. Hogarth, when it w^as bought
by Alderman Boydell for 50 guineas. It formed one of the

prizes in the ShaksjDeare Gallery; was sold in 1807 by
Christie, for 400 guineas. It was engraved in 1792.

The subject was parodied in a vulgar print entitled "A
harlot blubbering over a bidlock's heart ; by William Hogart."

Sigismunda was announced for engraving by Hogarth, but
the print was never published, and the subscriptions were
returned : in the account-book of the painter, a strong hue is

passed through the subscribers' names, and opposite each is

M'ritten "Eeturned," except one name, which has "Refused."
Hogarth's several subscription-books for his prints contain the

autographs of many distinguished persons.

HOGARTH AND HORACE WALPOLE.

"Walpole writes to George Montagu, Esq., May 5, 1761 :

" The true frantic OEstus resides at present with Mr. Ho-
garth ; I went t'other morning to see a portrait he is painting

of Mr. Fox. Hogarth told me he had promised, if Mr. Fox
would sit as he liked, to make as good a picture as Vandyke
or Eubens could. I was silent. ' Why now,' said he, ' you
think this very vain, but why should not one speak the

truth ?
' This truth was uttered in the face of his own Sigis-

munda She has her father's picture in a bracelet on
her arm, and her fingers are bloody with the heart, as if she

had just bought a sheep's pluck in St. James's-market. As I

was going, Hogarth put on a very grave face, and said, ' Mr.
Walpole, I want to speak to you.' I sat down, and said I
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was ready to receive liis commands. For shortness, I mil
make tliis wonderful dialogue by initial letters.

H. I am told you are going to entertain the town with something in

our way.
W. Very soon, Mr. Hogarth.
H. I wish you would let me have it to correct ; I should be very

sorry to have you expose yourself to censure ; we painters must know
more of these things than other peeple.

IF. Do you think nobody understands painting but painters ?

U. Oh ! so far from it, there's Reynolds, who certainly has genius

;

why, but t'other day he offered a hundred pounds for a picture that I

would not hang in my cellar ; indeed, to say truth, I have generally

foimd that persons who had studied painting least were the best judges
of it ; but what I particularly wished to say to you was about Sir James
Thornhill (you know he married Sir James's daughter) ; I would not
have you say anything against him ; there was a book published some
time ago, abusing him, and it gave gi-eat offence. He was the first that
attempted history in England, and I assure you, some Germans have said

that he was a very great painter.

W. My work -will go no lower than the year one thousand seven
hundred, and I really have not considered whether Sir J. Thornhill will

come within my plan or not ; if he does, I fear you and I shall not agree

upon his merits.

H. I wish you wovild let me correct it ; besides, I am writing some-
thing of the kind myself ; I should be sorry we shovdd clash.

W. I believe it is not much known what my work is, very few persons
have seen it.

H. Why, it is a critical history of painting, is not it ?

W. No, it is an antiquarian history of it in England ; I bought Mr.
Yertue's MSS., and, I believe, the work will not give much offence

;

besides, if it does, I cannot help it ; when I publish anything I give it to

the world to think of it as they please.

H. Oh ! if it is an antiquarian work, we shall not clash ; mine is a

critical work ; I don't know whether I shall ever publish it. It is

rather an apology for painters. I think it is owing to the good sense of

the Enghsh that they have not painted better.

W. My dear Mr. Hogarth, I must take my leave of you, you now
grow too wild.

And I left him. If I had stayed, there remained nothing but for him
to bite me. I give you my honour this conversation is literal, and,

perhaps, as long as you have known Englishmen and painters, you
never met vnth. anything so distracted. I had consecrated a Hne to his

genius (I mean, for wit) in my Preface; I shall not erase it; but I hope
nobody Avill ask me if he is not mad. Adieu !

HOGARTH AND WILKES.

It appears that in this intimacy the demagogue took or

affected to take great pains to dissuade the painter from poli-

tical satire. Wilkes, in 1755, was the especial friend of

Hogarth— actively kind towards him, admired and praised

his genius, and even when they quarrelled (in 1762) their
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quarrel was political, not personal ; and, as Wilkes said, " for

several years they had lived on terms of friendship and inti-

macy." Hogarth, in 1762, as he admitted, to "stop a gap in

his income/' determined to turn his pencil to political uses
;

and the King's serjeant-painter resolved to attack those who
were considered hostile to the King—Chatham and Temple.
Wilkes, in a private and friendly letter, pointed out the folly

of giving up " to party what was meant for mankind "—of
dipping his pencil "in the dirt of faction"—warned him of

the certain consequences, and told him that " he never would
take notice of reflections on himself; but when his friends

were attacked, he found himself wounded in the most sensible

part, and would, as well as he could, revenge their cause."

Hogarth persevered, published his caricature, and Wilkes his

comment and criticism. Even, after this, Hogarth acknow-
ledged that Wilkes had been his " friend and flatterer," was
a good-tempered fellow, but now " Pitt-bitten—Pitt-mad."

—

Notes and Queries, 2d S. Xo. 81.

PORTRAIT OF FIELDrnG.

Pielding, the novelist, went to the grave without ever
having sat for his portrait ; but Hogarth painted him from
recollection.

Arthur Murphy relates that after Hogarth had tried to

bring out a likeness of Fielding "from images existing in
his own fancy," and had failed, a lady, with a pair of scissors,

cut a profile, which gave the distances and proportions of his

face sufiiciently to restore Hogarth's lost ideas of Fielding :

" he caught at this outline ^vith pleasure, and worked, mth
all the attachment of friendship, till he had finished the
portrait," which is prefixed to the great novelist's works.
!N"ichols, nevertheless, was assured that Hogarth began and
finished the head in the presence of his wife and another
lady, and that he had no assistance but from his own tena-

cious memory. To this sketch the engraver did such justice,

tliat Hogarth declared he did not know his own drawing from
a proof of the plate before the ornaments were added.

The story is likewise told as follows. Hogarth and
Garrick,^ sitting together after dinner, Hogarth was lamenting
there was no portrait of Fielding, when Garrick said, "I
think I can make his face."—" Pray try, my dear Dayv^,"

said the other. Gartick then made the attempt, and so well

F
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did he succeed, that Hogarth immediately caught the like-

ness, and exclaimed with exultation, " Xow I have him.

Keep still, my dear Davy/' To work he went with pen and
ink, and the likeness was tinished by their mutual recollections.

This sketch has been engraved from the original di-awing, and
is preserved in the illustrated copy of Lysons's Environs, voL

ii. p. 544, in the King's Library, British Museum.

" CREDULITY, SUPERSTITION, AND FANATICISM."

In this remarkable work

—

the Medley, designed and en-

graved by Hogarth, and pubhshed in 1762, his object is to

literally represent the strange effects resulting from low con-

ceptions of sacred things ; and of the idolatrous tendency of

pictures in churches, and prints in religious books. He has
pictured a fierce preacher and a startled congregation : in his

right hand he shakes a god, reserving in the other a devil

:

one hearer has sprung to his feet ; a second has his hair stand-

ing on end ; a third has fallen into a swoon ; a fourth hugs
an image ; a fifth is fainting with extacy ; and a sixth, a

woman overcome by the tempter, is dropping the image of

her patron saint from her bosom. A Turk, smoking, looks in

at the window, and seems chuckling at superstition which
surpasses his own. Among the follies satirized are Mrs.

Veale's ghost, Julius Caesar's apparition, and the shade of Sir

George Villiers ; "VVhitefield's Journal placed upon King
James's Demonology ; Mrs. Tofts and her Eabbits ; the Cock-
lane Ghost and the Tedworth Drummer. Every inscription

is the work of a Avriting-engraver. Hogarth published a

similar print

—

Enthusiasm Delineated, which Walpole con-

sidered ''for useful and deep satire, was the most sublime of

all Hogarth's works ; " but Ireland thinks these words iifore

applicable to the Medley.

PORTRAIT OF WILKES.

In 1763, Hogarth drew from the life, and "etched in aqua-

fortis " the notorious John Wilkes, and the print was pub-
lished as " a direct contrast to the print of Simon Lord Lovat."

The original drawing of Wilkes was thrown by Hogarth into

the fije, but was snatched out of it by a lady, and passed into

the hands of S. Ireland. Wilkes good-humouredly said of

this portrait, that he was every day growing more like it.
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Writing to his friend Churcliill, lie says :
" I take it for

granted you have seen Hogarth's print against me. Was ever

anything so contemptible 1 I think he is fairly felo de se—
I think not to let him off in that manner, although I might

safely leave him to your notes.* He has broken into my pale

of private life, and set that example of illiberality wliich I

wished—of that kind of attack wliich is ungenerous in the

first instance, but justice in the return." Nichols was told

by a copper-plate printer that nearly 4000 copies of this cari-

cature were worked off on its first publication.

HOGAETH'S QUAEREL WITH WILKES AND CHURCHILL.

Hogarth was smarting under the attacks upon his Sigis-

munda, which were but a revival of the spleen that appeared

at the time of the Analysis, when he got into a violent quarrel

with Wilkes and Churchill, which embittered the few remain-

ing days of the great artist's life.

In his anger, Hogarth repaired to Westminster Hall, when
Wilkes was the second time brought thither from the Tower

;

and in Wilkes's o^\ti words, " Skulking behind in the Court

of Common Pleas," Hogarth was seen in the corner of- the

Court, pencil and sketch-book in hand, fixing that famous

caricature, from which, as long as caricature shall last, Wilkes

will squint upon all posterity. ]S"or was it his first pictorial

offence : the caricaturing had begun some Uttle time before,

greatly to the grief both of Wilkes and Churchill ; for Hogarth

was on friendly terms ^\dth both ; and, indeed, had within the

past two years drank "divine milk-punch" with them and

Sir Francis Dashwood, in the neighbourhood of Medmeiiham
Abbey. Disregarding their earnest remonstrance, he assailed

Pitt and Temple at the close of the preceding year in his first

print of the Times.-f The North Briton retaliated in an attack

on "The King's Sergeant-Painter, William Hogarth." It was

sharp and malicious ; and Wilkes, hearing that Hogarth con-

templated a rejoinder, requested him not to meddle with moral

subjects—and as the same request suited Churchill, it was

made in both their names. Precious advice to Hogarth !

* Referring to the edition of his works which Churchill, in his Will,

desired that Wilkes shovild publish, with remarks and explanations.

t The Times, Plate 2, was engraved soon after Plate 1, but withheld

from the pubhc till after Mrs. Hogarth's death, when the Plate was pub-

lished by Messrs. Boydell, in 1790.

f2
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A coarse woodcut portrait of Hogarth headed this paper,

the motto of which was

—

Its proper power to hurt each creature feels,

Bulls aim their horns, and asses lift their heels.

The caricature—the bodily and mental image of John

Wilkes—appeared ; he is seated in the civic chair—this

patron saint of purity and hberty—a mark for perpetual

laughter and loathing. It stung Churchill—Wilkes's toad-

eater—past the power of silence.

As a rejomder, in July, 1763, Churchill put the IsTorth

Briton into verse in the Epistle to William Hogarth. It

struck Hogarth where he was weakest, in that subjection to

vanity which his friends confessed in him. But it spread his

genius. Amid its savage ferocity against the man, it was re-

markable for a noble tribute to the artist. It predicted the

duration of his works to the most distant age ; and the great

painter's power to curse and bless it rated as that of " a little

god below." But it was of terrible severity : the passage be-

ginning " Hogarth, I take thee, candour, at thy word," is

literally appalling. All who knew the contending parties

stood aghast. "Pray let me know," wrote Garrick, then

\'isiting at Chatsworth, to Colman, "how the town speaks

of our friend Churchill's Ejnstle. It is the most bloody per-

formance that has been published in my time. I am very

desirious to know the opinion of people, for I am really

much, very much hurt at it. His description of his age and

infirmities is surely too shocking and barbarous. Is Hogarth

really ill, or does he meditate revenge ? Every article of news

about these matters wiU be most agreeable to me. Pray

write me a heap of stufi; for I cannot be easy tiU I know all

about Churchill and Hogarth." And, of course, the lively

actor sends his "loves" both to Churchill and Hogarth.

" Send me Churchill's poem on Hogarth," writes old money-

loving Lord Bath, from Spa ; " but if it be long, it will cost

a large sum in postage."

With his rejoinder, such as it was, Hogarth lost Httle time.

"Having an old plate by me," he says, "with some parts

readily sunk as a background, I began to consider how I

could turn so much work laid aside to some account—and so

patched up a print of Master Churchill in the character of a

bear;" and he issued for a shilhng, before the month was out,

"The Bruiser, C. Churchill, (once the Eev.) in the character
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of a Eussian Hercules, regaling himself after having killed
the monster Caricatura, that so sorely galled his virtiioiis

friend, the heaven-born Wilkes." It was a bear, in torn
clerical bands, and with paws in rafHes ; a pot of porter that
has just visited his jaws hugged on his right, and a knotted
club of Lies and North Britons clutched on his left ; to which,
in a later edition of the same print, was added a scaffolding

caricature of Pitt, Temple, and Wilkes.

In a second edition, Hogarth added on a label a group re-

presenting himseif as a bear-master, forcing the bear, Churchill,
and the monkey, Wilkes, to dance under the infliction of a
severe castigation : the monkey holds a North Briton in his

hand.

Churchill, meanwhile, ^vrote to Wilkes, and told him that
Hogarth, having violated the sanctities of private life in
this caricature, he meant to pay it back \Aith an Elegy, sup-
posing him dead ; but that a lady at his elbow was dissuading
him with the flattery that Hogarth was already killed.

In his poem of Independence, published in the last week of
September, 1764, Churchfll contemptuously considers the
painter abeady in his grave : these are his words of savage
exultation :

" Hogarth would draw him, envy must allow.

E'en to the life, were Hogarth living now."

This Walpole and others also aflirmed ; and Colman boldly

avouched in jDrint that the Epistle had snapped the last cord
of poor Hogarth's heart-strings. Churchill had such faith in

the terrors of his own verse, that his vanity was pleased when
he heard the death of Hogarth was imputed to his satire.

But Churchill himself died within nine days of the painter !

Thus the assailed and the assailant passed away; and thus
" was prevented the reconciliation which would surely, sooner
or later, have vindicated their common genius, the hearty
English feeling wliich they shared, and their common cordial

hatred of the falsehood and pretences of the world." {Edin-
hurgh Review, Xo. 163.)

Stacie, the landlord of the Bedford, in Covent Garden, told

J. T. Smith that Churchill's quarrel Avith Hogarth began at a

shilling rubber club, held in the parlour of the Bedford;*

* Woodward the comedian, who mostly resided at the Bedford Arms,
was intimate with Stacie, and gave him his portrait with a mask in his

hand, one of the early pictures of Sir Joshua Reynolds. Stacie related

to Smith that he was allowed to play an excellent game at whist. One
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when Hogarth used very insulting language towards Churchill,

who resented it in the Epistle.

On tlie whole, this quarrel showed more venom than wit.

" Never," says Walpole, " did two angry men of their abilities

throw mud with less dexterity."

Wilkes bore Hogarth's caricature bravely. He said truly,

in allusion to his own portrait, that he did not make himself,

and cared little about the beauty of the case that contained

his soul. He wrote to Earl Temple :
" Mr. Hogarth is said

to be dying of a broken heart. It grieves me much. He
says that he believes I wrote that paper (the North Briton),

but he forgives me, for he must own I am a thorough good-

humoured fellow, only Pitt-hitten.^'

" FINIS ; OR THE TAIL-PIECE."

This strange print, engraved in 1764, the year in which

Hogarth died, is stated by Mchols and others to have

originated as follows ; though the title of the print may, pro-

bably, have suggested the story. "My next undertaking," said

Hogarth, one evening, at his o^vn table, " shall be the end of

all things." " If that is the case," said one of the artist's

friends, "your business will soon be finished, for there will

be an end of the painter." " There will so," replied Hogarth,

sighing heavily, " and the sooner my work is done the better."

Accordingly, he began the next day, and worked at the picture

without intermission until he had finished it : the story runs

—that he never again took up his palette.

Tlie design of the Tail-piece is to group such objects as denote the end

of time, and to ridicule the gross absurdities to be seen in some of the

serious works of the old masters. Hoga,rth named it the Bathos, or manner

ofsinhing in sublime paintings, and inscribed the Plate to the dealers in dark

pictures. On the left is a ruined tower, with a decayed dial-plate ; at its

base is a tombstone sculptured with a skull ; and leaning upon part of

the shaft of a column is Time breathing out "Finis;" his scythe and

hom'-glass are broken ; in one hand he holds a parchment scroll bearing

his Will, in which he bequeathes all to Chaos ; the Fates, Clotho, Lachesis

and Atropos executors. Beneath the Will lies a shoemaker's last, en-

twined with a cobbler's end. To the left are an empty ragged purse, a

commission of bankruptcy against poor Dame Nature, and a play-book

morning, about two o clock, one of his waiters awoke him, to tell him
that a nobleman had knocked him up, and had desired him to call his

master to play a rubber with him for one hundred guineas. Stacie got

up, dressed himself, won the money, and was in bed and asleep, all

within an hour.
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opened at tlie last page. In the foreground are a broken bow, a broken

crowr,, and a worn out scrubbing-brush. On the right hand, opposite

the tower, are a withered tree, an unroofed cottage, and a falUng inn-sign

of the "World's End, on the globe bursting into flames. At the foot of the

sign-post is the artist's own print of the Times, set on fire by an inch of

candle. Near this are a cracked bell, a broken bottle, a worn-out broom,

the stock of a musket, a rope's-end, a whip without its lash, a mutilated

Ionic capital, and a painter's broken palette. In the distance are a man
gibbeted in chains, and a ship foundering at sea ; and in the firmament

the moon is darkened by the death of Phoebus, who, with his lifeless

coursers, lies extended on a cloud, his chariot wheels broken, and his

light put out.

" So far, so good," exclaimed Hogarth ;
" nothing remains

but this," taking his pencil in a sort of prophetic fury, and

dashing off the painter's broken palette. " Finis," cried he
;

" the deed is done

—

all is over!"

On this print, the following epigram, ascribed, to Church-

hill, appeared in the Muse's Mirror :

All must old Hogarth's gratitude declare

Since he has named old Chaos for his heir :

And while his works hang round the Anarch's throne,

The connoisseur will take them for his own.

DEATH OF HOGARTH.

The last years of the painter's life appear to have been

partly employed in retouching his plates, with the assistance

of several engravers, whom he took with him to his house at

Chiswick, which had hitherto long been his residence during

the summer. " The change of scene," says Cunningham,
" the free fresh air, and exercise on horseback, had for awhile

a favourable influence on Hogarth's health ; but he com-

plained that he was no longer able to think with the readi-

ness, and work with the elasticity of spirit, of his earlier

years." JS'evertheless, the powers of his humour did not for-

sake him. In one of his memorandum-books, he remarks :

" I can safely assert that I have invariably endeavoured to

make those about me tolerably happy ; and my greatest

enemy cannot say I ever did an intentional injury ; though,

without ostentation, I could produce many instances of men
that have been essentially benefited by me. T\Tiat may
follow, God knows." This was written well-nigh the close of

his life, and seems entitled to the respect of a rigid self-

examination. In the venomous attack which helped to bring

his days to an end, Wilkes appears to have had the principal
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share in embittering the parting cup. Of him Hogarth wrote

:

" One, till now rather my friend and flatterer, attacked me in

so infamous and malign a style, that he himself, when pushed

even by his best friends, was driven to so poor an excuse as

to say he was drunk when he wrote it. Being at that time

very weak, and in a kind of slow fever, it could not but seize

on a feeling mind." I^Tevertheless, Churchill's virulence must

not be forgotten in the base account.

Such w-as the state of the painter's health when, on October

25, 1764, he left Cliis^ick for his house in Leicester Fields :

he was very weak, yet exceedingly cheerful : he was in that

distressing state which is so frequent at the close of the life

of a man of genius : nature was silently giving way ;
" his

understanding continued clear, he had fuU possession of his

mental faculties, but wanted the vigour to exert them." Xext

day, he replied to an agreeable letter which he had received

from Dr. Franldin : it was but roughly written. Finding

himseK exhausted, he retired to bed : he had lain but a short

time, when he was seized with a vomiting, and, starting up,

rang the bell with such violence that he broke it in pieces.

Mary Le^vis,* his affectionate relative, who lived in the house,

came and supported him in her arms, till, after two hours'

suffering, he expired, from a suffusion of blood among the

arteries of the heart. This is Allan Cunningham's account of

Hogarth's last moments : it differs from that by Faulkner,

who says that Hogarth, on retiring to bed on the night of the

day on which he came from Chiswick, " was suddenly taken

in, and expired in the space of two hours." t

Walpole, in a letter to Lord Hertford, thus records the

painter's end :
" Hogarth is dead, and Mrs. Spence, who lived

with the Duchess of ^N'ewcastle."—This is characteristic of

the cynic of Strawberry HiU.

* Mary Lewis, who died in the year 1808, and is buried in Hogarth's

vaiilt at Chiswick, was the daughter of David Lewis, harper to George IL

Her brother, John Lewis, married into the CHthero family, at Brentford,

and is introduced, playing the flute, in one of the Marriage b, la Mode
pictures. Mary Lewis was the niece of Mrs. Hogarth, passed all her life

in Hogarth's famUy, and acted as his confidential shopwoman in the pu1>

lieation and sale of the Prints. Hogarth painted her portrait, and signed

his name on the back of the canvas. Mary Lewis died a spinster ; as

did also Hogarth's sister, Anne.

t History of Chi3^vick, p. 448.
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TOMB OF HOGARTH.

Hogarth was buried in an unostentatious manner in the
south side of the churchyard at Chiswick ; and some time
after, a costly sculptured tomb was erected over the spot, and
the expense defrayed by a subscription among his friends, at

the instance of Garrick. The design consists of an altar-

tomb, upon which is an attic, surmounted by a votive urn.

On the north side of the tomb, in bas-relief, are a laurel

wreath, rest-stick, a palette, pencils, a book inscribed Analysis

of Beauty ; a mask, a portfolio decorated with oak-leaves and
acorns : beneath are inscribed the following lines by Garrick

:

" Farewell, great painter of mankind !

Wlio reach'd the noblest point of art;

V\Tiose pictured morals charm the mind,
And, through the eye, correct the heart.

If genius lire thee, reader, stay
;

If nature touch thee, drop a tear

;

If neither move thee, turn away !

For Hogarth's honour'd dust lies here."

These lines have been condemned as conventional : another,

and a higher hand, that of Dr. Johnson, supplied the follow-

ing epitaph, more to the purpose, but still unequal

:

" The hand of him here torpid lies

That drew the essential forms of grace;

Here closed in death the attentive eye
That saw the maimers in the face."

On the east side of the tomb is inscribed :
" Here lieth the

body of William Hogarth, esq., who died October 26th, 17G4,

aged 67 years. Mrs. Jane Hogarth, wife of Wilham Hogarth,

esq. Obiit 13th :^rovember, 1789, .^tat 80 years."

On the south side are the names and deaths of Hos^arth's

sister, Anne, aged 70 ; Mary Lewis, spinster, aged 88 ; and
on the west side, Mrs. Hogarth's mother, Dame Judith Thorn-
hill, aged 84 years.

" Time will obliterate these inscriptions, and even the

pyramid must crumble into dust, but Hogarth's fame is en-

graven on tablets which shall have longer duration than

monumental marble."

Arms

:

—On the tomb—az. a sun in splendour for Hogarth, impaling
arg. a chevron gules between, three blackbirds for Thornhill ; there is

also the coit for Thornhill, imp. per fesse az. and erm. a pale counter-

cliarged, three lions arg.
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Faiillaier stated iii 1845 : "The tomb is still kept up by

voluntary subscriptions of some of the worthy inhabitants of

this parish, who take an interest in preserving this funereal

memorial of the * great painter of mankind.' " However, in

1851, the tomb was "gradually assuming a position which

the first high wind may determine, and the monument be lost

to us for ever." A mason confirmed this statement ; the mis-

chief having arisen from the sinking of the earth, incidental

to churchyards. This was told to Mr. John Phillips, a de-

scendant of the Hogarth family, who, in 1832, paid a mason

111. 14s. for extensive repairs done to the tomb. Through

his uncle, Mr. Hart, many family portraits and other matters

came into his (Phillips's) possession. The tomb was not, how-

ever, fully repaired until 1856, and then at the sole expense

of Mr. Hogarth, of Aberdeen. The restoration was made in

exact accordance with the original design. To secure the monu-

ment it was necessary to open the grave, when the plates

were found on the other coffins, but not on Hogarth's coffin,

which was much smaller than the rest. The painter's plate is

thought to have been removed upon a former opening of the

grave, about the year 1836. The few persons who witnessed

the opening of the grave in 1856 saw the large coffin of Lad}"

ThornhiU; the still larger coffin of Hogarth's widow; and

the " little " coffin of the great painter of mankind. One who
was present assured the writer that he also saw " the torpid

hand " of the painter of Marriage d, la Mode, and the Harlois

Progress.

While the above repairs were in progress, a great part of

the garden-wall in the rear of Hogarth's house was blown

do^vn by the violence of the wind,

—

[H. T. Riley ; Notes and
Queries^ ut ante.)

HOGARTH'S HOUSE, AT CHISWICK.

The great Painter long possessed a house at Chiswick,

where he occasionally resided during the last twenty years of

his life. It stood in the lane leading from Chiswick to the

Horticultural Society's Gardens : on the piers of the prin-

cipal entrance w^as inscribed in capitals, " Hogarth's House."

Faulkner has roughly engraved the garden-front of the house,

which has a projecting or bay window in the centre of the

first-floor : he has also represented Hogarth's " workshop,"

at the western end of the premises. Mr, H. Riley, who visited
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tlie place in 1854, could not find in the house itself any

memorials of the great artist ; but another Correspondent of

JS^otes and Queries, who spent a day or two in the house, in

1820, remembers a wainscoted room on the ground-floor, and

faint traces of pen or pencil sketches on some of the panels.

About twenty years later, Allan Cunningham described the

buildings in the neighbourhood to have " choked up the

garden, and destroyed the secluded beauty of Hogarth's

cottage. The garden, well stored with walnut, mulberry, and

apple trees, contained a small study, witli a headstone placed

over a favourite bulfinch, on which the artist had etched a

bird's head and written an epitaph. The cottage contained

many snug rooms, and was but yesterday the residence of a

man of learning and genius—Mr. Cary, the translator of

Dante."*

Mr. Eileyf writes : "on the lawn, in front of the house,

there was (and is still, I think,) a very ancient mulberry-treee,

which in Hogarth's time was struck by lightning, it is said
;

and the iron braces or girdles, by which it is held together,

were made by his direction. In one corner of the garden

there were two neat little tombs, with slabs inserted in the

wall, in memory of two favourite dogs. On one of these

was inscribed: "Alas! poor Dick!" mth the date 1764.

On the other slab was inscribed :
" Life to the last enjoyed,

here lies Pompey, 1790"—an evident adaptation of ChurcliLU's

epitaph at Dover. Mrs. Hogarth clied in 1789 ; but the

remembrance of the feud between Hogarth and Churchill

seems by this not to have died away with the survivor of the

Household !

" Over the stable, a very limited abode for some two or

three horses, a room was pointed out, which I was informed,

had for many years been the artist's studio. From the com-

paratively large dimensions of the window, (which, as seen

from the outside, appears to have replaced a smaller one,) I

have little doubt that such is the fact. As the stairs are

narrow, his paintings, I presume, would be put down through

this window, for transmission, in his carriage, to town."

Mr. afterwards Sir Eichard Philhps, who was educated at

Chiswick, well remembered the widow of Hogarth : and

some fifty years after, Sb Eichard wrote of his school-days,

whilst listening to the bells of Cliiswick Church :

* Lives of British Artists, vol. i. p. 175.

f Notes and Queries, 2d S. No. 47. 1856.
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My scattered and once-loved schoolmates, their characters, and their

various fortunes, passed in rapid review before me ;—my schoolmaster,

his wife, and all the gentry, and heads of families, whose orderly attend-

ance at Divine service on Sundays, while those well-remembered bells

were " chiming for church," (but now departed and mouldering ia the
adjoining graves,) were rapidly presented to my recollection. With what
pomp and form they used to enter and depart from their house of God !

I saw with the mind's eye, the Widow Hogarth, and her maiden relative,

Richardson, walking up the aisle, draped in their silken sacks, their raised

head-dresses, their black calashes, their lace ruflfles, and their high-crook'd

canes, preceded by their aged servant, Samuel ; who, after he had wheeled
his mistress to church in her Bath-chair, carried the prayer-books up
the aisle, and opened and shut the pew. There, too, was the portly Dr.
Griffiths, of the Monthly Review, with his literary "wife, in her neat and
elevated wire-^vinged cap. And ofttimes the vivacious and angeUc
Duchess of Devonshire, whose bloom had not then suffered from the
canker-worm of pecuniary distress, created by the luxury of charity !

Nor could I forget the humble distinction of the aged sexton, Mortefee,

whose skill in psalmody enabled him to lead that "UTetched group of

singers whom Hogarth so happily portrayed. * * * yes, simple
and happy villagers, I remember scores of you ! "

—

A Morning's Walk
fj'om London to Kew, p. 214.

MRS. HOGARTH.

Hogarth, after a long and active life, left a very inconsider-

able sum to his widow, with whom, as Jane Thornhi 11, he
must have received a large portion.

By her husband's Will, Mrs. Hogarth received the sole

property of his numerous plates, and the copyright was
secured to her for twenty years, by Act of Parliament. There

were seventy-two plates, the sale of the impressions from

which produced a respectable annual income. But she out-

lived the period of her right; and before this, through the

fluctuation of public taste, the sale of the prints had so

diminished as to reduce Mrs. Hogarth to the border of

want.

The King interposed \\ith the Royal Academj'-, and obtained

for her an annuity of 40^., which she lived but two years to

enjoy : Walpole says that, after her death, Mr. Steevens was
allowed to ransack her house in Leicester Fields for obsolete

and unfinished plates, to be completed and published.

Hogarth's sister Anne followed him to the grave in 1771
;

and his wife, who loved him living, and honoured him dead,

was laid beside him in 1789.

At length, the stock at the Golden Head was sold ; and in

the " Catalogue of the Pictures and Prints, the property of

the late Mrs. Hogarth, deceased, sold by Mr. Greenwood, the
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Golden Head, Leicester-square, Saturday, April 24, 1790,"
were the following Pictures by Hogarth :

LOT.

41. Two Portraits of Ann and Mary Hogarth.
42. A daughter of Mr. Rich, the comedian, finely coloured.
43. The original portrait of Sir James Thomhill.
44. The heads of six servants of the Hogarth family.
45. His o-v\Ti portrait—a head.

46. A ditto—a whole length painting.

47. A ditto, Kit-Kat, with the favourite dog, exceedingly fine.

48. Two portraits of Lady Thomhill and Mrs. Hogarth.
49. The first sketch of the Rake's Progress.

50. A ditto of the altar of Bristol Church.
51. The Shrimp Girl—a sketch.

52. Sigismunda.
53. An historical sketch, by Sir James Thomhill.
54. Two sketches of Lady Pembroke and Mr. John ThornhiU.
55. Three old Pictures.

56. The bust of Sir Isaac Newton, terra cotta.

57. Ditto of Mr. Hogarth, by Roubilliac.

58. Ditto of the favourite Dog, and cast of Mr. Hogarth's hand.

HOGARTH'S MAUL-STICK.

The maul-stick of the great painter, some years after his

death, fell into the hands of Sir George Beaumont, who
determined to keep it till a painter should appear who was
worthy to receive it. Sir George kept the maul-stick until

he saw the Village Politicians of Wilkie, and then presented
it to that great artist.o^

COLLECTIONS OF HOGARTH'S WORKS.

A Eev. Mr. Gilpin, writing near the time of Hogarth,
represents him as ignorant of composition ! This shows how
little the painter was then understood. There have been
occasional exhibitions of collections of his works : Cook, the
engraver, re-engraved Hogarth's pictures, and exhibited the
prints in the Haymarket early in the present century; but
Mr. Leslie doubts whether Hogarth's entire excellence was
fully felt by the public until his works were collected in 1814,
and exhibited at the Gallery of the British Institution.
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CHARACTEEISTICS, EETEOSPECTIVE OPINIONS,
AND PERSONAL TRAITS.

HOGAETH'S EARLY PORTRAITS.

The success of our painter in the Wanstead Assembly led

him to commence painting portraits ; " the most ill-suited

employment," says WaljDole, " imaginable to a man whose
turn certainly was not flattery, nor his talent adapted to look

on vanity without a sneer. Yet his facility in catching a

likeness, and the method he chose of painting families and
conversation in small, then a novelty, drew him j)rodigious

business for some time. It did not last, either from his

applying to the real bent of his disposition, or from his cus-

tomers apprehending that a satirist was too formidable a con-

fessor for the devotees of self-love.'' Nichols adds, "There
are still many family pictures by Mr. Hogarth existing, in the

style of serious conversation-pieces. He was not, however,

lucky in all his resemblances, and has sometimes failed where
a crowd of other artists have succeeded. Nichols instances

the whole length of Garrick sitting at a table, with his wife

behind him taking the pen out of his hand ; in which he has

missed the character of Garrick's countenance while undis-

turbed by passion ; but was more lucky in seizing his features

when aggravated by terror, as in the tent-scene of King
Richard III. It appears that Garrick was dissatisfied with

the former portrait, or that some dispute arose between him
and the painter, who then struck his pencil across the face,

and damaged it. The picture was unpaid for at the time of

Hogarth's death ; when his widow sent it home to Garrick,

without any demand."
Among the painter's early portraits was a whole-length of

jMr. Western, painted for Mr. Cole's gallery at Milton, near

Cambridge. Mr. Western is seated in his fellow-commoner's

habit, and square cap with gold tassel, in his chamber at

Clare Hall, with a cat sitting near him, as Nichols says,

" agreeable to his humour, to show the situation," by his fire-

side. Mr. Cole relates that when he sat to Hogarth for this

portrait, the custom of giving vaUs to servants was not discon-
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tinned. On his taking leave of the painter, and his servant

opening the door, ^Mr. Cole offered him a gratuity, which the

man politely refused, adding, it would be as much as the loss

of his place, were he to accept the money, and his master

know it.*

It was Hogarth's custom to sketch on the spot any remark-

able face, of which he wished to presence the remembrance

;

and a friend informed JSTichols, that being with Hogarth at

the Bedford coffee-house, he observed him drawing ^vith a

pencil on his nail, which proved to be a sketch of the features

of a person at a small distance, in the coffee-room. At
another time, he drew his friend Ben Ptead, sound asleep

—

with pen and ink, without sitting down—a ciu-ious and clever

likeness, and still existing.

His sitters already included different ranks. One day, a

nobleman, by no means remarkable for his personal beauty,

and deformed in figure, sat to Hogarth, and the portrait

proved a correct likeness, without the least attention to compli-

ment or flattery. His lordship was disgusted at tliis counter-

part of himself ; and the painter frequently applied for pay-

ment, but without success. He then wrote to the peer as

follows :
" ]\Ir. Hogarth's dutiful respects to Lord ;

finding that he does not mean to have the picture which was

drawn for him, is informed again of j\Ir. H.'s necessity for the

money ; if, therefore, his lordship does not send for it in three

days, it will be disposed of, with the addition of a tail, and

some other little appendages, to jNIr. Hare, the famous wild-

beast man ; IVIr. H. having given that gentleman a condi-

tional promise of it for an exhibition-picture, on his lordship's

refusal." This intimation had the desired effect : the picture

was sent home, and committed to the flames.

It was likewise Hogarth's practice to introduce striking

resemblances of well-known characters of his time. Thus,

almost all of the personages who attend the levee, in the series

of the Rake's Progress, are undoubted portraits ; and certain

notabilities figure in the SoutJuvark Fair and Modern Mid-
night Conversation, and the Rak^s Progress.

At length, an opportunity occurred for bringing out Ho-
garth's force in portrait-painting with still greater effect. In

1729, Bambridge, warden of the Fleet Prison, and Huggins,

Nor is it likely such a thing would happen again—Sir Joshua
Reynolds gave his sei-vant 6/. annually of wages, and oflfered him 100^.

a year for the door!—Cunningham.
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his predecessor, were accused before the House of Commons
of breaches of trust, extortions, and cruelties, and sent to

ISTewgate. "The scene," says Walpole, "is a Committee of

the Commons ; on the table are the instruments of torture.

A prisoner in rags, half-starved, appears before them ; the

poor man has a good countenance that adds to the interest.

On the other hand is the inhiunan jailer. It is the very

figure wliich Salvator Rosa would have drawn for lago in the

moment of detection. Villany, fear, and conscience, are

mixed in yellow and livid upon his countenance, his lips are

contracted by tremor, his face advances as eager to lie, his

legs step back as thinking to make his escape, one hand is

tlirust forward into his bosom, the fingers of the other are

catching uncertainly at his button-hole. If this was a portrait,

it was the most striking that ever was drawn—if it was not,

it is stiU finer." Cunningham adds :
" The face was that of

Eambridsje—the rest was the imagination of the artist.'^ The
Committee, according to Nichols, are all portraits. The pic-

ture was painted in 1729, for Sir Archibald Grant, of Mony-
musk, Bart. It became the property of the son of Huggins,

after whose death it passed into the collection of the Earl of

Carlisle. The frame is surmounted with a bust of Sir Francis

Page, one of the judges, with a halter round his neck, em-

blematic of his character for severity.*

A sketch in oil of Bambridge was given by Hogarth to

Walpole, and added to the Strawberry-hill collection.

Hogarth painted as a companion picture to the above

a scene from the Beggars^ Opera, wdth a bust of Gay on

its frame, which picture also became the property of ]\Ir.

Huggins.

Strangely enough, ThornliilL and Hogarth afterwards jomtly

painted for Huggins's son an allegorical ceiling, at his house,

Headley Park, Hants.

* Savage, in a " Character " of great power, has gibbeted Sir Francis

Page to public detestation. Nor was Savage less severe in his prose.

Ou the trial of this vmfortunate poet, for the murder of James Sinclair in

1727, Judge Page, who was then on the bench, treated him with his usual

insolence and severity ; and when he had summed up the evidence, en-

deavoured to exasperate the jury, as Savage used to relate, with this

eloquent harangue :
" Gentlemen of the jury, you are to consider that

Mr. Savage is a very great man, a miich greater man than you or I,

Gentlemen of the Jury ; that he wears very fine clothes, much finer

clothes than you or I, Gentlemen of the Jury ; that he has abundance of

money in his pocket, much more money than you or I, Gentlemen of the
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HOGAETH'S CONCEIT.

Garrick Idmself was not more ductile to flattery than the

painting moralist of Leicester Fields. An eminent surgeon

of his time, Mr. Belchior, F.E.S., relates the following inci-

dent, which serves to show how much more easy it is to detect

ill-placed or hyperbolical adulation respecting others than
when applied to ourselves. Hogarth, being at dinner with
Cheselden, the great surgeon, and some other company, was
told that Mr. John Freke, surgeon, of St. Bartholomews
Hospital, a few evenings before, at Dick's Coffee-house,* had
asserted that Dr. Maurice Greene w^as as eminent in musical

composition as Handel. " That fellow Freke," said Hogarth,
" is always shooting his bolt absurdly, one way or another.

Handel is a giant in music ; Greene only a light Florimel

kind of composer." "Ay," said Hogarth's informant, "but
at the same time Mr. Freke declared you were as good a

portrait-painter as Vandyck." " There he was right," replied

Hogarth, "and so, by G—, I am, give me my time, and let

me choose my subject." Often he would thump the table

and snap his iiugers, and say, "Historical painters be hanged;
here's the man that will paint against any of them for a

hundred pounds. Correggio's Sigismunda! Look at Bill

Hogarth's Sigismunda ; look at my altar-piece at St. Mary
Eedcliffe, Bristol ; look at my Paul before Felix, and see

whether I'm not as good as the best of them."

Jury ; but, Gentlemen of the Jiiiy, is it not a very hard case, Gentlemen
of the Jury, that Mr. Savage should therefore kill you or me, Gentlemeu
of the Jury ?"

Pope also, Horace, B. II. Sect. I, has the following line :

" Hard words or hanging, if your judge be Page."

And Fielding, in Tom Jones, makes Partridge say, after premising that

Judge Page was a very brave man, and a man of great wit :
" It is indeed

charming sport to hear trials on life and death."
* Dick's Coffee-house, now a tavern, 8, Fleet-street, near Temple-bar,

has been in existence 1 80 years. Here Isaac Bickerstaff, the Tatler, led

the deputation of "Twaddlers" from Shu-e-lane, across Fleet-street.

When Cowper lived in the Temple, he used to breakfast at Dick's, or

Richard's, as it was then called ; and it was a great resort of the

Templars in the good old theatrical times, when the love of the di'ama

manjiested itself in strong partisanship.

Q
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POETICAL TRIBUTES TO HOGARTH.

While Hogarth was engaged as a portrait-painter, he was

not without public and poetic recognition. A certain Mr.

Eobinson, of Kendal, published in 1738 a series of lines in

his praise appended with other poems to his play " The In-

triguing Milliners." They begin as follows :

" Ingenious Hogarth aU the Town
Britain's Apelles justly own,

To see his portraits all repair,

For they excel the fairest fair

;

Whate'er is beauteous there you meet.

No flaw to pall, there all's compleat

;

He plays the God with all he draws !

Each picture meets with just applause.

His curious strokes with Nature strive.

They soften into flesh, they live :

So artfully they cheat the eye,

You speak and wait for a reply."

Such rhymes, though not poetry, are proofs of the artist's

popularity, and in the course of the lines we read

—

" For Hogarth, wheresoe'er he call.

Is well received and thank'd by aU."

We have already quoted, at page 1, Swift's distinguishing

Hogarth in his " Description of the Legion Club."

Somerville, the poet of the Chase, dedicated his mock

heroic of " Hobbinol, or Rural Games," to Hogarth, as " the

greatest master in the burlesque way." Yet Fielding, in his

Preface to Josej)h Andrews, says :
" he who should call the

ingenious Hogarth a burlesque painter would, in my opinion,

do him very little honour ; for sure it is much easier, much

less the subject of admiration, to paint a man Avith a nose, or

any other feature, of a preposterous size, or to expose him in

some absurd or monstrous attitude, than to express the affec-

tions of men on canvas. It hath been thought a vast com-

mendation of a painter to say his figures seem to breathe

;

but surely it is a much greater and nobler applause that they

appear to think."

Vinney Bourne, the classical usher of Westminster school,

and the elegant Latin poet, addressed some gratulatory lines

" Ad Gulielmum Hogarth." *

* Hogarth painted a portrait of a celebrated Westminster, Bishop

Hooper, whose future success Dr. Busby foretold to " this boy—the
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HOGAETH PAINTED BY HIMSELF.

Hogarth's portraits of himself are very clever, and excel-

lently like. In one, (says Cunningham,) he is accompanied

by a bull-dog of the true English breed ; and in another he
is seated in his study, with his pencil ready and his eye fixed

and intent on a figure which he is sketching on the canvas.

He has a short, good-humoured face, full of health, observa-

tion, and sagacity. He treated his own physiognomy as he
treated his friends',—seized the character strongly, and left

grace and elegance to those who were unable to cope with

mind and spirit. On the palette, which belongs to the first-

named of these two portraits, there is drawn a waving line

with the words "Line of Beauty and Grace,"—the hiero-

glyphic of which no one could at first divine the meaning.

Hogarth thus describes his own original style, upon which
his fame rests :

" The reasons which induced me to adopt this

mode of designing were, that I thought both ^Titers and
painters had, in the historical style, totally overlooked that

intermediate species of subjects which may be placed between
the sublime and grotesque."

CAEICATUEES ON HOGAETH.

Mr. Thomas Wright, F.S. A., in his ingenious work, England
under the House of Hanover, thus clearly sketches the flood of

caricature drawn upon Hogarth by his quarrel with Wilkes
and Churchill.

" They hold him up now as the pensioned dauber of the

unpopular Lord Bute, and the calumniator of the friends of

liberty. In one, entitled 'the Beautifyer, a touch upon the

Times,' Hogarth is represented upon a huge platform, daub-

ing an immense hoot, (the constant emblem of the obnoxious

minister,) while, in his awkwardness, he bespatters Pitt and
Temple, who happen to be belov,^ TTiis is a parody on Ho-
garth's own satire on Pope. Beneath the scaffold is a tub full

of Auditors, Monitors, &c., labelled The Charm : Beautifying

Wash. A print, entitled ' The Bruiser Triumphant,' represents

Hogarth as an ass, painting the Bruiser, while Wilkes comes

behind, and places horns on his head,—an allusion to some

least favoured in features of any in the school." Hogarth was not the

portrait-painter most hkely to improve these features. The picture

hangs hi the Hall of the School.

g2
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scandalous intimations in tlie North Briton. Churcliill, in

the garb of a parson, is writing Hogarth's life. A number of

other attributes and allusions fill the picture.

"A caricatui^e entitled 'Tit for Tat/ represents Hogarth
painting "Wilkes, with the unfortunate picture of Sigismunda

in the distance. Another ' Tit for Tat, Invt. et del. by G.

0' Garth, according to act or order is not material,' represents

the painter partly clad in Scotch garb, with the line of

beauty on his palette, glorifying a boot surmounted by a

thistle. The painter is sajing to himself ' Anything for

inone}'' : I'll gild this Scotch sign, and make it look glorious;

and I'U daub the other sign, and efface its beauty, and make
it as black as a Jack Boot.' On another easel is a portrait of

"Wilkes, 'Defaced by order of 0' Garth,' and in the foreground
' a smutch-pot to sully the best and most exalted characters.*

In another print, ' Pug, the snarling cur,' is being severely

chastised by "Wilkes and Churchill. In another he is baited

by the bear and a dog ; and in the background is a large

panel, with the inscription, ' Panel-painting.' In one print,

Hogarth is represented going for his pension of 300/. a year,

and carrying as his vouchers the prints of ' The Times ' and
"Wilkes. ' I can paint an angel black, and the devil white,

just as it suits me.' 'An Answer to the print of John
Wilkes, Esq.' represents Hogarth with his colour-pot, in-

scribed ' Colour to blacken fair characters ;
' he is treading on

the cap of liberty "udth his cloven foot, and an inscription

says ' 300Z. per annum for distorting features.'

" Several other prints, equally bitter against him, besides a

number of caricatures against the Government, under the fic-

titious names of O'Garth, Hoggart, Hog-ass, &c., must have
assisted in irritating the persecuted painter.

" Hogarth left an engraving of ' The Times,' plate II., in

which "Wilkes was represented in the pillory, by the side of
' Miss Fanny ;

' but it was not given to the world till many
years after his death."

HOGARTH AND BISHOP HOADLEY.

Upon pulling down the palace of the Bishop of "Winchester,

at Chelsea, at the ujDper end of Cheyne "\Yalk, (near the

present Pier Hotel,) a singular discovery was made. In a
small room of the north front, were found, on the plaster of

the walls, nine life-size figures, three men and six women,
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drawn in outline, -with black chalk, in a bold and spirited

style. Of these figures correct copies have been published.

They display much of the manner of Hogarth, who often

visited Bishop Hoadley at this palace ; and it is supposed that

these figures apply to some incident in the Bishop's family,

or to some scene in a play. His lordship's partiality for the

drama is well known ; and his son, Dr. Hoadley, the physician,

who resided at Chelsea, just beyond Cremorne House, wrote

the admirable comedy of the Suspicious Husband.

Hogarth was admitted to the Doctor's private theatricals.

Upon one occasion he performed wdth Garrick, and his enter-

tainer, a burlesque on that scene in Julius Ccesar where the

ghost appears to Brutus. Hogarth personated the spectre
;

and to heighten the absurdity of the scene his speech of two

lines was written upon an illuminated paper lantern, that he

might read them when he came upon the stage. Tliis piece

of humour has been perverted by some of the narrators of

anecdotes of Hogarth into a proof of Hogarth's unretentive

memory !

Hogarth painted for this performance a scene of a suttling

booth, with the Duke of Cumberland's head as a sign : he

likewise embellished the play-bill with characteristic designs.

It has been said that Bishop Hoadley wrote some of the

verses appended to Hogarth's prints; but the evidence is

doubtfiiL

COPYRIGHT IN PRINTS.

N'o sooner had Hogarth begun to reap fame and profit by
engraving his works than needy artists and worthless print-

sellers began to prey upon him. Indeed, before the prints of

the Rake's Progress were published, they were pirated by

Boitarcl, and that mth skill. Hogarth complained of sucli

dishonesty; and to protect painters generally in future, and

to make their works property, like other productions of

human art, he obtained from Parliament, in 1735, an Act for

recognising a legal copyright in designs and engra\-ings, and

restraining copies of such works from being made without

the consent of the o^Tiers. Unfortunately, the Act was

loosely and vaguely drawn ; so that when resorted to in the

case of Jeffreys, the printseller, it was the opinion of Lord

Hardwicke, before whom the action was tried, that no person

claiming an assi.gnment from the original inventor of the

paintings or designs copied could receive any benefit from it.
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jSTevertheless, Hogarth, in commemoration of the passing of

this Bill for the encouragement of designing and engraving,

executed a small print with emblematic devices, and a

laudatory inscription. On the top of the plate Hogarth

etched a royal crown, shedding rays on mitres and coronets,

on the Great Seal, the Speaker's hat, and other symbols of

the "• Collective Wisdom.''

This plate he afterwards made to serve for a receipt for

subscriptions to Hogarth's Election Entertainment, and a few

other prints.

J. T. Smith states, as a curious fact, that of the print of the Cockpit,

by Hogarth, as well as those of the gates of Calais, and Southwark Fair,

he had never seen, read, or heard of an etching, nor of any impression

whatever with a variation from the state in which they were published.
" This," continues Smith, " is the more extraordinary, as tibey are all

highly-finished plates, and the artist must have required many proofs of

them in their progress before he could have been satisfied with their

effect
;
particularly in that of Southwark Fair, which, in my opinion, is

not only the deepest studied as to composition and light and shade, but
the most elaborately finished, and perhaps the most innocently enter-

taining of all his works. For great as Hogarth was in his display of

every variety of character, I should never think of exhibiting a portfolio

of his prints to the youthful inquirer ; nor can I agree that the man
who was so accustomed to visit, so fond of delineating, and who gave

up so much of his time to the vices of the most abandoned classes, was

in truth ' a moral teacher of mankind.' My father knew Hogarth well,

and I have often heard him declare, that he (Hogarth) revelled in the

company of the drunken and profligate ;—Churchill, Wilkes, Hayman, &c.

were among his constant companions. Dr. John Hoadley,* though in my
opinion it reflected no credit on him, delighted in his company ; but he

did not approve of all the prints produced by him, particularly that of

the first state of 'Enthusiasm Displayed,' which, had Mr. Garrick or

Dr. Johnson ever seen, they could never for a moment have entertained

their high esteem of so irrehgious a character."

At Strawberry Hill, before the sale in 1842, were 365

prints and drawings, engraved by and after Hogarth, all first

impressions, and some original drawings ; and stated by
Walpole, in his Anecdotes of Painting, to be the most complete

and perfect collection of Hogarth's Prints.

HOGARTH'S PALETTE.

The palette used by Hogarth is still preserved in the Royal

Academy; it is of very pecuhar form, shaped something like

an heraldic escutcheon, with a long handle, and a ring at the

end for the thumb to pass through.

* Who Avas Dr. John Hoadley ? Does Mr. Smith refer to Dr. Benjamin

Hoadley, Bishop of Winchester ?

1
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HOGARTH'S " ORATORIO."

In 1835, the Eev. Bishop Luscombe,* showed to a corres-

pondent of Notes and Queries, at Paris, the original picture of

"the Oratorio,'' a subject well known from Hogarth's etching.

Mr. Luscombe had bought it at a broker's shop in the Eue
St. Denis : on examination, he found the frame to be English,

but as he only gave thirty francs for the picture, he purchased

it without supposing it to be more than a copy. Sir William

Knighton, on seeing it, told Mr. Luscombe that Hogarth's

original had belonged to the Dukes of Eichmond, and had

been in their residence at Paris until the first Eevolution,

since which time it had not been heard off ; and Sir "William

had no doubt that ]Mt. Luscombe had been so fortunate as to

obtain it.

THE MISER AXD SIR ISAAC SHEARD.

At Eusper, in Sussex, lived Sir Isaac Sheard, so proverbial

for his penurious habits, that Hogarth introduced him into a

picture which he painted, as a miser trying a mastiff for rob-

bing his kitchen. This circumstance coming to the ears of

Sheard's son, a high-spirited young man, he called at the

painter's to see the picture, and being informed by the servant

that the figure was considered to be like Sir Isaac Sheard, he

cut the painting to pieces with his sword.

WALL-PAINTINGS IN FENCHURCH STREET.

In the year 1826, was taken down the old Elephant public-

house, in Fenchurch-street, whereat Hogarth is said to have

lodged for some time, when young. The house had been

built before the great Fire of London, and narrowly escaped

its ravages. Previous to the demolition of the premises,

there were removed from the wall of the tap-room, three

pictures which Hogarth is said to have painted while a lodger

there : one represented a group of the Hudson's Bay Company's

porters going to dinner, they at that time frequenting the

house ; the background was Fenchurch-street, as it appeared

nearly a century and a half ago, with the old Magpie and

* The Rev. Bishop Luscombe was, for many years, chaplain to the

British Embassy at Paris. His christian name was Bishop, which often

led to the error of episcopal rank being attributed to him, in his being

referred to as Bishop Luscombe.
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Punch-bowl public-house in the distance. The second paint-

ing was set down as Hogarth's first idea for his Modern
Midnight Conversation, differing from the print in an inci-

dent too broad in its humour for the graver : there were one

or two figures less in the print, but Orator Henley and the

other principal characters occupy the same situation in both

performances. The third picture was Harlequin and Pierrot

seeming to be laughing at one of the figures in the second

picture. There w^as also on a wall of the first-floor of the

Elejjhant a picture of Harlow Bush Fair, covered over with

paint.

The circumstances under which these pictures were painted

w^ere in 1829, thus related by the landlady of the public-

house, in whose family the business had been for more than

a century, and for whom the house was rebuilt in 1826. It

appears that it had been customary for the parochial autho-

rities to hold certain entertainments at the Elephant, (she

stated,) the celebration of Avhich, however, w^as, from some
cause, removed to Henry the Eighth's Head, opposite. This

transfer being mentioned to Hogarth, on his return home one

night, when the feast was being held at the opposite house,

the painter was much irritated, more especially as he had not

been invited, as formerly. He, therefore, went over to the

Henry's Head, where some altercation took place between the

authorities and the painter, who left, threatening to stick them
all up on the walls of the tap-room of the Elephant. This he

proposed to the landlord : the picture of jollity and feasting

was painted, with the clock at past four in the morning, and it

was so profitable an attraction that the landlord of the Elephant

wiped out a debt of Hogarth's, as a remuneration ; so that,

although the house lost the parish dinner party, it gained by
persons coming to see the authorities stuck 2ip on the walls.

Subsequently, was painted as a companion picture, the Hud-
son's Pay Company's porters ; and the two other pictures are

said to have been produced under similar circumstances.

Before the house was taken down, the pictures were removed
from the walls at no small risk and trouble by Mr. Lyon, of

Walworth, and Mr. H. E. Hall, of Leicestershire ; and they

were subsequently sold at the gallery of Mr. Penny, in Pall

Mall.

The Elephant public-house has been engraved ; and at the

foot of the print, the information as to Hogarth having

executed these paintings is rested upon the evidence of " ]\L:s.
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Hibbert, Tvho has kept the house between thirty and forty

years, and received her information relating to Mr. Hogarth
fron. persons at that time well acquainted with him."

Although the e^-idence is thus circumstantial, Hogarth's
biographers do not record his abode in Fenchurch-street

;

and the particulars of the interval between his apprentice-

ship and his marriage are few and far between.

HOGAETH PAINTS " GOLDSMITH'S HOSTESS."

The only memorial said to be left of Goldsmith's friendly

intercourse with Hogarth, is a portrait in oil, known by the
name of "Goldsmith's Hostess," and exhibited in London
some years since, as the work of Hogarth's pencil. Still, the
evidence is but putative. Mr. Forster says : *'it involves no
great stretch of fancy to suppose it painted in the Islington
lodgings, at some crisis of domestic pressure : Xewberj^'s
accounts reveal to us how often it was needful to mitigate
Mrs. Flemming's impatience, to moderate her wrath, and, when
money was not immediately at hand, to minister to her
vanities. It is but to imagine a visit from Hogarth at such a
time. Though the copyrights of his prints were a source of
certain and not inconsiderable income, his money at comm-and
was scanty ; and it would better suit his generous good
humour, as well as better serve his friend, to bring his easel

in his coach some daj, and enthrone Mrs. riemming by the
side of it. So the portrait was painted ; and much laughter
there was in its progress, I do not doubt, at the very different

sort of sitters and subjects, whose coronet-coaches were crowd-
ing the west side of Leicester-square."

GEXIUS OF HOGARTH.

J. T. Smith has ably "vnndicated the genius of Hogarth, in

a sort of appendix to his NolleTcens and his Times. " I be-

lieve," (says Smith,) " that in no instance has the name of a
painter been so freely used as that of Hogarth. His reputa-

tion has become public property, and is considered fair game
;

since, a picture exhibiting a large white wig, a three-cornered

Macheath hat, an old apothecary's capeless coat with im-

mense basket buttons on the sleeves and flap-pockets, rohed-

up stockings and square-toed buckle shoes,—has been, without
hesitation, ascribed to Hogarth's pencil, which, if examined,

would very soon be proved the contrary. Mercier, A"an
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Hawkin, Highmore, Pugh, or tliat drunken pothouse painter

Hamskirk, (originally a singer at Sadler's Wells,) are artists

now rarely mentioned ; though several of their performances

have been elevated by second-rate picture-dealers and brokers

in old panels, as the works of Hogarth j and even a head from

a picture from Eosalba has been engraved and published as

the genuine production of Hogarth.
" For myself, I am decidedly of opinion, that several of the

copies of Prize-fighting and Playhouse benefit-tickets, pub-

lished in Samuel Ireland's Grcq^hic Illustrations of Hogarth,

are from plates neither designed nor etched by him. They

are destitute of w4t or talent, both of which Hogarth possessed,

in a supereminent degree, even in his youthful days, when he

engraved ornaments and coats-of-arms for his master Gamble
;

and for his wit, where can we find any prints to equal most

of the plates for the small set of Hudibras, which were some

of his earliest productions ? They are full of character, well

drawn, spiritedly etched, and most of them possess admirable

effect ; and I must say, as a supporter of the honour of Hogarth

as an artist, that until i\Ir. Samuel Ireland raked up many of

the wretched things which he caused to be copied for a publi-

cation unquestionably with a view to raise money,—no

collectors admitted the originals into their portfolios as the

works of Hogarth,
" I am credibly informed that there is even at this moment

(1828) an artist who finds it rather a successful occupation to

make spirited drawings from Hogarth's prints, which he most

ingeniously deviates from by the omission of some figure or

other object, or insertion of an additional one, in order to

give his chaT\ing the appearance of a first thought, upon

which Hogarth is supposed to have made some alteration in

his plate as an improvement. These drawings are discoloured,

put into old black frames, and then, after passing through

several hands, are finally sold, accompanied by a very long

story, to those over-cunning collectors, destitute of sufficient

knowledge to enable them to detect the forgery.

" Having ventured in a former page to mention my own
opinion as to Hogarth's want of morality, I must not, even

for a moment, aUow the reader to suppose that I am in any

degree wanttag in my respect for his powerful talents as an

artist. His easy and perfectly natural mode of grouping, his

sweetness and harmony of colouring, his excellent pencilling

and general brilliancy of effect, must be perceived and felt by
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every one possessing a single spark of taste, "when vieAving

that inestimable series of pictures entitled the Marriage d la

Mode, in our J^ational Gallery.

" The prints by this artist, in freedom of etching and vigour

of tooling, display his powers to the highest advantage. The
plates of Southwark Fair and the Cockpit are unrivalled in

this or any other country. The former displays most conspi-

cuously the four classes of composition in art ; namely, the

diverging, the S-like or line of beauty, (see pp. 57-58 ante^

the festoon, and the triangle or pyramidal."

Mr. Leslie considered there to be many hints of French

fashions in Hogarth's works. He says :
" The bridegroom in

the first picture of Marriage h la Mode is evidently dressed

on the model of a Paris beau ; the boy beating a drum in the

Enraged Musician has been metamorphosed, as far as dress

could do it, into a little Frenchman ; the two gallants in the

boxes in the Laughing Audience are as French as possible, while

the pit is filled with plain English folk, who are not too fine to

take an interest in the performance ; and in Taste in High Life,

the antiquated beau, dressed in the extreme of the Parisian

fashion, has succeeded in making himself look very like a

monkey."
Fuseli made a false estimate of Hogarth's genius when, in

his Lecture, he said :
" The characteristic discrimination and

humourous exuberance which we admire in Hogarth, but

which, like the fleeting passion of a day, every hour contri-

butes something to obliterate, will soon be unintelligible by

time, or degenerate into caricature : the chronicle of scandal,

and the history-book of the vulgar."

When Eeynolds was blamed for his slight mention of

Hogarth in his Letters and Discourses, a distinguished

member of the Eoyal Academy remarked publicly—that Sir

Joshua might as well be censured for not naming Fielding

and Eichardson, as Hogarth was no painter !

Charles Lamb's Essay on Hogarth (says Leslie) is the best

written ; though it is much to be regretted that, in praising

Hogarth, he thought fit to disparage Eeynolds.

HISTORICAL VALUE OF HOGARTH'S WORKS.

To the student of History, these admirable works must be

Invaluable, as they give us the most complete and truthful

pictures of the manners, and even the thoughts, of the past
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centuiy. We look, and see pass before tis the England of a

hundred years ago—the peer in his draAving-rooni, the lady

of fashion in her apartment, foreign singers surrounding her,

and the chamber filled with gew-gaws in the mode of that

day ; the church with its quaint florid architectm^e and singing

congregation ; the parson mth his great wig, and the beadle

with his cane : all these are represented before us, and we are

sure of the truth of the portrait. We see how the Lord
Mayor dines in State ; how the prodigal drinks and sports at

the bagnio ; how the poor girl beats hemp in Bridewell ; how
the thief divides his booty and drinks his punch at the night-

cellar, and how he finishes his career at the gibbet. We may
depend upon the perfect accuracy of these strange and varied

portraits of the by-gone generation : we see one of Walpole's

members of Parliament chaired after his election, and the

lieges celebrating the event, and drinking confusion to the

Pretender ; we see the grenadiers and train bands of the

City marching out to meet the enemy ; and have before us,

with sword and firelock, and white Hanoverian horse em-
broidered on the cap, the very figure of the men who ran

away with Jolinny Cope, and who conquered at Culloden.

The Yorkshire waggon rolls into the inn-yard ; the country

parson, in his jack-boots, and his bands and short cassock,

comes trotting into town, and we fancy it is Parson Adams
with his sermons in his pocket. The Salisbury Fly sets

forth from the old Angel—you see the passengers entering

the great heavy vehicle, up the wooden steps, their hats tied

down with their handkerchiefs over their faces, and under
their arms, sword, hanger, and case-bottle ; the landlady,

—

apoplectic with the liquors in her own bar—is tugging at the

bell ; the hunchbacked postilion—he may have ridden the

leaders to Humphrey Clinker,—is begging a gratuity ; the

miser is grumbling at the bill ; Jack of the Centurion lies on
the top of the clumsy vehicle, with a soldier by his side—it

may be Smollett's Jack Hatchway—it has a likeness to

Lismahago. You see the suburban fair and the strolling

company of actors ; the pretty milkmaid singing under the

window of the enraged French musician. You see noblemen
and blacklegs bawhng and betting in the Cockpit

;
you see

Garrick as he was arrayed in King Richard ; Macheath and
Polly in the dresses which they wore when they charmed our

ancestors, and when noblemen in blue ribbons sat on the

stage and listened to their delightful music. You see the
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ragged Frencli soldiery, in their white coats and cockades, at

Calais Gate.* You see the judges on the bench; the audi-

ence laughing in the pit ; the student in the Oxford theatre
;

the citizen on his country walk
; you see Broughton, the

boxer, Sarah Malcolm the murderess, Simon Lovat the traitor

;

John Willies the demagogue, staring at you with that squint
which has become historical, and that face which, ugly as it

was, he said he could make as captivating to woman as the
countenance of the handsomest beau in town. All these
sights and people are with you. After looking in the Rakes
Progress at Hogarth's picture of St. James's Palace-gates, you
may people the street, but little altered within these hundred
years, with the gilded carriages and thronging chairmen that
bore the courtiers, your ancestors, to Queen Caroline's drawing-
room more than a hundred years ago.

—

Mr. Thackeray's Lec-
tures on the English Humourists of the Eighteenth Century.

HOGARTH'S PRINTS.

How much of the moral effect of Hogarth's works is due
to their being engraved, and the prints sold at prices avail-
able hy all classes, must be evident to every one who has
bestowed any thought upon the subject. If we refer to the
list of '' Prints published by Mr. Hogarth ; Genuine Impres-
sions of which are to be had at Mrs. Hogarth's House in
Leicester Fields, 1781," we shaU find the prices as low as
One Shilling, and rarely to exceed One Guinea. Here are a
few :

Harlot s Progress, 6 prints 110
Rake's Progress, 8 prints 220
Marriage k la Mode, 6 prints 1116
Four Times of the Day, 4 prints

! 1
Before and After, 2 prints 350
Midnight Conversation 050
Enraged Musician 030
Southwark Fair !o50
Garrick in King Richard III

! ! 7 6

* Mr. Leslie, when at Calais, in N'ovember, 1855, noted as an object
of interest to him " the old gate, painted by Hogarth. (See pp. 54^5^
of the present volume.) The draw-bridge, with its chains depending
from the projecting beams, is exactly like that in the picture ; but the
portcullis IS gone, and the gate much altered. WTiatever remains there
may have been of the English arms upon it in Hogarth's time are now
wUoUy remoYed."—Autobiography, p. 232.
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£ s. d.

Calais ; or, the Roast Beef of Old England, &c. ..050
Paul before Felix 7 6

March to Finchley 10 6

Strolling Actresses dressing in a Barn 5

An Election, 4 prints 220
Idleness and Industry, 12 prints 12
LordLovat* 010
Sleeping Congregation 010
Columbus breaking the Egg 10
Beer-street and Gin-lane, 2 prints 10
Four Stages of Cruelty, 4 prints 6

Sufficient margin was left for framing, but glass was com-

paratively dear ; in this respect we have the advantage.

Mr. Leslie has thus admirably illustrated the above views.

" Had there been no such art as engraving, there would have

been no such patronage as Boydell's, which gave birth to some

of the greatest works of the British School ; and to this same

art of engraving it is scarcely too much to say that we owe
the very existence of Hogarth. His patrons were the million.

The great people were told by Walpole that he was no
painter ; and Walpole being one of themselves, they believed

him. But for engraving, therefore, Hogarth must have con-

fined himself to portraits, on which he might have starved,

for he was never popular as a portrait-painter. But when
the prints of the Ilarlofs Progress appeared, 1,200 copies

were immediately subscribed for. This was the beginning of

the patronage produced for painting by engraving."

—

Auto-

biography, p. 214.

* Hogarth made the drawing for his print of Lord Lovat the night

before he took leave of Major Gardner, vmder whose escort he was
travelling to the Tower, and to whom Lord Lovat presented the original

sketch. A Correspondent of Notes and Queries, No. 288, who has seen

the di-awing, states that Hogarth made it August 14, 1746; the execu-

tion of Lord Lovat took place in the following April.
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SIE JOSHUA EEYXOLDS, P.RA.

BIRTH-PLACE OF SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

Joshua Eetxolds, " the founder of the British vSchool of

Painting," was born at Plympton, an ancient town of Devon-

shire, in a fertile valley, about five miles from Plymouth, and

contiguous to the high road leading from Exeter. Here " the

lover of the picturesque will find much to please him in the

surrounding scenery ; and he whose delight it is to linger in

the haunts of genius, will stop to contemplate the humble

and unassuming residence of the schoolmaster, where Joshua

Eeynolds first saw the light ; and while standing under the

arcades of the old Grammar School, will picture to himself the

youthful artist, sitting apart from his schoolfelloAvs, regardless

of their sports, and seeking pleasure in his own favourite

pursuit, with the Jesuit's Perspective in his hand, busily

engaged in applying its rules to the delineation of the

building." *

Joshua was born on the 16th of July, 1723, and was the

seventh of either ten or eleven children, five of whom, it is

said, died in their infancy. His father, grandfather, and two
uncles, were all in Holy Orders. His father, the Eev, Samuel
Ee}-nolds, is described in the baptismal register of Plympton,
as " clerk and schoolmaster " : he was a Eellow of Balliol

College, Oxford ; and there is in existence a letter from
Young, the author of the Night Thoughts, addressed to Mr.
Samuel Eeynolds, Eellow of Balliol College. !N'orthcote, and
most of Sir Joshua's biographers, have erroneously described

the Eev. Samuel Eeynolds as the Incumbent of Plympton.t
He was master of the Grammar School of the town :

" although

Sir Joshua Reynolds and his works. By "William Cotton, M.A.
Edited by John Burnet, F.R.S. 1856.

t A portrait of the Rev. Samuel Reynolds, painted by Sir Joshua,
which belonged to the late Dean of Cashel, is in the Cottonian Library,
at Plymouth.
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Perspective asserts in his Preface, that hj observing the rules

laid down in this hook, a man may do wonders ; for this is

wonderful.'
"

This drawing is carefully preserved by the Palmer family

;

and Mr. Eobert Palmer has also in his possession three nicely

executed pen-and-ink sketches : one a perspective draw-

ing on the back of a Latin exercise, " De lahore," on which his

father, the schoolmaster, has written, " This is drawn hy

Joshua in school, out of pure idleness." How little (says Mr.
Cotton,) did he guess to what such idleness would tend !

Another of the above drawings is the interior of a book-

room, or library, apparently copied from a small engraving,

with all the mmuteness and delicacy of Callot, or Delia Bella

;

the third is a drawing of a fish, also done with a pen, and
inscribed, apparently by his father, " Copied from nature."

Sir Joshua related to Malone that the Perspective happened
to be in the parlour-window in the house of his father. He
made himself at eight years old so completely master of this

book that he never had occasion to study any other work on
the subject, and the knowledge of perspective then acquired

served him ever after. Reynolds also told Malone that his

first essays in drawing were coppng some light dra^\ings

made by two of his sisters, who had a turn for art ; he after-

wards eagerly copied such prints as he met with among his

father's books : particularly those which were given in the

translation of Plutarch's Lives, published by Dryden. But
his principal fund of initiation was Jacob Catt's Book of

Emblems, which his great grandmother, by the father's side,

a Dutchwoman, had brought with her from Holland.*

The father seems to have strangely neglected the education

of his son. It is true that the boy, like Hogarth before him,

was inspired by Eichardson's Treatise on Painting, to make
private drawings rather than public exercises in school.

]S'orthcote, Eeynolds's pupil and biographer, reluctantly admits

his master's deficiency in classical attainments. " The mass
of general knowledge by which he was distinguished," says

Northcote, *'was the result of much studious application in

his riper years."

* In Devonshire Reynolds saw the pictures which first fixed his atten-

tion ; these were portraits by William Gandy, of Exeter, who thus
became Reynolds's first instructor. Gandy's father was a pupil of

Vandyke.
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REYNOLDS PAINTS HIS FIRST PORTRAIT.

This was painted when lie could not liave been more than
twelve years old. It was the portrait of the Eev. Thomas
Smart, in whose family the tradition is that in 1735, youncr

Joshua coloured the likeness in a boat-house at Cremyll
beach imder Mount Edgcumbe, on canvas which was part of
a boat-sail, and with the common paint used by shipwrights.
Mr. Smart was tutor in the family of Pdchard Edgcumbe,
Esq., who afterwards became the first Lord Edgcumbe, the
" Dick Edgcumbe " of Walpole's correspondence ; and young
Eeynolds seems to have been passing the holidays at Mount
Edgcumbe with one of his sons. The portrait is said to have
been painted from a drawing " taken in church, and on the
artist's thumb-nail :" Hogarth was wont to sketch in a
similar manner. The picture was for many years at Mount
Edgcumbe, but was afterwards sent to Plympton, and hung
up in one of the rooms belonging to the Corporation, of which
Mr. Smart was a member. It was subsequently returned to

Mount Edgcumbe, and given by the present Earl to Mr.
Boger, of Wolsdon, the descendant and representative of
Mr. Smart, by whom these circumstances were related to

Mr. Cotton. This portrait has been accurately engraved by
S. W. Eeynolds. Mr. Boger has also a small portrait or panel
of the daughter of Mr. Smart, which is supposed to have been
painted by Eeynolds.

At the above time, Mr. Edgcumbe was one of the patrons
of the Borough of Plympton, which accounts for the ac-

quaintance between the boys. Young Eichard Edgcumbe
had also a good deal of taste for drawing, and some of his
paintings are still at Mount Edgcumbe. He became one of
Walpole's constant Christmas and Easter guests at Strawberry
Hill; and Eeynolds, who painted the tutor on sail-cloth, in 1735,
in his boyhood, lilvewise painted young Edgcumbe for Walpole,
when he had reached the zenith of his fame, in a charming
picture with Selwyn and Gilly Williams. Walpole describes
this picture as by far one of the best things Eeynolds had
executed : it is engraved in Cunningham's edition of Wal-
pole's Letters ; the original picture, a little larger than
cabinet size, was bought by the Eight Hon. Henry Labouchere,
(now Lord Taunton,) at the Strawberry Hill Sale, in 1842.

There is also at Mount Edgcumbe a portrait of Eichard
B.2
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Lord Edgcimibe, painted by Sir Joshua when he was an

untaught boy at Plympton, and before he went to London.

According to Eastlake, the earliest portrait EejTiolds painted

of himself was one in the possession of his niece, Miss

Gwatkin, of Princess-square, Plymouth ; it is a fine Yandyke-

like picture, and in good preservation.

—

Cotton.

EEYXOLDS IS ARTICLED TO HUDSON THE PAINTER.

Joshua's father hesitated for some time whether to make
him an apothecary or a painter. Seeing his son's propensity

for painting, by the advice of Mr. Cranch, a neighbour and

friend of the family, he sent the youth to London, to be

placed under Hudson, then the most celebrated portrait

painter of the day. Joshua consented, from his having seen

a print from one of Hudson's paintings, which much delighted

him. His father preferred for him the practice of physic ',

and the painter, in after-life, observed to l!^orthcote, if medi-

ciaie had been his career in life, he should have felt the same

determination to become the most eminent physician, as he

then felt to be the first painter, of his age and country. He
believed, in short, that genius is but another name for exten-

sive capacity, and that incessant and well-directed labour is

the inspiration which creates all works of taste and talent.

Joshua was now drawing near to seventeen, and his father

writing to Mr. CatclrfiPe, attorney, of Bideford, says that

—

" Joshua has a very great genius for drawing, and lately on

his own head, has begun even painting, so that Mr. Warmel,

who is both a painter and a player, having lately seen but his

first performance, said if he had his hands full of business, he

would rather take Joshua for nothing than another with fifty

pounds. Mr. Cranch told me, as to the latter, he could put

me in a way. JVIr. Hudson (who is Mr. Eichardson's son-in-

law) used to be down at Bideford ;" IMr. Ee}Tiolds then asks

Mr. CutcUfi'e's judgment and advice, adding that "what
Joshua has principally employed himself in has been perspec-

tive, of which, perhaps, there is not much in face-painting.

His pictures strike off wonderfully, if they be looked on ivith

a due regard to the point of sight, and the point of distance."

Joshua reached London on October 13, 1740. We learn

from his father's letter, that Hudson was to receive the sum
of 120^., as a premium with his pupil, one half to be paid by
his father, and the remainder, it is presumed, young Eeynolds

engaged to pay when he was in a position to earn money for
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himself. Of Joshua's progress we gather from a letter of his

father, dated Jan. 1, 1741 : "Just now I had a letter from
Joshua, wherein he tells me, ' on Thursday next. Sir Eobert
AYalpole sits for his picture : Master says he has a great longing

to draw his picture, because so many have drawn it and none
like.' Joshua writ me some time ago that many had drawn
Judge AVilles's picture, but that by his master was most
approved of."

Instead of studying from the best models, Hudson caused

his pupil to waste his time in making careful copies from the

draAvings of Guercino ; these he executed with much skill,

so that it was difficult to distinguish them from the originals.

Of young Eeynolds's further progress we have the following

evidence from his father :

—

AprU 20, 1742.
Joshua goes on very well, which I must always acquaint you with.

Dr. Huxham, who saw a Laocoon, a drawing of his, said that he ivho

dreio that would be the first hand in England. Mr. Tucker, a painter, in

Plymouth, who saw that and three or four more, admired them ex-

ceedingly, as I had it from Mr. Cranch
;
yet when he saw some later

drawings of Joshua's, in his second year (of his apprenticeship), he still

saw an improvement.

Although Eeynolds in his letters expressed much satisfac-

tion at the arrangement with Hudson, in two or three years

their connexion was terminated by some slight misunder-

standing. It appears that Hudson became jealous of his

superior ability, from his painting the head of a female

servant in a taste so superior to the painters of the day, that

his master involuntarily predicted his future success. Malone,

however, states that Eeynolds remained three years at

Pl}Tnpton, after he had parted from Hudson. He paid a

second visit to London, during which he lived in St. Martin' s-

lane, nearly opposite to Ma}''s-buildings.

EEYJ^OLDS'S DESCRIPTION OF POPE.

Eeynolds once saw Pope, about the year 1740, at an auction

of books or pictures. He remembers that there was a lane

formed to let him pass freely through the assemblage, and he
proceeded along, bowing to those who were on each side.

He was, according to Joshua's account, about four feet six

inches high ; very humpbacked and deformed ; he wore a

black coat ; and, according to the fashion of the time, had on
a little sword. Eeynolds adds that he had a large and very

fine eye, and a long, handsome nose ; liis mouth had those
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peculiar marks which are always found in the mouths of

crooked persons ; and the muscles which run across the

cheek were so strongly marked as to appear like small cords.

EoubiUiac, the statuary, who made a bust of Pope from life,

observed that his countenance was that of a person who had

been much afflicted with headache ; and he should have

known the fact from the contracted appearance of the skin

between his eyebrows, though he had not otherwise been

apprised of it.

Eeynolds was a great admirer of Pope. He purchased a

fan, which the poet presented to Martha Blount, and on

which he had painted with his own hand, the story of

Cephalus and Procris, with the motto, " Aura, venL" "See,"

said Sir Joshua, throwing this fan to his pupils, "see the

painting of Pope : this must always be the case when the

work is taken up from idleness, and is laid aside when it

ceases to amuse ; it is like the work of one who paints only

for amusement. Those who are resolved to excel must go to

their work, willing or unwilling, morning, noon, or night

;

they will find it to be no play, but very hard labour." The
fan was afterwards stolen out of Sir Joshua's studio.

REYNOLDS VISITS ITALY.

During his residence at Plymouth Dock, Eeynolds became
acquainted mth the third Lord Edgcumbe, and also with

Captain (afterwards Viscount) Keppel. This led to the

young painter visiting Italy. He accomiDanied Capt. Keppel,

who had been appointed to the command of a squadron in

the Mediterranean. They sailed on May 11, 1749, touching

at Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, and jMinorca; and landed at Port

Mahon, on August 23. Here Eeynolds received much kind-

ness from the Governor, General Blakeney. He was detained

here nearly two months by a severe accident : being out

riding, his horse rushed with him down a precipice, his face

was severely cut, and his lip so much bruised that he was
compelled to have it cut away. A slight deformity marked
his mouth ever after. His deafness, (says Cunningham,) was
imputed by some to the same misfortune; but that affliction

dated from a dangerous illness in Eome. During his deten-

tion in Minorca, Eeynolds painted portraits of all the officers

in the garrison, and as he lived, free of expense, at the

Governor's table, the painter added considerably to liis
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travelling fund. On liis recovery, he proceeded to Leghorn
and thence to Eome.

In this Metropolis of Art, Eeynolds chiefly occupied him-
self in studying the works of Eaphael and Michael Angelo,
and in acquiring that knowledge of chiaro-oscuro and effect,

which he was soon to display in liis own paintings. Carica-

ture, strange to say, employed him ; for while at Eome, he
painted a sort of parody on the School of Athens. The pic-

ture, (says Cotton,) still exists : it contains about thirty like-

nesses of Enghsh students, travellers, and connoisseurs ; and
among others, that of Mr. Henry Straffan, in Ireland, in

whose family the picture still remains. Eeynolds also painted
two other caricatures while in Eome ; and in after life he
was heard by JSTorthcote to say that, although it was univer-

sally allowed that he executed subjects of this kind with
much humour and spirit, he held it absolutely necessary to

abandon the practice, since it must corrupt his taste as a
portrait-painter. Of his • technical studies in Eome he has
left a minute account, which is chiefly valuable to the student
in painting.

Eeynolds had for his companion at Eome John Astley, who
had been his fellow-pupil in the school of Hudson. Astley
was then poor and proud, and strove to conceal his embarrass-
ments. One summer day, when the sun was hot, and he
and Eeynolds, and a few others, were on a country excursion,

there was a general call to cast off coats, Astley obeyed re-

luctantly—and for this reason : he had made the back of his

waistcoat out of one of his own landscapes, and when he
stripped, he displayed a foaming waterfall, much to his own
confusion, and the mirth of his companions.

From Eome, Eeynolds went to Eologna and Genoa; hence
to Parma and Florence, and Venice, and then home. His
stay in Venice was very short, which is the more remarkable,

since the Venetian school influenced his professional character

far more powerfully than all the other schools of art put to-

gether. While at Venice, in compliment to the English
residents there, the manager of the opera one night ordered

the band to play an English ballad tune, which brought tears

into Eeynolds' s eyes. On his way home over Mont Cenis, he
met Hudson and Eoubilliac hastening to Eome. At Paris he
found Chambers the architect : here he painted the portrait

of Mrs. Chambers, daughter of Wilton, the sculptor, who was
very beautiful.
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REYNOLDS SETTLES IN LONDON.

In October, 1752, Reynolds returned to England, and after

visitino- Devonshire for a few weeks, at the solicitation of

Lord Edgcunibe, the painter established himself in London,

hiring a large house, Xo. 5, on the north side of Xewport-

street, Long Acre, then inhabited partly by gentry. He had

to surmount such opposition as genius is commonly doomed

to meet mth : the boldness and freedom of his conceptions,

and the brilHancy of his colouring, were innovations upon the

old style of portrait manufacture which raised a swarm of

objectors. Hudson, Ee}Tiolds's former master, vowed that he

did not paint so well as when he left England ; and another

portrait-maker, who had studi'ed under Kneller, said, "Ah!
Eeynolds, this will never answer. Vfhj, you don't paint in

the least like Sir Godfrey." This and other sharp treatment,

in which the names of Lely and Kneller were frequently

bandied, begat in RejTiolds a dislike of these two popular

painters, which he retained through life.

Reynolds was now abundantly employed, and soon gained

celebrity. He painted the second Duke of Devonshire, and

thus increased his fame. He next painted Commodore Keppel

—a noble, whole-length portrait: he is represented just escaped

from shipwreck, walking on the sea-beach in a storm, his hair

dishevelled, and everything indicative of a high wind. The

likeness is perfect ; and in this picture Rejmolds was the first

English painter who ventured to enliven the backgrounds of

his portraits by momentary action and expression.

REYNOLDS REMOVES TO LEICESTER SQUARE.

Early in the year 1760, Reynolds once more removed his

residence to the house ^o. 47, on the west side of Leicester

Square.* It appears from his pocket-book + for this year,

that the house was purchased on the 3d of July, for we find

the following entry, "house bought," and on the 11th of

September, "paid the remainder of the purchase-money,

1,000^." We learn from Farington, that he gave 1,650/. for a

lease of forty-seven years, and laid out 1,500/. more in the

* Called Leicester Fields vintil the year 1714, when it began to be

called Leicester Square.—A Journey through England, 1724.

+ Mr. Cotton's access to Sir Joshua's pocket-books for many years, has

enabled him to give many interesting data in his work.
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erection of a gallery and painting-room. The house was sub-

sequently the residence of the Earl of Inchic[uin, who married
Miss Pahner, Sir Joshua's favourite niece, to whom he left

the bulk of his large fortune, estimated at 80,000^. . He was
created Marquis of Thomond, and died in 1808. After the

death of his widow, the jMarchioness of Thomond, in 1821, her
pictures, containing a larger number of EejTiolds's works than
had been before offered, were sold at Christie's ; and there

was a second sale of drawings, sketch-books, oil sketches, and
unfinished pictures, by Sir Joshua. Tlu-ee previous sales of

his pictures by ancient masters, his own subjects and un-
claimed portraits, and drawings and prints—in 1794, 1796,
and 1798, produced nearly 17,000^.

Allan Cunningham tells us that

Sir Joshua's study was octagonal, some 20 feet long, 16 broad, aod
about 15 feet high. The window was small and square, and the sill

9 feet from the floor. His sitter's chair moved on castors, and stood
above the floor a foot and a-half. He held his palettes by handles, and
the sticks of his brushes were 18 inches long. He wrought standing,
and with great celerity; he rose early, breakfasted at 9, entered his
study at 10, examined designs, or touched unfinished portraits till 11
brought a sitter, painted till 4, then dressed, and gave the evening to
company.

After the death of the Marchioness of Thomond, the house
in Leicester-square was let to the "Western Literary and
Scientific Institution, and during their occupation some pre-

mises in the rear of the house, in Spur- street, were taken
down, and a Theatre built for the Society, from the designs of
Mr. George Godwin, the architect. The house is- now let to

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, the book-auctioneers.

PORTRAITS OF KITTY FISHER.

The beauty of this celebrated courtezan has been preserved
on canvas by Reynolds, who painted her portrait several

times. Her name occurs three times ia his pocket-book for

1759 ;* and on the end leaf is : ''Miss Fisher's portrait is

for Sir Charles Bingham. '^

There is a pleasing portrait of Kitty, by Reynolds, at Pet-
worth : she has her arms crossed, and is apparently rumina-

* In the same year Reynolds painted the celebrated beauty. Miss
Gunning, (Duchess of Hamilton.) to look at whom the noble mob in the
Queen's di-awing-room clambered on tables and chairs.
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ting on a letter wMch. lies before her. and on the open fold of

which is v/ritten :
" My dear Kitty Fisher, June 9, 1782."

Another portrait of Kitty Fisher as Cleopatra dissolving

the Pearl, is in the collection of the Earl of Morley, at

Saltrani. Some one wrote under it :

—

" To he"r fam'd character how just thy right

!

Thy mind as wanton, and thy form as bright."

Kitty Fisher, we are told, spent in nine months 12,000^. :

she lived in 1779, in Carrington-street, May Fair.

She appears to have been a favourite model of Sir Joshua's.

A half-length, with doves, was sold in 1845 for 190 guineas,

and sent to America. A repetition of this picture is in the

collection of H. A. Mimro, Esq. ; and at Lansdowne House,

there is a portrait supposed to be of the same person, a half-

length mth a bird. At the British Institution, in 1841, a

portrait of Kitty Fisher was also exhibited by Lord Crewe.

She was called a ^^huchahach'^ beauty through the exquisite

pictures of her from the pencil of Eeynolds.

PORTRAIT OF STERNE.

In the same year (1761,) that Eeynolds exliibited the large

equestrian portrait of Lord Ligonier, now ia the l!s"ational

Gallery, he also exhibited the half-length of Sterne, seated,

and leaning on his hand. This portrait was painted for the

Earl of Ossory, and afterwards came into the possession of Lord

HoUand, on whose death, in 1840, it was purchased for 500

guineas, by the Marquis of Lansdowne. " This," says IMrs.

Jameson, " is the most astonishiag head for truth of character

I ever beheld ; I do not except Titian ; the character, to be

sure, is different: the subtle evanescent expression of satire

round the lips, the shrewd significance in the eye, the

earnest contemplative attitude,—all convey the strongest im-

pression of the man, of his peculiar genius, and peculiar

humour."

PORTRAITS OF GARRICK.

Garrick related to Eeynolds that he once sat to Gauisborough,

whose talents he did not admire, and whom he puzzled by

altering the expression of his face. Every tiuie the artist

turned his back, the actor changed his countenance, till the

former in a passion dashed his pencils on the floor, and cried,

" I believe I am paintiag from the devil rather than a man !

"
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Garrick often sat to Eeynolds for different portraits ; and
on one of these occasions complained wofully of the un-

ceasing sarcasms of Foote. " Never mind Mm," replied the

shrewd painter, " he only shows his sense of his own infe-

riority : it is ever the least in talent who becomes malignant

and abusive/'

COPIES AND ORIGINALS.

Tn 1763, the eminent portrait-painter, the Chevalier Yanloo,

being in England, boasted to Eeynolds of his accurate know-
ledge and experience in the works of the great masters :

saying, he could never be deceived or imposed upon by a

copy. Reynolds then showed him the head of an old woman,
which he had himself copied from a picture by Rembrandt,
asking his opinion of it, and was highly amused when Vanloo
pronounced it to be an undoubted original.

Reynolds liimself was very nearly deceived in the following

instance, thus related by him in a letter to Mr. C. Smith, a

nephew of Mr. Caleb Whiteford : "I saw the other day, at

Mr. Bromel's, a picture of a child with a dog, which, after

pretty close examination, / thought tvas my own painting ; but
it was a copy, it appears, made by you many years ago."

Sir Joshua said of Gainsborough, that he could copy Van-
dyke so exquisitely, that, at a little distance, lie could not

distinguish the coj^y from the original.—Abridged from Cotton's

Sir Joshua Reynolds and his Worhs.

CHARACTER IN PORTRAITS.

Of mere likeness in portraiture, says Cotton, Reynolds
thought very little, and used to say that he could instruct any
boy that chance might throw in his way, to paint a likeness

in half-a-year ; but to give an impressive and just expression

and character to a picture, or to paint it like Velasquez, was
quite another thing.—"What we are all," he said, "attempt-

ing to do with great labour, he does at once."

REYNOLDS AND ROMNEY.

It may be said of Reynolds that he could not bear a rival

near his throne. He had a great antipathy to Romney, who
commenced his career iu London by painting heads for four

guineas. In 1763, he obtained the prize of the Society of

Arts for his picture of the Death of Wolfe ; but tlirough the

influence of Reynolds, the decision was reversed in favour of
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a picture hj Mortimer. Rouiney received a present of twenty-

live guineas. This circumstance is said to have made Eomney
and Keynolds ever after enemies.

Eomney became the acknowledged rival of the President in

portraits. I^orthcote says :
" Certain it is that Sir Joshua

was not much, employed in portraits after Eomney grew in

fashion." Lord Thurlow is also reported to have said

:

" Eeynolds and Eomney divide the town : I am of the

Eomney fashion." These ^eve factions ofform and colour—
the former being that of Eomney.* EejTiolds grew jealous of

bim, and spoke of him as "the man in Cavendish-square,"

where he lived in the house Iso. 32, afterwards Sir Martin
Archer Shee's. jS'orthcote represents Garrick as saying of

Cumberland, the dramatist, " He hates you, Sir Joshua,

because you do not admire the painter whom he considers a

second Correggio." "Who is that?" said Eeynolds. "Why,
his Correggio," answered Garrick, "is Eomney, the painter."

FRIENDSHIP OF REYNOLDS AND DR. JOHNSON.

Few men in the world have more bighly appreciated the

value of friendship, especially in exerting an imjDortant

influence upon his mind, than Eeynolds. From the friend-

ship of Burke and Johnson he learnt much to supply the

deficiencies of his early education. Although Johnson was
profoundly ignorant of art, Eeynolds derived much from him

:

"he cjualified my mind," he says, "to think justly. The
observations he made on poetry, on life, and on ever}i;hing

about us, I applied to our art, with what success others must
judge." This mode of adapting the knowledge possessed by
others to our own requirements is one of the greatest benefits

which men derive from intercourse with each other.

To no one, perhaps, was Eeynolds more indebted than to

his countryman, the Eev. Zachariah Mudge, Vicar of St.

Andrew's, Plymouth,—a man, (says Dr. Johnson,) "equally

eminent for his virtues and abilities, at once beloved as a

* The secret was this. Romney had painted Lord Chancellor Thurlow,

a whole-length, and a handsomer man than he had appeared in the half-

length of Reynolds. Romney avoided all indication of the suppressed

temper that was so apt to explode in violent paroxysms, and thus

rendered his picture more acceptable to the original. But he missed
what Reynolds alone could give—that extraordinary sapience which
made Charles Fox say, "No man could be so wise as Lord Thurlow
looked."

—

Leslie's Handbook, p. 301.
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companion and reverenced as a pastor/' Xorthcote had also

heard Sir Joshua declare that the elder Mr. Mudge was, in his

opinion, the wisest man he had ever met with in his life.

How Eeynolds acquired the friendship of Johnson is related

by Boswell. The artist, some time in the year 1754, was
visiting in Devonshire, and chanced to open the Life of

Savage. He began to read, and it seized his attention so

strongly, that he Avas not able to lay down the book till he had
finished it. He was solicitous to know an author, one of

whose books had thus enchanted him ; and by accident or

design he met with him as follows :

When Dr. Johnson lived in Castle-street, Cavendish-square, he went
frequently to visit two ladies, who lived opposite to him, Aliss Cotterells,

daughters of Admiral Cotterell. Reynolds used also to visit them, and
thus they met.

—

Boswell, ed. Croher.

Dr. Johnson's regard for Eeynolds was thus expressed in

an affectionate letter to him, after his serious illness, in 1763 :

"If I should lose you, (wrote Johnson,) I should lose almost
the only man I can call a friend."

Sir Joshua painted a portrait of Dr. Johnson, with his arms
raised and his hands bent : this picture was, in 1770, in the

possession of Miss Lucy Foster, at Lichfield, where Johnson
having seen it, ^vrote to Eeynolds as follows :

Ashbourne, July 17, 1771.
Dear Sir,

"V^Tien I came to Lichfield, I found that my poi-trait had been much
-^dsited and admired. Every man has a lurking wish to appear consider-
able in his native place, and I was pleased with the dignity conferred,
by such a testimony of your regard.

Be pleased, therefore, to accept the thanks of,

Sir,

Your most obHged and humble Servant,

Sam. Johnson.
Compliments to Miss Reynolds.

This picture is now the property of the Duke of Suther-
land, and is at Stafford House,

Dr. Johnson sat to Eeynolds, also, in 1775 : the picture
shows him holding a manuscript near his face, and pondering
as he reads. The near-sighted " Cham of literature" reproved
the painter in these words—" It is not friendly to hand down
to posterity the imperfections of any man." Mr. Thrale inter-

posed and said—" You will not be known to posterity for your
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defects, though. Sir Joshua should do his worst." The artist

was right—he gave individuality and character to the head.

Reynolds and Johnson differed in their opinions as to the

effects of "\vine. One evening, at the Crown and Anchor
Tavern, in the Strand, a favourite supper-house with Johnson,

Sir Joshua E^ynolds was maintainmg the advantages of wine

in assisting conversation, and referring particidarly to himself,

Johnson observed, " I have heard none of those drunken

—

nay, drunken is a coarse word—none of those vinous Jiightsy
" I know no man," said Johnson, " who has passed tlirough

life with more observation than Reynolds." And he had so

exalted an opinion of Sir Joshua's benevolence, that he once

said to him, with a smile, " Reynolds, you hate no person

living, but I like a good haterJ'

Sir Joshua relates this interesting trait in Johnson's nature.

When the Doctor had been rough to any person in company,

he took the first opportunity of reconciliation by drinking to

him ; if, however, the other had not grace to accept this re-

conciliation, then it gave him no more concern.

Dr. Johnson appointed Sir Joshua one of his executors, and
bequeathed him his great French Dictionary of Moreri, and
his own corrected folio copy of his English Dictionary.

PAINTING ON SUNDAYS.

Sir Joshua used to say :
" he will never make a painter,

who looks for the Sunday Avith pleasure as an idle day ;

"

and his pocket journals afford indisputable proofs that it was
his habit to receive sitters on Sundays as well as on other

days. This was naturally enough displeasing to Dr. Johnson,

and we are told by Boswell that he (Johnson) made three

requests of Sir Joshua, a short time before his death : one was
to forgive him 30^. which he had borrowed of him ; another

was that Sir Joshua would carefully read the Scriptures ; and
lastly, that he would abstain from using his pencil on the

Sabbath day ; to all of these requests Sir Joshua gave a

wn'lling assent—and kept his word.

EEYNOLDS'S CLUB.

Sir Joshua was by nature a "clubable" man. In 1763, he
founded, with Johnson, " the Club," as it was then called, at

the Turk's Head, in Gerard-street, Soho. It did not receive

the name of the Literary Club till many years later ; but that

Reynolds was its Romulus, and tliis the year of its foundation^
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is unquestionable. After numerous changes of location, the

Club settled at the Thatched-house Tavern, in St. James' s-

street, where its meetings are held to this day. Here is the

portrait of Eeynolds with spectacles on, similar to the one

in the Royal Collection : this picture was presented by Sir

Joshua, as the founder of the Club.

Sir Joshua was also a member of the Dilettanti Society, at

the Thatched-house Tavern ; and he painted for the club-

room three capital pictures :

—

1. A group in the manner of Paul Veronese, containing the

portraits of the Duke of Leeds, Lord Dundas, Constantine

Lord Mulgrave, Lord Seaforth, the Hon. C. Greville, Charles

Crowle, Esq., and Sir Joseph Banks. 2. A group in the

manner of the same master, containing portraits of Sir William

Hamilton, Sir Watkin W. Wynne, Richard Thomson, Esq.,

Sir John Taylor, PajTie Galway, Esq., John Smythe, Esq.,

and Spencer S. Stanhope, Esq. 3. Head of Sir Joshua, by
himself, dressed in a loose robe, and in his own hair. The
earlier portraits are by Hudson, Sir Joshua's master.

Sir Joshua acknowledged that he had Paul Veronese in

view when he painted the pictures for the Dilettanti, par-

ticularly that next the door.

ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Haydon, in his Journal, July 20, 1836, records :

" Went to the British Miiseum, and found two interesting pamphlets

connected with the Royal Academy, by which it appears decidedly that

the Directors who were expelled from the chartered body of artists

became Academicians, and that not being able to carry their exclusive

intentions in the constituent body, they resorted to the scheme of an
Academy of forty, securing a majority of their own way of thinking

that they might enact their exclusive laws. This is indisputable from
Strong's pamphlet, 1775, and another in the Museum, 1771, entitled
' Considerations of the Behaviour of the Academicians who were ex-

pelled the Chartered Body of 1760—69.'
"Reynolds promised the chartered body, of which he was member,

not to exhibit with the expelled directors ; but finding the King pro-

tecting them, he broke his word, did exhibit, and vras expelled the

incorporated body. This is not known, nor did I know it till to-day.

Tickled by a knighthood, he joined the Directors, and this was the

origin of the Royal Academy—founded in intrigue, based on injustice,

treachery, and meanness.
" Reynolds was properly, and very .severely, punished after, but the

art has sviffered ever since."

Such is Haydon's opinion ; but Sir Martin Archer Shee, in

his evidence before Parliament, states that the artists who
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have been represented as guilty of the " basest intrigue " in

forming the Eoyal Academy, were Sir Joshua EejTiolds, the

greatest portrait-painter that ever Hved in. any country, and
one of the most respectable men that ever graced the annals

of society ; Benjamin West, the greatest historical painter

since the days of Caracci ; the greatest architect of the day,

Sir W. Chambers ; Paul Sandby, the greatest landscape-

painter in water-colours of his day ; and several others.

Ee}Tiolds, who had been mainlj^ instrumental in forming

the Academy, was unanimously elected president. It is

recorded that Dr. Johnson was so much delighted with his

friend's elevation, that he broke through a rule of total absti-

nence in respect to wine, which he had maintained for several

years, and drank bumpers on the occasion.

To the first Exhibition Sir Joshua contributed with others

two pictures : 1. The Duchess of Manchester and her Son, as

Diana disarming Cupid. 2. Lady Blake as Juno receiving

the Cestus from Yenus. In the Exhibition Catalogue, pur-

chased by Mr. Sheepshanks, at the Strawberry Hill Sale,

Horace Walpole had remarked, that, in the former of these

pictures, the attitude is bad; and in the latter, veri/ bad.

THE FIRST ROYAL ACADEMY DINNER.

On the 23d of April, St. George's Day, 1771, the first

Annual Dinner of the Eoyal Academicians was held in the

great exhibition room, in old Somerset House, the walls of

which were covered with Works of Art about to be exhibited.

Sir Joshua EejTiolds, who was the first to suggest this elegant

festival, presided in his official character. Dr. Johnson and

Goldsmith, of course, were present, as Professors of the

Academy; and besides the Academicians, there was a large

assembly of the most distinguished men of the day as guests.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY AT SOMERSET HOUSE.

L'pon the rebuilding of Somerset House, the Eoyal Acade-

micians receiA'ed apartments in the western wing, and here

the first Exliibition was opened. May, 1780. Sir Joshua

EejTiolds painted the centre of the Library ceiling with "The
Theory of Painting"—a majestic female sitting on a cloud,

and holding compasses, and a label inscribed " Theory is the

laiowledge of what is truly nature." When the Academy
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removed to the E'ational Gallery in 1838, Sir Joshua's paint-

ing, and those of the other Academicians, were removed from

the ceiling of Somerset House, with great care, and transferred

to that of the new council-room in Trafalgar-square : here also

are one of Eeynolds's palettes, and his diploma picture, a

whole-length portrait of George III.

The Lords of the Treasury paid Eeynolds thirty guineas

for this painting, as appears by the existence of the receipt

in the handwriting of Sir William Chambers, and signed

by Sir Joshua.

SIR JOSHUA ELECTED MAYOR OF PLYMPT0:N'.

In 1773, Eeynolds paid a visit to Plympton, and was elected

Mayor of the town ; when he testified his gratification at the

circumstance by presenting his portrait to the Corporation,

who placed it in the Town-hall. Eeynolds wears his acade-

mical dress, as Doctor of Laws. Cotton was informed that it

was slightly painted, and sent off in such a hurry, that the

colours being scarcely dry, the picture received some damage

from the dust and dirt, which penetrated into the case.

"WTien Sir Joshua had finished his portrait for the Town-
hall, he wrote to Sir William Elford, requesting him to get

it hung in a good situation, which Sir William attended to

by hanging it between two old pictures ; and in his reply to

Eeynolds he said the bad pictures on each side acted as a

foil, and set it off to great advantage. Sir Joshua was highly

diverted, as these very pictures were two early ones of his

own painting.

Sir William EKord's estimate of the merits of these pic-

tures was, however, very erroneous. The first was the

portrait of Captain Ourry, painted by Sir Joshua for the

Corporation of Plympton, for which he only received four

guineas, including the frame ! He is attended by a black

boy, thought to be extremely well painted ; and this picture

and its companion, Captain Edgecumbe, which Wilkie saw, in

1809, in the mayoralty-room, adjoining the Guildhall, he

declared to be for composition as fine as anything Sir Joshua

ever did afterwards.

Sir Joshua commemorated the fact of his having been

Mayor of Plympton in a Latin inscription, which he inserted

on the back of his own portrait, painted for the Grand Duke's

Gallery at Florence, in these words :
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" l^ec non oppidi natalis, dicti Plynipton, Comitatu Devon
prasfectus, Justiciarius, morimique censor/'

After the disfrancliisement of the borough of Plympton,
the above portrait of Reynolds was sold by the Corporation,

Haydon says :
" It was offered to the National Gallery, and

ignorantly refused : " it was purchased by the Earl of Egre-

mont for 150^., and is now at his seat, Silverton, near Exeter.

There are several copies of this picture at Plympton. Sir

Joshua painted a similar portrait of himself, which he gave

to his pupil l!^orthcote : it was sold in 1816, for 561. 14s.

Soon after Sir Joshua's election, it happened that he was
walking with a party of friends in Hampton Court gardens,

when they suddenly and unexpectedly met the King, accom-

panied by some of the Royal Family ; and as His Majesty

saw Reynolds, it was impossible to withdraw. The King
called Sir Joshua to him, and in conversation said he was
informed of the office he was soon to be invested with, that

of Mayor of his native town. Sir Joshua assured His Majesty

of the truth of the statement, saying that it was an honour
which gave him more pleasure than any other he had ever

received in his life,—but, recollecting himself, he immediately

added, " except that which your Majesty was graciously

pleased to confer upon me," alluding to his knighthood.

"THE STKAWBERRY GIRL."

It was Reynolds's opinion that no man ever produced more
than half a dozen original works in his whole life-time ; and
when he painted "The Strawberry Girl," he said, "This is

one of my originals." This picture was painted in 1773 for

the Earl of Carysfort. It was for many years in the collection

of Mr. Rogers, that nonagenarian bard, who was in full man-
hood when Reynolds was still in health and activity ; and
who lived with and outlived three generations of poets and
artists. After Mr. Rogers's death, in 1855, "The Strawberry

Girl" was sold ; and as an instance of the extraordinary rise

in the value of really standard productions of the English

school, this work, for which the Earl of Carysfort paid

50 guineas, was, in 1856, acquired by the Marquis of Hert-

ford for 2205L, or forty-two times the original price.

"Reynolds depicted, (says Dr. Waagen,) the youthful bloom
and artless manner of children with admirable effect. This

it is that makes his celebrated Strawberry Girl so attractive.
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"With her hands simply folded, a basket on her arm, she
stands in her white frock, and looks full at the spectator with
her fine large eyes. The admirable impasto, the bright

golden tone, clear as Eembrandt, and the dark landscape back-

ground, have a striking effect." Sir Joshua looked upon this

as one of his best pictures.

COUNT UGOLINO.

In 1773, Eeynolds painted Count Ugolino and his Chil-

dren in the Dungeon, as described by Dante in the 33rd
Canto of the Inferno, against which Walpole wrote, in his

catalogue of the Exhibition, " most admirable." This picture,

(says Cotton,) was bought by the Duke of Dorset for 400
guineas, and is now at Knowle. It is generally supposed that
the head of Count Ugolino was painted from AMiite, the
paviour ; but Walpole says it was a study from an old beggar-
man, who had so fine a head that Sir Joshua chose himfor
the father, in his picture from Dante. Miss Gwatkin and
Xorthcote corroborate this origin. Northcote says, the head
was painted previous to the year 1771, and finished on a half-

length canvas, in point of expression exactly as it now stands—but without any intention on the part of Sir Joshua of
making it the subject of an historical composition. Being
exposed to view in the picture-gallery, with the painter's

other works, it caught the eye of Goldsmith, who inmiediately
exclaimed that it was the precise countenance and expres-
sion of Count Ugolino, as described by Dante.*

Another portrait or study, (continues Cotton,) from the
head of the same old beggar, was exhibited by Sir Joshua in
the following year, as a Captain of Banditti, which Walpole
remarked was painted in the style of Salvator Rosa; and that
there were in the same Exhibition, several pictures by different

artists, from Eeynolds's beggar-man.
This picture is said to have affected Captain Cooke's Omiah

so much, that he imagined it a scene of real distress, and ran
to support the expiring child.

^
The Banished Lord, in the !N'ational Gallery, and Diony-

sius, the Areopagite, in the possession of Mr. Bentley, were
likewise painted from the same model; and it seems very
probable that White the pa^dour, and the old beggar-man,
were identical.

By others, Biirke is said to hare suggested the picture to Sir
Joshua.

i2
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EEYXOLDS REBUKED BY GOLDSMITH.

When the anti-infidel, Dr. Beattie, used to harangue the

" ale-house in Gerard-street/' against the Voltaire and Hume
philosophy, great was the vexation of Goldsmith at the ad-

hesion of Eeynolds to the Scotch professor. This was the

only grave difference that had ever been between them ; and

it is honourable to the poet that it should have arisen on that

incident in the painter's Kfe which has somewhat tarnished

his fame. Eeynolds accompanied Beattie to Oxford
;
partook

vnth. him in an honorary degree of civH law; and on his

return painted his fellow doctor in Oxonian robes, with the

JEssai/ on Truth under his arm, and at his side the angel of

Truth overpowering and chasing away the demons of Infidelity,

Sophistry, and Falsehood ; the last represented by the plump

and broad-backed figure of Hume, the first by the lean and

piercing face of Yoltaire. "It is unworthy of you," said

Goldsmith to Sir Joshua, and his ' fine rebuke will outlast

the silly pictui-e,' "to debase so high a genius as Yoltaire

before so mean a writer as Beattie. Beattie and his book

will be forgotten in ten years, while Voltaire's fame will last

for ever. Take care it does not perpetuate this picture, to

the shame of such a man as you." Eeynolds persisted, not-

withstanding the protest ; but was incapable of any poor

resentment of it. He produced the same year, at Goldsmith's

suggestion, his painting of Ugolhio.—Forster^s Life of Gold-

smith, pp. 666-7.

GOLDSMITH'S EPITAPH OX REYNOLDS.

In these last lines, on which Goldsmith is said to have

been engaged when his fatal illness seized him, was the

gratitude of a life. They will help to keep Eeynolds im-

mortal :

Here Reynolds is laid, and, to tell you my mind,

He has not left a wdser or better behind.

His pencil was striking, resistless, and grand
;

His manners were gentle, complying, and bland

;

Still bom to improve us in every part.

His pencil our faces, his manners ovir heart.

To coxcombs averse, yet most civilly steering,

When they judged without skill, he was still hard of hearing :

When they talked of their Raphaels, Correggios, and stufiF,

He shifted his trumpet, and only took snuii.

By flattery unspoiled * * * The Retaliation.
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It is not nnpleasing to think that Goldsmith's hand should
have been tracing that unfinished line, when illness struck

the pen from it for ever.

rey:n"olds and barry.

Sir Joshua, supreme hee,d as he was of the Eoj^al Academy,
was doomed to vexations ; but his sagacious spirit and tran-

quil temper brought him off triumphant. Barry differed

with Reynolds in everything but his admiration of Michael
Angelo. Barry had become Professor of Painting, but having
neglected to deliver the stipulated lectures, Reynolds, in per-

formance of his duty as President, inquired if they were com-
posed. Barry, a consequential little man, rose on tiptoe, and
clenching his fist, exclaimed, "If I had only in composing
my lectures to produce such poor mistaken stuff as your Dis-

courses, I should have my work done, and ready to read."

To reply suited neither the dignity nor the caution of

Reynolds, and his fiery opponent very properly received a

large share of pubUc censure for his offensive conduct.

MR. HONE, R.A. SATIRIZES SIR JOSHUA.

In 1775, Reynolds's pre-eminence drew upon him the envy
of l!^athaniel Hone, a miniature-painter, who, about this time,

commenced oil-painting on a large scale. He did not succeed,

and finding that Reynolds monopolised the chief patronage,

Hone sent to the Exhibition a picture which he termed The
Conjuror disjylaying his ichole art of Optical Deception, in-

tended as a satire upon Sir Joshua's method of composing his

pictures. It was rejected with becoming scorn by the

Academicians, as a malicious attack upon their President.

Hone then determined to have his own Exhibition, and the

Conjuror was shown in a great room nearly opposite l!^ew

Slaughter's Coffee-house, in St. Martin's-lane. There was
introduced some indelicacy in the centre of the picture, in

allusion to a slanderous report concerning Angelica Kauffman.
This intention Hone denied : he, however, made out but a

discreditable case ; l!^ollekens refused to join him against

Reynolds, adding : "you're always running your rigs against

Sir Joshua ; and you may say " what you please, but I have
never had any opinion of you ever since you painted that

picture of the Conjuror, as you called it. I don't wonder they
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turned it out of the Academy. And pray, what business had
you to bring Angelica into it? You know it was your in-

tention to ridicule her, whatever you, or your printed papers,

or your affidavits may say : however, you may depend upon
it, she won't forget it, if Sir Joshua does."

DESIGNS FOR THE OXFORD WINDOW.

In 1779, Sir Joshua sent to the Exhibition his picture of

the Nativity, designed for the window of ISTew College chapel,

Oxford; and emblematical figures of Faith, Hope, and Charity.

The grand piece of the Nativity was immediately purchased

by the Duke of Eutland for 1,200 guineas, the Duke saying

it was a larger price than was ever paid before for a picture

painted in England. It was, unfortunately, destroyed by fire

at Belvoir Castle, in 1816 : it was engraved by Earlora.

Two of the emblematical figures were subsequently purchased

by the Earl of ^bSTormanton, at Lady Thomond's sale : Charity

was bought for Lord j^ormanton for 1,575Z. ; Justice for

1,1 55Z. The easel of Sir Joshua was also sold on this

occasion.

As a proof of the rapid increase in the value of Sir Joshua's

works, Mr. Cotton states that the seven allegorical figures,

and other compartments of the Oxford window, which (it is

said) had been offered to a nobleman for 300^., were sold,

after Eeynolds's death, for upwards of 12,000^.

Walpole says :
" Jarvis's Window, from Sir Joshua's Nativity, is

glorious. The room being darkened and the sun shining through the

transparencies, realised the illumination that is supposed to be diffused

from the glory, and has a magic eifect." But, at Oxford, Walpole states

that the eifect was just the reverse of the glorious appearance it made
in the dark chambers in Pall Mall.

Again, he says of this window :
" the old and the new are mismatched

as an orange and a lemon, and destroy each other ; nor is there room
enough to retire back, and see half of the new ; and Sir Joshua's washy
' Virtues ' make the ' Nativity ' a dark spot from the darkness of the

Shepherds, which happened, as I knew it would, from most of Jarvis's

colours not being transparent."

REYNOLDS'S PORTRAIT OF SHERIDAN.

This fine f)ortrait was engraved, in 1791, by John Hall,

who was then living at No. 83, in Berwick-street, Soho.

Eaimbach, Hall's pupil, relates that Sheridan came twice or

thrice during the engxaving ; " and," says Eaimbach, " my
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memory dwells with pleasure to this hoiir on the recollection

of his having said a few kindly and encouraging words to me
when a boy, drawing at the time in the study. I was, how-

ever, most struck with what seemed to me, in such a man, an

undue and unbecoming anxiety about his good looks in the

portrait to be executed. The efflorescence in his face had

been indicated by Sir Joshua in the picture, not, it may be

presumed, a hon gre on the part of Sheridan, and it was

strongly evident that he deprecated its transfer to the print.

I need scarcely observe that Hall set his mind at ease on that

point."

LORD HOLLAND'S PORTRAIT.

The unfinished appearance of some of Eeynolds's pictures,

when they were sent home, caused occasional disappointment.

It is said that Lord Holland, when he received his portrait,

could not help remarking that it had been hastily executed

;

and making some demur about the price, asked Eeynolds

how long he had been painting it, when the offended artist

rephed, "All my life, my Lord."

—

Forthcotes M.S. in the

Plymouth Library.

GEORGE III. AND SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

On one of Sir Joshua EejTiolds's friends observing to

Dr. Johnson that it was extraordinary the King should have

taken so little notice of him, having on all occasions em-

ployed Ramsay, West, &c. in preference to Sir Joshua, he

said he thought it a matter of little consequence; "His

Majesty's neglect could never do him any prejudice ; but it

would reflect eternal disgrace on the King not to have em-

ployed Sir Joshua Reynolds."

In 1779, the King and Queen honoured Reynolds by
sitting for their portraits, at His Majest/s particular request,

for the Council of the Royal Academy. The King, who was

an early riser, sat at ten in the morning. The entry in Rey-

nolds's pocket-book is : "Friday, May 21, at 10, the King."

The Queen's name does not occur until December. These,

Mr. Cotton believes, were the only portraits of their Majesties

painted by Reynolds : he was never the Court-painter, nor

were his pictures much admired by George III., who, being

near-sighted, and consequently obliged to look close at them,

said they appeared to be rough and unfinished.
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PORTRAITS OF GIBBON AND GOLDSMITH.

In 1779, Sir Joshua painted Gibbon's portrait, which

hung over the chimney-piece in his house at Lausanne. M.

Eogers says, in this wonderful portrait, while the oddness

and \'Tilgarity of the features are refined away, the likeness is

perfectly preserved.

Cotton states that Miss Eeynolds remarked Sir Joshua

never gave a more striking proof of his excellence in portrait-

painting than in giving dignity to Dr. Goldsmith's counte-

nance, and at the same time preserving a strong likeness.

To this treatment all Eeynolds's sitters were subjected, so

that even the most deficient in grace came off his easel ladies

and gentlemen.

PORTRAIT OF ADMIRAL KEPPEL.

This picture was presented to Mr. Burke by Admiral

Keppel himself, at his trial at Portsmouth, in February,

1779. Of his full and honourable acquittal. Sir Joshua, in a

letter to the Admiral, says: "The illuminations were uni-

versal, I believe, with the exception of a single house. Lord

North and Lord Bute had their windows broken. The Ad-
mii*alty gates were unhinged: to-night, I hear, vSir Hugh
(Pahiser) is to be burnt in effigy before your door. I have

taken the liberty to lend ifour picture to an engraver, to make
a print from it."

Sir Joshua painted Keppel's portrait, con amove, several

times.

THE LADIES WALDEGRAVE.

Of this celebrated work Walpole wrote, in 1780 :
" Sir

Joshua has begun a charming picture of my three fair nieces,

the Waldegraves, and very like. They are embroidering and
winding silk ; I rather wished to have them drawn like the

Graces adorning a bust of the Duchess as Magna Mater ; but

my ideas are not adopted."

This very fine picture is still at Strawberry Hill. It is

lucky that Sir Joshua did not adopt WaljDole's idea, or we
should have had something as still and formal as the Blessing-

ton picture, by the same hand, of the three daughters of Sir

William Montgomery, as " The Graces decorating a terminal

figure of Hymen," now in the National GaUery. " Sir Joshua
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gets avaricious in his old age," "Walpole remarked to Pinker-

ton, " My picture of the young ladies Waldegrave is doubt-

less very fine and graceful, but it cost me 800 guineas."

" MUSCIPULA."

Count d'Adhemar was the original purchaser of Sir Joshua's

Muscipula (the Girl with the Mousetrap). Eeynolds, who
fancied that he was bargaining for a different and less im-

portant picture, told him that the price was fifty guineas

;

and on discovering the mistake, allowed him to have 3Iusci-

pula for that sum. Fox had been anxious to possess Muscipula

when it was first painted, and he bought it at the ambassador's

sale for (I believe) fifty guineas. It is now at St. Anne's
Hdl. It would fetch, in the present day, a thousand guineas.—Rogers.

" THE TRAGIC MUSE."

In 1784, about sixteen months after Sir Joshua's paralytic

attack, he sent to the Exhibition his noble picture of jNIrs.

Siddons, as "The Tragic Muse," which Lawrence, in 1823,

pronounced to be a work of the highest epic character, and
indisputably the finest female portrait in the world. It was
valued by Sir Joshua at 1,000 guineas, but was sold to Mr.

Smith, M.P. for Norwich, for the sum of 700/^., and subse-

quently purchased by Lord Grosvenor for 1,760^., in whose
Gallery it remains. In the Dulwich Gallery is a duplicate of

this celebrated picture ; for this Sir Joshua received 800
guineas, although it is allowed to be very inferior to the

other. The Dulwich picture was purchased of Eeynolds by M.
De Calonne : at the sale of his collection in 1795, it was
purchased, together with the Spanish Flower-girl of Murillo,

by Mr. JS'oel Desenfans, and bequeathed by his heir. Sir. F.

Bourgeois., to Dulwich College.

When Mrs. Siddons sat for this portrait, she was in her

twenty-eighth year, " in the prime of her glorious beauty, and
in the full blaze of her popularity."

It is said that Sir Joshua took a hint from the Isaiah of

iMichael Angelo, as the basis of his figure of Mrs. Siddons
;

but Phillips states that Mrs. Siddons told him it was the

production of pure accident. Sir Joshua had begun the head

and figure in a different way, and while he was preparing

some colour, she changed her position to look at a picture
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hanging on the wall of the room. ^^Tien he again looked at

her, and saw the action she had assumed, he requested her not

to move ; " and thus arose the beautiful and expressive figure

we now see in the picture." Mrs. Siddons's own version of

the story is, however, as follows :

When I attended for the first sitting, after more gratifying encomiums
than I can now repeat, he (Sir Joshua.) took my hand, saying :

" ascend
your undisputed throne, and graciously bestow upon me some good idea

of the Tragic Muse." I walked up the steps, and instantly seated myseK
in the attitude in which the Tragic Muse now appears.

Sir Joshua has painted his name in the gold border of the

drapery, as some of the old masters pamted thehs on the

garment of the Madonna. When Mrs. Siddons, stooping

down to examine what she supposed to be a piece of classic

embroidery, noticed it, the painter replied, " I could not lose

the honour this opportunity afforded me of going down to

posterity on the hem of your garment."

This picture has Reynolds' s peculiarity—that, however
loaded and enriched in every part of the work, the head is

kept smooth and thinly painted. Mrs. Siddons, looking at

the picture when unfinished, begged Sir Joshua not to touch
the head any more ; and, having promised her, he refrained,

notwithstanding the richness and depth of the fearless glazings

would seem to demand a corresponding force in the head.

REYNOLDS'S CARRIAGE.

When Sir Joshua started his coach, he employed Catton to

paint the panels with figures of the Four Seasons ; the wheels

were also carved and gilt ; indeed, it was a state or full-dress

carriage. His sister complained that it was too sho"svy

—

"What?" said the painter, "would you have one like an

apothecary's carriage?" This has been mentioned as an
instance of vanity and ostentation ; it has been likewise said

that Eeynolds's coachman made money by showing the

carriage, which may have been done without his master's

knowledge. There was nothing remarkable in having the

carriage ornamentally painted ; for coach-painting was then

a higher profession than at present, and Sir Joshua was
perhaps anxious to show his friend Catton's skill and pro-

ficiency in the art. ISTor did Reynolds keep his carriage

merely for ostentation, but for use : he frequently devoted it

to the comfort and convenience of his friends, and BosweU
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relates that a party having been invited to dine at Twicken-

ham, Sir Joshua lent hi^ carriage, and went himself on

horseback.

Catton was a native of Norwich, and a distinguished coach

painter : at the Academy in St. Martin's-lane, he learned to

draw the human figure, and at the foundation of the Royal

Academy, he was appointed one of its members. In 1784,

he served as Master of the Painter Stainers' Company, when
Eeynolds dined in their Hall on St. Luke's Day, taking with

him Boswell. Sir Joshua was a member of the Company, to

which he was presented in 1784. Peter Cunningham signifi-

cantly remarks, " i^^o Royal Academician of the present day

would ever dream of becoming a member ;" but it is gratify-

ing to record that in 1860, the Painter Stainers' Company
gave in their Hall in Little Trinity-lane, an exhibition of

works of Decorative Art, thus reviving the object of the

ancient guild ; and the exhibition is to be continued annually.

Catton is believed by some to have painted the allegorical

subjects on the panels of the present City state-coach, which
was built in 1757 ; by others, the panels are said to have

been repainted by Dance.

HORACE WALPOLE AND SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

Walpole had several tiffs with Reynolds. Thus, he writes,

in 1785, to the Countess of Ossory :
" I am not quite in charity

with Sir Joshua : he desired to come and see my marvellous

Henry YII. ; when he saw it, he said, ' It is in the old hard

Flemish manner.' For hard, it is so bold, that it is one of

the greatest reasons for doubting its antiquity ; and for

Flemish, there is nothing Flemish in it, except a chiar§-

oscuro, as masterly as Rubens's ; but it is not surprising that

Sir Joshua should dislike colouring that has lasted so long !

"

LTpon another occasion, however, we find Walpole yielding,

when he says of " Prior's picture, an uncommonly fine head,"
" I do not pretend to dispute Sir Joshua's skill, as he must
know better than I do, the pencilling of difi'erent masters.

At first sight, I merely supposed the Prior was painted by
old Dahl, but I dare say Sir Joshua is in the right."

Walpole is very severe upon Sir Joshua's Last Discourse

to the Academy, which "will rather do hurt than good on

his disciples, and make them neglect all kind of finishing.

Nor is he judicious in quoting Vandyke, who at least specified
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silks, satins, velvets. Sir Joshua's draperies represent clothes,

never their materials. Yet more : Vandyke and Sir Godfrey
Kneller excelled all painters in hands ; Sir Joshua's are sel-

dom even tolerably drawn. I saw t'other day one of, if not
the best of, his works, the portrait of Lord Richard Cavendish.

Little is distinguished but the head and hand
;
yet the latter,

though nearest to the spectator, is abominably bad : so are

those of my three nieces ; and though the effect of the

whole is charming, the details are slovenly, the faces only red

and white ; and his journeyman, as if to distinguish himself,

has finished the lock and key of the table like a Dutch flower-

painter."

—

Lette?' to Mason, 1783.

In 1786, Walpole writes to Lady Ossory: "Sir Joshua has

bought a profile of Oliver Cromwell, which he thinks the

finest miniature by Cooper he ever saw. But all his own
geese are swans, as the swans of others are geese. It is most
clearly a copy, and not a very good one ; the outline very
hard, the hair and armour very flat and tame." Sir Joshua
left this miniature to Eichard Burke, from whom it descended
through the Crewes, to its present possessor, Richard Monckton
Milnes, Esq. M.P. " It is a poor copy," says Cunningham,

—

and not by Cooper—of the profile Devonshire miniature."

In 1787, Horace again writes to Lady Ossory: "I called at

Sir Joshua's, while he was at Ampthill, and saw his Hercules

for Russia. I did not at all admire it : the principal babe
put me in mind of what I read so often, but have not

seen, the monstrous craws. Master Hercules's knees are as

large as, I presume, the late Lady Guilford's. Blind Tiresias

is staring with horror at the terrible spectacle. If Sir Joshua
is satisfied with his own departed picture, it is more thau the

possessors or posterity will be. I think he ought to be paid

in annuities only for so long as his pictures last : one should

not grudge him the first-fruits."

Again :
" Sir Joshua Reynolds is a great painter ; but,

unfortunately, his colours seldom stand longer than crayons."

"THE INFANT HERCULES."

In 1786, Sir Joshua seemed more bewitched than ever with

his palette and pencils, and was painting from morning till

night. He now began a picture for Catherine, Empress of

Russia, who desired he would paint her an liistorical one

—

the subject to be left to his own choice. He selected the
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Infant Hercnles strangling the Serpents in the Cradle : from

West's Translation of"^Pindar—the first Xemsean Ode, which

Cowlej has thus beautifully imitated :

—

The big-limb'd babe in bis buge cradle lay,

Too weighty to be rock'd by nurse's hands,

Wrapp'd in purple swaiddling bands :

When lo ! by jealoiis Juno's fierce commands,
Two dreadful serpents came,

Rolling and hissing loud into the room :

To the bold babe they trace their hidden way :

Forth from their flaming eyes dread lightning went

;

Their gaping mouths did forked tongues like thunderbolts present.

The mighty infant seem'd well pleas'd

At his gay gilded foes :

And as their spotted necks up to the cradle rose,

With his young warlike hands on both he seized

:

In vain they raged, in vain they hiss'd,

In vain their armed tails they twist,

And angry circles cast about

;

Black blood, and fiery breath, and poisonous soul, he squeezes out.

Cotton relates that Sir Joshua, who was always thinking

of his Art, was one day walking with Dr. Lawrence, near

Eeaconsfield, where they met a beautiful little peasant-boy.

Eeynolds, after looking earnestly at the child, exclaimed, " I

must go home and deepen the colouring of my ' Infant

Hercules.' "
*

The picture was exhibited in 1788 ; and in the following

year, it was sent to St. Petersburg, "vvith two sets of Sir

Joshua's Discourses, one in French, the other in English.

ISText year, the Eussian ambassador. Count Woronzow, pre-

sented EejTiolds with a gold box, having the Empress' por-

trait on the hd, set w^th la?ge diamonds. His executors

afterwards received 1,500?. as the price of the picture.

" The Infant Hercules," which was remarkable for its rich

effect of colour and forcible chiaro-oscuro, was the principal of

Sir Joshua's historical pieces, and met with universal applause,

from the critics of the day. Even the eccentric Barry ap-

proved of it : he said—" The prophetical agitation of Tiresias

and Juno enveloped with clouds, hanging over the scene, like

a black pestilence, can never be too much admired, and are,

indeed, truly sublime." The effect of the tone and colour

* It is likewise related that the child was entirely painted from the

infant of a cottager living at Eeaconsfield.—See Anecdote Biography

:

Edmund Burke.
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cannot be better expressed than by a painter of the day, who
said that " it looked as if it had been boiled in brandy."

It is likewise related that Mr. Cribb sat to Sir Joshua for

the Infant Hercules. He is the son of Sir Joshua's frame-

maker, ]Mr. Cribb, of Holborn. Reynolds presented the father

with an excellent drawing of himseK in crayon, which the

son has now in his possession.

REYNOLDS'S DISCOURSES, AND MALONE.

The intimacy of Sir Joshua with Edmund Malone appears

to have ripened into a cordial attachment. They often met
at the houses of mutual friends, and sometimes took short

country excursions together. Both were, as Malone has

minutely recorded, of similar stature and weight, and
although of considerable difference in age, each fond of

testing his physical vigour as a pedestrian. At a later period,

the painter occasionally took Malone' s opinion on minor
points connected with the composition of his Discourses

;

and he did the same, probably, mth Johnson and Burke.

Hence the ungenerous rumour found circulation, that he was
indebted for much of their matter as well as manner to

Burke.* Sir James Prior found the following short note in

Malone's correspondence, in proof that the President did not

always ask even Burke for those smaller critical offices which
friends are free to exact from and render to each other :

December 15th, 1786.

My dear Sir,—I wish you could just run your eye over my Discourse,

if you are not too much busied in what you have made your own employ-

ment. I could wish that you would do raore than merely look at it

;

that you would examine it with a qfitical eye, in regard to grammatical

correctness, the propriety of expression, and the truth of the observations.

Yours, &c. J. Reynolds.

Northcote, the pupil of Reynolds, who lived some years

in his house, thus fully answers the scandalous fiction in his

Memoirs :

" At the period-when it was expected that he should have

composed them (the Lectures), I have heard him walking at

intervals in his room till one or two o'clock in the morning

;

and I have on the following day, at an early hour, seen the

papers on the subject of his art, which had been written the

* See in disproof of this opinion—" Did Edmund Burke write Sir

Joshua Reynolds's ' Lectures '
1 " Anecdote Biography.
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preceding night. I have had the rude manuscript from him-
self, in his own handwriting, in order to make a fair copy
from it for him to read in public. I have seen the manu-
script also, after it had been revised by Dr. Johnson, who
has sometimes altered it to a wrong meaning, from his total

ignorance of the subject and of art ; hut never, to my know-
ledge, saw the marks of Burkes pen in any of the manuscripts.^''

Elsewhere, Northcote contradictorily says :
" I can't help

thinking that Burke had a hand in the Discourses—that he
gave some of the fine graceful turns."

Mr. Cotton must, however, be considered to have set the
question at rest ; and in his circumstantial work, to which
we have so often referred, he has engraved fac similes of a
portion of the third Discourse, in Sir Joshua's own hand-
writing, wordfor word, as in the printed copy.

Haydon also demolished the argument, both positively and inferen-
tially ; as well as by a letter communicated to him by a then (1844)
living niece of Sir Joshua's.

Lastly, Mr. F. T. Colby, of Exeter College, Oxford, states that the
original MSS., in Sir Joshua's owti handwriting, are still preserved at
Great Torrington, Devon, where Sir Joshua's nephew, and Mr. Colby's
maternal grandfather, the Rev, John Palmer, resided.

—

{Notc% and
Queriee, No. 320.) Anecdote Biography: Edmund Burke.

Haydon relates that the reading of these Discourses settled

his walk in life. Accidentally turning over his father's

apprentice's collection of books, he hit upon Reynolds s Dis-
courses. He read one : it placed so much reliance on honest
industry ; it expressed so strong a conviction that all men
were equal, and that application made the difference, that he
fired up at once. He took them all home, and read them
through before breakfast the next morning. The thing was
done. He felt his destiny fixed. The spark which had for

years lain struggling to blaze, now burst out for ever. And,
on the evening before he started to try his fortune in the
metropolis, Haydon notes :

" I thought only of London,
Sir Joshua, Drawing, Dissections and High Art."

PORTRAIT OF LORD HEATHFIELD.

In 1788, Reynolds sent to the Exhibition, eighteen pic-

tures, the greatest number he ever sent, including his fine

portrait of Lord Heathfield, now in the National Gallery ; of

which Haydon affirmed, he would rather be the painter than
of Vandyke's Gevartius. " There is more (he said) of what
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is understood by the word genius in it, than in the other

;

and it is astonishing how its breadth and tone conies upon
you as you enter the room—it affected me like the explosion

of a bomb."
This picture was painted for Alderman Boydell, and is one

of Sir Joshua's most strikingly characteristic portraits. The
intrepid veteran holds in his hand the Key of the fortress of

Gibraltar; the background is a view of the rock, vdih. the

smoke of artillery, in allusion to the celebrated defence of

1779-83, of which Lord Heathiield, then Lieut.-Gen. Elliot,

was the hero. The French and Spanish besieging forces

consisted of an army of 40,000 men, and a fleet of 47 saO.

of the line, besides several smaller vessels. Barry said of

the introduction of the key of the fortress into the general's

hand, " Imagination cannot conceive anything more ingenious

and heroically characteristic."

ROBm GOODFELLOW, OR PUCK.

This picture was painted in 1789, for ]\Ii'. Alderman

Boydell's Shakspearian Gallery. Walpole depreciates it as

" an ugly little imp (but with some character) sitting on a

mushroom half as big as a mile-stone."

Mr. jSTicholls, of the British Institution, related to Mr.

Cotton that the Alderman and his grandfather were with

Sir Joshua, when painting the Death of Cardinal Beaufort.

Boydell was much taken with the portrait of a naked child,

and wished it could be brought into the Shakspeare. Sir

Joshua said it was patuted from a little child he found sitting

on his steps in Leicester-square. XichoUs's grandfather then

said, " AYell, jMt. Alderman, it can very easily come into the

Shakspeare, if Sir Joshua wiU kindly place him upon a

mushroom, give him fawn's ears, and make a Puck of him."

Sir Joshua liked the notion, and painted the picture ac-

cordingly.

The morning of the day on which Sir Joshua's Puck was

to be sold. Lord Farnborough and Davies the painter, break-

fasted with Mr. Eogers, and went to the sale together. When
the picture was put up, there was a general clapping of hands,

and yet it was knocked down to Mr. Piogers for 105 guineas.

As he walked home from the sale, a man carried Puck before

him and SO well was the picture known, that more than one
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person, as they passed in the street, called out, "There it is!"
At Mr. Eogers's sale, in 1856, it was purchased by Earl
Fitzwilliam for 980 guineas. The grown-up person of the
sitter for Puck was in Messrs. Christie and Manson's room,
during the sale, and stood next to Lord Fitzwilliam, who is

also a survivor of the sitters to Sir Joshua. The merry boy,
whom Sir Joshua found upon his door-steps, was subsequently
a porter at Elliot's brewery, in Pimlico.

SIE JOSHUA RETIRES FROM THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

The close of the President's life was embittered by a feud
with the Royal Academy, where he had reigned paramount
from its^ first institution. He had carried his zeal too far in

behalf of Bonomi, an Italian architect, in opposition to

Euseli, in the choice of Academician ; and the latter being
elected by a majority of two to one. Sir Joshua quitted the
chair deeply offended, and wrote a cold and courteous fare-

well. The Academy endeavoured to soothe liim ; and the
King, through Sir William Chambers, conveyed the royal

wish that Sir Joshua would continue President. He relented,

and resumed the chair, but only to resign it, with more
kindly feeling,—after an occupation of twenty-one years.

Reynolds made his last appearance in the Academy in

1790, when he addressed the students on the delivery of the
medals. Mr. Rogers thus describes the scene :

" I was pre-

sent when Sir Joshua Reynolds delivered his last lecture at

the Royal Academy. On entering the room, I found that a
semicircle of chairs, immediately in front of the pulpit, was
reserved for persons of distinction, being labelled, 'Mr.
Burke,' 'Mr. Boswell,' &c. &c. ; and I, with other young
men, was forced to station myself a good way off. During
the lecture a great crash was heard ; and the company, fearing

that the building was about to come down, rushed towards
the door. Presently, however, it appeared that there was no
cause for alarm, and they endeavoured to resume their places

;

but, in consequence of the confusion, the reserved seats were
now occupied by those who could first get into them ; and I,

pressing forwards, secured one of them. Sir Joshua con-
cluded the lecture by saying, vrith great emotion :

' And I

should desire that the last words which I should pronounce
in this Academy and from this place might be the name of

—

K
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Michael Angelo.' As lie descended from the rostrum, Biirke

went up to him, took his hand, and said,

—

* The Angel ended, and in Adam's ear

So charming left his voice, that he awhile

Thought him still speaking, still stood fix'd to hear.'
"

When the crash was heard. Sir Joshua sat silent and

unmoved in his chair ; the floor, which had only sunk a

Httle, was soon supported, the company resumed their seats,

and he recommenced his discourse with perfect composure.

He afterwards remarkq/d? that, if the floor had fallen, the

whole company must have been kiUed, and the arts in

Britain, as a consequence, thrown back two hundred years.

REYNOLDS'S KINDNESS.

The great painter's goodnature, and his liking to contribute

to the enjoyment of young persons, was proverbial, and there

is not a better evidence of a kindly disposition. This amiable

feeling is shoAvn in the following incident.

In the year 1790, a youth named Buckingham, a scholar

at Mr. King's Academy, Chapel-street, Soho, presuming upon
his father's knowledge of Sir Joshua Eeynolds, called in

Leicester-square, and asked the President of the Royal Aca-

demy if he would draw him a flag for the next breaking-up

of the school. Sir Joshua kindly told him if he would call

on a certain day, he would see what could be done. The
youth went, accompanied by a schoolfellow,* when Sir Joshua

presented them with a flag, about a yard square, on which he

had painted the king's coat-of-arms. This flag was accord-

ingly borne in the breaking-up procession to the Yorkshire

Stingo, in the New Eoad—an honour to the school, and a

still greater honour to him who had painted it, and given up

his valuable time to promote their holiday amusements.

SIR JOSHUA AND HIS PET BIRD.

The classic fable of the unstrung bow is frequently illustrated

in the lives of great men, who, in simple recreation bordering

upon child's play, often seek reUef from society. Sir Joshua

is related to have made a companion of a little bird which

used to perch on his hand. : and with this feathered favourite,

* Mr. Williamson, the artist, by whom this anecdote was related to

Mr. Roffe, the engraver, in 1830. See Mirror, vol xvi. p. 297.
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he was often found by his visitors, pacing his room, and
speaking to it as if it were endowed with intelligence bevond
instinct. One summer morning, the bird which was thus
fondly caressed, was tempted by an open window, to fly
away ; and Sir Joshua rushed forth into Leicester-square, and
there for hours in vain sought the lost favourite of his spare
minutes.

" RALPH'S EXHIBITION."

Malone tells us that Sir Joshua always considered the
possession of the works of Titian, Vandyke, and Eembrandt,
the best kind of wealth ; and that instead of saving money,
he laid it out faster than he got it, in purchasing the finest

examples of art that could be procured. The collection of
pictures, prints, and drawings, which he thus acquired, he
offered, before his death, to the Eoyal Academy, at a sum
much below their value ; but the Academicians could not
avail themselves of the offer. He then made a public exhi-
bition of the collection in a room which he hired in the
Haymarket ; and, as he could no longer work at his profes-

^

sion, he employed himself in composing and arranging the
*

catalogue. Sir Joshua gave the profits arising from this

exhibition to his old servant, Ealph Kirkley : hence it was
called "Ealph's Exhibition."

REYNOLDS'S DECLINING SIGHT.

In July, 1789, when Sir Joshua had nearly finished the
portrait of Lady Beauchamp, (the last female portrait,

according to Malone, he ever painted,) his eyesight was so

affected that he found it difficult to proceed. " He laid down
his pencil, sat a Httle while in mute consideration, and never

lifted it more." This touching record is by Cunningham.
Miss Palmer, December 26, 1789, wrote to her cousin,

describing her being called from Devonshire by the sad
occurrence : Sir Joshua, before she left town, had a complaint
in his eye, but it was thought of no consecjuence.

" Alas (wTites Miss Palmer,) he very soon totally lost it, and
when I returned to him, he was under the most violent appre-
hension that the other was going too. But thank God, these

fears vanished, and although one eye is gone, he sees as well
as ever with the other. However, the dread of what may
happen, if he uses it much, entirely deters him from either

K 2
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painting, writing, or reading ; for the last four months 1 have
spent all my time in reading to him, and writing all that he
wants to have done. He now amuses himself by sometimes
cleaning or mending a picture, for his ruling passion still

continues in force, and he enjoys his pictures as much as

ever.

*' His health is perfect, and his spirits good, surprisingly so,

considering what a loss an eye is to him ; and as it is the
gutta serena which is affected, there is not the least chance of

his ever recovering his sight. I expected he would have been
depressed by such an event, almost to melancholy ; but far

from it, he enjoys company (in a quiet way), and loves a game
of cards as well as ever."

Mr. Cotton has engraved from Sir Joshua's pocket-book his

record of the calamity—Monday, the 13th of July—"pre-

vented by my eye beginning to be obscured." Still, there are

several subsequent entries, from which it may be inferred

that Sir Joshua worked more or less upon other portraits.

Miss Palmer, writing in March, 1790, speaks of his still

painting occasionally ; and the author of the Testimonials

dates his entire cessation from painting inlSTov. 1791 ; "from
which period, (he says) Sir Joshua never painted more," and
adds :

" His last male portrait was that of Charles James Fox,

and when the last touches were given to this picture, the hand
of Reynolds f6ll to rise no more."

DEATH OF SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

Sir Joshua now became much depressed in spirits, from his

apprehension that a tumour, accompanied by inflammation

which took place above the eye that perished, might affect the

other ; and it could not be dispersed. Under these infirmities,

he resigned for ever the Presidency of the Royal Academy.
He now grew melancholy, and sorrowfully silent. A con-

cealed malady was sapping his life and spirits. Mr. Burke
says : "His illness was long, but borne with a mild and cheerful

fortitude, without the least mixture of anything irritable or

querulous, agreeable to the placid and even tenor of his whole

life. He had from the beginning of his malady, a distinct

view of his dissolution, which he contemplated with an entire

composure, that nothing but the innocence, integrity, and
usefulness of his life, and an unaffected submission to the will

of Providence, could bestow."

"1 have been fortunate," said Reynolds, "in long good
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health and constant success, and I ought not to complain.

I know that all things on earth must have an end, and now
I am come to mine." With these simple words of resigna-

tion, Sir Joshua expired, without any visible symptoms of

pain, on the night of Thursday, February 23, 1792, in the

69th year of his age.

Kext day, his body was opened by Mr. Hunter, the eminent

surgeon, when his liver was found to have become praeter-

naturally enlarged, and to have increased from about five

pounds to nearly eleven pounds. Though during the whole

of his illness from December to Feb. 23, he felt and therefore

thought that his malady was mortal, he submitted to the

Divine "VViU with perfect resignation, at the same time

following the prescriptions of his physicians, though with

little or no hope of their being useful. He died with very

little pain.

Mr. Malone left among his papers the following touching

details of the last hours of Sir Joshua.
" The dear friend so often mentioned in these papers. Sir

Joshua Reynolds, died at his house in Leicester Fields, (Feb.

23, 1792,) at half-past eight o'clock. . . He had long enjoyect

such constant health, looked so yoimg, and was so active,

that I thought, though he was sixtj^-nine years old, he was as

likely to live eight or ten years longer as any of his younger

friends.

" On our return from an excursion to Mr. Burke's at

Beaconsfield, last September, we alighted from his coach, and

while the horses baited at the half-way house, we walked five

miles very smartly in a warm day without his being fatigued.

About three years ago, he found some defect in his sight,

whilst painting the picture of Lady Beauchamp, if I remember

right, and then determined to paint no more. Soon after-

wards he entirely lost the sight of his left eye. From that

period he became very apprehensive of losing the other also,

yet his uniform cheerfulness never forsook him till very lately.

" I cannot help thinking that we should not have lost tliis

most amiable man for some years, had there not been want of

exertion, combined with some want of skill in his physicians/

In September he was much distressed by swelling and inflam-

mation over the lost eye, owing as has since been thought, to

some extravasated blood. For this Mr. Cruikshank, Avho was

called in as surgeon, bled him with leeches, purged and

blistered him repeatedly, all in vain ; for the swelling and
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pain remained in that part till the period of death. This pain
led him to fear that the other eye would soon be affected

;

and from this or other causes, his spirits became depressed,

and his appetite daily decreased. In this state he continued

in the month of J^ovember. The physicians who then
attended. Sir George Baker and Dr. Warren, assured him
that his remaining eye was in no danger, and that with respect

to any other complaint, if he would but exert himself, take

exercise, and think liimself well, he would be well.

"Unfortunately, they paid little attention to his loss of

appetite and depression of spirits. Even while he was
gradually wasting, their constant language was— '^ATiat can

we do for a man who vdR do nothing for himself 1
' At the

same time, they o-svned they could not discern his disorder,

though he was ready and willing to follow such prescriptions

as they should direct. All tliis while, that is, during the

months of Xovember, December, and January, they made not
the least attempt to investigate the seat or origin of his dis-

ease ; nor did- they call for the aid of a surgeon to examine
his body minutely, and thus discover the latent miscliief

"Dr. Blagdon (Secretary of the Eoyal Society, who had
studied physic, and practised for some time in America) alone

uniformly declared he was confident the complaints of Sir

Joshua Reynolds were not imaginary, but well founded, and
that some of the principal viscey^a were affected. His con-

jecture proved but too correct ; for on his body being opened,

his Uver, which ought to have weighed about five pounds, had
attained the great weight of eleven pounds. It was also some-
what scirrhous. The optic nerve of the left eye was quite

shrunk, and more flimsy than it ought to have been. The
other, which he was so apprehensive of losing, was not

affected. In his brain was found more water than is usual in

men of his age."

—

Sir James Prior's Life of Edmond Malone.
In his stature. Sir Joshua Reynolds was rather under the

middle size, of a florid complexion, roundish blunt features,

and a lively aspect; not corpulent, though somewhat inclined

to it, but extremely active; with manners uncommonly
jiolished and agreeable. He was never married.

FUNERAL OF SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

The remains of the great painter, after lying in state in the
gi^eat room of the Royal Academy, at Somerset House, were
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interred, with great ceremony, in St. Paul's Catliedral, on

March 3, 1792. The mourners inchided many of the most
illustrious men of the land : they were conveyed in forty -two

coaches, followed by forty-two empty carriages of the nobility.

The coffin was deposited in. a grave in the south aisle of the

crypt of the cathedral, where have since been interred many
of our greatest painters. Hence, if "Westminster Abbey has

its Poets' Corner, so has St. Paul's its Painters Corner.

Above, iu the nave of the cathedral, many years after the

interment, here was erected a marble statue of Eeynolds, one

of the finest works of Plaxman : the President wears his

robes of office ; in his right hand he bears his LectureSy and

his left rests upon a pedestal surmounted with a bust of

Michael Angelo. Upon the pedestal is a long inscription m
Latin, from the pen of Mr. R. Payne Knight.

The ceremonial of the funeral was superintended by Mr.

Burke, who at the close attempted to thank the members of

the Academy for the attention shown to the remains of their

late President ; but the orator's feelings found vent in tears
;

and after several efforts, he gave up the attempt : his elo-

quence was mute grief—he could not utter a word.

A print, engraved by Bartolozzi, was presented to each of

the gentlemen attending the funeral. The design is, a female

clasping an urn ; near her is a boy holding an extinguished

torch in one hand, and pointing with the other to a tablet on

a sarcophagus, inscribed :
" Succedet Fama, vivusque per ora

feretur." Beneath, on a scroll, are these words :

The Executors and Family of Sir Joshua Reynolds return thanks for

the tribute of respect paid to departed Genius and Virtue, by your
attendance at the funeral of that illustrious painter and most amiable

man, ia St. Paul's Cathedral, on Saturday, March 3, 1792.

SIR JOSHUA'S WILL.

His will, made Nov. 5, 1791, begins with this melancholy

paragraph :
" As it is probable that I shall soon be totally

deprived of sight, and may not have an opportunity of making

a formal will, I desire that the following memorandums may
be considered as my last will and testament."

The principal portion of his property, which amounted upon

the whole to 80,000 Z., he bequeathed to his niece, Miss Palmer,

who was shortly afterwards married to the Earl of Inchiquin,

subsequently created Marquis of Thomond.
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Sir Joshua bequeathed to Mr. Burke for the trouble of

executorship, 2,000Z., and also cancelled a bond for the same
amount, lent on a former occasion. Their intimacy—the
extent of a generation—had been close and uninterrupted

—

their feelings and sentiments consonant—and in this pro-

tracted friendship they had conjointly missed many a brilliant

ornament from the gay circle that was wont to assemble
round Reynolds's hospitable board in Leicester-square.

Sir Joshua Reynolds, (says Burke,) was on very many accounts one of

the most memorable men of his time. He was the first Englishman
who added the praise of the elegant arts to the other glories of his

country. In taste, in grace, in faciUty, in happy invention, in the rich-

ness and harmony of colouring, he was equal to the greatest inventors of

the reno^vned ages. He possessed the theory as perfectly as the practice

of his art. To be such a painter he was a profound and penetrating
philosopher. His talents of every kind, powerful from nature, and not
merely cultivated by letters, his social virtues in all the relations and all

the habitudes of life, rendered him the centre of a very great and un-
paralleled variety of agreeable societies, which will be dissipated by his

death. He had too much merit not to excite some jealousy, too much
innocence to provoke any enmity. The loss of no man of his time can
be felt "wdth more sincere general and mxmixed sorrow. Hail ! and
Farewell

!

EEYNOLDS'S THRONE-CHAIR.

This interesting relic, having fallen into the hands of Dr.

Fryer, was after his death inserted in a catalogue of his

household property for sale by auction, when j^Ir. J. T. Smith
apprised Sir Thomas Lawrence of the fact. However, on the

day of sale, the President of the Royal Academy had nearly

lost it ; as the lot was about to be knocked down for ten

shillings and sixpence, just as the rescuing bidder entered

the room ; which enabled him, after a slight contest of bid-

dings, to place the treasure, on that very day, by Sir Thomas's

fireside in Russell-square. In the sale of the Leicester Gal-

lery of Pictures, consisting entirely of the productions of

British artists, a comparatively diminutive chair, of French
character, was conspicuously advertised as the throne-chair of

Sir Joshua Reynolds ; but on the error being pointed out to

Mr. Christie, the auctioneer, he acknowledged the error to

the company, adding, that the real unostentatious chair was in

the possession of the President of the Royal Academy.
The chair had some years previously been presented by

Lord and Lady Inchiquin to Barry, the painter, who acknow-

ledged the gift in the following letter :
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" Mr. Barry presents his respectful compliments to Lord
and Lady Inchiquin, Avith every acknowledgment and tlianks

for their inestimable favour conferred on him this morning in

the gift of Sir Joshua's chair.

'' Alas ! this chair, that has had such a glorious career of

fortune, instrumental as it has been in giving the most advan-

tageous stability to the otherwise fleeting, perishable graces of

a Lady Sarah Bunbury, or a Waldegrave, or in perpetuating

the negligent, honest exterior of the author of the ' Rambler/
the ' Traveller,' and of almost every one whom the public

admiration gave a currency for abilities, beauty, rank, or

fashion : the very chair that is immortalised in Mrs. Siddons's
' Tragic Muse,' where it will have as much celebrity as the

chair of Pindar, which for so many ages was shown in the

porch at Olympia.
" This chair, then, of Sir Joshua Reynolds may rest, very

well satisfied with the reputation it has gained ; and although

its present possessor may not be enabled to grace it with any
new ornament, yet it can surely count upon finding a most
affectionate, reverential conservator, whilst God shall permit

it to remain under his care.

" Jan. 30, 1794.

No. 36, Castle-street, Oxford Market."

SIR JOSHUA'S PALETTE.

Mr. Cribb, of King-street, Covent Garden, possesses a pa-

lette, which belonged to Sir Joshua Reynolds. It descended

to IMr. Cribb from his father, to whom it was 'given by the

Marchioness of Thomond. It is of plain mahogany, and
measures eleven inches by seven inches, and has a sort of

loop handle.

SALES OF REYNOLDS'S PORTRAITS.

Mr. Cotton was present at the sale of the Hbrary and effects

of Mrs. Piozzi, at Streatham Park, in May, 1816, w^hen the

following portraits, painted by Sir Joshua, for Mr. and Mrs.

Thrale, were sokl by Sc|uibb, the auctioneer :

Lot. Guineas.

56. Lord Sandys 80

57. Lord Lyttleton 41

58. Mrs. Thrale and Daughter .... (Withdra^^^l)

59. Arthur Murphy 98

60. Oliver Goldsmith 127
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Lot.
_

Guineas.
61. Sir Joshua Reynolds 122
62. Sir William Chambers 80
63. David Garrick 175
64. Miss Owen (Withdrawn)
65. Mr. Baretti 82
66. Dr. Bumey 20
67. Edmund Burke 240
68. Dr. Johnson 360

Lot 58 was purchased, after the sale, by ]\Ir. S. Boddington,

for 78 guineas. The portrait of Arthur Murphy is now in

Sir Robert Peel's gallery. This noble picture was bought at

]\Ir. Wright's sale, in 1845, by Sir Robert Peel, for 500
guineas. The portrait of Dr. Johnson was bought by Mr.
Watson Taylor, at whose sale in 1825, it fetched 493^.

SALES OF REYNOLDS'S PICTURES.

At the great sale of PejTiolds's works, at Christie's, in May,
1821, the spirited competition and the high prices were re-

garded by Haydon as the most triumphant thing for the art

of this country. He compares the indifference with which a

line Teniers, a respectable Titian, and an undoubted Correggio

were put up and knocked down, and carried off, with the

enthusiastic eagerness when a picture of PejTiolds's was
offered. On the principle of seeking in each master his cha-

racteristic excellence, he avows his preference of the Charity

to any of his larger productions. " It may take its place

triumphantly," he says, " by any Correggio on earth." And
next to this he thinks the Pijnng Shepherd one of the finest

emanations of Reynolds's sentiment. On the 19th of May he
made Mr. Phillips buy this picture for 400 guineas, who,
being a new hand at buying, looked rather frightened at

having given so much. "But it was worth 1000 guineas,"

says Haydon. " It is the completest bit of a certain expres-

sion in the world. Eyes and hands, motions and look, all

seem quivering with the remembrance of some melodious

tone of his flageolet. The colour and preservation are perfect.

It is a thinsj I could dwell on for ages."

'Next day, Haydon went again to Reynolds's sale, and found
the 400 guineas of yesterday had made a great noise in town,

and Phillips was assailed by everybody as he came in.

iS'orthcote was next to him. Phillips asked him how he liked

the Shepherd Boy. At first he did not recollect it, and then
said, " Ah ! indeed, ah ! yes ! it was a very poor thing ! I
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remember it." Poor Mr. Phillips whispered to Haydon,
" Yod see people have dJJBferent tastes." " It served him
heartily right," says Haydon, " I was very glad of it ; he does

not deserve his prize." The moment these people heard

Haydon was the adviser, they all began to undervalue it

;

and as soon as !N"orthcote had said what he thought would
make Phillips imhappy for two hours, he slunk away.

In May, 1856, five months after the death of Mr. Eogers,

were sold the celebrated pictures by RejTiolds, which had
been collected in the poet's residence in St. James'-place.

They had been removed to the great room at Christie's. The
first picture put up was Lot 581, The Mob-cap—the principal

figure in the celebrated composition of The Infant Academy.

The biddings commenced at 250 guineas, and were finally

closed by Mr. Eadclyflfe, for 780 guineas : purchased for Miss
Burdett Coutts. Lot 591, Aiwil Sketching, formed the com-
panion to the Girl with a Kitten, in Lord Normanton's
collection, and had been purchased by Mr. Eogers at Lady
Thomond's sale, for 100 guineas—350 guineas. Lot 691,

The Strawberry Girl, the great gem of the collection, was
bought for the Marquis of Hertford, at 2,100 guineas. This

is a duplicate of the picture now at Bowood, the seat of the

Marquis of Lansdowne, and was bought of Sir Joshua, by
Lord Carysfort, for 50 giiineas ! Lot 695, the Sleeping Girl,

described by Northcote as one of Reynolds's ricJiest perform-

ances, sold for 150 guineas.

Lot 702, The Study from the Windoiv of Sir Joshua's Villa

at Richmond Hill, bought by Mr. Rogers at Lady Thomond's
sale for 155 guineas,—sold for 430 guineas.

Lot 706, Cupid and Psyche, one of the most beautiful of

Sir Joshua's fancy subjects, was bought by ]Mr. Radclyflfe, for

400 guineas.

Lot 714, PucTc, or Robin Goodfellow, sold to Earl Pitz-

william, for 980 guineas.

When West was told of Rogers's purchase of Puck, he
exclaimed, " Sir, that man has taste, he runs away with all

the fine things."

The poet's brother, Mr. Henry Rogers, of Highbury, among
other beautiful specimens of art, possessed Sir Joshua's first

picture of the Girl sitting for her portrait, in Lord Palmerston's

celebrated picture of the Infant Academy ; and also the lovely

picture of the Girl sketching from Nature.
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CHAEACTEPJSTICS, EETEOSPECTIVE OPIXIOXS,
A2sD PERSOXAL TEAITS.

REYNOLDS'S FIRST LESSON IN ART.

]Mrs. Jameson says of the important influence wliich

Kichardson's Treatise exercised over the mind of Sir Joshua

:

" It appears to me that the boy who at eight years old Avas

ever found with a pencil in his hand, copying prints out of

books, who at the same time had mastered the Jesuits' Per-

spective, would have been a painter in any case ; but the

perusal of Richardson's book at the age of fifteen or sixteen,

elevated and directed his boyish enthusiasm ; it made him

the painter which he afterwards became. He closed it, he

says, Avith the conviction that Raphael was the greatest man
who had ever existed. But tliis Avas nothing compared with

the aspirations of a still higher kind, produced by the same

striking book. It is impossible, I think, to look back upon

the whole tenour of Sir Joshua's life, Avithout a perception of

the excellent moral influence its perusal left upon his mind

and character. The lofty claims which Richardson set forth

in behalf of painting as an art ; the union of knowledge and

virtue with creative genius; of high qualities Avith great

attainments, which he requires in the artist ; seem to have

made an ineffaceable impression on the thoughtful, dreaming

boy, and to have produced, or at least developed, that singu-

lar union of self-respect and pride in his ai-t, with modesty

and humility, which distinguished him through life. Some

passages 0/ Richardson's book would seem to have been

written before Sir Joshua's time, and intended to apply to

him, if we did not know to the contrary, that it was actually

published some years before he was born. .... It is clear

that Richardson's ideal of portraiture, and the qualities and

aims of a portrait-painter, were ever present in Sir Joshua's

mind throughout the whole of his career."

HUDSON, SIR JOSHUA'S MASTER.

"Thomas Hudson, the scholar and son-in-law of Mr.

Richardson, enjoyed for many years the chief business of
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portrait-painting in London, after his master and Jervas were
gone off the stage ; though Yanloo first, and Liotard aft€r-

-svards, for a few years, diverted the torrent of fashion from
the established professor. StiU, sajs Walpole, the country
gentlemen were faithful to their compatriot, and were content
with the fair-tied wigs, blue Telvet coats, and white satin

waistcoats which he liberally bestowed on his customers.
His likenesses were good : his portraits of Handel, one of

which is in the Bodleian Gallery at Oxford, exhibit much
character and spirited execution ; but having painted the
head, Hudson's genius failed him, and he was obliged to

employ another to paint the figure and drapery. He chiefly

employed Yanaken, or Yanhaaken, and when he died, in
17 49, Hudson, it is said, was nearly driven to quit his pro-

fession ; and, says Mr. Cotton, Hogarth, (whose genius was
too great, and his employment too little, to require a drapery
painter,) drew a caricature of his funeral attended by the
painters he worked for, exhibiting every mark of grief and
despair.

" Hudson lived in Great Queen-street, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields,
in the house in ^ hich Hoole, the translator of Tasso, lived :

it is now divided into Xos. 55 and 56. Hudson painted
most of the portraits of the Dilettanti Society, which now
hang in their dining-room, at the Thatched House Tavern,
St. James's-street. His manner of painting was woolly,

possessing little variety of attitude, and no depth of know-
ledge in reflected lights. All that Hudson was famous for

was his collection of fine drawings by the great painters,

particularly Eembrandt. Hudson's name is frequently men-
tioned when Sir Joshua Eeynolds is spoken of, as having
been his master ; but Sir Joshua's mind and talent were his
OAvn, and a host of Hudsons could have rendered him but
little service."

—

J. T. Smith.

Joshua, immediately after his quarrel with his master,
returned to Devonshire, but remained there only a few
months, when he went back to London, became reconciled
to Hudson, who not only received him kindly, but even con-
sulted him upon the pictures he had in hand ; and a letter

of Joshua's father states that Hudson had introduced the
young painter into a club of the most famous men in their

profession. This letter shows that Joshua was living in
London in 1744 and 1745. He was summoned to Devon-
shire towards the close of 1746 : his father died on Christmas-
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day, 1746. Soon after this, and when the family were
obliged to remove from the schoolmaster's residence at

Plympton, Joshua took a house in Plymouth Dock, now
Devonport. Malone, however, states that Eeynolds told him
that "when about the age of nineteen or twenty, he became
very careless about his profession, and lived for near three

years at Plymouth in a great deal of dissipation with but

indifferent company. He much lamented the loss of these

three years ; however, he saw his error in time, and sat down
seriously to his art about the year 1743 or 1744, painted his

first portrait—Captain Hamilton, a naval officer, who married

Lord Eliot's mother.

This portrait of Captain Hamilton was the first of his per-

formances at this period, which brought Reynolds into notice.

REYNOLDS'S EAELY PORTRAITS.

Reynolds resided with his two unmarried sisters at Plymouth
Dock. Here, among his early portraits, he painted the greatest

man of the place, the Commissioner of the Dock-yard, Philip

Vanbrugh, Esq. ; and his father wrote soon after, " Joshua

is painting in the Dock : he has drawn twenty already, and
has ten more bespoke." Mr. Kendal, of Pelyn, M.P., in-

formed Mr. Cotton that he had in his possession some family

portraits, with Reynolds's name, and the date 1744, upon
them. A portrait of Alderman Facey, in the Athenaeum, at

Plymouth, is said to have been painted by Reynolds. Many
of the pictures he executed at this period were carelessly

drawn, and frequently in common-place attitudes like those

of his master, Hudson ; nor do these portraits exhibit those

excellencies of colouring and power of expression for which
the painter was afterwards distinguished.

Nevertheless, Reynolds now produced several fine portraits,

particularly one of himself as a young man, with pencils and

palette in his left hand, shading the light from his eyes with

the right.* There is also a beautiful portrait of Mrs. Field,

the sister-in-law of the Rev. J. Reynolds, Sir Joshua's uncle,

which must have been painted before he went to Italy. The
carnations are of great delicacy and clearness, and the features

well defined. About the same time he painted the portrait

of Elizabeth Chudleigh, afterwards Duchess of Kingston,

which is engraved in Walpole's Letters to Sir Horace Mann.

* This portrait, in fine preservation, is in our National Portrait

Gallery.
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PORTRAIT OF LORD BUTE.

This magnificent full-length, portrait of the Minister, Lord
Bute, is in finer condition than it was known to have been
Avhen it passed from the easel of Sir Joshua to Caen-wood
House, then the princely seat of the unpopular Premier.

Reynolds, in painting this portrait, stripped to the labour.

He was disliked at Court, and Allan Eamsay, his then rival,

was in high reputation for an excellent full-length portrait

he had newly completed of the same nobleman. It was
Eeynolds's aim to remove the effect of Eamsay^ s portrait, and
to place himself not only above Eamsay, but on a rank -^Wth

the greatest masters ; and he succeeded. Oddly enough, this

picture is not to be found in any catalogue of Sir Joshua's

l^ortraits : it now belongs to Lord TVharncliff'e.

Eamsay, the painter, used to say, that Lord Bute's leg was
allowed to be the handsomest in England, and that whilst he
was standing to him for his whole-length portrait, engraved by
Eyland, his Lordship held up his robes considerably above
his right knee, so that his leg should be entirely seen ; in

which position he remained for the space of an hour ; and
the forefinger of the right hand supporting the robe, is pointing

down to the leg. When th^ Marquis of Eockingham was
standing to Sir Joshua Eeynolds for his whole-length portrait,

engraved by Fisher, his Lordship asked the Painter if he
had not given a strut to the left leg :

" My Lord," replied

Sir Joshua, "I wish to show a leg with Eamsay's Lord
Bute."

REYNOLDS'S PRICES AND SITTERS.

Cotton states that while residing in St. Martin's-lane,

Eeynolds's prices were 10, 20, and 40 guineas, for the three

usual sizes of Portraits, a head, half-leugth, and whole length

;

while those of Hudson, at the same time, were 12, 24, and
48 guineas. After his removal to jN^ewport-street, his practice

increased so rapidly that he engaged as an assistant Mr. Toms,
an artist, whom Hogarth used to call ^'EejTiolds's drapery-

man,'' to forward the preparation of his pictures. About the

same time he also received Thomas Beach and Huoh Barron
as pupils, and raised his prices to a level with those of

Hudson. Four or five years later, they both raised them to

15, 30, and 60 guineas.
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ISTortlicote tells us, on the aiitliority of Dr. Johnson, that

in 1750, the price of Keynolds for a head, was 20 guineas
;

and that at this time he often received six sitters in a day,

and foiuid it necessary to keep a list of the names of those

who waited until vacancies occurred He then received them
in the order in which they were set down ; and many
portraits were sent home before the colours were dry.

Reynolds is stated to have received sitters as early as six

or seven o'clock in the morning ; but this is not borne out by
Sir Joshua's diary, where no instance is recorded of a sitter

coming earlier than nine o'clock. Yet, there was no inter-

mission for some hours: thus in the pocket-book for 1761,

we find on one day, the names of seven sitters in as many
consecutive hours. Acccording to EejTiolds's pocket-book,

1766, his prices were then : whole-length, 150^. ; half-length,

70/. ; kit-cat, 501. ; head, 30/.

In 1780, Sir Joshua raised his price from 30 to 50 guineas

for a head size, which he continued for the remainder of his

life. (Cotton.)

SIR JOSHUA'S SNUFF.

Eeynolds's snuff was Hardham's 37, of which occurs this

memorandum in the painter's pocket-book for 1761 : "Hard-
ham of Fleet-street, Snuff l^o. 37." It was so named from

the number of Hardham's shop, 'No. 37, on the north side of

rieet-street. He had been Garrick's numherer (to count the

audience in the theatre) ; and when Hardham invented his

" mixture," Garrick rendered him this service, ^^^lile enact-

ing the character of a man of fashion on the stage, David
offered a pinch of his snuff to a fellow-comedian, observing

that it was the most fashionable mixture of the day, and to

be had only at Hardham's, No. 37, Fleet-street. The puff

succeeded beyond Garrick's expectation, and Hardham's 37

was the favourite mixture for many years afterwards, when
snuff-taking was the rage and fashion of the time.*

Reynolds took snuff so freely when he was painting, that

it sometimes inconvenienced his sitters. Colonel Phillips

related to Northcote, that when Sir Joshua was painting the

* Hardham was born at Chichester, and ha\dng made a large fortune

by his snuff-trade in Fleet-street, he retired to his native city, where he

died in 1772, having bequeathed a portion of his well-earned wealth to

charitable institutions of Chichester.
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large picture at Blenheim, of the Marlborough family, the

Duchess one day ordered a servant to hring a broom and
sweep up Sir Joshua's snuff from the carpet ; but KeynoldB,

who would not suffer any interruption during his application

to his art, desired him tt) let the snuff remain until he had
finished the painting ; observing that the dust raised by the

broom would do more injury to his picture than the snuff

could possibly do to the carpet.

Mr. Rogers tells us that at an Academy dinner, Sir Joshua's

waistcoat was Kterally powdered with snuff.

A gentleman told Wilkie he sat to Sir Joshua, who
dabbled in a quantity of snuff, laid the picture on its back,

shook it about till it settled like a batter-pudding, and then

painted away. This, says Cotton, was to get a surface like

Rembrandt's, and in accordance with Gaudy's advice to

Reynolds, for a rich texture, and creamy colour : Sir Joshua
often repeated observations by Gandy, and considered some
of his portraits equal to those of Rembrandt.

HOGARTH AND REYNOLDS.

The "painting moralist" is scarcely mentioned by "the
founder of the Enghsh School, '^ save in the following

instance.

Before Hogarth had done anything of consequence in his

own walk, he entertained some hopes of succeeding in the

higher branches of historical painting. " He was not," sajs

Sir Joshua Reynolds, (Discourses, vol. ii p. 163,) "blessed
with the knowledge of his own deficiency, or of the bounds
which were set to the extent of his o^vn powers." "After
he had invented a new species of dramatic painting, in which
probably he will never be equalled, and had stored his mind
with infinite materials to explain and illustrate the domestic
and famihar scenes of comic life, which were generally and
ought always to have been the subject of his pencil, he very
imprudently, or rather presumptuously, attempted the great

historical style, for which his previous habits had by no
means prepared him; he was, indeed, so entirely unacquainted
with the principles of this style that he was not even aware
that any artificial preparation was at all necessary."
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REYNOLDS'S MODELS.

The Girl with a Muff, at Lansdowne House, purcliased at

Lady Thomond's sale, in 1821, is said to be the portrait of

Sir Joshua's favourite niece, Theophila Palmer. The same
young lady was, probably, his model for several other pictures

of a similar character, as a Girl with a Bird, in the collection

at Knowsley ; a Girl caressing a Lamh ; and a Girl holding a
Cat in her arms, called Felina. In all these pictures the

female countenance is very much alike, and may be supposed

to have been painted from the same model. The Girl with a

Muff was, probably, painted in 1767 or 1768, when Miss
Palmer was eleven or twelve years of age, and is mentioned

in Sir Joshua's private notes.

Miss Gwatkin herself told Mr. Cotton that her mother
sat to Sir Joshua for the head of Comedy in the celebrated

picture of Garrick between the muses of Tragedy and Comedy.

This picture was exhibited in Spring Gardens, in 1762, and
was purchased of the Earl of Halifax for 300 guineas : after

his death it was sold to Mr. Angerstein for 250 guineas,

perhaps the only instance of a depreciation in the value of a

fine picture by Sir Joshua Eeynolds.

REYNOLDS'S LIBERALITY TO OZIAS HUMPHREY.

When, about 1768, Humphrey came to London, being a

great admirer of Mr. Eeynolds's pictures, he ventured to show
him some of his miniatures. The great painter received him
with the utmost cordiality, and requested to know from

what county he came, and what his parents were. When
Eeynolds heard that he was from Devonshire, and that his

mother was a lace-maker, he exclaimed :
" Born in my county,

and your mother a lace-maker !—why, Vandyke's mother
was a maker of lace

!

" at the same time adding, that he

should be welcome to copy any of his Vandykes. " Or,

pterhaps," he said, " you had better allow me to lend you some
of mine, as they are better suited by their dress to answer

your present purpose."

The generous offer was accepted with the greatest extasy,

and Humphrey copied several pictures, which highly im-

proved his natural taste for richness of colouring. He also

produced in enamel one of Eeynolds's finest works, his
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famous head of King Lear in the Storm, wliicli so highly

pleased Sir Joshua, that he exclaimed, " This is a beautiful

copy; it is so finely painted, that you must allow me to

purchase it. "What is your price ? it will enable me to serve

you/' The artist, gloT\T.ng with modesty, begged his patron

to accept it. " !N"o ; that," he said, " he could not think of"
" Three guineas, then, sir, is the price," replied he. " That
is too little," observed the great painter ; " I shall give you
five ; and let that be your price for such a picture ; " at the

same time advising him to take lodgings near him. Accord-

ingly, in 1768, he took the house now ISTo. 21, in Elng-street,

Covent Garden, where he remained till 1771 ; during wliich

time he fell in love with the daughter of Payne, the architect

;

the poor girl being compelled by her sordid father to marrj

another, Humphrey was so stung with disappointment, that,

in 1773, he left London for Eome.

REYNOLDS'S DINNERS.

]\Ir. Forster, in his eloquent Life and Adventures of Oliver

Goldsmith, has the follo^\dng admirable picture of the gay
festal meetings which Sir Joshua gave for many years at his

house in Leicester-square.

" Well, Sir Joshua," said lawyer Dunning, on arriving at one of these
parties, " and who have you got to dine with you to-day ? The last

time I dined in your house the company was of such a sort, that
by I believe, all the rest of the world enjoyed peace for that after-

noon." ' But though vehemence and disputation will at times usurp
quieter enjoyments, when men of genius and strong character are

assembled, the evidence that has survived of these celebrated meetings
in no respects impairs their indestructible interest. : They were the first

'

great example that had been given in this country, of a social inter-

\

course between persons of distinguished pretensions of all kinds
;
poets,

physicians, lawyers, deans, historians, actors, temporal and spiritual

peers, House of Commons men, men of science, men of letters, painters,

philosophers, and lovers of the arts; meeting on a ground of hearty
ease, good himiour, and pleasantry, which exalts my respect for the
memory of Reynolds. It was no prim fine table he set them down to.

There was little order or arrangement ; there was more abimdance than
elegance; and a happy freedom thrust conventionalism aside. Often
was the dinner-board prepared for seven or eight, required to accommo-
date itself to fifteen or sixteen ; for often on the very eve of dinner,

woidd Sir Joshua tempt afternoon visitors ^vith intimation that Johnson,

or Garrick, or Goldsmith was to dine there. Nor was the want of seats

the only difficulty. A want of knives and forks, of plates and glasses,

as often succeeded. In something of the same style, too, was the

attendance ; the kitchen had to keep pace with the visitors ; and it was
easy to know the guests well acquainted with the house by their never

l2
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failing to call instantly for beer, bread, or wine, that they might get

them before the first course was over, and the worst confusion began.

Once Sir Joshua was prevailed vipon to furnish his table with dinner-

glasses and decanters, and some saving of time they proved
;
yet as they

were demolished in the course of ser^'ice, he could never be persuaded

to replace them. "But these trifling emban-assments," added Mr.
CoiTrtenay, describing them to Sir James Mackintosh, " only served to

enhance the hilarity and singular pleasure of the entertainment." It

was not the wine, dishes, and cookery, not the fish * and venison, that

were talked of or recommended ; those social hours, that irregular con-

vivial talk, had matter of higher relish, and far more eagerly enjoyed.

And amid all the animated bustle of his guests, the host sat perfectly

composed ; always attentive to what was said, never minding what was
eat or drank, and leaving every one at perfect liberty to scramble for

himself. Though so severe a deafness had resiilted from cold caught on
the Continent in early life as to compel the use of a trumpet, Reynolds
profited by its use to hear or not to heaj-, or as he pleased to je^joy the

piivileges of both, and keep his own equanimity undisturbed. (
" He is

the same all the year round," exclaimed Johnson, with hoheSt envy.
" In illness and in pain he is still the same.. Sir, he is the most inwil-

nerable man I know : the man with whom, if you should quarrel, you
will find the most difficulty how to abuse." Nor was this praise

obtained by preference of any, but by cordial respect to all; for in

Reynolds there was as little of the sycophant as the tyrant. However
high the rank of the guests invited, he waited for none. His dinners

were served always precisely at five o'clock. " His was not the fashionable

ill-breeding," says Mr. Courtenay, " which woiild wait an hour for two or

three persons of title," and put the rest of the company out of humour
by the invidious distinction.

SIR JOSHUA'S DEAFNESS.

Sir Martin Shee used to relate a singular fact with regard

to the President's deafness, which compelled the constant use

of an ear-trumpet. While at breakfast with Sir Joshua, in

Leicester-square, in 1790, and during a long protracted inter-

view which followed, the conversation was carried on in the

ordinary tone, without any assistance from the acoustic tube,

or any indication of imperfect hearing on the part of Sir

Joshua. During the morning, however, they were not un-

frequently interrupted by the entrance of a servant, with a

message or some communication that required his master's

attention and oral reply ; and on each of such occasions the

appearance of a third person was the signal for the President

* In 1859, disappeared the old fishmonger's shop. No. 8, on the north-

side of Coventry-street, whence for many years Sir Joshua's table was

supplied with fish. It is related that Reynolds often took an early

morning walk, and a glance at the stock of fish for the day, and would
then send his niece to cheapen such fish as he required for dinnei'.
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to snatcli up his trumpet, and resume a look of anxious

inquiry and uncertain comprehension. Mr. Shee, the author

of Sir Martin's Life^ remarks :
" I believe it is no uncommon

thing for a deaf person to hear better in a tete-a-tete colloquy^

than when surrounded by the buzz of general conversation in

a large party. But in Sir Joshua's case the contrast seems

to have been unusually marked and calculated to impart a

peculiar significancy to Goldsmith's couplet

:

TVTien they talked of their Raphaels, Correggios, and stuff,

He shifted his trumpet, and only took snuff.

REYNOLDS'S PARSIMONY.

Odd stories are current of the President's meanness in

small matters. Eogers used to relate that he happened to be

passing by Sir Joshua's house in Leicester-scj^uare, when he

saw a poor girl seated on the steps and crying bitterly. He
asked what was the matter ; and she replied that she was
crying " because the one shilling which she had received from

Sir Joshua for sitting to him as a model had proved to be a

bad one, and he would not give her another."—]\Ir. Leslie dis-

credits this story, and very properly.

REYNOLDS'S EXPERIMENTAL COLOURS.

It is to be regretted that Sir Joshua continued his experi-

ments in colours for a long course of years, and that they in-

fected more or less many of his finest works. He was (says

Cunningham) exceedingly touchy of temper on the subject of

colouring, and reproved Xorthcote with some sharpness for

insinuating that Kneller used vermilion in his flesh-colour.

" What signifies," said he, " what a man used who could not

colour 1 you may use it if you will." He never allowed his

pupils to make experiments, and on observing one of them
employing some unusual compounds, exclaimed^ "That boy
will never do good, with his gallipots of varnish and foolish

mixtures."

The secret of Sir Joshua's own preparations was care-

fully kept : he permitted not even the most favoured of

his pupils to acquire the knowledge of his colours ; he had
all securely locked, and allowed no one to enter where these

treasures were deposited. THiat was the use of all this

secrecy % those who stole the mystery of his colours could not

use it unless they stole his skill and talent also.
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He was fond of seeking into the secrets of the old painters,

and dissected some of their performances, without remorse or

scruple, to ascertain their mode of laying on colour and
finishing with effect. Titian he conceived to be the great

master-spirit in portraiture ; and no enthusiast in usury ever

sought more incessantly for the secret of the pliilosopher's

stone than did Eeynolds to possess himself of the whole
theory and practice of the Venetian. But this was a con-

cealed pursuit : he disclosed his discoveries to none. " To
possess," said the artist, "a real fine picture by that great

master (Titian) I would sell all my gallery, I would willingly

ruin myself" The capital old paintings of the Venetian
School which Sir Joshua's experiments destroyed were not

few, and it may be questioned if his discoveries were a com-
pensation for their loss.

Some soot fell on a picture of Sir Joshua's drying at the

fire : he took it up and said, " A fine cool tint that," and
actually sciunbled it beautifully into the flesh. Jackson had
this anecdote from Sir George Beaumont.
The elder Reinagle remembered Sir Joshua using so much

asphaltum that it dropped on the floor.

Eeynolds said once, "Northcote, you don't clean my brushes

well." '' How can I?" replied H^orthcote, " they are so sticky

and gummy."

EEMBRANDT AND REYNOLDS.

Burnet remarks, that Eembrandt's etching of "' Old Haring "

has always struck him as one of the foundations of Eeynolds'

s

style in portraiture : a fine impression of this print, he ob-

serves, is more like Sir Joshua than many prints after his

own pictures. Hudson had an excellent collection of Eem-
brandt's works, and therefore, he must have been early imbued
with their merits and peculiarities.

I think (says Sir William Beechey,) Eembrandt seduced

Sip Joshua, for he seems to have used something of the con-

sistence of butter, which is a most bewitching vehicle cer-

tainly. Sir Joshua may, however, have learned this from
Gandy, who said that a picture ought to have richness in

its texture, as if the colours had been composed of cream

or cheese, and the reverse of a hard and husky or dry

manner.
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PAmTING FOR POSTERITY.

Bjrnet tells us that when Eeynolds's sister asked him the
reason why we never see any of the portraits of Jervas now,
he replied, " Because, my dear, they are all up in the garret."

Yet, this man rode in his chariot-and-four, and received the

praises of Pope in verse. Sir Godfrey Kneller would some-
times receive a sum of money and a couple of portraits by
Vandyke as payment ; but now a single portrait of the great

founder of the Dutch school would outweigh in true value a

large collection of Ejieller's collected talents
;
yet Eembrandt

died insolvent, and Sir Godfrey accumulated a large fortune.

And such will be the fate of all those who paint for posterity,
" and look beyond the ignorant present."

The Eev. H. Crowe, the Yicar of Buckingham, relates :

" The Marc|uis of Drogheda was painted in early life by Sir

Joshua Keynolds. His Lordship shortly after went abroad,

and remained there between twenty and thirty years ; dui-ing

which time he ran into excesses, became bilious, and returned
to Ireland with a shattered constitution. He found that the
portrait and the original had faded together, and corresponded,

perhaps, as well as when first painted"

SIR JOSHUA'S LAST SURVIVING SITTER.

In 1856, it was said that Lord Fitzwilliam was then the

last survivor of the sitters to Sir Joshua ; but another then
remained in the grown-up person of the sitter for Puck, late

a porter at EUiot's brewery, in Pimlico. Puck was obtained

by Mr. Eogers at Boydell's Shakspeare Gallery sale, for 100
guineas,—the sum, ]S^orthcote states, Sir Joshua received for it.

Lord Melbourne remembered, when a child, sitting to Sir

Joshua,* who played with him and rode him on his foot, and
said :

" !N'ow, be a good boy, and sit a Httle longer, and you
shall have another ride." Lord Melbourne died in 1848.

Sir Joshua' loved his art ; and though compelled to take

occasional excursions into the country for the benefit of his

health, he was never so happy as when painting. Such was
his application, that, according to Farington, from 1753 until

* Mr. Leslie says of this portrait :
" No Likeness between a child and

a man of 60 (an age at which I remember Lord Melbourne), was ever

more strildns:."
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Reynolds's deat]i in 1792, a period of tliirty-nine years,

excepting the visits which he paid to the Continent for im-

provement in his art, and twice visiting his native county, he
was never absent from his painting-room for more than a few

days at a time.

REYNOLDS'S LANDSCAPES.

In regular landscape-painting. Sir Joshua's works are very

scarce. At Port Eliot there is a long narrow view of Ply-

mouth and the adjoining scenery, painted by Reynolds in

1748, the year before he went to Italy.

The landscape* backgrounds introduced into his whole-

length portraits were executed with great breadth and free-

dom of pencilling, rich in colour, and brilhant in effect, many
of them not inferior to the works of Titian and Paul Veronese.

Although Reynolds made some studies from nature, yet it is

not known that he finished more than three pieces, one of

which was a view from his own house, on Richmond Hill.

This picture, which may be considered rather an arrangement

of rich and brilliant colours, than a defined landscape, was
purchased by Mr. Samuel Rogers, at the sale of Lady Tho-

mond's pictures in 1821, for 155 guineas. At the same time

was sold a woody landscape ; and a bold landscape with

figures, in the style of Salvator Rosa : both by Sir Joshua.

REYNOLDS'S VILLA AT RICHMOND.

The second house on the right from the Terrace on Rich-

mond Hill is the villa which Sir "William Chambers built

for his friend. Sir Joshua Reynolds ; but it has been much
enlarged since his decease.

"'' The situation is delightful ; but

it lacks the privacy which must have been so desirable for

Sir Joshua. His niece, Miss Palmer, has well described this

villa as " a house stuck upon the top of a hill, without a bit

of garden, or ground of any sort near it, but what is as public

as St. James's Park." Sir Joshua's last sojourn here ex-

tended to several days, which refutes the assertion that,

although he frequently visited it, he never passed a night

there. Fox observed that Sir Joshua never enjoyed Rich-

mond, for he used to say that the human face was his land-

scape. This was a piece of pleasantry ; for Reynolds must

* In one of the houses on the left of the road, Sir John Soane resided

for a short time previously to his death.
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harv'e enjoyed the prospect of unequalled ricliness from Eich-
moni Hill—over all the intervening flat country to the dis-

tant high grounds of Stoken Church, Maidenhead Thicket,
Windsor Forest and Castle, Cooper's Hill, and St. Ann's Hill

;

and on the east, a fine view over London, to the Hampstead
and Highgate hills.

Hudson, -svho resided at Twickenham, once observed to

his pupil, Sir Joshua Eeynolds, of his villa at Eichmond,
"Li;tle did I think we should ever have had countiy-houses
opposite each other;" to whom Sir Joshua replied :

" Little

did 1 think, when I was a young man, that I should at any
time look down upon Mr. Hudson."

PRINTS FROM REYNOLDS'S PICTURES.

Ths earliest mezzotinto engravings which were published
from Reynolds's pictures are the portraits of Lady Charlotte
Litzwilliam, with her hair curled and decorated with a feather

and beads ; and a half-length of Lady Ann Dawson, daughter
of the Earl of Pomfret, as Diana. Both prints are dated 1745,
and are by McArdell, in mezzotinto, which Eeynolds con-
siderei best calculated to express a painter-like feeling,

particularly in portraits ; and he often was heard to declare,

that the productions of McArdell would perpetuate his

pictures when their colours should be faded and forgotten.

The finest and most complete collections of engravings from
the works of Eeynolds are those of the Marquis of Lansdowne,
and the Duke of Buccleuch, The latter has been arranged by
j\[r. Colnaghi, in 17 vols, folio, and contains upward of 2,000
engravings. {Cotton.) The prints after Sir Joshua's pictures

amount to about 700. (Woimum.)

LAWRENCE'S TRIBUTE TO REYNOLDS.

To the mutual honour of Sii" Joshua EejTiolds and Sir
Thomas Lawrence we select the following from the address
delivered by the latter President to the students of the Eoyal
Academy, December 10, 1823, in allusion to the exhibition of
Sir Joshua's pictures at the British Institution, in Pall Mall

:

"With whair increased splendour did that genius lately re-

appear amongst us ! Many of us remember, when after long
absence, the great Tragic Actress of our time returned for a
season to the stage, to correct the forgetfulness of taste, and
restore the dignity of her art : it was so mth the return—the
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recovered glories of Sir Joshua ! They who believed them-

selves best acquainted with his works, and entitled by thsir

knowledge to speak of them with enthusiasm, felt how much
of that knowledge they had forgotten ; how inadequate to

their merits was the j)raise they had bestowed. The pre-

judices, so injurious to modern art, were gone. Time seemed

to have advanced the future with double speed, and presenting

truth, invested her with new radiance ! The few remaiaing

competitors and scholars of this great artist saw him then with

the eyes of posterity, and beheld, in their own narrow period,

the sure stability of his fame.
" It is singular that the judgment, the unpretending sense

and manly simplicity, so generally acknowledged to have

marked the character of Sir Joshua, should have been impugned

only on those opinions of Art, which seem to have been the

most deliberately formed, and were enforced by him with

parental zeal, as his last remembrance to this Academy.

Sufficient proof of the sincerity of his admiration of Mchael
Angelo had previously existed in the actions of some of his

finest groups having been taken from him ; but we want no

other evidence of its truth, than his picture of Mrs. Siddons

—

a work of the highest epic character, and indisputably the

finest female portrait in the world.

"The link that united him to Michael Angelo wls the

sense of ideal greatness—the noblest of all perceptions. It

is this sublimity of thought that marks the first-rate genius ;

this impelling fancy, which has nowhere its defined form, yet

every^vhere its image ; and while pursuing excellence too

perfect to be attained, creates new beauty that cannot be

surpassed ! It belongs only to the finer sagacity, which sees

the essence of the beautiful or grand, divested of incongruous

detail ; and whose influence on the works of the great President

is equally apparent in the calm, firm defender of the national

Poet, as in the dying Queen of Virgil, or the grandem of the

Tragic Muse.
" To a mind so enlarged and liberal as Sir Joshua's, who

decried not the value of an art that gave the world its

Shakspeare, and in whose society a Garrick and a Kemble
lived in grateful intercourse ^\dth Mr. Burke and Dr. Johnson,

we may well imagine how gratifying were the contemplation

and progress of that divine work ; and allomng much to anti-

cipate fame, we may equally believe, that part of the noble

purpose was, protection of the genius he admired, to affix to
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passing excellence an imperisliable name ; extend tlie justice

withlield by the limits of her art ; and in the beauty of that

unecjiialled countenance, fixed in the pale abstraction of some

lofty vision, whose ' bodiless creations ' are crowding on her

Yi%w and leave in suspended action the majestic form, to

verify the testimony of tradition, and, by the mental grandeur

that invests her, record in resistless evidence the enchantment

of her power.
" That the works, Gentlemen, of this illustrious man should

have the strongest influence upon you cannot be matter of

surprise : that the largest style of painting that perhaps is

known, should captivate the scholar as it has charmed the

teacher, is the most natural result that could have been pro-

duced in minds of Sensibility and taste ; but let it not mislead

them. If they determine to make the labours of Sir Joshua

their example, let them first examine by what only means
their excellence was acquired.

"His early pictures bear evidence of the utmost delicacy of

finishing ; the most careful imitation. The sensitiveness of

taste, which probably from boyhood he possessed, could never

have permitted him to enter into the mean details of Denner ;

or content himself with the insipidity of Cornelius Jansen

:

but in mere finishing he was inferior to neither ; and the

history of the greatest masters is but one. Truth is the Key
of Art, as Kjiowledge is of Power : within the portals you
have ample range, but each apartment must be opened by it.

The noblest work that perhaps was ever yet projected, the

loftiest in conception, and executedwith an unequalled breadth,

is the ceiling of IMichael Angelo : the miniatures of Julio

Clovio are not more finished than his studies.

" On you. Gentlemen, who, with the Candidates of this

evening, are entering on the first department of the Art, the

conduct of Sir Joshua should act with treble force. Mr.

Burke says of him :
' In painting portraits he appeared not to

be raised upon that platform, but, to descend to it from a

higher sphere !
' To that sphere let his example guide you,

and it will lead you to the highest : to Correggio, to Titian,

to Ealfaelle, to Michael Angelo ! To those divine men, in

whose presence, (to use his own language,) ' it is impossible to

think or invent in a mean manner ; and by the contemplation

of whose works a state of mind is acquired, that is disposed to

receive those ideas of art only which relish of grandeur or

simplicity.'
"
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BIRTHPLACE AND PARENTAGE OF GAIXSEOROUGH.

This eminent painter, who, with Eichard Wilson, laid the

foundation of our School of Landscape, was born at Sudbury,

in Suffolk, in 1727,—the day or the month is not recorded.

He was baptised at the Independent Meeting-house of the

town, on May 14th in the same year. The house ia which
he was born was originally the Black Horse inn, and was one

of the picturesque dwellings, with lofty gables and overhanging

storeys, of the ancient town of Southburgh, as Sudbury was
originally named. Here the Flemish weavers settled in the

reign of Edward II., and taught the English their drt. They
excelled in making " sags " and crapes ; and Gainsborough's

father is described at different periods, as a milliner, clothier,

and crape-maker : he also introduced into Sudbury the shroud

trade from Coventry. He was a fine old man, and in full

dress, wore a sword, and was an adroit fencer. He had a

family of nine children, of whom Thomas was the youngest of

five sons. The painter's mother was an accomplished woman,
and excelled in flower-painting ; she afi"ectionately encouraged

her son Thomas* in his boyish attempts at drawing, and she

lived to witness his high artistic fame.

The ancient buildings of Southburgh, doubtless, had the

efl'ect of forming young Gainsborough's taste ; and he told

PhiUp Thicknesse, his first patron, that " there was not a

picturesque clump of trees, nor a single tree of any beauty,

nor even hedge-row, stem, or post " in or around his native

town, which was not, from his earliest years, treasured in his

memory. Two of his brothers were men of mechanical genius :

one, " Scheming Jack," contrived a pair of Avings to fly with,

a self-rocking cradle, and a singing cuckoo ; and Humphry
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Gainsborongli constructed a working model of a steam-engine,

whicli lie unsuspiciously showed to a stranger said to have

been connected with Watt as an engineer.*

At ten years old, Thomas Gainsborough made sketches of

trees, rocks, shepherds, ploughmen, and pastoral scenes, while

at the Grammar School in Sudbury, then kept by his uncle
;

and he usually passed his holidays in rambling through the

rich hanging woods, and sketching their majestic oaks and

elms, winding glades, and sunny nooks. He is also said to

have cut a caricature of his master upon the school-wall ; and

sketched a peasant who came to rob an orchard, which effort

was preserved for many years, and ultimately made into a

finished painting, as " Tom Pear-tree's Portrait." To obtain

a hohday, he once forged the written request of his father,

who muttered, " Tom will come to be hanged " ; but, on learn-

ing that Tom employed the holiday in sketching, his parent,

with very opposite feelings, exclaimed, " The boy will be a

genius." He had httle technical instruction, or graphical

education. It has been truly said of him that " Nature was

his teacher, and the woods of Suffolk were his Academy."

GAINSBOROUGH COMES TO LONDON.

At the age of fifteen, Gainsborough left Sudbury for the

metropolis : here he resided with a silversmith, who intro-

duced him to Gravelot, the engraver, from whom he learned

etching and aqua-tint. He then obtained admission to the

Academy in St. Martin's-lane ; and next associated with Hay-

man, from whom, however, he learned little of painting, and

less of morality. Within three years, he hired rooms in

Hatton Garden, and began to paint landscapes, which he sold

to picture-dealers ; and portraits at from three to five guineas.

He also modelled excellently, cows, dogs, and horses : a cast

in the plaster-shops, of an old horse modelled by Gains-

borough, obtained conventional reputation. This employ-

ment, however, proved so unprofitable, that Gainsborough

packed up his canvas and colours, and returned to Sudbury,

after four years' absence.

* There is in the British Museum a curious sun-dial with " Humphry
Gainsborough " deeply cut in it ; he anticipated the contrivance of fire-

proof boxes, and received the Society of Arts premium of 501. for a

tirle-mill of his invention. These pursuits occupied the leisure hours of

Humphry, who was a dissenting minister at Henley-upon-Thames.
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GAIXSBOROUGH'S MARRIAGE.

The young painter now began to study landscape in tlie

woods and fields of Suffolk. About this time he became

acquainted with Margaret Burr, the memory of whose ex-

traordinary beauty, (says ]Mr. Fulcher,*) is still preserved

in Sudbury. She sat to the young artist for her portrait : she

alike admired the picture and the artist, and after a short

courtship they were married, the lady bringing with her

hand an annuity of 200^. She is said to have been the natural

daughter of one of our exiled princes, which she did not

forget ; for, many years after, when her husband was in high

fame, she vindicated some little costliness in her dress, by
whispering to her niece :

" I have some right to this, for you

know, my love, I am a prince's daughter." Mr. T. Green,

of Ipswich, states her to have been a "natural daughter of

the Duke of Bedford." About six months after his mar-

riage, Gainsborough hired a house at Ipswich, at the rent of

six pounds a-year.

DETECTIVE PORTRAITS.

AVhen Gainsborough was living at Ipswich, one day seeing

a country feUow with a slouched hat, looking wistfully over

his garden-waU at some wind-fall pears, he caught up a piece

of board, and painted him so faithfully, that, the figure being

shaped out, and set upon a waU, in a gentleman's garden at

Ips^vich, induced many persons to speak to that melancholy-

looking man.

One of Gainsborough's neighbours was a clergyman named

Coyte,t whose garden had been robbed of a great quantity of

wall-fruit, without the thief being detected. Young Gains-

borough ha^dng, one summer morning, risen at an early hour,

and walked into the garden to sketch an old elm, seated him-

self in an obscure corner, when he observed a man peeping

over the garden-waU next the road, to see if the coast was

clear. He made a sketch of the head of the man, and so

accurate was the resemblance, that he was identified as coming

from a neighbouring village, and proved to be the fjllow who
had robbed the parson's garden.

* Life of Thomas Gainsborough, R.A. By the late George "WilliarQ

Fulcher, edited by his Son, 1856 : a charming work, to which we are

indebted for corrective details.

t Gainsborough painted one of Mr. Coyte's sons, so true to nature

that the portrait was known as " Coyte alive."
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GAINSBOROUGH AND GARRICK.

After his removal from Ipswich to Bath, Gainsborough's

success as a portrait-painter was very great. Here he painted

Garrick, as Mrs. Garrick said, " the best portrait ever painted

of her Davy," which he presented to the corporation of Strat-

ford-on-Avon, where it hangs in the Town-hall. He is leaning

against a pedestal, surmounted by a bust of Shakspeare, which
he encircles with one arm : the background is a favourite

haunt in Garrick's retreat at Hampton.
Hazlitt wrote in the Morning Chronicle, of another por-

trait of Garrick (in the possession of General Wallis), this

picture "is as interesting as a piece of biography. He looks

much more like a gentleman than in Reynolds's tragi-comic

representation of him. There is a considerable lightness and
intelligence in the expression of the face, and a piercing

vivacity about the eyes, to which the attention is imme-
diately directed."

Gainsborough told the writer of Garrick's memoh, in the

obituary of the Gentleman's Magazine, that he never found any
portrait so difficult to hit as that of Mr. Garrick ; for, when
he was sketching the eyebrows, and thought he had hit

upon the precise situation, and looked a second time at his

sitter, he found the eyebrows lifted up to the middle of his

forehead ; and when he looked a third time, they were dropped,

like a curtain, close over the eye,—so flexible was the coun-

tenance of the great actor.

GAINSBOROUGH A MUSICIAN.

Our painter gave all the hours of intermission in his pro-

fession to fiddles and rebecs. His musical taste was very

great; and he himself thought he was not intended hy Nature

for a painter, but for a musician. Happening to see a theorbo

in a picture of Vandyke's, he concluded it must be a fine

instrument. He recollected to have heard of a German pro-

fessor ; and, ascending to his garret, found him dining on
roasted apples, and smoking his pipe, with his theorbo beside

him. " I am come to buy your lute—name your price, and
here's your money." " I cannot sell my lute." " ISTo, not for

a guinea or two ;—but you must sell it, I teU. you." " My
lute is worth much money—it is worth ten guineas." " Aye,

that it is !—see, here's the money." So sayuig,^he took up
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tlie instrument, laid do"v^Ti tlie price, went half-way dovni

stairs, and returned. " I have done but haK my errand

;

what is your lute worth, if I have not your book 1 " " What
book, Master Gainsborough ?

" " Why, the book of airs you
have composed for the lute." " Ah, sir, I can never part

with my book !
" " Poh ! you can make another at any time—^this is the book I mean—there's ten guineas for it—so,

once more, good day." He went down a few steps, and re-

turned again. '^ What use is your book to mo if I don't

understand it ?—and your lute, you may take it again, if you
won't teach me to play on it. Come home "with me, and give

me the first lesson." " I will come to-morrow." " You must
come now." " I must dress myself" " For what ? You are

the best figure I have seen to-day." " I must shave, sir."

" I honour your beard." " I must, however, put on my wig."
" D—n your wig ! your cap and beard become you ! Do you
think if Vandyke was to paint you, he'd let you be shaved 1

"

In this manner Gainsborough frittered away his musical

talents ; and though possessed of ear, taste, and genius, he

never had application enough to learn his notes. He scorned

to take the first step—the second was of course out of his

reach—the summit became unattainable.

"THE PAINTER'S EYE."

Gainsborough was very successful in repartee. He was
once examined as a witness on a trial respecting the ori-

ginality of a picture, when a counsel endeavoured to puzzle

him by saying, " I observe you lay great stress on a painters

eye—what do you mean by that expression ? " "A painter's

eye," answered Gainsborough, "is to him what a lawyer's

tongue is to you."

GAINSBOROUGH AND HIS FRIEND THICKNESSE.

Although the painter's Bath friend was governor of Land-

guard Tort, and a man of proud pretension, Gainsborough

found that money would not be unwelcome in his friend's

household, and he appears to have taken a singular and deli-

cate mode of lending his assistance. Thicknesse relates that

amoncj the instruments of music which Gainsborough loved

was the viol-di-gamba, and Mrs. Thicknesse had one, made in

the year 1612, on wliich she played with much skill and
efiect. He appeared one evening to be exceedingly charmed

with the instrument, and said : "I love it so much, that I
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would •wiUingly give an hundred guineas for it." Site desired

him to stay to supper : she placed the viol-di-gamba beside

him ; he took it up, and played in a maimer so masterly, that

Mrs, Thicknesse said :
" You deserve an instrument on which

you play so well ; and I heg your acceptance of it, on the

condition that you will give me my husband's picture to

hang beside the one which you painted of me." The artist

acquiesced : the viol-di-gamba was sent to him next morning

;

he stretched a canvas, took one sitting of some fifteen minutes'

duration, and then laid it aside for other works. The lady

was incensed, and the husband remonstrated ; Gainsborough
returned the viol-di-gamba, and never touched the picture more.

Such is the story of Thicknesse : the family version com-
municated to Allan Cunningham* by a lady, who had it from
Mrs. Gainsborough herself, is somewhat different. The
painter (according to this account,) put one hundred guineas
privately into the hands of Mrs. Thicknesse for the viol-di-

gamba ; her husband, who might not be aware of what passed,

expressed his wish for the portrait, and obtained what he con-

ceived to be a promise that it should be painted. This double
benefaction, however, was more than Gainsborough had con-

templated : he commenced the portrait, but there it stopped
;

and, after a time, resenting some injurious expressions from
the lips of the Goveruor, the artist sent him the picture,

rough and unfinished, and returned also the viol-di-gamba.

Thicknesse sent back the portrait, with a note, requesting
Gainsborough to tajie his brush, and first rub out the counte-
nance of the truest and warmest friend he ever had ; and
having so done, then blot him for ever from his memory.

However, when Gainsborough removed from Bath to

London, Thicknesse followed him, and affected to fear his
chance in the great world. It was the old story of the spangle
on the lion's tail. Thicknesse urged Lord Bateman to patronise
the painter, to which the Governor had the vanity to ascribe

much of Gainsborough's success—although he had already
painted many noble pictures, and had exhibited them for

thirteen years in succession in the Eoyal Academy.

GAINSBOROUGH AND HOUBRAKEN'S HEADS.

When Gainsborough became a pupil of ^Ir. Gravelot, under
his instructions, he drew most of the ornaments which deco-
rate the illustrious Heads admirably engraved by Houbrakem

* Lives of British Painters, vol. i. p. 343.

M
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ADVANTAGE OF A HANDSOME SITTER.

Soon after Gainstorough. came to London, he applied to

Major James Johnston, of the 1st or Eoyal Dragoons, re-

questing him, as a great faYOur, to sit for his portrait, in order

to bring himself into vogue—which he did ; and he being a

great favourite with the fair sex, and so handsome and fashion-

able at the time, the picture had the desired effect : after it

had been exhibited the usual time, Gainsborough made Major

Johnston a present of it, and it is now in the possession of

Sir Alexander Johnston.

—

Note to Walpole, hy Cunningham.

GAINSBOROUGH AND THE CARRIER.

One of the painter's acquaintances in Bath was Wiltshere,

the public carrier, a kind and worthy man, who loved Gains-

borough, and admired his works. In one of his landscapes,

he wished to introduce a horse, and as the carrier had a very

handsome one, he requested the loan of it for a day or two,

and named hi^ purpose ; his generous neighbour bridled it

and saddled it, and sent it as a present. The painter was

not a man to be outdone in acts of generosity: he painted

the waggon and horses of his friend, put his whole family

and himself into it, and sent it, well-framed, to Wiltshere,

with his kind respects. It is considered a very capital per-

formance. From 1761, when Gainsborough began to exhibit

his paintings at the Eoyal Academy, till his removal from

Bath in 1774, Wiltshere was annually employed to carry his

pictures to and from London :
* he took great care of them,

and constantly refused to accept money, saying :
" iSTo, no !

I admire painting too much ;" and plunged his hands in his

pockets to secure them against the temptation of the offered

pajTnent. Perceiving, however, that this was not acceptable

to the proud artist, the honest carrier hit upon a scheme

which pleased both. " A^\Tien you think," said he, " I have

carried to the value of a little painting, I beg you will let me
have one, sir ; and I shall be more than paid." In this coin

the painter paid Wiltshere, and overpaid him. When Allan

Cunningham wrote the above, Wiltshere's son was stiU. in

possession of several of these pictures, among which was a

portrait of the Parish Clerk of Bradford, very Eembrandtish.

* John Britton, in 1801, saw, in a house in the Circus, more than

Eity of Gainsborough's paintmgs and sketches.
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GAINSBOROUGH'S MODELLING.

Gainsborough, modelled very rapidly, and with great fidelity.

Thicknesse relates, that after returning home from a concert at

Bath, where he had been charmed by Miss Linley's voice, ho

sent his servant for a bit of clay from the small-beer barrel,

with which he modelled and then coloured Miss Linley's head,

and that in a quarter of an hour, in such a manner that it

seemed superior to his paintings. Mr. Leslie had in his pos-

session, some years ago, an exquisite plaster cast of a head of

Miss Linley, from a clay model by Gainsborough, probably

the above. He would now and then mould the face of his

friends in miniature, finding the material in the wax candles

burning before him : and the models were as perfect in their

resemblance as his portraits.

RETURN OF GAINSBOROUGH TO LONDON.-SCHOMBERG
HOUSE, PALL MALL.

Li the summer of 1774, Gainsborough returned to the

metropolis, nearly thirty years having elapsed since he left

the studio of Ha}mian. An old race of artists had passed

away, and a new race had succeeded ; and West, Barry, and
Fuseli were following in the track already struck out by
Hogarth, by Wilson, and by Eeynolds.

Gainsborough was now in possession of a splendid income,

high in fame. He rented at 300^. a-year part of Schomberg
House, in Pall Mall,—another portion being occupied by
John Astley, "the Beau," a portrait-painter of little merit.

Before Gainsborough had been many months in London,
George III. and Queen Charlotte sat to him for their por-

traits. Peers and commoners followed so rapidly that he

could not satisfy his sitters. One disappointed gentleman

inquired of the Painter's porter, in a voice loud enough to be

overheard, "Has that feUow Gainsborough finished my por-

trait?" Ushered into the painting-room, he beheld his pic-

ture, approved of it, and desired it might be sent home at

once, adding, " I may as well give you a cheque for the other

fifty guineas." " Stay a minute," said Gainsborough, "it just

wants a finishing stroke;" and snatching up a background

brush, he dashed it across the smiling features, indignantly

exclaiming, " Sir, where is my fellow now?"
In 1777, Gainsborough contributed several Portraits to the

m2
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Academy, besides a large Landscape, " in the style of Euliens,"

says "Walpole, "and by far tli'e finest landscape ever painted

in England, and equal to the great masters."

The Painter (says Fnlcher,) was now in the zenith of his

fame. Eminent churchmen, lawyers, statesmen, players,

dramatists, sailors, naturalists—Peimant, Howe, Sheridan,

Edwin, Burke, Skinner, Hurd, were among his sitters. He
had also painted Blackstone, and Clive, and Paul Whitehead

;

iand the hterary negro, Ignatius Sancho.

Schomberg House, on the south side of Pall Mall, was

built about 1650, and is named after the Duke of Schomberg,

who was killed at the battle of the Boyne. It was next

inhabited by his son. The house was taken by the Duke
of Cumberland, "the hero of CuUoden," in 1760. The
bas-relief of Painting over the central door was set up by
Astley, the painter : of the caryatidal figures supporting

the j)ortieo we do not know the artist. Astley divided the

house into three ; he lived in the centre himself, and

Gainsborough in the western wing : he died in a second-floor

chamber. Cosway, the miniature painter, succeeded Astley

in the centre. Attempts were made to sack and burn the

premises in the Eiots of 1780. Part of the house was

subsequently occupied by Bowyer, for his Historic Gallery

;

and by Dr. Graham, the quack, for his "Celestial Bed,"

and other impostures. Payne and Foss, the booksellers,

lived here till 1850, The uniformity of this fine specimen of

a ducal mansion of the seventeenth century has been spoiled

by the eastern wing being taken down, and rebuilt in another

style ; but GainsborougJi s wing remains.

PAINTINGS BY GAINSBOROUGH, IN SCHOMBERG HOUSE.

A tradition long existed that Gainsborough had executed

&omQ frescoes upon the walls of Schomberg House during his

occupancy of that historic mansion. In 1857, those so-called

frescoes, completely begrimed with gas fuligen, were removed
from the plaster, and being hned with canvas, proved to be

capital oil-paintings, representing pleasing landscapes by this

great master, when in all the ease and potency of his brush.

They were originally four in number ; but a change having

been made in the interior construction of the house, at the

time of the imposition of the Window Tax, one picture was
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destroyed. Three remamed, and two of them being lined and
cieaned are interesting and unexpected reminiscences of the
master. Xo evidence exists as to the subjects—they are pre-

sumed to be "compositia." Both represent mountainous
landscapes, with water in the foreground. One of them, with
a waterfall, is distinguished by a most masterly breadth of
touch and knowledge of effect ; the other is of a more quiet,

confined, and pastoral character, with a fine golden tone,

balanced by sky slightly diapered with that substance which
has received the name of arbor Graecum. They are not
cabinet pictures, but architectural decorations to be looked at

from the distance of eight or ten feet, and were probably
thrown off with ease and rapidity. Still, the harmony of

tone, and the handling of the brush, show all the spirit of

a true master.

GAIXSBOROUGH AXD REYNOLDS.

Soon after Gainsborough settled in London, Sir Joshua
Eeynolds thought himself bound in civiHty to pay him a visit.

Gainsborough took not the least notice of the call for some
years, but at length returned it, and solicited Ee^Tiolds to sit

for his picture. Sir Joshua sat once ; but being soon after-

guards atflicted by slight paralysis, he was obliged to go to

Bath. On his return to town, perfectly restored to health, he
;ent word to Gainsborough, who only replied that he was glad
'.0 hear he was well ; and never after desired him to sit, or

called upon him, or had any other intercourse with him until

he was dpng, when he sent and thanked hinn for the very
handsome manner in which he had always spoken of him—

a

circumstance which the President has thought worth record-

ing in his Fourteenth Discourse. Gainsborough was so en-

amoured of his art, that he had many of the pictures he was
then working upon brought to his bedside to show them to

Reynolds, and flattered himself that he should live to finish

them. This was related by Sir Joshua to Malone.
Reynolds once observed to Xorthcote, after attentively look-

ing at a picture by Gainsborough, " I cannot make out how
he produces liis effect ;

" and Gainsborough, when looking at

several of Reynolds's works, in company with Sir George
Beaumont, exclaimed, as he glanced from one to another,
" D—n him, how various he is !

"
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"THE BLUE BOY.'*

This celebrated picture, a full-length portrait of a son of

Mr. Buttall, was painted by Gainsborough in 1779, to con-

trovert a point of art. Sir Joshua Eeynolds had maintained,

in one of his Discourses, that " the masses of light in a picture

should be always of a warm mellow colour, yellow, red, or a

yellowish-white ; and that the blue, the grey, or the green

colours, should be kept almost entirely out of these masses, and

be used only to support and set off these warm colours." To
refute the President's objection to blue in the mass, Gains-

borough pamted Master Euttall in a blue dress ; in spite of

w^hich, says Dr. AVaagen, " Gainsborough has succeeded in

producing a harmonious and pleasing effect ; nor can it be

doubted that in the cool scale of colours, in which blue acts

the chief part, there are very tender and pleasing harmonies,

which Sir Joshua, with his way of seeing, could not appreciate.

On the whole, too, he may be so far right that painters would
certainly do well to avoid the use of pure, unbroken blue in

large masses." Mr. Leslie, in his Handbookfor Young Painters,

"agrees with the opinion of Sir Thomas Lawrence, that

in this picture the difficulty is rather ably combated than

vanquished. Indeed, it is not even fairly combated, for

Gainsborough has so mellowed and broken th^ blue with

other tints, that it is no longer that pure blue colour Sir Joshua

meant ; and after all, though the picture is a very fine one, it

cannot be doubted that a warmer tint for the dress would
have made it still more agreeable to the eye." This fine

picture is in the Grosvenor Gallery ; with a Cottage Door and
a Coast Scene, by Gainsborough. At Mr. ButtalFs death, the

Blue Boy was purchased by Mr. IS'esbitt ; thence it passed to

Mr. Hoppner, the painter, who sold it to the first Earl

Grosvenor. The Bishop of Ely has a finished sketch of the

Blue Boy ; and Mr. Charles Eord, of Bath, has the original

sketch in oil—dress unfinished.

SEVERE CRITICISM.

Gainsborough painted two portraits of Mr. Bate, then editor

of the Mornhig Post, and subsequently Sir Bate Dudley, Bart.

In the second portrait, he is standing in a garden with hit?

dog—a work of great beauty of design and handling. It is
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said that a political opponent of Dudley remarked on this

picture, that " the man wanted execution, and the dog wanted
hanging."

" GIEL AND PIGS."

The expression of truth and nature in this picture hy
Gainsborough, (remarks JSTorthcote,) were never surpassed
Sir Joshua was struck with it, though he thought Gainsborough
ought to have made the girl a beauty. Eeynolds, indeed, be-

came the purchaser of the painting at one hundred guineas,

Gainsborough asking but sixty. During its exhibition, it

attracted the notice of a countrjTiian, who remarked, "They
be deadly like pigs, but nobody ever saw pigs feeding together
but what one on 'em had a foot in the trough."

MRS. SIDDOXS' XOSE.

Li 1784, Mrs. Siddons, "then in the prime of her glorious

beauty, and in the full blaze of her popularity," sat to Gains-
borough. The portrait is a three-quarters length : she is

seated; her face appears rather more than in profile; she
wears a black hat and feathers, and a blue and buff striped

silk dress—in a mass resembling dark sea-water with sunshine
on it. Two years before the death of Mrs. Siddons she was
seen by IVIrs. Jameson seated near her picture ; it was like

her still, at the age of seventy. Gainsborough, however,
found some difficulty in delineating her features—the nose
especially ; after repeatedly altering its shape, he exclaimed,

" Confound the nose, there's no end to it!"

This year, the Council refusing to hang a picture by Gains-
borough agreeably to his wishes, he resolved never again to

send any paintings to the Academy, and he kept his word.
He then opened an exhibition of his own at his house in
Pall MaU, but with little success.

GAINSBOROUGH'S WOODMAN, SHEPHERD BOY, COTTAGE
DOOR, AND COTTAGE GIRL.

The first of these famous pictures, which won especial

praise from George III., remained unsold until after Gains-

borough's death, although only his portrait price, one hundred
guineas, was demanded. Lord Gainsborough then became its

purchaser for the sum of 500 guineas : the painting was sub-

sequently burnt at Eaton Park. Peter Simon's print, and Mr.
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Lane's copy of the sketch, show the great merit of the work.

The terror of the Woodman, the fear of the dog crouching

close to its master, yet unable to turn its face from the

descending rain and lightning's flash,—with Gainsborough's

powerful colouring, must have been truly splendid. The
painter made a model of the Woodman's head from the man
who stood for the picture. IS"orthcote thought the Shepherd's

Boy in the Shower very superior to the Woodman. HazUtt

says :
" What a truth and beauty is there ! He (the Shep-

herd boy) stands with his hands clasped, looking up with a

mixture of timidity and resignation, eyeing a magpie chatter-

ing over his head, while the wind is rustling in the branches.

It is like a vision breathed on the canvas."

The Cottage Door represents a cottage-matron, with an

infant in her arms, and several older children playing around

her. The close-wooded nook, and the glimpses of knoUs and

streams through the trees, are beautiful ; and the work has

uncommon breadth and mass, with richness of colouring, a

sort of brown and glossy goldemiess, common in the works of

the artist.

The Cottage Girl, with her Dog and Pitcher, says Mr.

Leslie, " is unequalled by anything in the world. I recollect

it in the British Gallery, forming part of a very noble assem-

blage of pictures, and I could scarcely look at or think of any-

thing else in the rooms. This inimitable work is a portrait,

and not of a peasant child, but of a young lady who appears

also in the picture of the girl and pigs, which Sir Joshua

purchased."

GAINSBOROUGH'S SENSITIVENESS.

Sir George Beaumont used to relate that he, Sheridan^ and

Gainsborough, had dined together, and the latter was more

than usually pleasant and witty. They agreed to have another

day's enjoyment, and an early day was named when they

should dine again together. They met, but a cloud had

descended on the spirit of Gainsborough, and he sat silent,

with a look of fixed melancholy, which no wit could dissipate.

At length, he took Sheridan by the hand, led him out of the

room, and said, " Now, don't laugh, but listen. I shaU die

soon—I know it—I feel it—I have less time to live than my
looks infer, but for this I care not. What oppresses my
mind is this—I have many acquaintances and few friends

;

and as I wish to have one worthy man to accompany me to
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the grave, I am desirous of bespeaking jou—will you come—

•

aye or no 1" Sheridan could scarcely repress a smile as lie

made the required promise : the looks of Gainsborough cleared

up like one of his own landscapes ; throughout the rest of the

evening his wit flowed, and his humour ran over, and the

minutes, like those of the poet, winged their way with plea-

sure.

—

Allan Cunningham.

GAINSBOROUGH'S GENEROSITY.

The painter had a most feeling heart, and strong sympathy

with misfortune. Thus, we find him, on being shown a letter

from a fallen and forsaken woman, turning back on his way
to the theatre, to send the poor supplicant a five pound note.

If he selected for painting a child from a cottage, all the

inmates generally participated in the profits of the picture
;

and some of them frequently found in his house a permanent

abode. His liberality was not confined to this alone : needy

relatires and unsuccessful friends were further incumbrances

on a spmt which could not deny. "Scheming Jack" was

often supplied Avdth money, and whenever he visited London,

Schomberg House was his home.

Money and pictures were alike bestowed inconsiderately.

Fulcher relates that he presented twenty cbawings to one

lady, who was so ignorant of their value that she pasted tliem

on the wall of her dressing-room ; and he gave Colonel

Hamilton the Boy at the Stile for playing a solo on the violin.

DEATH OF GAINSBOROUGH.

In. February, 1788, the trial of "Warren Hastings lured

Gainsborough from his easel. Sitting in Westminster Hall,

with his back to an open window, he suddenly felt something

inconceivably cold touch his neck. It was accompanied with

stiffness and pain. On his return home, his wife and his

niece saw on his neck a mark, about the size of a shilling,

hard to the touch, and which, he said, still felt cold. Mrs.

Gainsborough became alarmed, and called in Dr. Heberden
and Mr. John Hunter. They declared it to be only a swelling

in the glands, which the warm weather would remove. Little

was thought of the malady, and Gainsborough went, for

change of air and scene, to his cottage at Richmond. He
grew worse, and returned to town ; and suppuration having

taken place, Mr. Hunter aclmowledged the protuberance to
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be a cancer. " K this be a cancer,'' said Gainsborough to

!Mrs. Gibbon, who had arrived from Bath, " I am a dead man."

Other medical men confirmed Mr. Hunter's opinion ; and
Gainsborough then, "with perfect composure, proceeded to

arrani^e his atiairs.

Towards the close of July, Gainsborough rapidly became
worse. He now felt there was one whom he had not treated

with courtesy—it was Sir Joshua Eeynolds ; and to hin he
wrote, desiring to see him once more before he died. "If
any little jealousies had subsisted between us," says Eejiiolds,

" they were forgotten in those moments of sincerity ; a:id he

turned towards me as one who was engrossed by the same
pursuits, and who deserved his good opinion by being sensible

of his excellence." The two gi-eat Paintei-s were idone in the

chamber at Schomberg House : Gainsborough said he did not

fear death, but regretted lea\'iug his art, more especially as he

now began to see what his deficiencies were. His words
began to fail, and the last he uttered to Eepiolds were: "AYe
are all going to Heaven—and Vandyke is of the coiLpany."

A few days after, on August 2, 1788, in the sixty-second year

of his age, Gainsborough died.*

Other accounts state that the occasion of Gainsborough's

death was a wen in the neck, which grew internally, and so

large as to obsti-uct the passages. After death, the part was
opened, the excrescence examined and replaced.

According to Gainsborough's own wish, he was buried in

Kew churchyard, on the south side of the church, near the

grave of his iriend Joshua Kii-by. On August 9, Gains-

borough's remains were borne from his house in Pah Mall to

Kew. His nephew, !Mr. Dupont, attended as chief mourner.

The pall was borne by Sir Joshua Eeynolds, Sir William
Chambers, "West, Bartolozzi, Paul Sandby, and ]Mr. Cotes.

Among the mourners were T .in ley, the musical composer
;

Meyer, the miniature-painter ; Kirby's son-in-law, Mr.

Trimmer ; and, faithfid. to his compact, Eichard Brinsley

Sheridan. In the same grave are interred Gainsborough's

wife and nephew. The stone has neither arms nor ornament,

as the painter expressly desired; but it appears to have been
necrlected."O*

* He died in possession of 56 of his pictures and 148 drawings, which
were exhibited at Schomberg House, in the year after his death, and
subsequently sold. Gainsborough is said never to have put his name to

any picture.
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"Wlien Sir Eichard Pliillips visited the spot in his Morning'

i

Walk frvin London to Kevj, " Ah ! friend/' said ho to the

clerk's assistant who conducted him to the grave, " this is a

hallowed spot ; here lies one of Britain's favoured sons, whose

genius has assisted in exalting her among the nations of the

earth." "Perhaps it was so," said the man, ''but we know
nothing about the people buried, except to keep up their

monuments, if the family pay ; and perhaps, sir, you belong

to the family ; if so, I'll tell you how much is due." " Yes,

truly, friend," said Sir Richard, " I am one of the great

family bound to preserve the monument of Gainsborough

;

but if you take me for one of his relatives, you are mistaken."
" Perhaps, sir, you may be of the family, but were not in-

cluded in the will, therefore are not obligated." Sir Eichard

adds :
" T could not now avoid looking with scorn at the

fellow ; but, as the spot claimed better feelings, I gave him a

trifle for his trouble, and milrlly told him T would not detain

him.

"The monument being a plain one, and making no pal-

pable appeal to vulgar admiration, was disregarded by these

people ; for it is in death as in life, if you would excite the

notice of the multitude, you must in the grave have a splendid

mausoleum, or in walking the streets you must wear fine

clothes. It did not fall in the way of the untaught, on this

otherwise polite spot, to know that they have among them
the remains of tlce first Pointer of our National School, in

fancy pictures, and one of the fi/rst in the classes of landscape

and portrait ; a man who recommended himself as much by
his superiority as by his genius ; as much by the mode in

which his genius was developed, as by the perfection of his

works ; and as much by his amiable private character as by
his eminence in the chief of Panc}''3 Arts. Such a man was
Thomas Grainsborough, before whose modest tomb I stood !

"
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CHAEACTEPJSTICS, EETEOSPECTIVE OPIIS'IONS,

AND peeso:n'al TEAITS.

CHARACTER OF GAINSBOROUGH, BY REYNOLDS.

When Gainsborough had been lain in the grave about foui

months, Sir Joshua, in his Fourteenth Discourse, drew atten-

tion to the excellencies and defects of the deceased painter,

observing :
" If ever this nation should produce genius suffi-

cient to acquire to us the honourable distinction of an EngHsh

School, the name of Gainsborough will be transmitted to pos-

terity, in the history of the Art, among the very first of that

rising name."

Sir Joshua then refers to the customs and habits of Gains-

borough, and the causes of his excellence, the love which he

had for his art.

He had a habit of continnally remarking to those who hap

pened to be about him, whatever peculiarity of countenance,

whatever accidental combination of figure, or happy effects of

light and shadow occurred in prospects, in the sky, in walk-

ing the streets, or in company. If in his walks he found a

character that he liked, and whose attendance was to be ob-

tained, he ordered him to his house : and from the fields he

brought into his painting-room stumps of trees, weeds, and

animals of various kinds, and designed them, not from

memory, but immediately from the objects. He even framed

a kind of model of landscapes on his table, composed of

broken stones, dried herbs, and pieces of looking-glass, which

he magnified and improved into rocks, trees, and water.*

Sir Joshua then refers to Gainsborough's custom of paint-

ing by night, a practice very advantageous and improving to

an artist. "Another practice Gainsborough had, which is worth

mentioning, as it is certainly worthy of imitation : I mean his

* He made (says Jackson,) little laymen for human figures, he modelled

his horses and cows, and knobs of coal sat for rocks—nay, he carried

this so far, that he never chose to paint anjrthing from invention, when

he could have the objects themselves. The limbs of trees, which he

collected, would have made no inconsiderable wood-rick, and many an

ass has been led into his painting-room.
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manlier of forming all the parts of his picture together, the

"vrhcle going on at the same time, in the same manner as

Nature creates her works. Though this method is not un-

common to those who have been regularly educated, yet pro-

bably it was suggested to him by his own natural sagacity."

Eeynolds then briefly alludes to his last interview with

Gainsborough, and resumes :

" AYhen such a man as Gainsborough arrives to great fame,

without the assistance of an academical education, without

travelling to Italy, or any of those preparatory studies which
have been so often recommended, he is produced as an
instance how little such studies are necessary, since so great

excellence may be acquired without them. This is an infer-

ence not warranted by the success of any individual, and I

trust it will not be thought that I wish to make this use

of it."

Eeynolds then adverts to Gainsborough's method of hand-

ling, his habit of scratching.

"All these odd scratches and marks," he observes, "which,
on a close examination, are so observable in Gainsborough's

pictures, and which, even to experienced painters, appear

rather the effect of accident than design ; this chaos, this un-

couth and shapeless appearance, by a kind of magic, at a

certain distance assumes form, and all the parts seem to drop

into their proper places ; so that we can hardly refuse acknow-
ledging the full effect of dihgence, under the appearance of

chance and hasty negligence. That Gainsborough himself

considered this peculiarity in his manner, and the power it

possesses of exciting surprise, as a beauty in his works, I

think, may be inferred from the eager desire which vre know
he always expressed, that his pictures, at the Exhibition,

should be seen near as well as at a distance."

PORTRAITS BY GAIXSBOROUGH.

Among the famous portraits of famous men, painted by
Gainsborough at Bath, was the first Lord Camden, a kind
friend to the artist ; Cramer, the metallurgist, the gilt

buttons of whose coat are rendered with appropriate truthful-

ness; and the authors of Pamela and the Sentimental Journey.

To Sterne's picture we may apply the words of Tristram
Shandy : " Eeynolds himself, great and graceful as he was,

might have painted it." Eichardson's head is a splendid
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performance ; the parted lips and animated face seem to indi-

cate that lie must, when taken, have been discoursing on a

favourite subject. Mr. Fulcher, whose Life we quote, adds :

" it is said that Chatterton also sat to Gainsborough, and that

the portrait of the marvellous boy, with his long flowing hair

and child-like face, is a master-piece."

Upon the latter, a BristoHan correspondent of JV^oies and
Queries, Second Series, 'No. 35, states this presumed portrait

was not painted for Chatterton, but some youth in Bristol,

name unknown, and that it was picked up at an old-clothes

shop in the Pithay, in that city. It has been also proved
to be the son of a Mr. Morris, who painted it, the name
upon the back having been altered to Chatterton. Mr.
Fulcher received his information from a Mr. JSTaylor, the pos-

sessor of the portrait : it reached down to the boy's waist

:

he is dressed in green, apparently a charity-coat ; this is

worthy of note, for Chatterton was placed at Colston's

Charity School, and remained there till July 1, 1767, when
he had not quite attained the age of fifteen ; so that, while

he was in the garb of a charity-scholar, Chatterton viay have
sat to Gainsborough.

Gainsborough painted several portraits of himself, two of

which stood in his gallery at the time of his death, but with

their faces modestly turned towards the wainscot. Miss

Gainsborough gave one to the Eoyal Academy,—its members
presenting her with a silver vase, designed by West, " as a

token of respect to the abilities of her Father." This vase is

now in the possession of the painter's great-nephew, the Eev.

Gainsborough Gardiner, of Worcester.

—

(Fulche7\)

Two of his finest female portraits (whole lengths) are in

the Dulwich Gallery : Mrs. Sheridan and Mrs. Tickell. jVIrs.

Sheridan was Maria Linley, the first wife of R. B. Sheridan.

Madame D'Arblay said her beaut}'- surpassed almost any she

had ever seen, and Eeynolds thought it nearly divine. Gains-

borough, we have related, modelled JMaria Linley, at Bath

;

he had often watched the wondrous grace of her light form

;

he had been charmed with the gentleness, the modesty, and
feminine sweetness, of her who was "half-way between a

woman and an angel."

All our living princes and princesses in Gainsborough's

time were painted by him, the Duke of York excepted, of

whom he had three pictures bespoken.

Gainsborough painted, under interesting circumstances,
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Master Heathcote, a little boy four years of age, holdmo- in
one hand Ms black liat and feathers, and in the other a
bunch of flowers. The painter chanced to be on a visit at
Bath, when a destructive sickness was raging in difierent

parts of the kingdom. The parents of Master Heathcote,
having lost their other children by the epidemic, were anxious
to secure a portrait of the one yet spared to them. They
applied to Gainsborough, who declined, as he had visited
Bath for recreation ; but, on hearing the circumstances of the
case, he requested Mrs. Heathcote to let him see her son.

The next morning, the boy, dressed in a plain white muslin
frock, with a blue sash, was taken to Gainsborough. "You
have brought him simply dressed," he said ; " had you
paraded him in a fancy costume, I would not have painted
him ; now I ^vill gladly comply ^ith your request."

Mr. Fulcher describes Gainsborough's portrait of Dr.
Schomberg as one of the finest pictures in the world : he is

looking towards the spectator, and is dressed in velvet, in
colour something between pink and crimson; the landscape
background is admirably painted.

DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES.

Of these Gainsborough made, perhaps, more than any
other artist, ancient or modem. Jackson had seen, at least,

one thousand, not one of which but possessed some merit, and
some in a transcendent degree. These were executed in oil and
water colours, in chalks—black, white, and coloured,—in lead-
pencil, sepia, bistre, and Indian ink. Many of these studies
were in black and white, applied thus : a small bit of sponge,
tied to a bit of stick, served as a pencil for the shadows, and
a small lump of whiting, held by a pair of tea-tongs, were the
instruments by which the high lights were applied,—a method
of execution to which a lady applied the appropriate epithet
of " mopping."

One of Gainsborough's finest drawings is a portrait of Pitt,
in crayons, purchased by the Earl of :N'ormanton at the sale
of Sir Thomas Lawrence's pictures : on the portrait Sir
Thomas had written the words, "unique and inestimable."
These studies were executed vrith marvellous rapidity, Mr.
Eichmond has a" head of young Dupont, in oil, wliich Thick-
nesse says, was painted in an hour, a work of most masterly
execution, equal to anything by Vandyke.

—

Fulcher.
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GAmSBOKOUGH'S SEA-PIECES.

He painted but four. "He never pretended/' observes

Jackson, " to the correctness of rigging, &c., but I have seen

some general effects of sea, sea-coast, and vessels, that have

been truly masterly." He usually introduced the sea and a

ship by way of background to liis portraits of sailors, as in

those of Admiral Yernon, Captain Augustus Hervey, and

Captain Roberts, the companions of Captain Cook in his last

voyage round the world. "In the Exhibition of 1781, he

had," says Walpole, " two pieces of land and sea, so free and

natural, that one steps back /or/ear of being splashed.''

GAmSBOEOUGH'S LANDSCAPES.

Finishing was not the painter's aim; for he usually painted

with a very long and very broad brush, stood very far from

his canvas, and in a room with very little hght. Portraits

were not his forte
;

yet, during fifteen years, he had contri-

buted to the Artists' Society and the Academy, about fifty

portraits, and but eleven landscapes, with some drawings.

"Gainsborough's landscapes," says Sir William Beechey,

" stood ranged in long lines from his hall to his painting-

room ; and they who came to sit for their portraits, for which

he was chiefly employed, rarely deigned to honour them with

a look as they passed." To the Exhibition of 1780, however,

Gainsborough contributed no less than five landscapes, which

Walpole has characterised as charming, very spirited, &c.,

" one especially is worthy of any collection, and of any painter

that ever existed."

The first master Gainsborough studied was Wynants, whose

thistles and dock-leaves he has frequently introduced into his

early pictures. The next was Ruysdael ; but his colouring

is less sombre, though the pencilling of the Englishman was

less accurate than that of the Fleming. He has sometimes

very happily seized upon the best manner of Teniers. In a

view of company in St. James's Park, he even excelled

Watteau.* He made Snyders his model for animals.

The late Sir WilUam Curtis was so warm an admirer of

* The View in the Mall of St. James's Parle, painted in 1786. North-

cote says :
" It is all in motion and in a flutter like a lady's fan. Wat-

teau is not half so airy." Most of the figures are portraits, and

Gainsborough has introduced himself, sketching the gay assemblage.
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Gainsborough's landscapes, that, during an iUness, he had

one hung in his chamber, that he might see it through th«^

opening of his bed-curtains.

Gainsborough's earlier landscapes are imitations of the

manner of Wynants ; they have the same clayey and sandy

grounds, and a similar arrangement of objects to that which

is seen in the smaller pictures of that eminent master. He
had a second manner, more original and more English, but

rather heavy. His last manner may be seen in. the Market

Cart and the Watering-place, in the l!fational and Vernon
Galleries. The Market Cart was purchased at Lord Gwydir's

sale, in 1828, for 1,102/. 10s. Lord Xorthwick possessed a

duplicate of this fine picture in his gallery at Cheltenham.

GAINSBOROUGH AXD LEE.

The appearance in Blackwood's Magazine of a critique on

the Eoyal Academy Exhibition, 1842, the writer of whicli

preferred Mr. Lee, RA., to Gainsborough, drew from JMr.

Euskin the following admirable expose of the critic's short-

comings in his craft. The controverted passage is :
" ' He

Qnh. Lee,) often reminds us of Gainsborough's best manner
;

but he is superior to him always in subject, composition,

and variety.'

" Shade of-Gainsborough !—deep-thoughted, solemn Gains-

borough—forgive us for re-writing this sentence ; we do so to

gibbet its perpetrator for ever, and leave him swinging in the

winds of the Fool's Paradise. It is with great pain that I

ever speak with severity of the works of living masters, espe-

cially when, like Mr. Lee's, they are well-intentioned, simple,

free from affectation or imitation, and evidently painted with

constant reference to nature. But I believe these quahties

will always insure him that admiration which he deserves

—

that there Avill be many unsophisticated and honest minds
always ready to foUow his guidance, and answer his efforts

with delight ; and therefore, that I need not fear to point out

in him the want of those technical qualities which are more
especially the object of an artist's admiration.

" Gainsborough's power of colour (it is mentioned by Sir

Joshua as his peculiar gift, ) is capable of taking rank beside

that of Rubens ; he is the purest colourist—Sir Joshua him-

self not excepted—of the whole English school ; with him,

in fact, the art of painting did in great part die, and exists
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not now in Europe. In management and quality of single

and particular tint, in the purely technical part of painting,

Turner is a child to Gainsborough. I^ow, Mr. Lee never
aims at colour : he does not make it his object in the shghtest

degree—the spring-green of vegetation is all that he desires

;

and it would be about as rational to compare his works with
studied pieces of colouring, as the modulation of the Calabrian

pipe to the harmony of a full orchestra. Gainsborough's

hand is as light as the sweep of a cloud—as swift as the flash

of a sunbeam ; Lee's execution is feeble and spotty. Gains-

borough's masses are as broad as the first division in heaven
of light from darkness ; Lee's (perhaps necessarily, consider-

ing the effects of flickering sunlight at which he aims) are as

fragmentary as his leaves, and as numerous. Gainsborough's

forms are grand, simple, and ideal ; Lee's are small, confused,

and unselected. Gainsborough never loses sight of his picture

as a whole ; Lee is but too apt to be shackled by its parts.

In a word, Gainsborough is an immortal painter ; and Lee,

though on the right road, is yet in the early stage of his art

;

and the man who could imagine any resemblance or point of

comparison between them, is not only a novice in art, but
has not capacity to be ever anything more. He may be
pardoned for not comprehending Turner, for long preparation

and discipline are necessary before the abstract and profound
philosophy of that artist can be met ; but Gainsborough's

excellence is based on principles of art long acknowledged,

and facts of nature universally apparent."

—

Notes to Preface to

Modern Painters, vol. i. second edition.
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HENEY FUSELI, E.A,

BIRTH AND PARENTAGE OF FUSELL

Henry Fiiessli (for such is the family name), the second

SOD of John Caspar Fuessli, was born Feb. 7, 1741, N. S., at

Zurich, in Switzerland, which place had been the native place

of his family for many generations. His father, John Caspar,

a painter of portraits and landscapes, was also distinguished

for his literary attainments. He married Elizabeth Waser,
and by this marriage he had eighteen children, three of whom
only reached manhood : Eodolph, who became a painter :

Henry ; and Caspar, well known for his able works on
entomology.

Henry received his early education from his mother ; and
he profited much by the society of Solomon Gessner, the poet

and painter, who was his godfather. Henry showed very
early a predilection for drawing and for entomology j but his

father designed bim for the clerical profession. He dis-

couraged the idea of his being an artist, probably from
thinking that he would never excel in the mechanical part

of painting ; for in youth he had so great an awkwardness of

hand, that when precious articles were showTi to visitors,

his father often said : "Take care of that boy, for he destro^'s

or spoils whatever he touches." He always spoke of his age
with reluctance. Once, when pressed about it, he peevishly

exclaimed :
'' How should I know ? I was born in February

or March— it was some cursed cold month, as you may guess

from my diminutive stature and crabbed disposition."

!N"otwithstanding sore discouragement, young Fuseli bought
with his pocket-money candles, pencils, paper, &c., in order

to make drawings when his parents believed him to be
in bed. Some of these early sketches are still preserved

;

and among them is one of " Orestes pursued by the Furies,"

telling the story wonderfully for a boy eleven years of age.

n2
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His rapidity in making drawings and caricatures was sur-

prising : the better to escape observation, be drew with his

left Iiandy a practice which made him ambidextrous through

life.

Fuseli was placed at the Caroline College, in Zurich, where
he had for his friends Lavater, Usteri, Toman, Jacob, and
Felix Hess, names well known in German literature. He
studied hard—in fact, he was capable of any mental labour,

however severe. He was enamoured with the plays of

Shalispeare, and attempted to translate Macbeth into Ger-

man ; he read 'with avidity Eichardson's novels, Eousseau's

works, and the poetic flights of Dante aroused his feelings

and afforded subjects for his daring pencO..

Lavater said : iSTature designed him for a great orator.

FUSELI AN ENTOMOLOGIST.

Fuseli was an enthusiastic entomologist, and greatly

assisted his brother in collecting insects for his museum.
Mr. W. Eaddon relates that Fuseli once chided him for

apathy in the pursuit, and concluded by saying :
" "When

I was of' your age, T often went at two or three o'clock in

the morning into the corn-fields and woods to collect for my
brother, and many of the insects figured by him were from

my drawings." IS'or did this love of entomology leave the

Professor in the decline of life : for when he had delivered

his last lecture, and was descending from the rostrum, the

fi.rst inquiry he made was, " Where is Eaddon ? (his brother

entomologist.) Has he taken Atroj^os ? (the Death's-head

moth.)"

His great love of entomology induced him occasionally to

introduce.moths into his pictures ; these he painted wdth great

care and fidelity, and when much taken with the subject, he
made them frequently incongruous. Thus, in a picture of

Lycidas, from the passage in Milton,

Under the opening eyelids of the mom,
What time the grey-fly winds his siiltry horn,

where the shepherd and the shepherdess are only ten inches

in length, happening to find, in Mr. Johnson's garden at

Fulham, a beautiful moth, he was so delighted with it, that,

in spite of all propriety, and his better knowledge, he painted

it the size of nature, hovering above the figures ,with ex-

panded \vings. This singular appearance attracted the notice
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of the celebrated Dr. Jermer, who was also skilled in ento-

mology, and who, on being informed of the line it was in-

tended to illustrate, said, " No, no ; this is no grey-fly, but a

moth, and winds no horn ; it is a mute." Fuseli, who heard

this remark, knew well its accuracy, and therefore said

nothing.

FUSELI COMES TO ENGLAND.

In 1761, Fuseli entered into holy orders; he made some
attempts to bring about a better style of preaching at Zurich

;

but having written a pamphlet in conjunction with Lavater,

exposing the conduct of an unjust magistrate, to avoid his

vengeance, Euseli resolved to travel awhile. After visiting

Germany, he came to England, partly as an agent to establish

a literary communication between the latter country and his

native place. In London he was introduced to Mr. Coutts,

the banker ; and Millar and Johnson, the publishers. He
first took lodgings in Cranbourne-alley, to be near Mr. Coutts,

then residing in St. Martin's-lane. He was soon much em-

ployed as a translator, by the booksellers ; and among his

literary acquaintance were Falconer, the poet ; and Dr.

Smollett, for whose Peregrine Pickle Fuseli made several

drawings. He next became acquainted with Mr. Moser,

Keeper of the Eoyal Academy, and Mr. Kauffman, father of

Angelica, the painter. He then accepted the ofiice of tra-

velling tutor to Viscount Che^wton, but soon threw up his

charge, referring to which, in after life, he used to say, " The
noble family of Waldegrave took me for a bear-leader, but

they found me the bear." Fuseli, however, soon relinquished

the pen for the pencil.

FUSELI STUDIES ART,—HIS FIRST PICTURE.

In 1767, the high patronage of Artists, which led to the

formation of the Royal Academy, induced Fuseli to study

for a painter. He obtained an introduction to Mr. (after-

wards Sir Joshua) Reynolds, to whom he showed a portfolio

of drawings and etchings. Reynolds was much struck with

cheir style, grandeur, and original conception, and said to

Fuseli, " were he at his age, and endowed with the ability of

producing such works, if any one were to offer him an
estate of one thousand pounds a-year, on condition of being

anything but a painter, he would, without the least hesita-
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tion, reject the offer." With such encouragement from the

greatest painter of the age, Fuseli directed nearly the whole
of his attention to drawing ; and on the recommendation of

Reynolds, tried oil colours. His first picture was "Joseph
interpreting the dreams of the Butler and Baker of Pharaoh."

On showing this to Eeynolds, he remarked that " he might if

he would be a colourist as well as a draughtsman." This

picture Mr. Knowles describes as remarkably well-coloured,

and for a first attempt in oil, a surprising production.

VOLTAIRE CARICATURED.

In 1767, when Hume and Yoltaire were constantly attack-

ing Rousseau, Fuseli published anonymously a small volume

in defence of his countryman, and for this work he designed

the frontispiece. This represents in the foreground, Yoltaire,

booted and spurred, riding upon man, who is crawling upon
the earth ; in the back of the picture, justice and liberty are

gibbeted. Rousseau is witnessing Voltaire's pranks, and by
his attitude, seems to threaten disclosure. This work is now
very rare ; most of the impressions having been destroyed by
an accidental fire at Mr. Johnson's, the publisher, in Pater-

noster-row.

FUSELI AND DR. ARMSTRONG.

In 1769, Puseli, accompanied by Dr. Armstrong, (who wrote

the poem on The Art of Preserving Health, and whom he

met at Mr. Coutts's table, and had formerly known at Berlin,)

left London for Italy, intending to go to Leghorn by sea.

The voyage was long and tedious,—both the voyagers were

of naturally irritable tempers, and they finally quarrelled

about the pronunciation of an English word ; Fuseli pertina-

ciouslj'- maintaining that " a Swiss had as great a right to judge

of the correct pronunciation of English as a Scotsman ; " and
being driven by a gale of wind into Genoa, Fuseli and Arm-
strong parted in a mood far from friendly. Upon Fuseh's

return to England, he was reproved by Mr. Coutts for his

rudeness to the Doctor, who lay dangerously ill. The painter

called upon him, when he said : "So you have come back %
"

Fuseli replied: ''Yes; I have come home." Armstrong:
" Come, you mean to London !

* the needy villain's general

home ;' however, (putting out his hand,) I thank you for this

visit : you find me in bad plight ; but I am glad to see you
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again." They then conversed amicaLly ; but the Doctor did

not long survive the reconciliation.

FUSELI IN ROME.

Fuseli arrived in the seat of the fine arts early in 1770,

and set about studying its treasures, making the antique and

Michael Angelo his masters, and forming his style upon their

principles. He had, from his boyhood, admired Michael

Angelo in engravings, and he adored him now in his full and

undiminished majesty. It was a story which he loved to

repeat, how he lay on his back, day after day, and week
succeeding week, with upturned and wondering eyes, musing

on the splendid ceiling of the Sistine Chapel—on the unat-

tainable grandeur of the Florentine. He imagined that

he drank, as he lay, the spirit of the sublime Michael

;

and that by studying in the Sistine, he had the full advantage

of the mantle of inspiration suspended visibly above him.

He fulfilled the injunctions of Reynolds—^he ate, and drank,

and slept, and waked on Michael Angelo. He examined

living models, attended the school of anatomy, and used the

dissecting-knife, in order to trace the origin and insertion of

the outer layer of muscles of the human body. He rapidly

improved, and soon acquired boldness and grandeur of

drawing. His friends in England knew nothing of his pro-

gress untn 1774, when he sent to the Royal Academy Exhi-

bition, a drawing of the Death of Cardinal Beaufort, from

Shakspeare. In 1779, he sent to the Exhibition an oil

picture of a scene from Macbeth.

Fuseli left Rome in 1778. He was not very partial to the

modern Italians, who, he said, " were lively and entertaining,

but there was the slight drawback of never feeling one's life

safe in their presence." He then related :
" When I was one

day preparing to draw from a woman selected by artists for a

model, on account of her fine figure, on altering the arrange-

ment of her dress, I saw the hilt of a dagger in her bosom,

and on inquiring with astonishment what it meant, she drew
it, and quaintly answered, " Contre gl' impertinenti"

Although Fuseli's talents were highly appreciated in Italy,

he never obtained a diploma, or other honour, from any

academy : indeed, he refused all overtures made to him on

the subject ; for he considered the institution of academies

to be " symptoms of art in distress."
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Upon his return to England, he visited his native Zurich,

after an absence of sixteen years, and while there, painted
some pictures, including " The Confederacy of the Founders
of Helvetian Liberty," which he presented to the Senate
House.

FUSELI SETTLES IN LONDON.

Fuseli, on his return from the continent, took apartments

in the house of Mr. Cartwright, an artist, at 'No. 100, St.

Martin' s-lane. Among his early patrons were Lord Orford,

and Mr. Lock, of Norbury Park, and his son, Mr. William
Lock, jun. : and at the house of the latter he occasionally met
Sir Joshua Reynolds and Dr. Moore, author of Zeluco.

In 1788, on his marriage with Miss Rawlins, Fuseli

removed from St. Martin' s-lane, to No, 72, Queen Anne-
street, (now Foley-street,) where he painted most of the

pictures which form his "Milton Gallery." Early in 1790,

he was elected a Royal Academician, by a large majority over

Mr. Bonomi, the opposing candidate proposed and warmly
supported by Sir Joshua Reynolds, who, in consequence,

resigned the Presidency, but was unaltered in his kiudness to

Fuseli during the remainder of his life. Fuseli was elected

to succeed him in the Professorship of Painting, which office,

conjointly with that of Keeper of the Academy, he was per-

mitted to retain during the remainder of his life.

FUSELI AND COWPER'S " HOMER."

In 1 786, when Cowper was about to publish his translation of

Homer, Johnson, the publisher, sent a few lines of the manu-
script to Fuseli, who, unhesitatingly, made several alterations in

it. Johnson sent the MSS. to Cowper, without mentioning the

name of the critic, when the poet readily adopted the altera-

tions as improvements, and consented to Fuseli looking over

the whole translation. Upon this, Hayley remarks :
" It is

a singular spectacle to observe a foreigner, who has raised

himself to high rank in the arduous profession of a painter,

correcting, and thanked for correcting, the chief poet of

England, in his English version of Homer."
It is singular, that Fuseli never saw Cowper, nor did he

ever write to him, or receive a letter from him ; all communi-
cations being carried on either through General Cowper, the

relation of the poet, or Johnson, the publisher.
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RICHARDSON'S NOVELS.

Fuseli ever considered Eichardson a man of great genius,

and one who had a key to the hnman heart. He was very-

indignant, in the latter period of his life, with a gentle-

man who spoke contemptuously of Clarissa Harlowe. This

person said in his presence, " Ko one now reads the works of

Richardson." " Do they not ?
" said Tuseli, " then, by

G—d they ought. K people are tired of old novels, I

should be glad to know your criterion of books. If Eichardson

is old. Homer is obsolete. Clarissa XomQ is pathetic ; I never

lead it without crying like a child."

M. DAVID AND AND FUSELI.

"When, in 1802, Fuseli visited Paris, his society was much
courted by the principal painters of the French school.

David, whom he had kno'wn at Eome, paid him much atten-

tion, and wished to introduce him to the First Consul; this he,

however, declined, as well as many other civilities, for he
frequently said, "\\Tien he looked at David, he could not

divest his mind of the atrocities of the French Eevolution, nor

separate them from the part which he had then acted, for they

were stamped upon his countenance :" his face was disfigured

by a hare-lip.

FUSELI AND WEST.

Fuseli was, at no time of his life, an admirer of "West. At
his re-election to the chair of the Eoyal Academy, in 1803,

after a secession of twelve months, the votes for his return to

the office of President were unanimous, except one, which was
in favour of Mrs. Lloyd, (Miss Moser,) then an academician.

Fuseli was taxed by some of the members with having given

this vote, and answered, "Well, suppose I did; she is eligible

to the office, and is not one old woman as good as another '?

"

This year, Fuseli left Queen Anne-street and removed to

No. 1 3, Berners-street, which had been bnilt by Sir William
Chambers for his own residence. Here he remained until

December 1804, when he was elected Keeper of the Eoyal
Academy, !Mr. Eigaud being his competitor.

Northcoteand Opie voted against Fuseli, andbeingconscience-
stricken, not only on account of his abilities, but from having

received favours at his hands, they called upon him the day
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after the election to explain their motives. After having

heard them, he replied in his usual sarcastic manner, " I am
sorry you should have taken this trouble, because I shall lose

my character in the neighbourhood. When you entered my
house, the one must have been taken for a little Jew creditor,

the other for a bumbailiff ; so, good morning."

jSTorthcote painted animals of the brute creation with grea;

power. "WTien his picture of Balaam and the Ass was

exhibited at the Macklin Gallery, Xorthcote asked Fuseli's

opinion of its merits : he instantly replied, " My friend, you

are an angel at an ass, but an ass at an angel.^'

FUSELI'S ATTACHMENTS.

The youth, fine manly countenance, and conversational

talents of Fuseli, (says Knowles,) made a deep impression

upon most female hearts and minds. He was very susceptible

of the passion of love, and appears to have formed many
attachments. He was much enamoured of Angelica Kauff-

man, and thought much more of her personal charms than

her professional talents. Miss Mary Moser experienced the

influence of Fuseli's attentions, and she flattered herself that

the feelings which she had were mutual. Miss Wollstone-

croft avowed a passion for him which was not returned ; and

although he was thus favoured with the affections of more

ladies than one, until he met with the lady whom he married,

Miss Rawlins, of Bath Eaton, a curious perversity seems to

have prevented any of the attachments from being mutual.

When at Zurich, in 1779, his affections were gained by the

daughter of a magistrate, whom he calls in his correspondence
" Xanna "

: she was very accomplished, and her proficiency in

music is celebrated in a poem by Goethe ; but her father was

opulent and did not consider the connexion suitable for

his daughter : the disappointment drove Fuseli almost to

frenzy.

FUSELI AXD MRS. WOLLSTONECROFT.

Of all Fuseli's attachments, by far the most extraordinary

was his Platonic regard for Mary Wollstonecroft,* whom he

met, in 1790, at the table of Johnson, the publisher, and who
at the first interview conferred upon him the favour of her

* The lady, however, always asserted her right to be caUed Mrs.

Wollstonecroft.
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love. The French Eevolution was at this time inculcating

new notions of liberty, and Fuseli and Mary WoUstonecroft

were alike smitten : the lady went so far as to assert that the

new order of things had loosened all the old moral obligations,

and that marriage was but an idle ceremony to be easily dis-

posed of. Fuseli did not go so far ; but instead of repelling

the lady's ridiculous advances, he imagined himself possessed

with the pure spirit of Platonic love. Yet Mrs. Fuseli appears

to have had little serious cause for jealousy in the mutual

attachment. In her letters to Fuseli, Mary considered that

" she was designed to rise superior to her earthly habitation;"

and that she ''always thought, with some degree of horror, of

falling a sacrifice to a passion which may have a mixture of

dross in it." In Fuseli, she discovered one "possessed of

those noble qualities, that grandeur of soul, that quickness of

comprehension, and lively sympathy, which she fancied would
be essential to her happiness, if she entered into the married

state." But there was a bar to her hopes in this quarter—for

Fuseli was already married to the woman whom he loved.

Mary WoUstonecroft falsely reasoned with herself, and ex-

pressed to some of her intimate friends, that although Mrs.

Fuseli had a right to the person of her husband, she, Mrs.

WoUstonecroft, might claim, and for congeniality of sentiments

and talents, hold a place in his heart; for, "she hoped/' she

said, "to unite herself to his mind." Thenceforth she became

an admirer of his person, dressed fashionably, and even

took more elegant apartments. These advances availed but

little with Fuseli : he chiefly admired her talents, and she

complained of his coldness and neglect, for he allowed her

letters to be some days unopened in his pocket. At length,

Mrs. WoUstonecroft grew desperate, and told Mrs. Fuseli that

she wished to become an inmate of her family ;
" for," said

she, "I have such sincere affection for your husband, that I find

I cannot live without the satisfaction of seeing and convers-

ing with him daily." Mrs. Fuseli was alarmed, and not only

refused her solicitation, but instantly forbade her the house.

She then resolved to give up the chase, and wrote to Fuseli,

begging pardon " for having disturbed the quiet tenour of his

life," and at the close of 1792, left London for France. Here
she remained nearly two years and a half, and then returned

to London, and renewed her attack upon Fuseli, who, how-

ever, received her coldly ; she then wrote the following strange

letter to the persecuted painter :

—
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"WTien I returned from France, I visited you, Sir, but

finding myself, after my late journey, in a very different

situation, I vainly imagined you would have called upon me.

I simply tell you what I thought, yet I write not, at present,

to comment on your conduct, or expostulate. I have long

ceased to expect kindness or affection from any human
creature, and would fain tear from my heart its treacherous

sympathies. I am alone. The injustice, without alluding to

hope blasted in the bud, which I have endured, wounding
my bosom, have set my thoughts adrift into an ocean of pain-

ful conjectures. I ask impatiently what—and where is

truth 1 I have been treated brutally ; but I daily labour to

remember that I have still the duty of a mother to fulfil.

" I have written more than I intended,—for I only meant
to request you to return my letters : I wish to have them,

and it must be the same to you. Adieu !

" Mary."
'* Monday Morning,—To Mr. Ftiseli."

All communication then ceased between the parties until

after Mrs. Wollstonecroft's marriage with Mr. Godwin, the

author of Caleb Williams ; upon which event Fuseli wrote to

a friend, " You have not, perhaps, heard that the assertrix of

female rights has given her hand to the halancier of political

justice.''* Fuseli saw Mrs. Godwin but seldom : she died in

1797, after having given birth to a female child (Mrs. Bysshe

Shelley). Fuseli could not but feel much regret on the

occasion ; but as " grief does not give utterance to words," so

he hardly noticed the catastrophe in the postscript of a letter

to Mr. Roscoe, in these terms—" Poor Mary !

"

ILL-ASSORTED COMPANY.

Shortly after Mrs. Godwin's marriage, she invited Fuseli

to dinner, to meet Home Tooke, Curran, and Grattan, and

two or three other men of that stamp : he had no objection

to their political opinions, but as they engrossed the whole

conversation, and that chiefly on politics, he suddenly retired,

and joining Mrs. Godwin in the drawing-room, petulantly

said to her, " I wonder you invited me to meet such wretched

company."

* Alluding to God-\vin's Treatise on Political Justice, by which he is

chiefly known as a writer.
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FUSELI AND DR. JOHNSON.

Of jDhnson, whom Fuseli met at Sir Joshua Eejnolds's

table, he said :
" Johnson had, to a physiognomist, a good

face, but he was singular in all his movements ; he was'-not

so uncouth in appearance as has been represented by some
;

he sat at table in a large bushy wig and brown coat, and

behaved decently enough." On one occasion the conversation

turned upon ghosts and witches, in the existence of which he

believed, and his only argument was, that great and good

men in all times had believed in them. Fuseh's fingers

itched to be at Johnson, but he knew, if he got the better of

the argument, that liis celebrity was so great, it would not be

credited. "You know," he said, "that I hate superstition.

When I was in Switzerland, speaking with Lavater upon the

appearance of the spirit after death, it was agreed between us,

that if it were allowed by the Deity to visit earth, the first

who died should appear to the other ; my friend was the most

scrupulous man in existence, with regard to his word ; he is

dead, and I have not seen him."

Fuseli used to say :
" I always think in the language in

which I write, and it is a matter of indifference to me whether

it be in English, French, or Italian ; I know each equally

well ; but if- 1 wish to express myself with power, it must be

in German." For the pleasure of reading Sepp's work on

Insects, he gained late in life a competent knowledge of

Dutch : indeed, he had a peculiar facility of acquiring lan-

guages. He told Mr. Knowles, that, with his knowledge of

general grammar, and with his memory, six weeks of hard

study was sufficient time to acquire any language with which
he was previously unacquainted.

'THE NIGHTMARE."

In 1781, Fuseli painted his most popular picture. The
Nightmare., the drawing for which has the words, " St.

Martin' s-lane, 1781," T\Titten by him in the margin; it is

chiefly in black chalk, and is composed without the head of

the mare, which was an afterthought. The picture was sent

to the Exhibition in 1782 : it was sold for 20 guineas; it

was engraved by Burke, and published by J. E. Smith, who
acknowledged to have gained upwards of 500/. by the sale of

the prints, though sold at a low price. Dr. Darwin thus

described the subject

:
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So on his Nightmare, through the evening fog,

Flits the squab fiend o'er fen, and lake, and bog

;

Seeks some love-wilder'd maid with sleep oppress'd,

Alights, and giinning, sits upon her breast

—

Such as of late amid the murky sky,

Was marked by Fuseli's poetic eye

;

Whose daring tints, with Shakspeares happiest grace,

Gave to the airy phantom form and place

—

Back o'er her pillow sinks her blushing head.

Her snow-white limbs hang helpless from the bed

;

While with quick sighs, and sufibcative breath.

Her interrupted heart-pulse swims in death.

Fuseli painted, at different times, several variations of tliis

extraordinary picture,

Notwithstanding the apathy of the public, latterly towards

his works, Fuseli (says Haydon, his pupil,) had had his day.

His Nightmare was decidedly popular all over Europe.

Fuseli was paid 30Z. for the picture, and the engraver cleared

600Z. by the print.* His great works were from Milton. His

conception of Adam and Eve for pathos, and Uriel contem-

plating Satan for sublimity, have never been excelled by the

greatest painters of the greatest period of art either in Greece

or Italy. With a fancy bordering on frenzy, as he used to

say, the patience, humility, and calmness necessary for em-

bodying great conceptions in an art, the language of which,

in spite of all the sophistry about style and gusto, is unde-

niably grounded on a just selection and imitation of beautiful

nature, angered and irritated him. His great delight was

conception, not embodying«his conceptions, and as soon as he

rendered a conception intelligible to himself and others, by
any means, he flew off to a fresh one, too impatient to endure

the meditation required fully'to develope it.

His (Edipus and his Daughters is, however, a work of far

higher order. The desolate old man is seated on the ground

in dread of the coming vengeance of heaven, and his daughters

are clasping him wildly. " Pray, sir, what is that old man
afraid of?" said some one to Fuseli, when the picture was

exhibited. "Afraid, sir," exclaimed the painter, "why,

afraid of goiug to hell
!

"

"THE SHAKSPEAEE GALLERY.'*

This magnificent idea was started at the table of the nephew

of Alderman Boydell. Fuseli had long imagined a temple

* The smaller sums named on the preceding page, are correct.
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filled with pictures from our great dramatic poet. Boydell
cut the design down to working dimensions. Reynolds, on
receiving 5001., entered, though reluctantly, into the under-
taking ; but FuseH, with his heart in the subject, made no
preliminary stipulations, but prepared his palettes and began,
choosing the wildest passages from the most imaginative plays.

The Tempest, the Midsummer Night's Dream, King Lear,
and Hamlet, suggested the best of the eight Shakspearian
pictures which he painted ; and of these that from Hamlet is

the noblest. An eminent metaphysician, when he saw this

picture (Hamlet's Ghost), exclaimed, "Lord preserve me!"
He declared that it haunted him round the room.
The paintings which composed the Shakspeare Gallery

were supplied by various hands. The design was novel, and
was much praised, but its excellence was not felt by the
people at large. The superiority of Fuseh in poetic composi-
tion over all his compeers was, however, appreciated by the
judicious few.

"THE MILTON GALLERY."

This undertaking was meditated by Fuseli, while at Eams-
gate, in 1790, and originated from a commission of Johnson
to the artist to paint thirty pictures, of the sublime, the
pathetic, and the playful scenes, in Milton, for Cowper's pro-

jected edition of the poet's works. This did not appear ; but
Fuseli transferred the progress he had made to a scheme of
his own, which he thus broached to his friend Eoscoe, who,
in a previous letter, had made a comparison between his own
pursuits and those of Fuseli, who thus writes :

" JSTo doubt, I make the most advantageous figure on paper,

I am on a road of glory
;
you are only crawling about from

the white to the brown bed, I should not, however, be very
uneasy if I could, without a total situation of changej obtain
a little of that ' elbow-room ' for my mind, which it seems
you get by moving from a larger house to a smaller one.

i!^otwithstanding the success of my election at the Academy,
and of the pictures which I have painted for the Shakspeare
Gallery, my situation continues to be extremely precarious.

I have been and am contributing to make the public drop
their gold into purses not my own ; and though I am, and
probably shall be, fully employed for some time to come, the
scheme is hastening with rapidity towards its conclusion.
' There are,' says Mi'. West, * but two ways of working sue-
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cessfully, that is, lastingly, in this country, for an artist. The
one is to paint for the King ; the other, to meditate a scheme
of your own.' The first he has monopolised ; in the second
he is not idle ; witness the prints from English history, and
the late advertisement of allegorical prints to be published
from his designs by Bartolozzi. In imitation of so great a
man, I am determined to lay, hatch, and crack a egg for

myself too, if I can. What it shall be, I am not yet ready to

tell with certainty ; but the sum of it is, a series of pictures

for exhibition, such as Boydell's and Macklin's. To obtain

this, it will be necessary that I should have it in my power
to work without commission, or any kind of intermediate gain,

for at least three years ; in which time I am certain of pro-

ducing at least twenty pictures of diiferent dimensions. The
question is, what will enable me to live in the meantime?
With less than three hundred a-year certain, I cannot do.

My idea is to get a set of men (twenty, perhaps,—less, if

possible, but not more,) to subscribe towards it. Suppose
twenty pounds each annually, to be repaid either by small

pictures or drawings, or the profits of the exhibition, should
it succeed, of which there can be no very great doubt."

In 1797, six of Fuseli's intimate friends agreed to advance
him 300^. per annum, until the task was completed. These
generous patrons were Messrs. Coutts, Lock, Roscoe, G.

*

Steevens, 8eward and Johnson ; and Mr. Coutts, in addition,

presented Fuseli with 100/., under the injunction that his

name should not appear in the transaction. Eoscoe also

bought pictures by the artist to a considerable amount, and
induced his friends and connexions at Liverpool to make
purchases.

On May 20, 1799, the rooms in Pall Mall, formerly occu-

pied by the Royal Academy,* were opened for the exhibition

of the Milton Gallery : Fuseli renting the premises at 210^.

per annum. The exhibition consisted of forty pictures of

different sizes ; the following being the dimensions of some
of the principal ones : Satan starting from the touch of Ithu-

rieVs spear, and Satan calling up his Legions, each 13 feet by
12. Satan encountering Death, Sin interposing ; Adam and
Eve first discovered by Satan ; Satan flying up from Sin and
Death in his enterprise ; and The Vision of Noah ; each 1

3

feet by 10. Death and Sin bridging the waste of Chaos, and

* This house stood in Pall Mali, opposite Market-lane, leading to

St. James's Market, at the south west end of Norris-street.
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The Vision of the Lazar House, each 10 feet by 10. The Crea-
tion of Eve, Christ on the Pinnacle of the Temple, The Fall of
Satan, Adam resolved to share the Fate of Eve, and Eve at the

Tree of Knoivledge, each 10 feet by 7.

IVIr. Ejiowles describes the Vision of the Lazar-house as the

chef-d'oeuvre of the Gallery. It is a composition of seventeen

figures and parts of figures, in which the painter creates both
terror and pity in the spectator, by judiciously excluding
most of the objects represented by the poet as suffering under
bodily diseases calculated to create disgust, and confining

himself chiefly to the representation of the maladies of the
mind, which are so forcibly described by the passage,

—

Demoniac Pkrensy, moping Melancholy,
And. moon-struck Madness.

Fuseli shone not only in the grand, the sublime, and the

pathetic scenes, but also in the playful ones. Unfortunately

for Fuseli, some of the newspapers of the day were so inimical

to this Exhibition, that it was difficult for him to get them to

insert an advertisement ; and some well-timed luies which
Mr. Eoscoe wrote on the Milton Gallery, lay in the hands of

the editor of a popular journal for some weeks before he gave
them insertion.

Meanwhile, the whole of the money taken at the doors was
not adequate to the payment of the rent of the premises, and
the expenses incurred for advertisements and attendants.

Fuseli was dismayed, and said :
" I have dreamt of a golden

land, and sohcit in vain for the barge which is to. carry me to

its shore." But the consciousness of his own merit did not
allow him to sink under the disappointment ; he determined
to try the effect of another season, and laboured diligently

upon pictures to be then added to the Gallery.

Barry, who was Professor of Painting, had now rendered

himself so obnoxious to the Eoyal Academy, that they not

only dispossessed him of the chair as Professor, but expelled

him the Academy. Opie then intimated an intention of

offering himself as a candidate for the vacant Professorship
;

but on being told that Fuseli had the same intention, Opie
withdrew, saying :

" I would not have surrendered my pre-

tensions to any other artist but Fuseli," who was therefore

elected. " The power," says Mr. Elnowles, " which he had
displayed in the pictures of ' The Milton Gallery,' hi^s learn-

o
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ing, and well-known critical knowledge, were tlie causes

which influenced the Academicians in their choice."

The Gallery was reopened in 1800, hut did not attract i^e

puhlic ; notwithstanding the President, Council- and other

members of the Eoyal Academy gave some eclat to th,? exhibi-

tion by publicly dining in the Gallery : the seven additiojial

pictures were much admired ; but all that Fuseli got on -he

occasion, to use his own words, was " mouth honour."

Fuseli closed the Exhibition on July 18, 1800, saying to a

friend :
" I am fed with honour, and suffered to starve, if

they could starve me." The painter sometimes lounged in

the Gallery to hear the remarks of the visitors. He did not

brood over his failure, but bore it with good humour. One
day, a coarse-looking man left his party, and coming up to

him, said, " Pray, sir, what is that picture I " Puseh an-

swered, "It is the Bridging of Chaos ; the subject from
Milton." " ISTo wonder," said he, " I did not know it, for I

never read Milton ; but I will." " I advise you not," said

Fuseli, " for you'll find it a d—d tough job."

Fuself s friends, feeling his embarrassment by these unsuc-

cessful exhibitions, relieved him by becoming purchasers of

some of the pictures.

Sir Thomas La^\Tence, in his discourse as President of the

Eoyal Academy, December 10, 1823, said, in reference to the

Milton Gallery :
" The many sublime designs by the great

author of this, whose unapproached invention and high attain-

ments, enforce this tribute to living genius."

MK. COUTTS'S LIBERALITY TO FUSELI

For a period of sixty years, the opulent banker was the

unchangeable friend of the painter. He once waited on his

patron, and said, " I have finished the best of all my pictures

—the Lazar House—when shall I send it home ]
" " My

friend," said Coutts, " for me to take this picture would be a

fraud upon you and upon the world. I have no place in

which it could be fitly seen. Sell it to some one who has a

gallery—your kind offer is sufficient for me, and makes all

matters straight between us."

The apprehensions which Fuseli entertained of poverty

were frequently without cause, and Coutts, on such occasions,

was known to assume a serious look, and talk of scarcity of

cash, and of sufficient securities. Away flew Fuseli, mutter-
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ing oatlis and cursing all parsimonious men ; and having
found a friend, returned with him breathless, sapng, " There !

I stop your mouth with a security.'' The cheque for the

sum required was given, the security refused, and the grateful

painter went on his way. That Fuseli respected every ohh-
gation to this stedfast friend is proved by the Countess of

Guildford (Mr. Coutts's daughter) and her family attending

the painter in his dying moments ; and by the Duchess of

St. Albans paying the last tribute of respect to Fuseli, by
sending her carriage to his funeral.

FUSELI AND THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

In 1805, (the same year in which Fuseli edited, for Mr.
Johnson, Pilkington's Dictionary of Painters,) a number of

noblemen and gentlemen, anxious for the encouragement of

the fine arts in England, and especially historical painting,

established the British Institution, in Pall Mall ; and Fuseli

was solicited to send thither some pictures for exhibition and
sale. He, however, had no high opinion of the scheme ; for,

although, in common with other artists, he wished it to suc-

ceed—for he held that " the man who purchases one picture

from a living artist, which may have some pretensions to the

highest class of art, does more real service to the fine arts

than he who spends thousands upon the works of the old

masters "
;
yet he thought, to use his own words, " from the

colour of the egg, it was more likely to produce an ichneumon
than a sphynx," and expressed reluctance to be a contributor.

Mr. Coutts, who used every endeavour to promote the

establishment and prospects of the British Institution, ad-

vised Fuseli to become an exhibitor, and to send, among
other pictures, the Lazar House ; observing, " I never in-

tended to deprive you of this—it is yours ; therefore, sell it

if you can." In addition to this picture, the price of which
was fixed at 300 guineas, Fuseli sent the Nursery of Shaks-

peare, for which he asked 150 guineas ; and Christ disappear-

ing at Emmaus, the price of the latter, 100 guineas.

Ihe leading members of the Institution, however, hesitated

to admit the admirable picture of the Lazar House, consider-

ing the subject too painful for the pubHc eye ; and they had
three meetings before they came to the resolution of exhibit-

ing it. This hesitation on their part, a slight degree of

damage which the Nursery of Shakspeare sustained in its

o2
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removal from the rooms, and the not finding of a purchaser

for either of the pictures, made Fuseli resolve never to ex-

hibit at the Institution again, to which resolution he per-

tinaciously adhered.—X(/e, hy Knowles.

CANOVA AND FUSELI.

When Canova visited England in 1816, he was much
struck with the paintings by Fuseli, as well as with his

society. The eminent sculptor remarked, that he not only

showed the brilliancy of his genius in his conversation, but

that he spoke Italian with the purity of a well-educated

native of Eome. And on his return to the Academy of St
Luke, at Eome, Canova sent a diploma, constituting FuseH a

member of the first class.

FUSELI'S RESENTMENT OF A SLIGHT.

One day the painter went, with Mr. Knowles, to the

private view of a picture : after they had been in the room
a few minutes, Fuseli pointed out a clergyman, and said,

" That is Howley, the Bishop of London ; he and I were
very intimate. Before he became a dignitary of the Church,
he used to come to my house frequently, and sit there for

hours together ; but for some years he seems to forget even
my person." Shortly after, Lord Elvers came into the room,

and accosted Fuseli in his usual familiar manner, and per-

haps, not knowing that he had been acquainted with the

Bishop, took an opportunity of introducing him. Fuseli

immediately said, " I have seen his Lordship before now,"
and turned upon his heel. The Bishop, without reference to

this passage, which perhaps he had not seen, told ]VIr. Leslie

that, greatly as he admired the genius of Fuseli, he was obliged

to withdraw from him on account of his ungovernable temper,

which was apt to explode in downright insult on his

associates.

LONDON SMOKE.

Haydon notes :
" So far from the smoke of London being

offensive to me, it has always been to my imagination the
sublime canopy that shrouds the city of the world. Drifted

by the mad, or hanging in gloomy grandeur over the vastness
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of our Babylon, tlie sight of it always filled my mind with,

feelings of energy such as no other spectacle could inspire."

" Be gode," said Fuseli, to me one day, " it's like the

smoke of the Israelites making bricks." *' It is grander,"

said I, "for it is the smoke of a people who would have made
the Egyptians make bricks for them." " "VYell done, John
Bull !" replied Fuseli.

FUSELI'S ART.

When Mt. Knowles, in 1808, bought Fuseli's picture of the

Night-Hag, the painter looked earnestly at him, and said :

** Young man, the picture you have purchased is one of my
very best—yet no one has asked its price till now— it requires

a poetic mind to feel and love such a work." It was the

rarity of this poetic perception that made Fuseli's grand
pieces unproductive. He even complained of the splendour in

which his fancy invested them, and declared that he could

not paint up to his imagination. In comparing these splendid

fictions with living nature, he was struck, he often said, with
the lamentable deficiencies of the latter

;
yet conscious that by

nature he must be tried and judged, he was heard to exclaim
in a fit of peevishness, ''Hang JSTature ! she always puts me
out."

FUSELI AS "KEEPER."

Mr. Leslie has left some interesting reminiscences of Faseli,

who was Keeper, when he was adiiitted a student in the
Antique Academy. " I had been impressed," he says, "with
the greatest respect for his genius, both as a painter and a
writer, before I left America. The engraving from his Hamlet
and the Ghost had scared me from the windows of a print-shop
in Philadelphia, and I still contemplate that matchless spectre

with something of the awe which it then inspired. I had
hoped for much advantage from studying under such a master,

but he said httle in the Academy. He generally came into

the room once in the course of every evening, and rarely

^vithout a book in his hand. He would take any vacant place

among the students, and sit reading nearly the whole time he
stayed with us. I believe he was right. For those students
who are born with powers that will make them eminent, it is

sufficient to place fine works of art before them. They do
not want instruction, and those who do are not worth it.
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Art may be learnt, but can't be taught. Under Fiiseli's wise

neglect, Wilkie, Mulready, Etty, Landseer, and Haydon dis-

tinguished themselves, and were the better for not being

made all alike by teaching, if indeed that could have been

done."
" Edwin Landseer, who entered the Academy very early,

and was a very pretty little curly-headed boy, attracted

Euseli's attention by his talents and gentle manners. Fuseli

would look round for him, and say, 'Where is my little

dog hoy 1 '
"

FUSELI'S DAY.

Fuseh was habitually an early riser : in London, in summer,

between six and seven o'clock, but in the country, between

four and five. To this, and the practice of standing while

he painted, he attributed the more than usually good state of

health which he had enjoyed. He possessed his faculties to

the last period of his life : his fancy was vivid, his memory
unimpaired, and his eyesight so good that he could read the

smallest print without the aid of glasses. He was a man of

strict method. If the weather was fine, he usually walked

an hour or two before breakfast : if otherwise, he read some

classic author. At breakfast, he would read some book on

entomology. After he had breakfasted, while under the

hands of the hairdresser, he read Homer in Greek. At half-

past ten, he went to his study, and painted till four ; then

dressed, and walked till the dinner hour. In the evening, if

not in society, he amused himself with prints or drawings,

or reading. When out of London, the middle of each day

was spent either in dra'sving, writing, or reading.

PAINTING ''THE DEVIL."

One day, when Fuseli was dining out, a gentleman of the

company called to him from the other end of the room, " Mr.

Fuseli, I have lately j)nrchased a picture of yours." Mr. F,

"Did you? what is the subject?" Gent. "I really don't

know." Mr. F. " That's odd enough : you must be a strange

fellow, to buy a picture without knowing the subject." Gent,

(a little nettled) " I don't know what the devil it is." Mr. F.

" Perhaps it is the devil ; I have often painted him." Gent.

" Perhaps it is." Mr. F. " Well, you have him now ; take

care that he does not one day have you I
"
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HARLOWS CONCEIT EXPOSED,

Harlow, the pupil of Lawrence, on one occasion remarked
to Knowles :

" It is extraordinary that Fuseli, who is so fine

a scholar, should suffer engravers to place translations under
the plates taken from the classical subjects painted by him ;

"

and remarked, " I was educated a scholar, having been at

"Westminster School, and therefore wish to see the subjects

given in the original language ; " and then imprudently in-

stanced the print taken from the picture of the death of

CEdipus. Elnowies mentioned this conversation to Fuseli, on
their way to Harlow's house. " He has made, I think," said

Fuseli, " an unfortunate choice ; for, if I recollect rightly, the

Greek passage, as well as my translation of it, are scratched

in under the mezzotinto. But before we part I will bring his

knowledge to the test." After he had sat to Harlow (for his

portrait) the usual time, he asked for a piece of chalk, and
wrote, in large letters, on the wainscot, a passage from So-

phocles. After having done so, he said to Harlow, "Eead
that

;
" and finding, by his hesitation, that he did not under-

stand a letter, he resumed, " On our way hither Knowles told

me you had said that I ought not to permit engravers to put

translations under the prints taken from me, and that you
had instanced the CEdipus ; now, that is the Greek cjuotation

whence the subject is taken, and I find you cannot read a

letter of it. Let me give you this advice : you are, un-

doubtedly, a good portrait-painter, and I think in small

pictures, such as you are painting of me, stand unrivalled
;

this is sufiicient merit ; do not then pretend to be that which
you are not, and probably from your avocations never can be

—a scholar."

Mr. Leslie allows Harlow's portrait of Fuseli to be the

best ;
" but it would have required a Eeynolds to do justice

to the fine intelligence of his head. His keen eye, of the

most transparent blue, I shall never forget."

Harlow painted the above portrait of Fuseli in 1817 for

Mr. Knowles : it is on panel, cabinet size, and Fuseli gave for

the picture twelve sittings of two hours each.

HARLOW'S PICTURE OF "THE TRIAL OF QUEEN
KATHERINE."

Harlow, in painting this, his best and most esteemed work,

owed many obligations to Fuseli for his critical remarks : for
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when he first saw the picture (chiefly in dead colouring,) he
said : "I do not disapprove of the general arrangement of

your work, and I see you will give it a powerful effect of light

and shadow ; but you have here a composition of more than
twenty figures, or I should rather say parts of figures ; because

you have not shown one leg or foot, which makes it very de-

fective. Now, if you do not know how to draw legs and feet,

I will show you ; " and taking up a crayon, drew two on the

wainscot of the room. Harlow profited by these remarks, and
changed the whole arrangement of the foreground. Fuseli

then said :
" So far you have done well ; but now, you have

not introduced a back figure, to throw the eye of the spectator

into the picture
;
" and then pointed out by what means he

might improve it in this particular. Accordingly, Harlow
introduced the two boys who are taking up the cushion ; that

which shows the back is altogether due to Fuseli, and is

certainly the best drawn figure in the picture. Fuseli after-

wards attempted to get him to improve the drawing of the

arms of the principal object (Mrs. Siddons), who is represented

as Queen Katherine, but without much effect, particularly the

left ; and after having witnessed many ineffectual attempts of

the painter to accomplish this, he desisted, and remarked, " It

is a pity that you never attended the Antique Academy."
This account of the picture is from Knowles's Life of Fuseli,

and differs, in some respects, from the particulars related by
Mr. Cribb, for whom Harlow's picture was subsequently

engraved.

FUSELI AND LOED ELDON.

In 1825, Fuseli sat for a half-length portrait to Sir Thomas
Lawrence, which this great artist painted admirably. At this

time, the Earl of Eldon was also sitting for his likeness, and
Fuseli, not recognising the countenance, asked Sir Thomas
who it was 1 he answered, " It is the Chancellor." Fuseli

took a piece of chalk, and immediately wrote on the picture ;

-Quia me vestigia terrent

Omnia te adversum spectantia, niilla retrorsum.*

This passage is from one of Horace's Epistles, first book, in

which the fox declines to enter the " royal cave " of the sick

lion ; and the foregoing passage is thus imitated by Pope :

* From this passage is borrowed the sun-dial motto—" Vestigia nulla

retrorsiim."

—

{See Essex-court, Temple.)
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Because I see, by all the tracks about,
Full many a beast goes in, but none comes out.

WHen Lord Eldon saw the quotation, lie was mucli amused

;

and on being told that it was written by Fuseli, he laughed
heartily.

FUSELI'S LAST PICTURE.

He evinced " the ruling passion strong in death ;
" for, just

before his last illness, he had sent two pictures for the then
ensuing Exhibition of the Eoyal Academy : the larger one, A
Scene from Comus, finished; the smaller, Fsyche 'passing the

Fates, in an unfinished state, intending, as is the common
practice with the Academicians, to glaze and harmonize this

picture in the situation where it was to be placed- Its un-
finished condition frequently occupied his thoughts during
his illness, and he, but two days before his death, spoke of it

with great solicitude to Sir Thomas Lawrence, wishing it

either to be withdrawn, or that some painter of talent would
harmonize it for him.

The last work on which his pencil was employed, and on
which he painted a few days previously to his death, was a
scene from Shakspeare's King John : in this picture, the
figure of Lady Constance, in particular, is finely designed, and
grief is admirably depicted iu her countenance : he was paint-
iug this for James Carrick Moore, Esq., and it was nearly
completed when the artist died.

DEATH OF FUSELI.

It was on Sunday, April 10, 1825, that Fuseli, being then
on a visit to the Countess of Guildford, at Putney Hill, com-
plained of illness, while walking in the pleasure-grounds.- He
was engaged on that day to dine in St. James's Place, with
]\Ir. Samuel Eogers ; but as his illness continued, ^Mrs. Fuseli
prevailed upon him (with difficulty) to remain in the house,
and he gave up the engagement. On the evening before, being
out on the lawn with the Ladies North, and looking at the
stars, which shone with great brightness, he said (possibly
from the consciousness of symptoms which he considered
dangerous,) "I shaU soon be amongst them." On Monday,
he grew much worse; his physicians, and Mr. Alexander
Crichton and Dr. Holland said, they could not give any
specific name to the complaint ; for it appeared to them, that
all the functions of natiu-e had given way, and, in their
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opinion, he could not last many days. From the commence-
ment of his illness, he seems not to have expected to recover.

On Wednesday, he put his hand in that of Mr. Knowles, and
said, " My friend, I am fast going to that bourne whence no
traveller returns." But he neither expressed regret at his

state, nor, during his illness, ' showed any despondency or im-
patience. He remained perfectly collected, and his mind ap-

parently not impaired ; but his articulation was feeble, and the

last words which he addressed to his physicians, the death-

gurgles being then in his throat, were in Latin ; so perfect

was his mind at this time, that he said to Mr. Knowles,
" What can this mean ? When I attempt to speak, I croak like

a toad." ]^ext morning, shortly after he had been raised in

his bed, and his mouth and lips had been moistened by a

feather dipped in liquid, he breathed his last, without much
apparent pain, and in complete possession of his faculties.

FUNERAL OF FUSELL

The remains were removed from Putney Hill to Somerset

House, where they were placed in the room around which
were arranged "the Lazar-house," "the Bridging of Chaos,"

and other sublime productions of Fuseli's pencil, the subjects

being chiefly from Milton. The funeral, by a resolution of

the Council of the E-oyal Academy, was a private one, but

attended by the President, the Secretary, and Council ; and
several private friends, followed by their carriages. The body
was deposited on April 25, in a small vault formed for the

purpose, in the south crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral, near the

remains of his friends, Sir Joshua EejTiolds and Opie.

The inscription upon the coffin of Fuseli states his age at

eighty-six years : he was, however, in his eighty-fifth year,

having completed his eighty-fourth on Feb. 7 preceding his

death.
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CHAEACTEEISTICS, EETEOSPECTIYE OPINIONS,
AND PEESONAL TEAITS.

FUSELI AND THE ELGII^ ilARBLES.

Atoiit the Elgin Marbles, (says Hajdon,) Fuseli did not

behave so grandly as West and Canova and Lawrence. T was

the first Avho took him to see these divine works. "VYilkie

had taken me. Tired, I went to Enseli, set him in a blaze, and

he put on his great coat directly.

Thrown off his guard by their beauty, he strode about the

collection in his fierce way, saying, " the Greeks were gods

—

they were gods !" We went home and looked over Quintilian

and Pliny, and every author who alluded to the Parthenon,

and the Greek artists.

A day or two afterwards, reflecting on what he had written

about the Apollo, &c. he tried to unsay, but it would not do.

One side of the Ilissus was too short ! I showed him a cast

which was shorter. One arm of the Theseus was too thick.

I proved it right by the chfferent actions. His belly was too

flat. I convinced him it was owing to the bowels falling in,

while the bowels leaned out in the Ilissus, and then the belly

protruded. This was irrefutable. I had never differed as

strongly before. He saw he was wrong, and had passed life

on a wrong scent. A really great soul, like Canova' s, would

have acknowledged it. I fear Fuseh's self-love was too strong

for this. He flew into a passion, and we were never cordial

after. I regretted it, as no man owed more to Fuseli than

myself.

To some remark of Westmacott, in praise of the Theseus,

Fuseli replied :

"The Apollo is a god, the man in the Mews* is a demi-

god, t and the Theseus is a man."

* It is strange that IVIr. Knowles does not, in his Life of Fuseli,

extending to 400 pages, once mention the high service which he

rendered to Art by his appreciation of the Elgin Marbles, which, however,

Haydon may possibly have made the most of, iu his Autobiography.

t A cast from the colossal figure of the Monte Cavallo, then exhibited

in the King's Mews, at Charing Cross.
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" You will admit," said Westmacott, " that lie is a hero 1

"

*'^o," replied Fuseli, "he is only a strong man."

FUSELI—SKETCHED BY HAYDON.

When Haydon first came to London, in 1805, Mr. Prince

Hoare, to whom he had a letter of introduction, told him that

he had seen Fuseli, who wished him to call on him with his

di-awings. Accordingly, he went.

Fuseli, (says Haydon,) had a great reputation for the terrible.

His sublime conception of Uriel and Satan had impressed me
when a boy. I had a mysterious awe of him. Prince Hoare's

apprehensions lest he might injure my taste, or hurt my
morals, excited in my mind a notion that he was a sort of

gifted wild beast.

My father had just the same feeling, and in a letter I re-

ceived just before my calling, he concluded by these words :

—" God speed you with the terrible Fuseli."

This sort of preparation made everything worse, and I was

quite nervous when the day arrived. I walked away with

my drawings to Wardour-street. I remember that Berners-

street had a golden lion on the right corner-house, and

blundered on, withoat knowing how or remembering why,

I found myself at Fuseli' s door. I deliberated a minute or

two, and at last making up my mind to see the enchanter,^ I

jerked up the knocker so nervously, that it stuck in the air.

I looked at it, so much as to say "is this fear?" and then

drove it down again with such a devil of a blow, that the

door rang again. The maid came rushing up with astonish-

ment. I followed her into a gallery, or show-room, enough

to frighten anybody at twihght. Galvanised devils—malicious

witches brewing their incantations— Satan bridging Chaos,

and springing upwards, like a pyramid of fire—Lady Macbeth,

Paolo and Francesca—Falstafif and Mrs. Quickly—humour,

pathos, terror, blood, and murder, met me at every look. I

expected the floor to give way !—I fancied Fuseli himself to

be a giant. I heard his footsteps, and saw a little bony hand

slide round the edge of the door, followed by a little white-

headed, lion-faced man in an old flannel dressing-gown, tied

round his waist with a piece of rope, and upon his head the

bottom of Mrs. Fuseh's work-basket. " Well, well," thought

I, " I am a match for you at any rate, if bewitching is tried ;"

but an apprehension vanished, on his saying in the mildest
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and kindest way, " Well, well, 'Mr. Haydon, I have heard a

good ceal of you from Mr. Hoare. Where are your drawings?"

In a fright I gave him the wrong book, with a sketch of some

men pushing a cask into a grocer's shop—Fuseli smiledand said,

" By Gode, de fellow does his business at least with energy."

I was gratified at his being pleased in spite of my mistake.

" You are studying anatomy ? You are right. Show me
some drawings. I am Keeper of de Academy, and hope to

see you dere de first nights." I went away, feeling happy

that my bones were whole and my breathing uninterrupted.

Fuseli took his place as Keeper in 1805, after the Christmas

vacation, and I well remember on my first night of attendance,

he came up to me, to the astonishment of the students, and

pointing his finger at me, m a voice of thunder, said, " I know
enough of you." The students took it oddly, and said, "Why,
what does he know of you ? " Half in a fright, I began to

ask myself unconsciously if I had been guilty of murder.

Fuseli made us a speech before he went away, and thus

began my academical career.

My incessant apphcation was soon perceived by Fuseli,

who coming in one day, when I was at work, and all the

other students were away, walked up to me, and said in the

mildest voice, " Why, when de devil do you dine V and invited

me to go back with him to dinner. Here I saw his sketches,

the sublimity of wliich I deny. He had a strong Swiss

accent, and a guttural energetic diction. This was not affec-

tation in him. He swore roundly, a habit which he told me
he had contracted from Dr. Armstrong. He was about five feet

five inches high, had a com.pact little form, stood firmly at his

easel, painted with his left hand, never held his palette upon
his thumb, but kept it upon his stone, and being very near-

sighted, and too vain to wear glasses, used to dab his beastly

brush into the oil, and sweeping round the palette in the

dark, take up a great lump of white, red, or blue, as it might
be, and plaster it over a shoulder or face. Sometimes, in his

blindness, he would put a hideous smear of Prussian blue in

his flesh, and then, perhaps, discovering his mistake, take a

bit of red to deaden it, then prying close in, turn round to

me, and say, ' By Gode, dat's a fine purple ! it's vary like

Correggio, by Gode !' and then, all of a sudden, he would
burst out with a quotation from Homer, Tasso, Dante, Ovid,

Yirgil, or perhaps the Nibelungen, and thunder round to me
with 'paint dat.' I found him the most grotesque mixture
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of literature, art, scepticism, infidelity, profanity, and kind-

ness. He put me in mind of Archimago in Spenser. Weak
minds he destroyed. They mistook his wit for reason, his

indelicacy for breeding, his swearing for manliness, and his

infidelity for strength of mind : but he was accompHshed in

elegant literature, and had the art of inspiring young minds

with high and grand views. I told him I would never paint

portraits,—but devote myself to High Art. *' Keep to dat
!"

said Faseli, looking fiercely at me : "I will, sir." We were

more intimate from that hour.

FUSELI AND PICTURE-HANGING.

When Haydon sent his first picture to the Royal Academy,

in 1807, he was so nervous as to its fate that he bored Fuseli,

who, being Keeper, saw what was daily doing by the Com-
mittee ; untn, at last, one morning, after a timid knock,

Haydon opened the door at the usual " Come in." Fuseli

turned suddenly round with his lion head, the white hair

glistening as the hght quivered down upon it from the top of

his high window, and roared out, " Wale, is it you 1 For

your comfort den, you are hung, be Gode, and d d well,

though not in chains yet." " Where, sir, for God's sake 1

"

" Ah ! date is a sacrate, but you are in de great room. Dey
were all pleased. Northcote tried to hurt you, but dey would

not listene ; he said, * Fye, sure, I see Wilkie's hand there.'

' Come, come,' said Westall, ' dat's too bad even for you !'

"

" Wilkie's hand !

" replied Haydon, " what malice ! I would as

soon let Wilkie feed me with a pap spoon as touch a picture

of mine. But what petty malignity !
" " Wale, wale," said

Fuseli, "I told him (ISTorthcote,) 'you are his townsman, hang

him wale.' When I came back, where de deyvil do you tink

he was hanging you 1 Be Gode, above de whole-lengts and

small figures about eight inches. * Why,' said I, ' you are

sendiug him to haven before his time. Take him down,

take him down ; dat is shameful
! '

" And so, down Haydon
was taken, and hung on the right of the entrance-door in

the old Great Eoom at Somerset House, a situation of great

honour.

FUSELI'S SENSIBILITY.

It bas often been remarked, (says Mr. Knowles,) that old

men do not feel so acutely the loss of relations and friends,
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as those who are of a less advanced age. But this was not

the case with ruseli ; for, although when in his eighty-

first year, his faculties were unimpaired, he still possessed a

great degree of sensibility. As one friend dropped into the

gi'ave after another, he felt the loss of each, and constantly

exclaimed, " It is my turn next," advising me, at the same

time, as I advanced in life, to cultivate the friendship of men
younger than myself, that I might not he left without friends

in old age. Although when a younger man he appeared to

his acquaintances to cling much to life, yet later when he

spoke of death, it was without fearful forebodings. " Death,"

(he used to say,) " is nothing ; it is the pain and feebleness of

body under a lingering disease, which often precedes death,

that I dread ; for, at my time of life, I can look forward but

to a day, and that passes quickly." The following extract of

a letter to the Countess of Guildford, dated Nov. 17, 1821,

shows his feelings on this subject :

" Taciti, soli, e senza compagnia.

" We jogged on, though at a swifter pace than Dante and
his guides, sympathising (one at least,) with autumn's decidu-

ous beauty, and whispering to every leaf the eye caught fall-

ing, soon shall I follow thee !

" Indeed, were it not for those I should leave behind, I

would not care if now"
From infancy, Fuseli possessed very impetuous passions,

which required, when a boy, some degree of coercion, on the

part of his parents, to control. This irritability, in one
instance, nearly cost him his life. At Lyons, when a young
man, he had a dispute with a person, which aroused his feel-

ings to such a height, that in a momentary fit of passion he
made use of that agility which he possessed in a considerable

degree, and kicked his antagonist in the face. The man cooUy
drew his sword, and immediately inflicted a very severe wound
upon the ofiending leg. ]N"otwithstanding this violence of

disposition, when his anger was aroused even to a high pitch,

a kind word or look appeased him in a moment. In the

several relations of husband, friend, and master, he was most
affectionate and kind ; but he required to be sought : if

neglected, he ceased to think of the objects whom he had
before loved or esteemed ; and his constant expression on
such occasions was—" I can live without them who can do

without me."
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FUSELI'S RELIGIOUS FEELINGS.

Fuseli was seldom induced to speak on religion ; but as he
attached himself to no particular form or sect, it would be
difficult to give a jDrecise idea of his tenets. He was deeply-

read in the Bible, and recollected, when in conversation, not
only those passages which, for historical facts, sublimity,

pathos, or poetic beauty, are impressed on most minds, but
also the minor circumstances ; for he could, from memory,
trace the several tribes, and tell you accurately, the genealogy
of any particular person. He seldom took up the Bible,

which he frequently did, without shedding tears.

He had a perfect reliance on a future state of existence.
" H I had not hope in this," he said, " I should hang myself
for I have lived, and still live, for nothing. I am certain I
shall exist hereafter, for I feel that I have had powers given
me by the Deity, which time has not allowed me to exert or

even to develope. I am capable of doing ten times more than
I have done."

This prevailing impression broke forth on many occasions.

He had accompanied Sir Thomas Lawrence to see a collection

of fine casts from the antique, which were arranged in a gallery

built for the purj)ose by Mr. Smirke, at Battersea. In a niche

at the end of the gallery was placed the colossal statue of the

Farnese Hercules, and by a novel arrangement of the lamps,

(the rest of the gallery being in total darkness,) a very power-

ful effect was given to the statue, which had been turned with
its back to the spectator, and thus presented a vast mass of

shadow, defined only by its grand outline and the strength of

the light beyond it ; the source of which was concealed by
the pedestal In the course of the evening, Mr. Fuseli was
taken to see this statue, when Sir Thomas Lawrence was for

a few moments disappointed by the silence of his friend; but

on a servant bringing a light iuto the entrance-room, he per-

ceived Fuseli excited even to tears, as he exclaimed, with

deep tremulous energy: "No man shall persuade me, that

these motions which I now feel are not immortal."

Fuseli was once maintaining the immortality of the soul

;

when a gentleman present, said, " I could make you or any

man of sense disbelieve this in half an hour's conversation."

Fuseli immediately answered, "That I am sure you could not,

and I will take care you shall not."

Being one day pressed by his friend, the Eev. John Hewlett,
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upon his belief in the resurrection of Christ, he answered : "I

beUeve in a resurrection ; and the resurrection of Christ is as

well authenticated as any other historical fact."

He more than once said to Mr. Knowles :
" There are now

no real Christians, for the religion of Christ died with its

great Author; for where do we witness in those who bear

His name the humilitj, self-abasement, and charity, of their

Master, which qualities He not only taught, but practised."

FUSELI AXD YOUNG LAWRENCE.

j\Ir. Knowles, in his Life of Fuseli, states that shortly after

young Lawrence's arrival in London from Bath, Fuseli saw

the future promise in the youth, and was gratified at maldng

remarks upon his portraits for his improYement. This kind

notice from a man whom Lawrence held in the highest esteem

for his various acquirements, made a deep impression upon
his mind : he sought an intimacy with him, which, upon
more mature knowledge of the individual, ripened into the

closest friendship. At the death of Mr. West, in the year

1820, Fuseli was among the most forward of the Academicians

to propose that his friend Lawrence, who was then on the

Continent, should fill the Presidential chan.

Such is the statement of ]\Ir. Knowles, the intimate friend

of Fuseli ; but it does not accord with an anecdote related in

the Life of Sir Thomas Lawrence, vol. i. p. 98, where it is

stated that young Lawrence called upon Fuseli, bringing

\^nth liim a letter of introduction from an old friend. Fuseli,

being miraculously in a good humour, received Lawrence

kindly, saying, " I shall be very happy to see you whenever

you are disengaged." The ingenuous youth took this literally,

and called the next day. "By Gort!" cried Fuseli, as he

entered the room, " you must have plenty of spare time on

your hands ! " The young man retired in confusion, nor did

he call again.

FUSELI'S WIT AND HUMOUR.

Fuseli was discoursing one day at his friend Mr. Johnson's

table, upon the power and merits of Phocion, the brave

Athenian general ; when a stranger, who had apparently

listened with attention to the conversation, gravely put the

question, "Pray, Sir, who was Mr. Phocion V Fuseli imme-

p
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diately answered, " From your dialect, Sir, T presume you are

from Yorkshire ; and, if so, I wonder you do not recollect

]\Ir. Phocion's name, as he was Member for your county in

the Long Parhament !

"

Calling one morning upon Mr. Jolinson, Fuseli found him

bargaining with an author for the coppight of a book. ^Yhen

the gentleman left, Mr. Johnson said, " That is Mr. Kett, and

his work is to be called the Elements of Useful Knowledge"

"In how many volumes?" said Fuseli. "In two octavos,"

was the answer. "Xo, no, Johnson," said he, "you cannot

be serious : the ocean is not to be emptied with a tea-spoon."

Discoursing mth a lady upon sculpture, who was, however,

too weU read in the classics to be a subject of his mischievous

pleasantry, he pretended to inform her of a fine bas-relief

which had been received by the Royal Academy from Eome.

"What is the subject?" she asked. "Hector and Andro-

mache," said he, " dashing out against a wall the little

Astyanax's brains!" "Pooh! why do you tell me such

stuff 1
" said she. " Ay ! you may laugh," replied Fuseli,

" but it would go down with many a one. I have often said

such things in company without detection."

The students were constantly amused -^^ith Fuseli's oddities.

He heard a violent altercation in the studio one day, and

inquired the cause. " It is only those fellows the students,

sir," said one of the porters. " Fellows," exclaimed Fuseli

;

" I would have you to know, sir, those fellows may one day

become Academicians." The noise increased—he opened the

door and bui'st in upon them, exclaiming, " You are a den of

wild beasts." One of the offenders, Munro by name, bowed,

and said, " And FuseU is our keeper." He retired smiling,

and muttering, " The fellows are growing witty."

A student, as he passed, held up his dra^ving, and said

confidently, " Here, sir, I finished it without using a crumb
of bread." " All the worse for your dra^ving," rephed Fuseli

;

" buy a twopenny loaf, and rub it out."

A person who desired to speak to the Keeper of the

Academy, followed the porter so closely, that he announced

himself, with "I hope I don't intrude." " You do intrude,"

said Fuseli, in a surly tone. "Do I?" said the visitor;

"then^ sir, I will come to-morrow, if you please." "Xo,
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sir," replied he, "don't come to-morrow, for then you will

intrude a second time : tell me your business now."

When Blake, a painter infinitely more wild in conception

that Fuseli himself, showed him one of his strange produc-

tions, he said, "Now some one has told you this is very

fine." " Yes," said Blake, " the Virgin Mary appeared to

me, and told me it was very fine : what can you say to that ?

"

"Sayl" exclaimed Fuseli, "why nothing—only her ladyship

has not an immaculate taste."

Condemning in general terms a large historical picture,

which a person at table had admired, he was asked for some
specific fault :

" Why," said he, " the fellow has crammed
into his canvas fifteen figures, besides a horse, and, by Gort,

he has given only three legs among them." " Why, where
has he hidden the others?" was asked. "How should I

know?" he answered, "I did not paint the picture; but I

wonder how any man can talk of a painter, and praise him,

who has given fifteen men and a horse only three legs."

WilHam Eoscoe, who sat in Parliament for Liverpool, was a

friend of Fuseli, and on a visit in 1804, he pointed out to him
the great improvements made in the town within a few years.

The painter replied :
" I do not wonder that you look upon

these with some degree of complacency ; for they may be con-

sidered as the work of your hands, and as such I view them
with interest ; but, methinks, I everywhere smell the blood

of slaves;" alluding to the wealth derived by the Liverpool

merchants from the Slave Trade, and Eoscoe's efforts for its

abohtion.

Fuseli had a great dislike to idle talk, and unmeaning
observations. After sitting silent in his own room, during

the "bald disjointed chat" of some idle callers-in, who were
gabbling about the weather, he suddenly exclaimed, "We
had pork for dinner to-day!" "Dear! Mr. Fuseh, what an
odd remark!"—"Why, it is as good as anything you have
been saying for the last hour."

Fuseli spared no one—and was merciless to the miser

NoUekens, Once, at a party at Mr. Coutts's, Mrs. Coutts,

dressed like Morgiana, came dancing in, presenting her dagger

at every breast : as she confronted l!^ollekens, Fuseli cried

p2
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out, " Strike—strike—there's no fear : ISTolly never was
kno-\vn to bleed."

Fiiseli could not argue soundly, but illustrated everything

by brilliant repartee ; Home Tooke was the only man who
was an overmatch for him. He said of him :

" Tooke is the

greatest chatterer I ever sat down with ; one cannot, in his

company, put in a word edgewise."

In his temper Fuseli was irritable and violent, but appeased

in an instant. In his person small, with a face of inde-

pendent, unregulated fire ; Leslie says : his front face had
very much the character of a lion. Haydon heard he was
handsome when young, and with women (when gratified by
their attentions) no man could be more gentle.

Fuseli frequently invented th.e subjects of his pictures

without the aid of poet or historian. On one occasion, he
was much amused by the following inquiry of Lord Byron :

—

" I have been looking in vain, Mr. FuseU, for some months,
in the poets and historians of Italy, for the subject of your

picture of Ezzelin
;
pray, where is it to be found?" "Only

in my brain, my Lord," was the answer ; " for I invented it."

One evening, Fuseli said to Bonnycastle :
" Pray, Bonny-

castle, what do you consider the reason that I am not popular

as a painter, in a country which has produced Shakspeare and

Milton ?" Bonnycastle answered :
" Because the public like

familiar subjects, in which there may be individual beauty

with fine colouring." "Is that their taste?" said Tuseli,

hastily :
" then, if I am not theh painter, they are not my

critics."

CHAEACTER OF FUSELI AS AN AETIST.

Mr. William Young Ottley, (to whom the history of Art
owes so much,) wrote, a short time previously to the death of

Fuseli, a judicious and elegant paper upon his character as

an artist, from which we quote a few passages.

" In the highest department of painting, which not impro-

perly may be termed poetic or epic painting, we had no artist

of eminence till, in the year 1779, Mr. Fuseli, after a stay of

eight years in Italy, came and settled among us. An inti-

mate acquaintance with the learned languages, had early

enabled him to fill his mind from the rich storehouses of

ancient poesy ; he was all energy and imagination. But in
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his youth, not then intending to practise painting profes-

sionally, he had not subjected himself, as an artist, to the

restraints of an academic education. To curb his genius

afterwards was impossible ; and to this circumstance we must
attribute much of that fine wildness of character which dis-

tinguishes his performances ; not unmixed, it is true, with a

certain amount of exaggeration of manner in the drawing and
action of the figures, but which, still, no person of fancy

would consent to exchange for the regulated but cold manner
too often learned in schools. Had it been the intention of

Mr. Fuseli to devote his pencil to the representation of sub-

jects of real, sober history, the every-day occurrences of life,

this peculiarity in his style, often amounting to extravagance,

would have been inapplicable. But it has ever been his aim,

especially in his larger works, to soar in the sublime regions

of Poetry ; and what, it may be asked, is Poetr}', if entirely

divested of amplification'?^'

Mr. Ottley then adduces certain examples to show that the

greatest artists have not thought that a style of drawing
strictly imitative of common nature, was well adapted to ideal

subjects ; and that Mr. Fuseli's style of design is of the most
elevated kind, and consequently best suited to subjects of a

very elevated character.

" In respect of invention, composition, clair-ohscure, the

works of Mr. Fuseli generally merit unmixed praise ; and
although, in the more technical parts of colouring, they have
not equal pretensions, still in this also they deserve com-
mendation ; being commonly painted in that solemn tone of

colouring which we admire in the works of the greatest

fresco-painters, and which Sir Joshua Eeynolds observes to

be so well adapted to the higher kind of pictorial representa-

tion. As an inventor, he ec|uals the greatest painters that

have lived since the restoration of the art. ]S^o one was ever
more fully gifted with the rare faculty of at once discovering,

in the writer he is perusing, the point of the story, and the

moment of time best calculated to produce a forcil3le effect

in painting. The loftier his subject, the more easily he
reaches it ; and when he undertakes that at which another
artist would tremble, he is the most sure of success." Mr.
Ottley then refers to Fuseli's exhibition of the Milton Gallery,

the subjects mostly taken from the Paradise Lost; and adds :

"the magnificent imagery of this poem, the beautiful, the

sublime, or the terrific character of the personages represented
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in it, and of the action described, all combined to fit it for

the display of tlie artist's surprising genius in its fullest force

;

besides which, the style of Mr. Fuseli was here exactly suited

to his subject. But although the series, as a whole, was one

of the greatest works of painting ever produced, (certainly in

its kind the most perfect) elevating the painter to the same

rank as the poet, it failed, as the poem itself had originally

done, to insure to its author that immediate share of public

favour which was his due, and which is sure to be attendant

upon successful endeavours in those inferior branches of the

art which are more within the range of public capacity.

" But the fashion or opinion of the day, in matters of taste,

is not always the judgment of posterity ; and it cannot be

too much regretted that the principal pictures of the series,

at least, have not been kept together for the future advantage

of our artists, and the gratification of those whose studies

might hereafter cjualify them to appreciate their excellence.

For be it remembered, by such persons as might otherwise

be too readily induced to undervalue that which they do not

understand, that Six Joshua Eeynolds became, in the latter

part of his life, * clearly of opinion that a relish for the higher

excellencies of the art is an acc|uired taste, which no man
ever possessed without long cultivation, great labour, and

attention.'

"

POETICAL TRIBUTES.

To Mr. Fuseli some Verses were addressed by Mr. Eoscoe,

on his Pictures fi^om Milton. Henry Kirke Yv^hite penned

an Ode "on seeing Engravings from his Designs;" and "A
Yision," by a Lady, is printed with the above, in the Appen-

dix to Knowles's Life of Fiiseli.

LESLIE'S ACCOUNT OF FUSELI'S PICTURES.

In 1816 Mr. Leslie went to see Fuseli's Pictures at the

Academy.* He received Leslie very politely, and took him

into his painting-room. He was about a picture of Perseus

flying of ivith the Head of Medusa. The figure of Medusa

was very happily conceived, and he had contrived to hide all

* Fuseli's paintings at Somerset House appear to have been for

Beveral years one of the Picture Exhibitions of the metropolis : we find

tt in the Picture of London, 1806 and 1810.
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tlie disgusting part—the stump of the neck and the blood

—

very judiciously. Mr. Leslie also saw here the picture of the

Lazav House, from the ^Milton Gallery. He describes it as

one of the most tremendous exhibitions of appalling sights he

had ever beheld. The figures glare across the picture like a

horrible dream. Fuseli has certainly never been equalled in

the visionary, and there it is he shines as a genius : but

whenever he attempts commonplace, he is contemptible.

Mr. Leshe adds :
" Fuseli, I beheve, has never painted

from nature, and consequently, does not know what it is.

His illustrations of Cowper are ridiculous in the extreme.

He is a great master of fight, and shadow, and colour, as far

as it can be made an engine of the terrific. His paintings are

very coarse, and have an uncertain kind of execution which is

very fine in ghosts and witches, but very bad in ladies and

gentlemen."

Elsewhere Leslie says :
" With no artist of powers so great

as those of Tuseli were those powers confined within so narrow

a circle ; but within that circle he has expressed the terror

and the evanescence of the world of phantoms, with a power

uneciualled by any painter that ever lived. Perhaps, the finest

of all his works is the Sin and Death ; and in this he has

done that which, had he not done it, we might have thought

impossible—he has embodied Milton's words :

" What seemed his head, the likeness of a kingly crown had on."

" la the Satan of Sir Thomas Lawrence, (the worst portrait

he ever painted,) all is so material as to be wholly unnatural

with reference to the subject. The body and limbs of the

fiend are as solid as the shaft of the spear he holds ; and the

helmet, sword, and shield, seem borrowed from the property-

room of a theatre. In the Sin and Death of Fuseli there are

a ponderous key (the key of the gates of Hell,) and a chain.

But they are forged by no earthly smith, and are not other-

wise thought of by the spectator than as parts of a terrible

vision.

"Fuseli was profoundly acquainted with all in nature that

could help his conceptions of the visionary. He Avas a perfect

master of chiaroscuro and of the evanescence of colour ; aud

he possessed such a competent knowledge of the anatomical

structure of the human figure, as to be able to give ideal pro-

bability to attitudes in which it was impossible he could be

helped by living models. Hence, he could also give to his
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ghosts tliat general and nncertain look that belongs to shadowy
beings, without the omission of the leading characteristics of

form ; and his breadth, to borrow an expression of his own,

is never ' emptiness.' Fuseli, therefore, was as much in-

debted to the knowledge of nature for his power in the

visionary as to his imagination ; and it was in a great measure

the want of such knowledge that rendered the art of Blake

abortive. Everybody can laugh at the extravagance that so

often disfigures the works of Fuseli. But it would require

eloqence equal to his own to do justice to his finest things

;

and in spite of his great faults, I cannot but look on him as

a great genius, a genius of whom the age in which he lived

was unworthy."

—

Leslies Handbook^ p. 138.

Opie, after he came to London, soon enlarged his percep-

tions from seeing the works of Fuseli, the evanescent negative

colour of whose best pictures he greatly admired; and the

influence of Fuseli told on his later practice.

THE HERONS IN RAPHAEL'S CARTOON.

Fuseli objects to the introduction of the herons in " The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes" ; they were painted by Gio-

vanni d'Udine. "But," says Leslie, "when it is remembered
that these birds were and are held sacred in the East, being

considered emblematic of piety, their presence is certainly not

out of place, and their tameness in approaching so close to the

figures is accounted for. One of them elevates its head in the

act of drinking, an action noticed by Bunyan in domestic

fowls as expressive of giving thanks to Heaven ; and it may
not, perhaps, be an over-refinement to suppose that such a

thought occurred also to Raphael."

Fuseli said of the Aurora of Guido, that the goddess
" deserves to precede Hours less clumsy."

CHARACTER OF FUSELI BY LAVATER.

This early and attached friend of Fuseli has left the fol-

lowing character of him—personal and mental, in which
physiognomy, as might be expected, takes the lead. " The
curve which describes the profile in whole is obviously one of

the most remarkable : it indicates an energetic character which
spurns at the idea of trammels. The forehead, by its contours

and position, is more suited to the poet than the thinker. I
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perceive in it more force than gentleness—the fire of imagina-

tion rather than the coolness of reason. The nose seems to

be the seat of an intrepid genius. The mouth prorndses a spnit

of apj^lication and precision, and yet it costs the original the

greatest effort to give the finishing touch to the smallest

piece. Any one may see, "without my telling it, that this

character is not destitute of ambition, and that the sense of

his own merit escapes him not. It may also be susjDected that

he is subject to impetuous emotions, but AviU any one say that

he loves with tenderness—with warmth to excess ? Though
capable of the greatest actions, to him the slightest complais-

ance is an effort. His imagination is ever aiming at the

sublime and delighting itself with j)rodigies. ]N"ature intended
him for a great poet, a great painter, and a great orator—but,

to borrow his ovra words, ' inexorable fate does not ahvays

proportion the will to our powers ; it sometimes assig-ns a

copious proportion of will to minds whose faculties are very-

contracted, and frequently associates with the greatest faculties

a will feeble and impotent.'
"

MICHAEL AXGELO.—BY FUSELI.

We have already described Fuseli's admiration of Michael
Angelo—in his boyhood, and in later years, and as he lay in

the Sistine Chapel studying its splendid ceiling. That he was
no ignorant admirer of this great master is proved by the
following tribute from his pen,

" Sublimity of conception, grandeur of form, and breadth of

manner, are the elements of ]Michael Angelo' s style. By these
principles he selected or rejected the objects of imitation. As
painter, as scidptor, as architect, he attempted—and, above
any other man, succeeded—to unite magnificence of plan and
endless variety of subordinate parts with the utmost simplicity

and breadth. His line is uniformly grand ; character and
beauty were admitted only so far as they could be made sub-
servient to grandeur; the child, the female, meanness,
deformity, were by him indiscriminately stamped with
grandeur. A beggar rose from his hand the patriarch of
poverty ; the hump of his dwarf is impressed with dignity

;

his women are moulds of generation ; his infants teem with
the man ; his men are a race of giants. This is the " Terribil

^4a " hinted at by Agostino Caracci, though perhaps as little

understood by the Bolognese as by the blindest of his Tuscan
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adorers, with Yasari at their head. He is the inventor of epie

painting in that sublime circle of the Sistine Chapel which

exhibits the origin, progress, and final dispensation of Theo-

cracy. He has personified motion in the groups of the

Cartoon of Pisa ; embodied sentiment in the monuments of

St. Lorenzo ; unravelled the features of meditation in the

prophets and sybils of the Chapel of Sixtus ; and ia the Last

. Judgment, with every attitude that varies the human body,

traced the master trait of every passion that sways the human
heart. Though as sculptor he expresses the character of flesh

more perfectly than aU who came before or after him, yet he

never submitted to copy an individual, Julio the Second only

excepted, and in him he represented the reigning passion

rather than the man. Li painting, he contented himself with

negative colour, and as the painter of mankind, rejected all

meretricious ornament. The fabric of St. Peter, scattered into

infinity of jarring parts by Bramante and his successors, he

concentrated, suspended the cupola, and to the most complex,

gave the air of the most simple of edifices."

EAPHAEL—BY FUSELL

The inspiration of Michael Angelo, (says Puseli,) was

followed by the milder genius of Raphael—the father of

dramatic painting—the painter of humanity : less elevated,

less vigorous, but more insinuating ; more pressing on our

hearts ; the warm master of our sympathies. What effort of

human connexion—what feature of the mind, from the gentlest

emotion to the most fervid burst of passion, has been left

unobserved—has not received a characteristic stamp from that

examiner of men ? Michael Angelo came to nature—nature

came to Eaphael—he transmitted her features like a lucid

glass—unstained, unmodified. "VYe stand with awe before

Michael Angelo, and tremble at the height to which he

elevates us. We embrace Eaphael and follow him wherever

he leads us. Perfect human beauty he has not represented.

No face of Raphael's is perfectly beautiful—no figure of his,

in the abstract, possesses the proportions which could raise it

to a standard of imitation : form to him was only a vehicle of

character or pathos ; and to those he adapted it, in a mode and

with a truth that leave all attempts at emendation hopeless.

His invention connects the utmost stretch of possibility with

the most plausible degree of probability, in a way that equally
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surprises our fancy, persuades our judgment, and affects our

hea::t. His composition always hastens to the most necessary

point as its centre, and from that disseminates—to that leads

back as rays all secondary ones. Group, form, and contrast

are subordinate to the event, and common-place is ever

excluded. The line of Eaphael has been excelled in correct-

ness, elegance, and energy ; his colour far surpassed in tone,

in truth, and harmony; his masses, in roundness, and his

chiaro-scuro in effect; but, considered as instruments of

pathos, they have never been equalled ; and in composition,

invention, expression, and the power of telling a story, he has

never been approached.

FUSELI'S EKUDITION.

It pleased Fuseli, when in his fullest vein of conceit, to

annoy certain of his companions with the display of his classic

lore. He sometimes composed Greek verses in the emergency

of the moment, and affected to forget the name of the author.

He once repeated half a dozen sonorous and well-sounding

lines to Porson, and said, " With all your learning, now you

cannot tell me who wrote that." The Professor, "much re-

nowned for Greek," confessed his ignorance, and said " I don't

knovv^ him." " How the devil could you know him 1
"

chuckled Puseli—" I made them this moment." When
thwarted in the Academy, and that was not seldom, his wrath

aired itself in a polyglot. " It is a pleasant thing and ad-

vantageous," said the painter, on one of these occasions, " to

be learned. I can speak Greek, Latin, French, English,

German, Danish, Dutch, and Spanish, and so let my folly or

my fury get vent through eight different avenues."

SALVATOE EOSA.—BY FUSELI.

Salvator had presumed to lift his hand against ]\[ichael

Angelo, the throned god of Puseli's idolatry, and here is his

fierce resentment

:

" The wildness of Salvator Eosa opposes a powerful

contrast to the classic regularity of Poussin. Terrific and

grand in his conceptions of inanimate nature, he was reduced

to attempts at hiding by bolcbiess of hand his inability of ex-

hibiting her impassioned, or in the dignity of character : his

line is vulgar ; his magic visions, less founded on the

principles of terror than on mythologic trash and caprice, are
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to the probable combinations of nature what the paroxysms of

a fever are to the flights of a vigorous fancy. Though so much

extolled, and so ambitiously imitated, his banditti are a medley

made up of starveling models, shreds and bits of armour from

his lumber-room brushed into notice by a daring pencil.

Salvator was a satirist and a critic, but the rod which he had

the insolence to lift against the nudities of Michael Angelo,

and the anachronism of Eaphael, would have been better em-

ployed in chastising his owti misconceptions."

FUSELI AND BRITISH ARTISTS.

Euseii, in his estimate of British art, treats its professors

with scant justice, and this in not a few cases. To the

majority he was unsparing of sarcastic and ironical commen-

dation, and ludicrous comparison. One day, he called out, as

the pictures were coming into the Academy for exhibition,

" What pictures are come V " Many—very many, sir," said

the servant. " I know that, but whose are they?" " There

are six landscapes, sir, by Mr. ." ''Oh, don't name

him, I know whom you mean. Ering me my great coat and

umbrella, and I'll go and see them." This was his way of

condemning their coldness.

When he edited Pilkington's Dictionary/ of Painters, in

1805, he introduced about 200 new artists as candidates for

fame, but more in ridicule of their obscurity than in just

estimate of their art. In some cases, his ill-treatment of

other artists exposed him to ridicule. Thus, he affected not

to know the Christian name of Gainsborough, though all the

world knew it was Thomas ; he was grossly unjust also to

that elegant artist's merits; nay, such was his haughty

bigotry that he classed the works of Hogarth among the daily

vulgarities of common minds.

At a dinner-party, one of the company said :
" Euseli, there

is a member of your Academy who has strange looks—and he

chooses as strange subjects as you do." " Sir," exclaimed the

Professor, " he paints nothing but thieves and murderers, and

when he wants a model he looks in the glass."

During the dehvery of one of Fuseli's lectures, wherein he

calls landscape-painters the topographers of art, Beechey

admonished Turner with his elbow of the severity of the

sarcasm; presently, when Fuseli described the patrons of

portrait-painting as men who would give a few guineas to
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have their ovra senseless heads painted, and then assume the

air and use the language of patrons, Turner administered a

similar hint to Beechey. Wlien the lecture was over, Beechey
walked up to Fuseli, and said, " How sharply you have heen
cutting up us poor labourers in portraiture \" "ISTot you, Sir

"William," exclaimed the Professor, "I only spoke of the

fools who employ you !

"

ALDERMAN BOYDELL.

This pubhc-spirited man was a firm patron of Puseli ; and
his influence on Painting and EngTaving generally in this

country can scarcely be overrated. It is said that " he con-

trived to employ every aspirant to distinction, in these arts,

whose energies wanted encouragement." He was himself an
artist, and his love of the profession he chose may be judged
of by the fact that, at the age of twenty-one, he walked, from
Stainton, in Shropshire, to London, against the wishes of his

father, to put himself apprentice to an engraver. That by his

own exertions he rose to fame and fortune is less his praise

than that he very greatly assisted other artists in their rise to

eminence ; men, too, whom he helped to surpass himself in

his own profession. The Shakspeare Gallery, though the
greatest undertaking of Boydell, formed but a portion of his

patronage of Art. This magnificent scheme was an adchtional

means of employing the best painters of the British School in

large and important works at a time when the Church refused

to patronise Painting, and the titled and wealthy of the land,

with the single exception of the King, encouraged portrait

only. It did much also for Engraving; and among other

admirable specimens of that Art, we owe to the Shakspeare
Gallery Sharpe's transcendent work from West's Lear, a work
showing that the power of a first-rate engraver, even of other
men's designs, does not lie within the scope of mere talent

;

but that it is genius, and of a higher order than that displayed
by many a painter, who looks upon engravers as artists much
below him.

Boydell built, for the reception of his pictures, the rooms
in Pall Mall, now belonging to the British Institution, and
employed the greatest sculptor living, (Banks,) to decorate the
fi'ont. It was his intention to bequeath the building and its

contents to the nation. But the outbreak of the French
Eevolution, by stopping entirely the sale of his prints on the

Continent, where it had been extensive, and the war that
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followed, diminisliing the demand for them at home, his means
were so crippled, that he was unable to fulfil his patriotic

wish.

—

Abridged from Leslies Handbook for You7ig Painters.

PRESENTATION OF A CUP TO FUSELI.

Before the Academy closed, in 1807, a little matter occurred

quite characteristic of the English students. Two or three

of the body who wished to ingratiate themselves with the

Keeper, Euseli, proposed to present him with a vase. A sub-

scription was opened, and a committee, without either plan or

principle, formed itself, of which Wilkie and Haydon were

members. They were perfectly ignorant of such matters, and

after a good deal of discussion a plan was laid before the

students. It was received with shouts of laughter and deri-

sion ! After a good deal of altogethery speaking and discussion,

and when everything was going against the pro]3osition, Haydon
made a telling speech, eidarging greatly upon the estimable

qualities of Keeper Fuseli ; and firally proposing that the

self-elected committee should be dissolved and another formed.

This was seconded by Wilkie, and carried unanimously.

Haydon, Wilkie, and Denman, (a pupil of Flaxman,) hired a

room at the Garrick's Head, opposite Covent Garden Theatre,

for their future meetings. Wilkie was voted to the chair ; a

Scotchman, a friend of his, was made secretary ; and Haydon
treasurer. They raised fifty guineas, at 10s. Qd. each ; and

Haydon, remembering that Coutts' were Fuseh's bankers,

called, and asked Sir Edward Antrobus, if he would allow the

money to be paid in on account of the committee, explaining

the object they had in view. Sir Edward drily replied

:

" Why, sir, we don't usually open an account with so small a

sum !" "Small !" thought Haydon, "why there's no end to

it
! " However, he promised to take care of the money, and

did so. Wilkie, Elaxman, and Haydon, were now deputed

to arrange with a silversmith, and Eundell and Bridge agreed

to execute a vase for fifty guineas, which should be worthy of

Fuseli's acceptance.

The Committee was composed of a great many students, who,

while regulating the business, had many pleasant meetmgs,

so that they hoped it would not be a rapid performance on

the part of Eundell and Bridge. Wilkie, at that time, was a

capital fellow : he had a little kit, on which he played Scotch

airs with a gusto that a Scotchman only is capable of.

They got so fond of these committee-meetings, that Fuseli
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grew ficlgetty, and at last roared out :
" Be Gode ye are like

de Spaniards ; all ceremony and noting done !" Haydon
reported that the Keeper was getting sore, and so they agreed

to settle at the next committee-meeting what the inscription

should be. Among the students was a Scotch ornamental

painter, called Callender, very like Wilkie in face and figure.

"Who he was nobody knew, but being an Edinburgh man

—

where they never snuff candles at a meeting without address-

ing the chair, and appointing a sub-committee to take the

propriety of the act into consideration—he was thoroughly

versed in all the duties of chairman, deputy, secretary, and

vice. The students swore that he was Wilkie's brother—he

was so like him.

They soon settled the inscription ; the vase was sent home,

and the day approached upon which it was to be presented.

AYilkie, however, was obliged to go to Scotland, and Haydon
was chosen to present the gift in his place. The day came : the

night before, Haydon rehearsed to himself the speech—action

and expression. He imagined he was in Fuseli's presence

;

he took up a Latin dictionary for the cup, and concluded his

speech exactly as he placed the supposed cup upon the table

before Tuseli. Haydon's account of his rehearsing the speech

before a broken looking-glass—for the effect—is a characteristic

instance of his complacency and conceit.

The committee met in Fuseh's middle chamber, and then

repaired to his gallery, with Haydon at their head. Fuseli

came out, bowed, and looked agitated. The vase was on the

table in front : Haydon advanced to the table, and said : '*Mr.

Fuseli—sir," in such a tremendously loud and \iecided tone

that they all started, but he quickly modulated his voice, and
as he concluded, placed the vase before the Keeper, Fuseli

made a very neat reply, and Flaxman a long speech, wliich

bored everybody. They then all retired to a cold coUation,

drank Fuseli's health with three times three, and separated

;

the committee privately inquiring of each other whether aU
the business was concluded, or rather, if no possible affair

could be invented for another committee-supper. Flaxman
said, as they came down to lunch, " The students hit upon
the right man in young Haydon," and afterwards compli-

mented him on his able speech. "Eeally," says Haydon,
" I have often thought that this little affair, of which I

was the head and front, first sowed the seeds of enmity against

me in the minds of many of the Academicians."
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Hoppner was in a fuiy, and on tlie first opportunity, gave
Wilkie a tremendous 7'otving, called the students a set of im-

pudent puppies, and declared that had he been in the Council,

he would have turned them all into the streets ! AMiile they

were cUscussing the thing in its early stages, the Council used
to listen at the door, and say, "JiTow they are talking about
it; shall we do anything?^' -N'orthcote was on the Council,

and told this to Haydon.
Within a very short time, so jealous were the Council and

the general meeting of this deserved honour to Fuseli, that

they actually passed a law, forbidding the students ever again

to exercise their judgment in such matters, as it belonged to

the Academicians, and to the Academicians alone, to decide

on the merits of their officers. As if, in such a case, the

students, the persons really benefited by the Keeper, were
not the best judges whether they were benefited or not

!

The mahgnant feeling that this simple mark of respect roused

among Fuseli's brother Academicians excited every one's

contempt.

However, Haydon (from whose Autobiography we abridge

the above,) seems to rejoice in his martyrdom : he says

—

*' They never forgave me, and I never respected them after-

wards."

FUSELI AXD LAT\TIEXCE.

The fierceness of the Keeper was a revengeful overmatch

for the bland President. Fuseli had sketched a picture of

Prospero and jNJlranda from the Tempest, and was considering

of what diro.ensions he should make the finished painting,

when he was told that Lawrence had sent in for exhibi-

tion a picture on the same subject and with the same figures.

His wrath knew no bounds. "This comes," he cried, "of
my simplicity in sho^ving my sketches—never mind—I'll

teach the face-painter to meddle with my Prospero and
Miranda." He had no canvas prepared—he took a finished

picture, and over the old performance dashed in hastily, in

one laborious day, a wondrous scene from the Tempest—hung
it in the Exhibition right opposite that of Lawrence, and

called it "a sketch for a large picture." Sir Thomas said

little, but thought much—he never afterwards exhibited a

poetic subject.

One evening, in company, when Sir Tliomas Lawrence was

discoursing on " the historic grandeur " of Sir Joshua, and
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contrasting liim with Titian and with Eaphael, Fuseli fired

up: "Blastation! you will drive me mad—EejTiolds and
Eaphael !—a dwarf and a giant !—why will you waste all

your fine words!" He rose and left the room, muttering

something about a tempest in a pint-pot. La^vTence followed,

soothed him, and brought him back.

Yet, these two eminent men loved one another. They
were often together ; and Allan Cunningham heard Sir

Thomas say, that he never had a dispute with Fuseli save

once—and that was concerning their pictures of Satan. In-

deed, the Keeper, both with tongue and pen, took pleasure

in pointing out the excellencies of his friend, nor was he
blind to his defects. " This young man," thus he wrote in

one of his early criticisms, "would do well to look at

nature again ; his flesh is too glassy." Lawrence followed

the advice. When he had risen into reputation and had
money at command, he said, laying his hand upon one of

Fuseli^s sketches, "Make me a painting of this fine subject,

and I will give you the price of one of my best paintings."
" The fit is off me for this subject," said Fuseli ; "1 wish
you would choose some other."

Sir Thomas Lawrence was at Putney Hill, and cheered the

last moments of Fuseli, who seemed uneasy and restless when
Lawrence was away from his side.

"SOMETHIXa NEW."

One day, Fuseli's attention was attracted by a serpent with
its tail in its mouth, a common-place emblem of eternity,

which was carved upon an exhibited monument. " It won't
do, I teU you," said Fuseli to the sculptor, " you must have
something new." The something neio startled a man whose
imagination was none of the brightest, and he said, "How
shall I find something new?" "Oh, nothing so easy," said

Fuseli, "m help you to it. When I went away to Eome
I left two fat men cutting fat bacon in St. Martin's-lane : in

ten years time I returned, and found the two fat men cutting

fat bacon still : twenty years more have passed, and there the

two fat fellows cut the fat flitches the same as ever. Carve
them ! if they look not like an image of eternity I wot not
what does."

This anecdote is related by Cunningham : it is told -udth

a slight error, which does not, however, affect the point of its

absurdity. The two fat men were the brothers who, for

Q
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many years, kept the ham and beef shop in St. Martin's

court; where rounds of beef were often cooked for the royal

table, and conveyed to Carlton House in the days of the

Regency.
CONSTABLE AND FUSELI.

Fuseli, speaking of this excellent landscape-painter, said

:

" I like de landscapes of Constable : he is always picturesque,

of a fine colour, and de lights always in de right places ; but

he makes me call for my great-coat and umbrella."

WORKS OF FUSELI.

As Mr. Allan Cunningham was a contemporary of Fuseli,

and was intimate with the Keeper, his estimate of his genius

and works is entitled to special notice : it is written with

great judgment, and in a spirit of fairness to the merits of

Fuseli.*

Cunningham says :
" Out of the seventy exhibited paint-

ings on which he reposed his hope of fame, not one can be

called common-place—they are all poetical in their nature,

and as poetically treated. Some twenty of these alarm,

startle, and displease; twenty more may come within the

limits of common comprehension ; the third twenty are such

as few men could produce, and deserve a place in the noblest

collections ; while the remaining ten are equal in conception

to anything that genius has hitherto produced, and second

only in their execution to the true and recognised master-

pieces of art. It cannot be denied, however, that a certain

air of extravagance and a desire to stretch and strain is visible

in most of his works.
" His sketches amount to 800.
" Those who are only acquainted with Fuseli through his

paintings know little of the extent of his genius ; tiiey should

see him in his designs and drawings, to feel his powers and

know him rightly. The variety of those productions is truly

wonderful, and their poetic feehng and historic grandeur

more wonderful still. It is surprising too how little of that

extravagance of posture and action which offends in his ''arge

paintings is present here ; they are for the most part un-

commonly simple and serene performances."

Sir Thomas Lawrence possessed a large number of Fuse, 's

serious drawings.

* Lives of British Artists, voL ii.
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The vigorous, energetic, and startling productions of
IVIichael Angelo were closely akin to the fancy of Fuseli

;

Cunninghani has well described its meteor-like shining upon
impassable places, and its lighting the darkness of that region
which forms the border-land between sense and absurdity.
" Fuseli rejoiced in the muscular glory of his great master

;

for he thought there was no dignity without action—no
sublimity without exaggeration. He lived in a species
of intoxication—affected the dress and mimicked the manners
of Michael— assumed the historic shoe, and would have
preferred the sandaL In drawing and in sketching he tried
to imitate his master's dashing energy and extravagance
of breadth, which induced Piranesi to exclaim, ' Fuseli—this

is not designing, but building a man !' When time had mel-
lowed his taste, and in his turn he had become an instructor,

he continued to prefer that broad nervous freedom of hand,
and held in derision all that was cautiously neat or timidly
graceful. He would seize the chalks of his students, stamp
with his tiny foot till they stared or smiled—cry ' See !

' and
delineate a man in half the time and "udth a broader stroke
than a tailor uses in chalking out a garment. Yet coarse as

such hasty outlines seemed to the inexperienced, in the view
of those acquainted with design, they contained the elements
of the truest art, and presented such materials for study as

none but the hand of a master could dash off.

" He loved to dream along the road, (when he was at

Eome,)—to follow the phantasies of an unbridled imagination—to pen sarcastic remarks—sketch colossal groups, and
would call out ever and anon, when some strange thought
struck him, ' IMichael Angelo !'

''

He used to vow that there was more genius in the claw of
one of Michael Angelo's eagles than in all the heads with
which the Academy was swarming. Indeed, Michael Angelo
was the alpha and omega—the beginning and the end—of
Fuseli's existence.

Q2
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BIRTH AND PARENTAGE OF LAWRENCE.

Thomas Lawrence was born in the parish of St. Philip and

St. Jacob (within a few doors of the birthplace of Eobert

Southey, the poet laureate,) in the city of Bristol, on the 4th

of May, 1769, and was christened on the 6th of the same

month. He was the youngest of a family of sixteen cliildren
;

and at the time of his birth, his parents kept the White Lion

inn at Bristol, and next the Black Bear inn at Devizes.

Their son Thomas was a very beautiful boy, and had been

remarkable from infancy for his sprightly and winning

manners. His father taught him to recite poetry ; and when

the child was only four or five years old, it was usual for

him to be presented by his parent to visitors to the inn : at

four years old, he could recite the story of Joseph and his

Brethren ; at five. Pope's " lymphs of Solyma ;

" and at

seven, Milton's Lycidas.

LAWRENCE'S FIRST PORTRAIT.

The boy had already shown considerable aptitude for

sketching, though only in his sixth year, when, late one

evening, Mr. (afterwards Lord) Kenyon and his wife arrived

at the Bear inn at Devizes. Mr. Lawrence soon entered

their sitting-room, and proposed to show them his wonderful

child. "The boy," he said, "is only five years old, but he

can take your likenesses, or repeat to you any speech in

Milton's Pandsemonium;" when in rushed the child; and

as Mrs. Kenyon used to relate, her vexation was suddenly

changed into admiration. He was riding on a stick, when

Mrs. Kenyon, as soon as she could get him to halt, asked him

if he could take the likeness of that gentleman, pointing to
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her husband. " That I can," said little Lawrence, " and very
like too.'' A high chair was placed at the table, pencils and
paper were brought, and the infant artist soon produced a
striking likeness.

Mr. Kenyon now coaxed the child, and asked him if he
could take the likeness of the lady. " Yes, that I can," was
the reply, " if she will turn her side to me, for her face is not
straight." This remark produced a laugh—it was correct

enough. He then drew a profile portrait of Mrs. Kenyon,
which was recognised by a friend twenty-five years after :

the dra^ving was about five inches broad, and dehcately
shaded.

A Derbyshire Earonet, struck with the genius of the lad,

ofiered to send him to Eome at the expense of 1,000Z., but
his father replied that "his son's talents required no cul-

tivation."

YOUNG LAWRENCE SENT TO SCHOOL.

At the age of six, Lawrence was sent to school at the Fort,
near Bristol, where he had for bis school-fellow the Earl of
Shaftesbury, who, in writing to Lawrence many years after,

respecting his portrait, reminded the painter of the circum-
stance. The boy does not appear to have received any
instruction after the age of eight, (except some lessons in
Latin and French grammar,) his father being his only in-

structor in English, especially in recitation.

LAWRENCE'S EARLY DRAWINGS.

At the age of five years, little Lawrence made some draw-
ings of eyes, which attracted the admiration of Mr. Prince
Hoare. In after life, Lawrence became of all artists the most
celebrated for his excellent painting of the eye. Even Fuseli,
who could rarely abstain from depreciating his works, would
exclaim with enthusiasm. :

" But, by G—t, he paints eyes
better than Titian ! " At the age of seven, too, the prodigy
became so celebrated as to be taken and engi-aved by Sherwin.
We have mentioned the portraits of Mr. and ]\Irs. Kenyon.

The first book upon art which he read was Eogers's Lives of
Foreign Painters, lent him by a clergjonan of the neighbour-
hood, who also left him a small legacy.

But young La^vi-ence's father was averse to his reading
upon the subject of Painting; and would only permit his
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son to see the collections of pictures, mostly by old masters, at

the show-houses in this part of the country. In this manner,

at the age of eight, he was taken to Corsham House, Wilts,

where he strayed away from his friends, and was found in

one of the rooms, before a picture by Eubens, when upon being

taken away, he murmured, with a sigh, " Ah ! I shall never

be able to paint like that !" At Wilton, the seat of the Earl

of Pembroke, there is one of Lawrence's early paintings, a

head of the full life si2;e.

At the age of ten, he attempted original compositions of

the highest class. He now painted " Christ reproving Peter

for his denial ;" also "Eeuben's application to his father, that

Benjamin might accompany him and his brethren into Egypt ;"

and " Haman and Mordecai ;" all which he finished with great

rapidity. Daines Barrington attests this success ; adding

that in about seven minutes, the boy scarcely ever failed in

drawing a strong likeness of any person present :
" he is like-

wise an excellent reader of blank verse, and both understands

and feels the striking passages of Milton and Shakspeare."

LAWRENCE'S RECITATIONS.

These readings became so celebrated as to attract to the

Bear Inn, at Devizes, crowds of fashionable visitors from

Bath. Here Garrick, Foote, Wilkes, Sheridan, Burke, John-

son, ChurchiU, and others, were to be found, resting for the

night, when Mr. Lawrence never failed to exhibit his pre-

cocious son. Mr. Hugh Boyd, one of the supposed authors

of Junius, invited father and son to his house in town, and

the latter, in his tenth year, exhibited great talent with his

pencil. Mr. and ]\Irs. Garrick were among the visitors to the

Bear Inn, in their way to Bath, when the father used to

address the great actor with, " Tommy, Sir, has learned one

or two speeches since you were here
;

" which he used to

deliver before Garrick and his wife, in a summer-house of the

inn garden ; and at this time, the future walk in life of the

boy was poised between the pencil and the stage : fortu-

nately he chose the former.

At one of the lad's recitations, Sir William Chambers was

present ; and a Colonel Hamrich gave the child haK-a-guinea

for the beautiful handwriting in his copy-book.

As a boy, he is described as remarkably handsome : he

wore his coUar thrown back, and his hair, which was beauti-
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fill, was so redundant, that its rich dark curls obscured his

face when he stooped to draw.

Mr. John Bernard, in his piquant Retrosj^ections of the

Stage, describes Lawrence at this period—" as a reader, little

Tom was but little Tom,—a very clever child at nine years of

age, whilst, as a sketcher of likenesses, h6 disclosed the future

powers of the President.

"There was something about little Lawrence, however,

which excited the surprise of the most casual observer. He
was a perfect man in miniature. His confidence and self-

possession smacked of one-and-twenty. Lawrence frequently

brought his boy to the green-room, and we would set him on
a table, and make him recite Hamlet's directions to the

Players. On one occasion, Henderson was present, and
expressed much gratification. The little fellow, in return for

our civilities and flatteries, was desirous to take our likenesses,

the first time we came to Devizes, and Edwin and myself

afibrded him an opportunity soon after, on one of our non-

play-day's excursions. After dinner, Lawrence proposed

giving us a reading as usual, but Tom reminded him of our

promise. "We preferred a specimen of his talents, as being

most novel. The young artist collected his materials very

quickly, and essayed my visage the first. In about ten

minutes he produced a faithful deliueation in crayon, which
for many years I kept as a curiosity. He next attempted

Edwin's, who, startled at the boy's ability, resolved (iu his

usual way) to perplex him. (This he did by changing the form

of his features,—raising his brows, compressing his lips, and
widening his mouth.) Tom no sooner perceived the change

than he started in supreme wonder, attributing it to a defect

in his own vision. The first outline was accordingly abandoned,

and a second commenced. Tom was now more particular,

and watched him narrowly, but Edwin, feature by feature,

and muscle by muscle, so completely ran, what might be called

the gamut of his countenance (as the various compartments of

its harmony,) that the boy drew and rubbed it out, till his

hand fell by his side, and he stood silently looking in Edwin's

face, to discover, if possible, its true expression. Edwin could

not long maintain his composure at his scrutiny, and revealed

the hoax with a burst of merriment and mimic thunder.

"Little Tom could not take up Shakspeare or Milton,

and read at random. He had been instructed in particular

speeches, and to these he referred. There was one in Milton
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(Satan's Address to the Sun) he had long washed to leam,

but his father, from an apprehension that his mind was yet

unequal to the grasp, had passed it over."

YOUNG LAWRENCE IN BATH.

In 1779, Mr. Lawrence and his family left Devizes, and in

their road to Weymouth, visited Oxford, where the young

artist took the likenesses of several eminent persons ; and the

leading men of the University subscribed for his portrait,

painted by Mr. Prince Hoare, of Bath, and engraved by

Sherwdn.

In 1782, the Lawrences visited Bath ; and it became the

fashion to sit to young Lawrence for his oval crayon likenesses,

at one guinea and a half. His portraits of Mrs. Siddons and

Admiral Barrington were now engraved. From the collection

of the Hon. Mr. Hamilton, on Lansdown Hill, young Law-

rence copied, in crayons, the Transfiguration of Eaphael ; the

Aurora of Guido ; and other celebrated pictures, for which

copies Lawrence's father refused 300 guineas. He usually

finished three or four crayon paintings in a week, and re-

ceived three guineas for half-lengths,—at that time, and for

Bath, a very extraordinary sum.

Here he opened a public exhibition of his works, his

father performing the office of exhibitor.

LAWRENCE AND THE STAGE.

As young Lawrence grew up, his Shakspearean readings,

and his frequent visits to the theatre, imbued him with a

strong dramatic propensity. About his sixteenth year, he

had serious intentions of making the stage his profession.

Mr. Bernard heard him recite Jaffier (in Venice Preserved),

but could not perceive any evidence of talent he could balance

against that which he was acknowledged to possess in his

artistic pursuits. Mr. Bernard then disclosed what had passed

to Lawrence's father, who, relying much upon his son's efforts

for support, grew alarmed, and besought Mr. Bernard to use

aU his influence in dissuading young Lawrence from his

design. This it was suggested would be best effected by a

surprise. Mr. Bernard then arranged that Lawrence should

come to his house next morning, with some friends, and Mr.

Palmer, the Manager of the Bath Theatre.

"By half-past twelve the next day, all the parties were
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assembled : old Lawrence, and his friends, in the back
parlour; young Lawrence, Mr. Palmer, and myself, in the
front. The Manager was no sooner introduced, than, with
great adroitness, he desired a specimen of young Lawrence's
abilities, and took his seat at one end of the room. I pro-
posed the opening scene between Priuli and Jaffier. We
accordingly commenced, I, Priuli ; he, Jaffier : he went on
very perfectly till, in the well-kno^vn passage, ' To me you
owe her,' he came to the lines

' I brought her, gave her to your despairing arms :

Indeed you thank'd me, but '

here he stammered, and became stationary. I held the book,
but would not assist him ; and he recommenced and stopped,
reiterated and hemmed, till his father, who had heard him
with growing impatience, pushed open the door, and said,
* You play Jaffier, Tom ! hang me if they would suffer you
to murder a conspirator.' Mr. Palmer, taking young Law-
rence by the hand, assured him, in the most friendly manner,
that he did not possess those advantages which would render
the stage a safe undertaking. The address did not produce
an instantaneous effect ; it was obvious that the young artist

was of a reverse opinion. A conversation ensued, in which.
I, abusing the life of an actor, and other friends representing
the prospects of a painter, young La-vATence at length became
convinced, but remarked, with a sigh, 'That if he had gone
on the stage, he might have assisted his family niuch sooner
than by his present employment.' My reader can appreciate
the affection of this sentiment, but I am unable to describe
its delivery, or the effect it took upon every person present."
The filial attachment of Lawrence to his family was, from his
earliest days, proverbial.

Young LawTence went away, renouncing his intentions and
retaining his friends ; and Mr. Bernard congratulating himself
upon having so successfully lent his aid to check an early
propensity, which, if encouraged, must have led to a re-

nouncement of the pencil.

LAWEEN'CE EECEIVES THE SOCIETY OF AETS PEIZE.

In the Session of 1785, the Society of Arts, in the Adelphi,
voted young La^vrence their Medal, and the reward of Five
Guineas for the most successful copy from the old masters—

a

crayon drawing of the Transfiguration of Raphael, being a copy
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of tlie copy wliicli Lawrence had already made. He received
" the greater silver palette, gilt," by special vote of the Com-
mittee ; and had not the Drawing been made two years before,

it would have received the Society's first reward.

Lawrence was now anxious to remove to London, and to

become a student of the Eoyal Academy, to which his father

assented. On their way to the metropolis, in 1787, they
halted at Salisbury, where the young artist executed several

crayon portraits.

Next year, 1787, he first exhibited at the Eoyal Academy,
when he sent seven pictures—an extraordinary number for

a painter eighteen years of age. In the following year, he
sent six portraits; in 1789, thirteen; and in 1790, twelve

pictures.

LAWEENCE'S EARLIEST OIL-PAINTINGS.

It was not until 1786, and when Lawrence had passed his

seventeenth year, that he made any attempt at oil-painting.

In that year he painted a whole-length figure of Christ hemm-

ing the Cross; the canvas was eight feet high.

Young Lawrence next painted his ovm. portrait—a head, or

three-quarters' size. " In this he evidently aimed at the style

of Rembrandt, in his middle life, when he had neglected his

higher finish, and before he had availed himself of the broad

fulness of the brush, with deep contrasts, and sudden transi-

tions, and with great breadth of shadow. To his study of

Eembrandt in this portrait, he added a few signs of his

imitating Sir Joshua Reynolds himself." *

In a letter to his mother, young Lawrence thus speaks of

the above portrait : "To any but my o^vn family I certainly

should not say this ; but, excepting Sir Joshua, for the paint-

ing of the head, I would risk my reputation with any painter

in London/' In the same letter, he says :
" I have had the

pleasure of seeing the great Mr. Barry; he did not recollect

my name, nor did I wish to make myself known."

LAWRENCE SETTLES IN LONDON—INTRODUCTION TO
REYNOLDS.

Upon reaching the metropolis, Mr. Lawrence hired for his

son a suite of handsome first-floor apartments at No. 4, Lei-

cester-square, then, and for many years after, occupied by

* Life and Correspondence of Sir Thomas LaTvrence. By E. D.
Williams, vol. i. p. 81.
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a confectioner. They soon, however, removed to 'No. 41,
Jermyn-street. They next applied for an interview with Sir
Joshua Eeynolds, which was willingly granted ; and the
lather and the young artist proceeded to Leicester-square.

Young Lawrence took with hvm his oil portrait of himself,

with which Sir Joshua was evidently much struck. Then
turning to the boy, he said gravely :

" Stop, yoimg man, I
must have some talk with you. Well, I suppose, now, you
think this is very line, and the colouring very natural—hey !

hey ! " He next began to point out the imperfections in the
painting, which he then took out of the room : he soon re-

turned, said a few kind words, and in conclusion, " It is clear

you have been looking at the old masters ; but my advice to

you is, to study nature ; apply your talents to nature.''

Eeynolds then dismissed him with marked kindness, assuring
him that he would be welcome whenever he chose to call.

On September 13, 1787, Lawrence was admitted a student
at the Koyal Academy, and soon left all his competitors
in the antique school far behind.

About this time, Mr. Lawrence, with two legacies, left to
his son and his daughter Anne, purchased a museum then
exhibiting in the Strand ; and to its stuffed birds and other
natural curiosities, were added his son's paintings ; but this

speculation did not pay its expenses, and the curiosities were
soon sold for a trifle.

Sir Martin Archer Shee, writing in 1789, describes Law-
rence as a very genteel, handsome young man, but rather
effeminate in his manner. " A new paper that puffs him here
very much says he is not yet one-and-twenty ; and I am told
by some of the students who knew him in Bath, that he is

three-and-twenty. When I lodged in Aungier-street, I re-

member poor Stokes showing me a picture of Lady Leeson,
painted by him in Bath, and at that time he was looked upon
as an artist of great merit there. He is wonderfully laborious
in his manner of painting, and has the most uncommon
patience and perseverance. His price is ten guineas a head, and
I hear he intends raising it. There is no young artist in Lon-
don bids so fair to arrive at excellence, and I have no doubt
he will, if he be careful, soon make a fortune."

In the previous year he exhibited the portrait of the
Princess Amelia : he pleased the Princess by his pencil, and
by his manners ; and he won the regard of the foreign

domestics by well-timed and gentle flirtations with the spouse
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of one of tlie court musicians. These latter -were in their

nature so harmless, as to amuse the lady herself, and excite

merriment in the King and Queen, who occasionally rallied

the young painter upon his gallantry.

HISTORICAL PIECE FROM HOMER.

In 1788, whilst Lawrence was in lodgings in Jermyn-street,

(opposite St. James's Church,) he painted for Mr. Eichard

Payne Ejiight his historical piece of Homer reciting his poem
to tJie Greeks. The figure in the foreground of the young

victor in the foot-race was a study from the living model,

Jackson, the pugilist. His figure was large, but he had a

distinct and marked indication of every individual muscle
;

and his joints were small, and knit in the manner which is

inimitably copied in many of the statues and paintings of

Michael Angelo. Lawrence was much struck with this sub-

ject, which he painted with great care and study.

LAWRENCE'S EARLY PORTRAITS.

In 1790, Lawrence painted the celebrated beauty and

actress, Miss Farren, afterwards Countess of Derby. She is

represented in a white satin cloak and a muff" : the success of

the picture excited much jealousy, which led Mr. Burke to

say to the painter, "Never mind what little critics say, for

painters' proprieties are always best."

In 1792, La^vrence painted two elaborate whole-length

portraits of George III. and Queen Charlotte, which Lord

Macartney took out as presents to the Emperor of China. He
next painted a whole-length portrait of the King, for which

he received the then larf>;e sum of 300 guineas.

LAWRENCE ELECTED A.R.A.

In November, 1791, at the express desire of His Majesty

and the Queen, young Lawrence, after one defeat, was ad-

mitted an Associate of the Eoyal Academy, by the suspension

of a law against the admission of an Associate under the age

of twenty-fouj. His reception, however, was much opposed

by several Academicians, notwithstanding his election was

supported by Sir Joshua Reynolds. It was virulently attacked

by Peter Pindar.
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DEATH OF SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

Ill the funeral procession of Eeynolds, on March 3, 1792,
were Lawrence and twelve other Associates, among whom,
were Bourgeois, Bonomi, Stothard, Smirke, and Shee.

Lawrence, now only in his twenty-third year, was unani-

mously elected Sir Joshua's successor as Painter to the Dilet-

tanti Society, who rescinded their law, " that no person was
admissible as a member who had not crossed the Alps."

" SERJEANT-PAINTER TO THE KING."

'Next, the King appointed Lawrence to succeed Sir
Joshua as his painter in ordinary; though at this period
were living, in high repute, West, Fuseli, Barry, Opie, and
!N^orthcote.

The slight shown to Hogarth's talents by George IL was
enough to procure him favour in the household of his grand-
son, George III., soon after whose accession Hogarth was
appointed Serjeant-Painter to all his Majesty's works, which
his enemies jeeringly interpreted as chief "panel-painter."
The office was held by Sir James Thornhill in the reign of

George I., who knighted him in 1720.
To Hogarth succeeded AUan Eamsay, and next Sir Joshaa

Eeynolds, upon whose decease Mr. Lawrence succeeded as
state-painter, as the office was now designated. It is hardly
necessary to remind the reader that Sir Joshua was succeeded
in the chair of the Eoyal Academy by Benjamin West, whose
name stood high as a painter of history, and who, with the
personal favour of King George III. enjoyed the nominal rank
of historical painter to his Majesty, and a salary or allowance
of 1,000Z. per annum from the privy purse, in that capacity.

Tlie office of Serjeant-Painter, or painter in ordinary, was,
however, the only recognised appointment in the royal house-
hold, connected with the arts.

LAWRENCE IN OLD BOND STREET.—ELECTED R.A.

With increase of honour, the painter grew more expensive
in his dress and style of living : he took handsome apartments
at No. 24, Old Bond-street, made his friend Farington his

secretary, and allowed 201. per week for domestic outlay.

Yet, thus early he was indebted a large sum of money which
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Mr. Angerstein had advanced him. " I began life wrongly,"

said LawTence, in after years. " I spent more money than I

earned, and involved myself in debt, for which I have been

paying heav}^ interest." His usual price at this period for a

full-length portrait, was one hundred guineas; for a half

length fifty ; and for the head size twenty-five. The success

of Lawrence in portrait-painting led to his being attacked by

unprincipled critics, as well as by envious artists.
^
It was

whispered that he could only copy, not create.
^

This taunt

stung him so sharply that he resolved to attempt history ; and,

while he was hesitating as to subjects, the Eoyal Academy,

December 4, 1795, admitted him a member. This brought a

gay crowd of sitters—^he recollected that he was labouring on

borrowed money—and he returned to portraiture. He was

now li\^g at Xo. 29, Old Bond-street.

To tliis year's Exhibition he sent the portrait of Cowper, the

poet, with whom there grew up a correspondence and in-

timacy : the poet invited the painter to Weston ; and his last

words were, "AYhen will you give me a drawing of the old

oak?"

FAILUKE OF A PORTRAIT.

Iklr. Hayes, the surgeon, of Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square,

used to relate the following occurrence in Lawrence's atelier

when he resided in Old Bond-street. It happened that he

had painted the portrait of a Mr. Sheepshanks, a friend of

Mr. Hayes, who, when the picture was finished, brought with

him to the artist's room a friend from the town where I^Ir.

Sheepshanks resided, and who was well acquainted with him.

Kow, the visitor was a rough old squire, a perfect Tony

Lumpkin, rich, and master over aU things in his neighbour-

hood except himself. Mr. Hayes introduced him among the

portraits, and anticipated his instant recognition of the Like-

ness of his country friend and neighbour, Mr. Sheepshanks.

The squire, however, gaped and gazed, without the slightest

emotion ; and at last, as if tired, and wishing to depart, he

begged that the portrait of his friend might be shown to him

at once.

At this, IMr. Hayes, who was somewhat peppery, fired up.

" Zounds," cried the astonished surgeon, " that is it which you

have been looking at these five minutes !

"

" That he ! hang me if it is a bit like un—^no more like un

than it's Like our parson."
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In vain did Hayes try to persuade the country gentleman

that it was an admirable painting and a correct likeness. His

friend as sturdily maintained that he " was not to be done

arter that fashion—that the portrait wasn't a bit like un, and

he wouldn't give a guinea for a score of such pictures."

"With coarseness and stupidity on the one side, and anger

on the other, a strange scene ensued

:

So high at last the contest rose,

From words they next proceed to blows,

When luckily came by a third.

This third was the astonished Mr. Lawrence, who had been

below stairs, and knew nothing of the dispute and fracas

;

but hearing a scuffle in his painting-room, he ran up stairs,

and to his surprise, saw the two infuriated combatants, and
the portrait, the innocent cause of the battle, knocked off the

easel upon the floor.

Having parted '' the friends," Lawrence learnt the source

of their quarrel. He bore the explanation with great

equanimity, and reconciled the parties ; nor would he suffer

them to leave till they shook hands, embraced, and, probably,

hated each other most cordially ever after.

THE TWO SATANS.

In 1794, there had been for some time much gossip in the

studios about Lawrence's engagement upon a grand poetic

work, which his private friends were admitted to see, during

its progress. They fondly talked of the grandeur of the out-

lines, the magnificent colouring, and sublime sentiment of the

picture till their eulogy knew no bounds. The secret of the

subject, was, however, preserved intact till the Exhibition of

1797, when the Catalogue revealed: "170. Satan calling

his Legions. T. Lawrence, RA." This was high game for

Anthony Pasquin, and at it he flew, and applied to the

painter's rash attempt in this path of sublimity, Pope's

stinging line

" For fools rush in where angels fear to tread."

" The picture, (says Pasquin) is a melange made up of the

worst parts of the divine Buonarotti and the extravagant

Goltzius. The figure of Satan is colossal and very Lll-dra^^^l

:

the body is so disproportioned to the extremities, that it ap-

pears all legs and arms, and might at a distance be mistaken
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for a sign of the spread eagle. The colouring has as little

analogy to truth as the contour, for it is so ordered, that it

conveys an idea of a mad German sugar-baker dancing naked
in a conflagration of his own treacle ; but the liberties taken
with his infernal Majesty are so numerous, so various, and so

insulting, that we are amazed that the ecclesiastical orders do
not interfere in behalf of an old friend."

Such was the scurrilous stuff of the Critical Guide of 1797.
But there was another who considered he had a greater right

to be heard, and, obeying the epigraph,

" Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen,"

up rose Fuseli : he complained that Lawrence had stolen his

Devil from him ; and his criticism was, that the figure was
the lubber fiend, and not the master fiend of Milton ; in
short, a fine piece of colour, and a failure. But Fuseli thought
no one had the right or power to paint from our great poets
but himself.

Lawrence, however, explained the coincidence to Allan
Cunningham, who thus relates the story in his Life of Sir

Thomas :

"Fuseli, sir," these were his words, "was the most satirical

of human beings ; he had also the greatest genius for art of
any man I ever knew. His mind was so essentially poetic,

that he was incapable of succeeding in any ordinary object.

That figure of Satan, now before you, occasioned the only in-

terruption which our friendship, of many years' standing, ever

experienced. He was, you know, a great admirer of Milton,

from whom he had many sketches. When he first saw my
Satan, he was nettled, and said, ' You borrowed the idea from
me.'— ' In truth, I did take the idea from you,' I said ; 'but
it Was from your person, not from your paintings. When we
were together at Stackpole Court, in Pembrokeshire, you may
remember how you stood on yon high rock which overlooks

the bay of Bristol, and gazed down upon the sea, which rolls

so magnificently below. You were in raptures ; and while
you were crying "Grand! Grand! Jesu Christ, how grand

!

how terrific," you put yourself in a wild posture ; I thought
on the devil looking into the abyss, and took a slight sketch

of you at the moment : here it is. My Satan's j)osture now,
was yours then.'"

Lawrence's success in the historic style fell short of his

portraiture. Il^evertheless, this picture fulfilled its object—to
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show ids brethren in art that he was not a mere face-painter.
" The Satan/' he said, " answered my secret motives in at-

tempting it : my success in portraits will no longer be thought
accident or fortune ; and if I have trod the second path with
honour, it is because my limbs are strong. My claims are

acknowledged by the circle of taste, and are undisputed by
competitors and rivals."

DEATH OF LAWEENCE'S PARENTS.

In 1797, his father and mother were hving with him in

Greek- street;* and from his leaving Bath he had fidfilled to-

wards them all the duties of an affectionate and liberal son.

In May of the above year, his mother expired in his

house. He writes to Miss Lee : "I have mentioned other

griefs in order to turn my thoughts from that pale Virtue,

whose fading image I now contemplate with firmness. I kiss

it, and not a tear falls on the cold cheek. You can have no
notion of the grand severity it has assumed. I think, I
cannot but persuade myself, since the fatal stroke, it seems as

if the soul, at the moment of departure, darted its purest

emanations into the features, as traces of its happier state.

Have you seen death often 1 It cannot be a common effect.

*!• t^ 'i^ Sf* «t*

But half an hour since, I had the dear hand in mine, and the
fingers seemed unwilling to part "wdth me. Farewell !

"

In the succeeding October he lost his father, who, for the
improvement of his health, had removed to Eugl)y. Lawrence
was engaged with a sitter in Piccadilly when a letter reached
him, saying that his father was dying. He hurried into the
country, but came too late. He writes to Miss Lee :

" The
cause of my silence is a terrible one,—my father's death. He
died before I could reach him ; but he died full of aff'ection

to us, of firm faith and fortitude, and without a groan."

LaMTcnce had written four months previously of his father

:

" to his children, whatever difference of character or disposi-

tion there may have been, his essentially worthy nature and
general love for them make him too dear an object of regard,

not to form the greatest portion of their solicitude. To be
the entire happiness of his, children is perhaps the lot of no
parent."

* Lawrence had now removed to No. 57, Greek-street, Soho, where he
let apartments to his yoimg friend, Westall, who was then at work for
Alderman Boydell.
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PORTRAITS OF JOHN KEMBLE.

In 1798, Lawrence painted Coriolanus at the Hearth of

Aufidius, a "work uniting the imaginative with the reality of

portrait ; or, as the painter called it, " a half-history portrait.'^

He found the noble Roman in the looks and form of John
Kemble : the figure and posture are fine, and the colouring

admirable. But the portrait lacks the heroic spirit of the

proud soldier.

Rolla, Cato and Hamlet followed the character portrait of

Coriolanus. The EoUa is splendidly painted, but the figure

of the chief is gigantic ; the child was painted from one of

Sheridan's offspring. The picture is very melodramatic ; but

the play of Pizarro ranks scarcely above fustian.

The Cato, in the painter's words, is '' a generalised portrait

of Kemble, or rather Cato meditating on the Phsedo of Plato,

for which I take Kemble as my model. The scene in the

fourth act, where the body of the son is brought in, is nobly

and powerfully affecting. Perhaps it will be the last picture

I shall paint with Kemble for my subject, and I know it will

be my best." The painter was in error twofold : it was not

his last picture of Kemble, nor is it one of his finest works :

Kemble's look is not " native and to the manner," but is too

much acting.

Lawrence, however, retrieved his fame in this class of sub-

ject in the ^^Hamlet apostrophizing the skull," in the churchyard

scene : it is a full-length, life size : it was painted in 1801,

and was presented to the National Gallery, by William IV.

in 1836, Cunningham justly describes it as a work of the

liighest kind,—sad, thoughtful, melancholy ; vdih. looks con-

versing with death and the grave ; a perfect image of the

great dramatist. This picture Lawrence himself placed above

all his works, except the Satan ; but it far surpasses the

Satan in propriety of action, accuracy of expression, and
grandeur of colouring. The light touches the face and bosom,

and falls on the human skull on which he is musing. It is

one of the noblest paintings of the modern school.

VERSES BY LAWRENCE.

Lawrence wi'ote verses at a very early age. Tlie indulgence

of this harmless x>^ncha7it would, j^robably, have been left to

oblivion, had not his future fame rendered of interest nearly
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every incident of Ms early life. How many of us write rhymes
which do not survive our teens !

The verses with which the painter garnished his letters

were " mostly in the despairing Thyrsis strain
;
" hut they

were cold and lacked passion. In a lighter style he was more
successful, as in the following :

—

"thoughts on being alone after dinneb.

" How shall I, friend, employ my time,

Alone, no book of prose or rhyme,
Or pencil to amuse me

;

No pen or paper to be found,

Nor friend to push the bottle round,

Or for its stay abuse me ?

" The servants come and find me here.

And stare vipon me like the deer

On Selkirk in Fernandez

;

And, quite as tame, they wipe the chairs,

And scrub, and hum their favourite airs,

And ask what my command is.

** I wish one knew the way to change
Customs so barbarous and strange,

So savage and inhuman

;

I wish the sex were kinder grown.

And when they find a man alone,

Would treat him like a woman.
" Well, here's to her, who, far away.
Cares not that I am grave or gay;

So now no more I'U drink.

But fold my arms and meditate,

And clap my feet upon the gi-ate.

And on grave matters think.

" 'Tis, let me see, full sixteen years,

And wondrous short the time appears.

Since, with inquiry warm.
With beauty's novel power amazed,
I followed, midst the crowd, and gazed
On Siddons' beauteovis form.

" Up Bath's fatiguing streets I ran,

Jvist half pretending to be man.
And fearfvil to intrude

;

Busied I looked on some employ,

Or limp'd to see some other boy,

Lest she shoidd think me rude.

" The sun was bright, and on her face.

As proud to show the stranger grace.

Shone with its purest rays

;

And through the folds that veil'd her form,

Motion display'd its happiest charm,
To catch the admiring gaze.

e2
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" The smiling lustre of lier eyes,

That triumph'd in our wild surprise,

Well I remember still

:

They spoke of joy to yield delight,

And plainly said, if I'm the sight,

Good people, take your fill,

" And can it be that 'neath this roof.

Whilst I sit patiently aloof,

This watching form can be ?

Quick let me fly—avaunt my fears !

'Tis but a door and sixteen years

Divide this fair and me.

" Alas ! that beauty should grow old

Alas ! that passion should be cold !

Alas ! that rhymes should fail

!

That no due coffee-bell should ring,*****
To close my mournfiil tale.

" Ye youths debarr'd your fau" one's eye.

Ye that for love to memory fly,

Attend this moral rhyme.
List to the pensive lay it pours.

The Devil take your doors and hours,

Yoxir carpenters and time."

The following lines are in a graver strain :

—

" Unjust one ! dost thou scorn the wand'ring wretch,

Forc'd on the pavement her cold limbs to stretch ?

From generous weakness first her errors flow'd,

Some sacrifice the direful arm bestow'd

;

The hardness of her sex her sorrow spurn'd,
And but from want to wickedness she turn'd.

And dost thou triumph no such crimes are thine,

Ko stain in thee pollutes thy boasted line ?

That lost one at the throne of God shall rise,

And supplicate thy entrance to the skies
;

Give to thy youthiul vanity the blame.

Take from the worst of crimes its hatefxil name.
And ask of Heav'n in mercy to forget

The mean ambition of the cold coquette."

LAWEENCE SUPPOSED IN" LOVE.

One of Lawrence's early friends was Mrs. Siddons, the

great actress. She had sat to him when he was young, in

the character of Zara, and afterwards in that of Aspasia. She
had two lovely daughters, to both of whom Lawrence, as the

story has it, when they grew up, was very attentive in pubhc,

and overflowing with love in private. To one, however, he
was warmer in his vows and protestations than to the other j
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and the favoured lady believed liim sincere. " He had no
sooner/' says Cunningham, " gained her affections, than, with-

out cold words, altered looks, or any dispute whatever, he
turned from her to her sister, and had the audacity to make
love and offer her marriage in the same breath. This opened
the eyes of both ; but it was too late for one : the perfidious

lover was dismissed ; but the young lady was so affected that

she drooped and died."

Such was the story ; but as LaT^T?ence continued after on
good terms with Mrs. Siddons and her family, his apologists

generally silenced the public rumour and the private scandal

;

though this was not accomplished until after much mischief

and suffering.

Mr. Cunningham was. assured by one who knew both

LawTence and Mrs. Siddons well, that the young lady died

much in the usual way—of disease and a doctor.

The tale of common rumour had, however, another phase
;

adding that as the anniversary of the death of Miss Siddons

3ame round, Lawrence gave way to fits of melancholy

;

that he wore mourning for her sake, while he lived

;

and sealed his letters with black wax. This is untrue ; at

least we may infer it to be so.

The egregious public, in this case, seem to have followed

the advice of the scandal-monger in one of Douglas Jerrold's

piquant comedies,— " when you do not know anything, think

the worst."

PORTEAIT OF CUEEAK

In 1800, Lawrence sent to the Exhibition a portrait of
Mr. Curran, which was considered a failure. Shortly after,

the painter dined casually with Mr. Curran, and saw him in

all his glory of animation ; when Lawrence could not help

exclaiming to him, " I have not painted your portrait at all,

—I never saw your proper character before. Come to-morrow,

and give me another sitting." Mr. Curran accordingly gave

the painter one sitting, in which he finished the most extra-

ordinary likeness of the most extraordinary face within the

memory of man : the fire of the eye is marvellous.

BUST OF ME. W. LOCK.

, In 1801, Lawrence modeled with great success his friend,

Mr. W. Lock, of Norbury Park. The clay was put together

on a modeling board, and conveyed to iN'orbury, whither
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LaTvreiice went on a visit, during which he took sittings of

]\Ir. Lock, and produced an admirable bust in the antique

style : the hair was singularly fine, in flowing tresses, and

the character of the aged countenance studied with great

accuracy. This was Lawrence's first and probably his last

essay in modeling : several casts were made of the bust.

LAWRENCE AXD THE PRINCESS OF WALES.

In 1802, the Princess and Princess Charlotte of Wales,

then living at Montague House, Blackheath, sat to Lawrence

for their portraits, which led to an intimacy between the

Princess and the painter. This led to a scandalous report,

attributing his frequent visits to improper motives ; and to

such a degree had this slanderous annoyance increased, that

in 1806, when "the Delicate Investigation" into the conduct

of the Princess was pending, Lawrence offered himself to

the scrutiny of the Commissioners (Lords Grenville, Spencer,

Erskine, and EUenborough), who, though acquitting the

Princess of criminality, Avere of opinion that her manners

and conduct must be considered as unbecoming levity. As
this charge alluded to the Priucess' conduct towards Mr.

Lawrence and another gentleman, upon this Lawrence ill-

advisedly made an afiidavit at Hatton Garden police-office,

avowing that he slept several nights at Montague House in

1801, but that he never was left alone with her Ptoyal High-

ness, but in the drawing-room ; " and never with the door

locked, bolted, or fastened " but that any person outside could

open it.

The Painter's affidavit was transmitted to the Eang, vnth

the defence of the Princess, explaining that jMr. Lawrence

was, in 1800 or 1801, painting a large picture of her Eoyal

Highness and her Daughter, at Montague House, and that,

at his own request, he remained some few nights in the

house, so as to begin painting early in the morning. A
similar request for a like occasion had been made by Sir

WiUiam Beechey, and iVIr. Lawrence had occupied the same

apartment. Lawrence did not dine with the Princess

;

but occasionally he read in the evening before her Eoyal

Highness and her suite, passages from Shakspeare's plays;

and sometimes he played at chess with the Princess.

One of the ladies mentioned by the Princess, in a private

letter, alluded, in affectionate terms, to the great danger IVIr.
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Lawrence was in, of " losing his head." The painter's ser-

vant v.^as examined ; and shortly after, Lord Eldon, in con-

versation with Mr. Lawrence, said to him :
" Sir, you are a

very fortunate man indeed." " Why so, my Lord ? " " Be-

cause you have the most faithful, clever, and prudent servant,

who has served you cunningly at the hour of need."

LAWRENCE AND HARLOW.

George Henry Harlow, whom La^vrence characterised as

" the most promising of all our painters," was born in London
in 1787 ; showed early some talent for drawing; and when
about sixteen, was placed with De Cort, the Flemish, land-

scape-painter : he left him for Mr. Drummond, E.A,, the

portrait-painter, with whom he remained about twelve months,

when he grew desirous of another instructor. By the recom-

mendation of the beautiful Duchess of Devonshire, he was
placed under the care of Lawrence, in Greek-street. He was

to pay one hundred guineas yearly as a pupil ; that is to say,

"for permission to have access to Lawrence's house at nine

o'clock in the morning, with leave to copy his pictures till

four o'clock in the afternoon, but to receive no instruction of

any kind." At the expiration, however, of a year and a half,

the master and the pupil quarrelled. Lawrence used to

employ Harlow to deaden colour, and Harlow had so far a

share in painting a much-admired dog in the picture of ]MJrs.

Angerstein, which, at the Angersteins, he had the impru-

dence to claim as his own. This came, of course, to the ears

of Lawrence, who, in consequence, said to the pupil :
" As

the animal you claim is among the best things I ever painted,

of course you have no need of further instruction from me.

You must leave my house immediately." It is allowed that

Harlow entered more largely into the peculiar style and

character of Lawrence's performances than any other of his

pupils, so that to his short term in Lawrence's studio may be

attributed much of Harlow's success in portrait-painting.

Harlow revenged Lawrence's resentment in an odd way.

He made an excursion into the country, and took up his

quarters at the Queen's Head, a small roadside inn, on the

left hand, as you leave the town of Epsom for Ashtead.

Here the young painter stayed some time ; when, burning to

annoy Lawrence, he painted for the landlord a sign-board, in

a bold caricatura style, of the Queen's Head, and in one
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comer of the board he wrote, "T. L., Greek-street, Soho !"

Lawrence, it is known, became apprised of such a liberty

with his name 'and reputation ; but the caricature sign-

board did service, and remained there for many years. We
remember to have seen the sign as early as 1815: upon the

obverse was painted a queenly portrait, (the face,) and upon

the reverse, the back of the head and bust of the queen.

Some twenty years after, missing this peculiar sign from its

suspensory iron, (where a written board had been substituted,)

we made inquiry at the inn as to the fate of Harlow's Queen's

Head, but could not learn anything of its whereabouts.

Lawrence did not, however, remain long estranged from

Harlow, for we find him assisting him in his greatest picture

—the Trial of Queen Katherine.

Sir Thomas used to relate that great was the distress of

Harlow, when painting this superb scene from Henry the

Eighth, at the impossibility of getting John Kemble to sit

for his likeness. The paintuig proceeded, and great John
still refused. At last, Sir Thomas advised his pupil to go to

the front row of the pit of the theatre, .four or five times, and

sketch the actor's countenance, from which he might be able

to make out a likeness, and introduce it into the painting.

This expedient was adopted, and not only an inimitable Like-

ness was the result, but the clever artist caught the fine

expression of the Cardinal at the point of his surprise, and

anger, and self-possession, at the boldness of the Queen.

Had Mr. Kemble sat for the portrait, his face would have

been in repose, or at best but in a forced imitation of the

remarkable expression excited in it by playing the character

with the appropriate circumstances and accessories around

him.

The painting of this remarkable picture, and the assistance

which Fuseli rendered to the painter, is described at page 200.

Harlow caught the characteristic ' excellence of his master,

Lawrence, in painting eyes : his eyes of John Kemble, in the

Trial Scene, are a fine specimen of his power.

There is, however, still further evidence that Lawrence was

neither jealous of Harlow, nor bore him any resentment of

his unjustifiable conduct. When Mr. Lewis, the engraver,

brought to Russell-square a proof of Harlow's best work, (his

portrait of Northcote,) Lawrence resolved to retouch it;

observing, " It shall never be said that the finest work, from

so great a man, went into the world without such assistance
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as I can give. Harlow had faults ; but we must not remem-
ber the faults of one who so greatly improYed hhnself in his

art."

POETRAIT OF THE PERSIAN ASIBASSADOR.

During the short sojourn^ in 1810, of the Persian ambas-
sador, Mirza Abul Hassan Elhan, in England, Sir Thomas
Lawrence contrived, in the space of seventy-four daj^s, to

paint a beautiful portrait of his Excellency. Sir Thomas was
so proud of it that on Sir Gore Ouseley^s return to Persia,

he made him promise never to let any one but himself clean

or varnish it.

One morning, at Teliran, Mirza Shefi, prime minister of

the King of Persia, called upon Sir Gore Ouseley, the British

ambassador, so unexpectedly, that he had not time to remove
the Persian ambassador's portrait from the sofa on which it

had been placed, on being taken from its packing-case.

Sir Gore Ouseley received the minister at the drawing-
room door, and was leading him to the sofa, when he
unaccountably drew back. On looking behind to learn the

cause of his hesitation, Sir Gore perceived the old mmister's
countenance inflamed with anger, which, before he could
inquire the cause, burst forth. " I think," said the minister,
" that when the representative of the King of England does

me the honour of standing up to receive me, in due respect

to him, you should not be seated." Then, turning to Sir

Gore, he said :
" Yes, it is your Excellency's kincbiess to that

impertinent fellow that encourages such disrespect, but with
your jDermission, I will soon teach him to know his distance."

Shaking his cane at the picture, he poured forth a volley of

abuse at poor Mirza Abul Hassan, and said, that if he had
forgotten all proper respect to Sir Gore Ouseley, he must at

least show it to the representative of his own sovereign.

His rage was unbounded, and Sir Gore was obliged to bring
him close to the picture before he was undeceived.

On approaching the painting, he passed his hand over the

canvas, and with a look of unaffected surprise, exclaimed,
" Why ! it has a flat surface ! Yet, at a httle distance, I

could have sworn by the Koran that it was a projecting

substance—in truth, that it was Abul Hassan Klian him-
self."

*

* Abridged from a Letter from Sir Gore Ouseley to Mr. Thomas
Campbell ; in the Life of Laicrence.
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NAPOLEON THE FIRST.

Sir Thomas Lawrence, writing from Aix-la-Chapelle to

Mrs. Wolfe, says :
" Lord Liverpool gave me an account of

the Commissioner's interview with Bonaparte, when his doom
of St. Helena was announced. Throughout the whole, he
preserved the most calm and dignified composure : once only-

being at all agitated, when, in speaking of the Regent, he
said that posterity would be the judge of his conduct towards

him. At that moment, a quivering in his upper lip, and his

eyes filling, spoke an emotion that betrayed itself at no other

time during the conference."

REMOVAL TO RUSSELL SQUARE.

Lawrence was now on the verge of middle life ; he had
built up a stately reputation in Art ; and ranked at the head
of his profession. He next removed from Greek-street to 65,

Eussell-square. Here he set up his easel, never to be re-

moved by his own hand. His painting-room was filled with

portraits in all stages of study or progress. Here might be

seen the heads of sitters, awaiting their turn to be mounted
upon shoulders ; and here at one time might be seen, in this

condition, the heads of Scott and Campbell, West and Fuseli,

and scores of other distinguished persons. His house was a

museum of choice specimens of painting, sculpture, arcliitec-

ture, and engraving ; his pictures, drawings, and studies of

the great masters of modern art, were arranged by his own
hand, but the house exhibited no luxurious appearance

beyond the treasures of art which his taste and fortune had
enabled him to collect. Of the designs of Fuseli he had
thousands, and loved to show them to his friends in the

evening ; every new drawing had its anecdote history ; he

was extremely fond of talking of Fuseli. His bust was placed

in Lawrence's evening-room, beside those of Flaxman and

Stothard; and statues of Michael Angelo and Raphael by
Flaxman—these were the Penates of the painter's private

room. Hoppner, his most formidable rival in portraiture,

was now dead ; and Lawrence largely increased his prices,

yet without reducing the number of opulent sitters.

His principal expenses were on account of his art : his

great ambition was to rear up a school of his own ; and

among other evidences of his enthusiasm was a plan for trans-
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forming his house into a series of studios and galleries, on
whijhhe consulted Smirks, the architect ; but the scheme was
far too costly, and required time.

PORTRAITS OF THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA, THE KIXG OF
PRUSSIA, BLUCHER, AXD PLATOFF.

In 1814, Lawrence took advantage of the presence of the
Allies ia Paris to visit that capital, and inspect the treasures

of the Louvre. He was, however, soon recalled by the Prince
Eegent—to paint the iinperor of Pussia, the King of Prussia,

Prince Blucher, and the Hettman Platoff. They sat for their

portraits in the mansion which then occupied the ground
between Stable-yard and St. James's Park ; which is now the
site of Stafford House, the mansion of the Duke of Suther-
land.

The pictures painted in memory of the visits of the con-
querors were exhibited next year, -with a portrait of the Duke
of Wellington bearing the Sword of State at St. Paul's, on the
day of Thanksgiving for the Peace. The portraits of Blucher
and Platoff are excellent.* The Prince Eegent, it is said at

the suggestion of the Emperor of Eussia, conferred the honour
of knighthood upon 3Ir. Lawrence ; the Eegent assuring him
of his esteem for a man whose genius had so greatly elevated
the character of the country for the arts, in the estimation of
Europe.

LATTREXCE AXD CANOVA,

During Canova's visit to England, in 1816, he sat to Sir

Thomas Lawrence for his portrait, •^dth which he was much
pleased ; and the great Sculptor, on his return to Eome, was
principally instrumental in procuring the honorary distinctions

of the Academy of St. Luke's for Lawrence and Raxman.
About the same period. Sir Thomas painted, it is said,

after death, the portrait of James "V\'att, the inventor of the

present power of the steam-engine ; but the likeness never be-

came so popular as Chantre}^s bust of the great inventor.

The Rev. Mr. Mitford has left this interesting record of Platoff'a

sitting at Sir Thomas's house in RusseU-square :
" We shall never forget

the Cossacks mounted on their smaU white horses, with their long spears
grounded, standing centinels at the door of the great painter, while he
was taking the portrait of their General Platoff."

—

Gentleman 8 Magazine,
Jan. 1818.
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LAWRENCE AND MRS. WOLFE.

Among Sir Thomas's fair sitters was Mrs. "WoliF, the wife

of the Danish consul, but living apart from her husband ; a

young and beautiful woman, and of considerable taste in art

and literature. The painter and the sitter became intimate :

the one complained of the coldness of spinsters ; and the

other condoled with his entanglements in love. Of course,

the lad/s ad\dce was pure and j)latonic. La^wTence called her

in his correspondence Aspasia, and designed a picture of the

building of the Parthenon, with Aspasia and Pericles direct-

ing the workers in ivory and gold in raising the temple. But
he soon laid aside the sketch. His letters were garnished

with strange and flighty speculations ; but he also confided to

the lady his troubles of actual life and the working-day world
—how he had enemies abroad accusing him of " forming his

squad," so that he might have everything his own way. He
also revealed to Mrs. Wolff the vexations of his own studio. " I

have," he says, "the cares of an overwhelming business, and
all its dissatisfactions, together with the perplexing adjust-

ment of those incumbrances that once so nearly ruined me.
I am perpetually, too, mastered by my art ; and am as much
endowed by the picture I am painting, as if it had a personal

existence, and obliged me to attend to it." Mrs. AYolff

adored Lord Byron, and Lawrence, to gratify her, dashed off

Avith his pen the head of the poet, but with somewhat too

dark a shade. To conclude, there seems to have beerumuch
impassioned talk in the letters, of which the painter's love

mostly consisted : but the lady retired into Wales, and so

the story ends.

IMrs. Wolff, however, continued to correspond with Law-
rence until her death, in the middle of the year 1829.

He was deeply affected at her loss : he laid aside his pencil for

nearly a month ; and in sadness of spirit, he wrote :
" I have

lost a faithful and revered friend ; one worthy, from genius,

right principle, benevolence, and piety to be the companion of

the best."

THE ELGIN MARBLES.

On the merits of these celebrated antiques, Lawrence, in

1816, gave the following evidence :

" I am well acquainted with the Elgin marbles : they are

of the highest class of art ; and to purchase them would be
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an essential benefit to the arts of this country. They vould
be of high importance in a line of art ^hich I have very
seldom practised ; I mean, the historical : for, though I have
seen the marbles in Paris, and know other figures of great

name, the Elgin marbles present examples of a higher style

of sculpture than any I have seen. I think they are beyond
the Apollo. There is in them a union of fine composition
and grandeur of form, with a more true and natural expres-

sion of the effect of action upon the human frame, than there

is in the Apollo, or in any other of the most celebrated

statues. I consider, on the whole, the Theseus as the most
perfect piece of sculpture of a single figure that I have
ever seen as an imitation of nature : but, as an imitation of

character, I would not decide, unless I knew for what the
figure was intended."

Sir Thomas appears to have been misunderstood or misre-

presented at the time he gave these opinions, in which the
majority of our artists agree—in pronouncing the Theseus to

have been a closer imitation than the Apollo. Lawrence,
except the President of the Eoyal Academy, was the only
painter who was consulted upon the subject. The last of
worldly affairs that engaged his attention was the able defence
of ¥laxman upon the Elgin marbles, by their mutual friend,

Mr. Campbell. Whilst Lawrence's feelings were absorbed in

this subject, he expired,—Httle reflecting that the defender of
Flaxman would, in a few days, be called upon to perform the
of&ce of his biographer.

LAWRENCE AT CLAEEMONT.

In 1817, Sir Thomas was commissioned to paint the por-

trait of the Princess Charlotte a second time, and he stayed

at Claremont nine days. In letters to a friend he has de-

scribed the habits of the royal pair, in an unostentatious and
delightful picture of their domestic life.

" The Princess he describes wanting in elegance of deport-

ment : her manner (he says) is exceedingly frank and simple,

and if she does nothing gracefully, she does everything
kindly. She both loves and respects Prince Leopold, who,
from the report of the gentlemen of his household, is consi-

derate, benevolent, and just, and of very amiable manners.
Li his behaviour to the Princess he is affectionate and atten-

tive, rational, and discreet.
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" Their mode of life is very regular : they breakfast toge-

ther about eleven ; at half-past twelve, she came in to sit to

me, accompanied by Prince Leopold, who stayed great part of

the time. About three she would leave the painting-room to

take her airing round the grounds, in a low pony-phaeton,

the Prince always walking by her side. At five she would
come in and sit to me till seven ; at six, or before it, he
would go out with his gun to shoot hares, or rabbits, and
return about seven ; soon after which we went to dinner, the

Prince and Princess appearing in the drawing-room just as it

was served up. Soon after the dessert appeared, the Prince

and Princess retired to the dra"wing-rooni, whence we soon

heard the pianoforte, accompanying their voices. At his own
time^ Colonel Addenbroke, the chamberlain, proposed our

going in.

" After coffee, they sat do^vn to whist, the young couple

being always partners, the others changing. (Owing to Sir

Thomas's superiority at whist, he did not obey the command.)

The Prince and Princess retire at 11 o'clock.

H: H^ :): ^ Hi

" I was at Claremont, on a call of inquiry, the Saturday

before the Princess' death. Her last command to me was,

that I should bring do^vn the picture to give to Prince

Leopold upon his birthday, the 16th of the next month.
" It was my wish that Prince Leopold should see the pic-

ture on his first entering the room to his breakfast, and

accordingly, at 7 o'clock, I set off with it in a coach. I got

to Claremont, uncovered it, and placed it in the room in good

time. Before I took it there, I carried it in to Colonel

Addenbroke, Baron Hardenbrock, and Dr. Short, who had

been the Princess' tutor. Sir Eobert Gardiner came in, and

went out immediately. Dr. Short looked at it for some time

in silence, but I saw his lips trembling, and his eyes filled to

overflowing.
" I learnt that the Prince was very much overcome by the

sight of the picture, and the train of recollections it brought

with it. Colonel Addenbroke went in to the Prince, and

returned shortly, saving, ' The Prince desires me to say who
much he is obliged to you for this attention, and that he shall

always remember it.' (Soon after Sir Thomas proceeded to

the Prince.) As I passed through the hall Dr. Short came

up to me, (he had evidently been and was crying,) and

thanked me for ha\ing painted such a picture, ' Xo one is a

better judge than I am, sir,' said he, and tiu^ned away.
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" The Prince was looking exceedingly pale. He spoke at

once about the picture, and of its value to him more than to

all the world besides. From the beginning to the close of

the interview, he was greatly affected. He checked the first

burst of affection by adverting to the public loss, and that of

the royal family. * Two generations gone !—gone in a mo-

ment ! I have felt for myself, but I have felt for the Prince

Eegent. My Charlotte is gone from this coimtry—it has lost

her. She was good, she was an admirable woman. IN'one

could know my Charlotte as I did know her. It was my
happiness, my duty, to know her character, but it was my
deHght.'

" During a short pause, I spoke of the impression it had

made on me. * Yes, she had a clear, fine understanding, and

very quick—she was candid, she was open, and not suspect-

ing, but she saw characters at a glance, she read them so true.

You saw her
;
you saw something of us—you saw us for

days—and you saw our year ! Oh ! what happiness !'

"I tried to check this current of recollection, that was
evidently overpowering him (as it was me), by a remark on a

part of the picture, and then on its likeness to the youth of

the old King. ' Ah ! and my child was like her, for one so

young (as if it had really lived in childhood). Por one so

young, it was surprisingly like.'*****
" ' My Charlotte ! My dear Charlotte !

' And now, look-

ing at the picture, he said, 'Those beautiful hands, that at

the last, when she was talking to others, were always looking

out for mine !

'

"
' She was strong, and had courage, yet once she seemed

to fear. You remember, she was affected when you told her

that you could not paint my picture just at that time ', but she

was much more affected when we were alone—and I told her

I should sit when we went to Marlborough House after her

confinement. "Then," she said, "if you are to sit when you
go to town and after my confinement—then I may never see

that picture." My Charlotte felt she never should."
"

PORTRAITS OF THE ALLIED SOVEREIGNS.

After Il^apoleon had been consigned to St. Helena, the

sovereigns met in congress at Aix-la-Chapelle, and this was
deemed by the Prince Eegent of England a fit opportunity
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for commemorating the crowning glory of the War by a col-

lection of portraits of the principal personages engaged in it.

The Eegent accordingly dispatched his painter to the imperial

and royal head-quarters : he was to be allowed one thousand
a year for contingent expenses, and the portraits were to be
painted at the usual price. From Aix-la-Chapelle, LaMTence
was to proceed to Vienna, and thence to Eome, to complete
the commission. Our Government caused to be constructed

in this country three immense portable rooms of wood, which
were sliipped with all Sir Thomas's canvass and materiel—
the rooms to be erected in the grounds of our ambassador at

Aix. Sir Thomas, however, arrived there before the packages
;

when the Magistrates of the city granted him the use of part of

the large gallery of the Hotel de Yille, which was imme-
diately fitted up as a painting-room, " and," says Sir Thomas,
^'it is certainly the best I ever had." Sir Thomas, in his

letters, minutely describes the several sittings—the courts

and assemblies, and public entertainments : he tells us how
the Emperor of Eussia chose to be painted in the close green
hussar uniform which he had worn at the battle of Leipsic

;

how the features of the Emperor of Austria are anything but
good, though the expression is that of a paternal monarch,
who "has a face, when speaking, of benevolence," and how
the painter was happy enough to catch that expression ; how
the King of Prussia is taller than either, has good features,

and is of a sincere and generous nature ; and how the head
of the Archduke Charles is that of a fine, eager, soldier-like,

undismayed man. The sovereigns of Austria and Prussia each

gave the painter a superb diamond ring, and all kinds of

courtly commendations were showered upon him.

From Aix-la-ChajDelle, Lawrence went to A^ienna, to paint

Schwartzenburg, and other imperial generals. Count Capo
d'lstrias was the best portrait he painted there. From Vienna
he went to Pome, where he painted most magnificently Pope
Pius VII. and Cardinal Gonsahi. " His Holiness (says

Lawrence,) has a fine countenance, stoops a little ; with a

firm and sweet-toned voice, and as I believe, is mthin a year

or two of eighty ; and tlirough all the storms of the past he

retains the jet black of his hair. Cardinal Gonsalvi, the Pitt

of Eome, is one of the finest subjects for a picture that I ever

had—a countenance of powerful intellect, and symmetry; his

manners but too gracious ; the expression of every wish was
pressed upon me, and the utterance of every complaint."
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These two portraits are by far the finest which Lawrence
painted during his long journey. He arrived in England in
March, 1820.

We shall presently tell more of his stay in Eome. With
respect to his commission, the gallery at Windsor, we may
state that of these princes and rulers of the earth he now
painted Francis, Emperor of Austria, Louis XYIIL and
Charles X. successively kings of France, the Archduke
Charles, Prince Metternich, General Tchernicheff, General
Ouvaroff, Earon Hardenherg, Count Nesselrode, Baron Gentz,
Earl Bathurst, the Earl of Liverpool, Eobert Marquis of
Londonderry, the Duke of Cambridge, and Mr. Canning.
The whole collection of the European portraits wliich he
painted amounted in number to twenty-four.

This collection of pictures is now in the Waterloo Hall, at
Windsor Castle. " Among a great number of portraits,'' says
Dr. Waagen, " all cannot be equal in merit. I was particularly
pleased with those of the Pope, Cardinal Gonsalvi, and the
Emperor of Austria. Besides the graceful and unaffected
design, the clear and brilHant colouring, which are peculiar
to Lawrence, these are distinguished by greater truth of cha-
racter, and a more animated expression than is generally met
with in his pictures." The praise here given to Sir Thomas
Lawrence is just, but it is not complete : he possessed the
happy talent of idealizing his forms, without departing from
nature, or destroying the likeness. He evidently profited by
the sound advice given him by Sir Joshua Eeynolds, " not so
to imitate the old masters as to give a richness of hue rather
than the ordinary hues of nature, but to paint what he saw;"
but at the same time, " not to fall into the vulgar error of
making things too like themselves."

Thus was formed the magnificent collection of historical

portraits in the Waterloo Hall, by George the Fourth, the
most munificent patron of art in England since Charles the
First ; the magnificence of the commemoration is, however,
but in just proportion to the importance of the event which
it seeks to perpetuate by this noble triumph of pictorial art.

ON TURNER, BY LAWRENCE.
Sir Thomas Lawrence, writing to Mr. Farington, from

Eome, in 1819, says :

" Turner should come to Eome. His genius would here
be supplied with materials, and entirely congenial with it.

s
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It is one proof of his influence on my mind, that, enchanted

as I certainly am, whenever I go out, with the beauty of tlie

hues, and the forms of the buildings—with the grandeur of

some, and variety of the picturesque in the masses of the

ordinary buildings of the city—I am perpetually reminded of

his pencil, and feel the sincerest regTet that his powers

should not be excited to their utmost force. He has an
elegance, and often a greatness of invention, that wants a

scene like this for its free expansion ; while the subtle

harmony of this atmosphere, that wraps everything in its

0"svn milky sweetness—for it is colourless, compared with

the skies of France and England, and more like the small

Claude of Mr, Angerstein's and Lord Egremont's, though the

latter has a slight tendency—has it not 1—to heaviness ;

—

this blending, I say, of earth and heaven, can only be ren-

dered, according to my belief, by the beauty of his tones. I

must already have written the substance of this to you, as

I have to Lyrons ; but my dwelling on the subject arises

from no affectation or assumed feeling. It is a fact, that the

country and scenes around me do thus impress themselves

on me, and that Turner is always associated with them
;

Claude, though frequently, not so often ; and Caspar Poussin

stiU less."

(It will be seen that before the close of the year, Turner

visited Eome.)

LAWRENCE PAINTING IN ROME.

About three weeks after Sir Thomas had left Eome, there

appeared in the Collector, dated July 20, 1820, the following

tribute to his genius and popularity :

" We have recently seen here c|uite a constellation of

English talent. Lawrence, Turner, Jackson, Chantrey, and
Moore—to say nothing of a milky-way of secondary geniuses.

The first named (La\vrence) has made a sensation beyond
description. You will see a proof of the likelihood of this in

the works he has taken over with him ; but you cannot-

figure to yourself the effect here of the contrast they pre-

sented to the cold, insipid, weak things of the present school

of Rome. To the Itahans he seemed to introduce a new art,

and he gave them all plenty of opportunity to see not only

his works, but his manner of working, by leaving them freelj'"

open to inspection in all their different stages. With great

liberality, and an utter absence of quackery and affectatipn,
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he admitted the public, without distinction or exception,

between each sitting, into the room where his pictures were.

He was regarded as a superior being, and a wonder indeed

he was here. His elegant manners made him so many
friends, and these and his talents procured him so many dis-

tinctions, that he could scarcely prevail on himself to quit

the place. Lawrence has declared that Eome supplies the

test of the painter and the poet. It has, I believe, inspired

him with high resolves, which I ho]3e his return to London

will not dissipate. His portraits of sovereigns, &c., you will

see ; but one small work which he has left here exceeds, in

the estimation of everybody, all that he has done beside,

without exception. It is the head of Canova, which he did

in London, entirely repainted ; and it may now be cited as

the most poetical, elegant, enthusiastic delineation of acute

genius, without flattery, that has ever been executed. Its

animation is beyond all praise. ^ Per Bacchoy die uomo e

qiiesto !
' I heard Canova cry out when it was mentioned.

And then, the effect of the whole exceeds even the Emperor's.

Crimson velvet, and damask, and gold, and precious marble,

and fur, are the materials which he has worked up to asto-

nishing brilliancy, without violating good taste, or the truth

of nature. This painting is a present to his Holiness, and a

noble one it is."

SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

Shortly before the return of Lawrence, in 1820, Benjamin
"West, the venerable President of the Eoyal Academy, died

full of honours ; and to the first intimation which he received

of this event, it was added that he was to be elected in his

place. Sir Thomas replied :
" There are others better quahfied

to be present. I shall, however, discharge the duties as well

and wisely as I can. I shall be true to the Academy; and in

my intentions just and impartial." He was chosen unani-

mously, and the King, in giving his sanction to the choice of

the Academicians, added a superb gold chain and medal of

himself, inscribed thus :
" From His Majesty George IV. to

the President of the Eoyal Academy."
When Sir Thomas took the presidential chair among his

brethren, it was generally acknowledged that for reputation

in art, gentlemanly accomplishments, and acquaintance with

s2
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the requirements of the station, a better choice could not have

been made. Even Fuseli, who was rarely satisfied with any-

thing, growled his approbation in these words : "Well! Well!

since they must have a face-painter to reign over them, let

them take Lawrence : he can, at least, paint eyes !

"

EECOVERY OF A MICHAEL ANGELO.

About the year 1 810, Mr. Ottley accidentally picked up

an old drawing that had belonged to Sir Joshua Eeynolds,

who had i^aitten under it the name of Donatello, in indication

of his attributing it to the pencil of that artist. ^Ir. Ottley,

however, was intimately acquainted with the style and works

of Michael Angelo, and he wrote under the drawing in pencil

"a presso Michael Angelo." Being at Paris in 1820, Mr.

Ottley, by chance, saw in a shop the original drawing, and

immediately purchased it. The subject was an old sorceress,

or prophetess, one of the finest productions of Michael Angelo.

On his return to England, Mr. Ottley presented it to Sir

Thomas LawTcnce, who, in reply, wrote: ''The Beauty is

arrived ! The copy is tolerably accurate ; but it is just in

what it differs that the superior grandeur of the original

consists."

Donatello died in 1366, about 140 years before Michael

Angelo was born. The mistake was curious in such a man as

Sir Joshua : but Lawrence's letter conveys an odd idea of a
" tolerably accurate" copy : i.e. Oi. copy of a grand master, that

differs only in the points of grandeur.

LAWRENCE'S JUSTICE TO REYNOLDS.

Sir Thomas Lawrence had a great contempt for impertinent

oretensions, and he rarely lost an opportunity of exposing

:hem.

In 1821, when Lucien Bonaparte's pictures were ofi'ered for

sale in Pall Mall, a common friend of Sir Thomas, and of

Mr. Eobson, the artist, requested that they would view the

pictures together, and point out such as they would recom-

mend him to purchase. They accorcUngly went one morning,

and found there, among other visitors, a Scotch gentleman,

who was very loud in his abuse of those portraits by Sir

Joshua Reynolds, the property of Mr. Piozzi, which had then

been recently submitted to sale.

Sir Thomas heard this evidently with some impatience.
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At length he went up to the opinionated person, and in an ap-

parently cool manner, said, " Sir, allow me to tell you that

those pictures which you have abused, no man now alive in

Europe can produce—they are excellent. I say this to you
in kindness, that you may not again commit yourself in. a

public room by such unfounded opinions." After a pause, he
added, "My name is Lawrence." This silenced the gentle-

man, who was not long in making his retreat from the room.

LORD BYROi!^ AND LAWRENCE.

When Sir Thomas was at the full height of professional

reputation, he met Lord Bjron, who rated the painter as a

talker very highly. In his Diary, Jan. 5, 1821, he records :

"The same evening I met Lawrence, the painter, and heard
one of Lord Grey's daughters play on the harp so modestly
and ingeniously that she looked music. I would rather have
had my talk with Lawrence, who talked delightfully, and
heard the girl, than have had all the fame of jMoore and me
put together. The only pleasure of fame is, that it paves the
way to pleasure ; and the more intellectual, the better for the
pleasure, and us too."

SIR WALTER SCOTT AND SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

Lawrence knew how to be silent when the occasion called

for deferential respect. This is a valuable accomplishment
for success in life, since deference is the most elegant species

of flattery. Allan Cunningham relates that (about this time,

1821,) he dined with Lawrence and Sir Walter Scott at

the table of the venerable Dr. Hughes. He said little, and
seemed chiefly anxious to hear the great poet, who certainly

spoke in a way to charm every ear. The painter objected, ia

a most gentle way, to persons criticising works of art who
were not themselves artists. " IS'ay," said the poet ; " con-

sider, art professes but to be a better sort of nature ; and, as

such, appeals to the taste of the world ; surely, therefore, a

wise man of the world may judge its worth, and feel its sen-

timent, though he cannot produce it. He may not know how
it is produced

;
yet I see not but that he may animate its

beauty." Sir Thomas smiled, and said, " Certainly." The
conversation took another turn.
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SKETCH-BOOK OF LEONARDO DA VINCI.

Sir Tliomas Lawrence, from his celebrity and position, had

many opportunities of purchasing rare works of art for his

collection. In 1821, he missed a rare treasure of this descrip-

tion. One day, a servant-maid from Winchester brought to

his house in Eussell-square an old vellum sketch-book, that

had belonged to Leonardo da Yinci : his title to it was written

in choice Italian on the outside, whilst in the inside was

written the donation of it by its English possessor, in the

hand and spelling of a century ago. There was no trickery

in it, no deception ; the old vellum leaves were in many cases

decayed, and the twelve drawings in it were done with the

silver point j the last being three skulls, originally by the

same hand, but subsequently traced over with a black-lead

pencil, strengthening and spoiling them. The person who
brought the book stated that five guineas had been offered for

it in the country ; Sir Thomas proffered seven guineas, but

was told that a lady patroness must be consulted before the

offer could be accepted. He was vexed at losing a cheap

bargain, but awaited the answer from the country : it came,

and was favourable. But, lo ! in the interval, the book was

shown to another artist, and by him sent to Mr. Knight, who
offered 24:1. for it ! Sir Thomas could not, for shame, bid

251., after his first valuation of 7^. ; and so the veUum sketch-

book of Leonardo da Vinci became the property of Mr. Knight.

The reader will perhaps say—" What could have made Sir-

Thomas so blind as to part with if?" jN'othing, but his doubt

of its being Leonardo's : that, probably, it was by some old

Florentine artist—and not by Leonardo. In such cases. Sir

Thomas usually consulted his friend, Mr. Ottley, who was at

the time absent at Boulogne ; and he concludes the letter

narrating the transaction with this piece of banter : ''To the

loss of the said sketch-book by the uxorious impatience of

the said W. Y. Ottley, Esq.—fifty pounds :—and so ends, tiU

the payment of the said fifty pounds, this puzzling, irritating

transaction."

HONOURS TO SIR T. LAWRENCE.

In addition to the honour of knighthood by the Prince

Eegent, and admission to the Academy of St. Luke in Eome,

he became, in 1817, a member of the American Academy of

the Fine Arts. This honour Sir Thomas repaid by painting a
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full-lengtli portrait of their coimtrj^man, Benjamin West;
and West, in return, said of Sir Thomas—" He is not a mere
portrait-painter : he has invention, taste, rich colouring, and
a power of execution truly wonderful." The Academy of

Florence, having heard that Lawrence had painted one of his

finest portraits as a present to the American Society, instantly

elected him a member of the fi^rst class : but Sir Thomas,
suspecting the motive of their kindness, sent nothing. The
Academy of Venice added their election in 1823 ; that of

Bologna followed: and Turin in 1826. He was, moreover,

elected a member of the Imperial Academy at Vienna, and
got .the diploma of the Danish Academy, through the per-

sonal interposition of King Christian-Frederick. Finally, he

was made a chevalier of the Legion of Honour, in France,

in 1825 ; the King of England giving him permission to wear
the cross of the order.

PRESENTS TO LAWRENCE.

Throughout his brilliant career, Lawrence received many
honorary and friendly presents from foreign princes : of these

gifts the following list was furnished by his sister.

" By the King of France, (Charles the Tenth,) in the

autumn of 1825, he was presented with the Legion of Honour,

(the medal or jewel of which is in my son John's possession);

a magnificent French clock, nearly two feet high ; two superb

green and gold china jars ; and a dessert set of Sevres porce-

lain which Sir Thomas left to the Eoyal Academy.
" By the Emperor of Russia, a superb diamond ring, of

great value.

" By the King of Prussia, a ring, with his Majesty's in-

itials, F. R., in diamonds.
" He likewise received presents from the foreign ministers

assembled at Aix-la-Chapelle, where he painted all of them :

from the Archduchess Charles and Princess Metternich at

Vienna ; from the Pope, a ring, and the Colosseum in mosaic,

with his Holiness' arms over the centre of the frame ; from

the Cardinal Gonsalvi, besides other presents, a gold watch,

chain, and seals of intaglios, and many beautiful bonbonniere-

boxes of valuable stones set in gold, gold snufi'-boxes, &c.

;

a fine gold snuff-box, from Lord Whitworth, many years

before.
" From the Dauphin, in 1825, a breakfast-set of porcelain,

and a tea-tray painted with the court of Louis XIV.
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" By Canova, at Eome, some magnificent casts, valuable

engravings, &c."

CAST OF THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON'S HEAD.

"VYliile at Paris, in 1825, Sir Thomas Lawrence visited

Dr. Antommarchi, to inspect the cast he had taken of the

Emperor ]S'apoleon's head and face after his death. Sir

Thomas examined it with great interest, and expatiated upon
it for more than an hour. He expressed his admiration of

the perfect beauty of the outline, and regularity of features
;

and pronounced that no portrait of him had equalled this

model. In no instance has any cast, statue, or portrait of the

Emperor iN'apoleon represented him with a ruffled brow, or

•wuth lines indicative of disturbed pas^ons.— Williams's Life

of Lawrence.

LAWRENCE AND THE FREEDOM OF BRISTOL.

The author of the Life of Sir Thomas Lawrence describes

the commencement of the year 1829, as "the most blissful

period of his life. His chief source of enjoyment, the solace

of his solitary hours, and that which shed an enviable in-

fluence over his exertions—the happiness and prosperity of

his relations—were ample, and in every respect, satisfactory

and unalloyed."

In the spring he received from his native Bristol the

freedom of the city, procured for him, as he states m his

acknowledgment, by Mr. Acraman and his friends. This

tribute to Lawrence came very late, seeing the honours and

gifts which had long before been heaped upon him from

almost every part of the civilized world ; and it certainly did

not deserve the courteous letter in which Lawrence acknow-

ledged it. This homage of his birthplace was, probably, the

last public honour which the great Painter received.

LAWRENCE'S LAST YEAR.

Tme, Exhibition of the Academy this year (1829) contained

eight fine portraits by LawTence, of almost undiminished ex-

cellence. They were portraits of the Duke of Clarence, Miss

Macdonald, the Duchess of Richmond, Lord Durham, Eobert

Southey, the Marchioness of Salisbury, and Mrs. Lock, sen.

Tills was the last public exhibition of Lawrence's paintings
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during his life. He was now most active in Ms correspon-

dence. Early in the year appeared the engraving of his por-

trait of the King, which the painter describes as " universally

popular, and the most faithful portrait of his Majesty that

has yet been given to his subjects." He sends a first finished

proof to Mr. Peel, with a letter saying :
" The frame is that

ill which I presented the engxaving for his Majesty's inspec-

tion. It will give me the greatest pleasure to see, in the

collection of the second patron of my pencil, this portrait of

the jirstr He also sends a proof to his loved sister.

]^ext month he addressed a letter to Mr. Peel on the

Eoman CathoKc question, with congratulations on the success

of the Emancipation Bill ; and he next exerted himself in the

Oxford University election in favour of Mr. Peel by his

efforts to neutralise the votes of two of his family, and to

secure in Mr. PeeFs favour the vote of another.

Amidst this activity the painter was, however, much
pressed to finish in time his whole-length portraits of the

Duke of Clarence and the Duchess of Eichmond in time for

the Exhibition. He writes to his sister: "The pressure of

business on me has been very great, and the lassitude pro-

portioned to it. My labours have fortunately succeeded, and
perhaps, my two whole-lengths of the Duchess of Eichmond
and the Marchioness of SaUsbury, are the best that I have
2minted ; and the former the most popular and beautiful. I
may rationally be proud of succeeding this year, since it is

indisputably the best exhibition we have had; and it is

universally considered so.

" Many thanks for your remembering my birthday. It is

not attended to as it ought to have been ; but at least, pro-

fessional fame is mine ; the hope of my youth, and jDur-

suit of my life are comparatively achieved ; and the love of

my family still continued to me."
His letters to Mr. Peel are now frequent : in one he

requests the loan of the Speaker's mace for a day ; in another
an admittance for an American friend to Mr. Peel's picture-

gallery ; then requests a frank ; and we find this odd post-

script, which shows how kindly Lawrence used his influence :

" I have a petitioner—an honest watchman of our Square
for four years ; with all certifcates of good conduct ; but alas !

five feet dx. It is not possible to have him included in the

new Police !"

This year he evinced his friendly and impartial feelings
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towards the two rival Societies of Arts established at Bir-

mingham. But, he felt that he was overworked : writing to

Mr. Angerstein in ISTovember, he says :
" For me, to use

your dear father's expression, I shall live and die in harness."

However, there came a slight relief, as the next anecdote will

narrate.

MISS FANNY KEMBLE.

In the autumn of 1829, this highly gifted lady made her

theatrical debut; and Sir Thomas Lawrence, in a letter to

Mr. Angerstein, dated Kov. 22, 1829, thus gives his genuine

and private opinions of her success.

" We have little stirring in town, one novelty excepted,

which enlivens the evenings of this otherwise dull period.

Your respect and regard for ]\Irs. Siddons and Mr. Kemble,
will make you glad to know that the genius and sense of both
are recalled to us by the really fine acting of Miss Fanny
Kemble, the daughter of their brother Charles. She is not

quite nineteen, yet has so satisfied the judgment of the

warmest patrons and ablest critics of the stage, that, in its

worst season, she has drawn full houses (and continues to

draw them) for upwards of twenty-two nights, three nights

in each week, without intermission, to one of Shakspeare's

finest, but certainly most hackneyed plays, Romeo and Juliet,

and the boxes are already taken to Wednesday se'ennight.

"Her face is not regularly handsome, but she has a fine

and flexible brow, with eyes and hair like Mrs. Siddons in

her finest time. In stature she is rather short, but with such
admirable carriage and invariable grace of action, that on the

stage she appears fuU}^ of woman's height. Her voice is at

once sweet and powerful; and blest Avith a clear 'Kemble'
understanding, (for it is pecuHar to her family,) she has like-

wise fine literary talent, having Avritten a tragedy of great

interest, besides lighter pieces of admirable verse. Her
manner in private is characterised by ease, and that modest
gravity which I believe must belong to high tragic genius,

and which, in Mrs. Siddons, was strictly natural to her,

though, from being peculiar in the general gaiety of society,

it was often thought assumed.
" I have for many years given up the theatre, (not going

above once or twice in the year,) but this fine genius lias

draAATi me often to it, and each time to witness improvement
and new beauties. If she is not taken from the stage, there
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is probability that she may remain on it a fine actress for

twenty years, and thus have supported the ascendancy of one

family in the highest department of the Drama for upwards
of seventy years !

"

Such of our readers as remember the appearance of Miss

Fanny Kemble, and the success with which her genius upheld

the falling fortunes of Covent Garden Theatre, will also re-

collect that immediately after her dehut, there appeared a

charming lithograph portrait of the lady, by Mr. Lane, from

a drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence. Of this exquisite work
many thousand impressions were disposed of by the print-

sellers within an incredibly short space of time.

Lawrence touched no drawing after this beautiful litho-

graph. In its progress he took exceeding interest. Mr. Lane
worked at the sketch for several days, at Sir Thomas's house,

under his own eye : he frequently added touches, and was
delighted with the process. On the day after Christmas Day,

1829, he writes to his sister, regretting that he has not re-

ceived the impression of this drawing in time to send to

her : this was but twelve days before his death. The portrait

affords a specimen of the touch of the master-hand upon a

material hitherto strange to him : had he lived, he would
soon have executed a drawing on stone, entirely of his own
production.

LAWEENCE'S DECLINING HEALTH.

The gaiety of the painter began to fail in the year 1828

;

and in a letter to Mrs. Macdonald, we find him excusing

himself for retnuig early from a ball, from his practising

" the down-hill slope
;
" " where gentlemen of a certain age

have but to fold their arms, and cross their feet, and they go

down so comfortably, that the dance is finished before they

desire it."

Li a similar vein we see him on the last day of the year

1829, when we find him declining an invitation from Mrs.

Macdonald on account of the annual dinner at the Academy.
" To own the truth," he writes, " as some of us are like the

President, bald and grey-headed, we sometimes break up
before the hour that proclaims it ; but then the knowledge of

the scarcity of worth makes us careful of our health, and

afraid of listening to syren strains, that might lure it from

us. This old-fashioned winter may possibly usher in our

gone-by spring and summer ; and in the former Miss Mac-
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donald shall find me gay as Mr. Greenwood himself (a gentle-

man known to her father), and ready to obey her summons at

a moment's call/'

Thus, he sported upon his age and worth, and the care of

his health. He presided at the Academy dinner, the last

time of his appearing in public.

This month (December), Lawrence's toils were incessant,

and he felt them severely. Some of his friends asserted that

they saw no difference in his appearance ; but his biographer

maintains that he ^vdtnessed symptoms of organic disease, at

least of an exhausted temperament. His complexion became

unhealthy, and drowsiness frequent. He had no suspicion

of any disease ; and all he complained of was the incessant

toils of his profession, and that he was exhausted by his

exertions. How often does this forebode the break-up of an

active life—although the seltish world has little sympathy

with such sufferings !

His anxiety for his sister's recovery from a long and pain-

ful disease was now very great. The Academy annual election

and distribution of the gold medals took place on Dec. 10,

and he was thenceforth detained in town. However, he

writes to his sister, Dec. 17 :
" I am grieved to the soul, that

urgent circumstances keep me at this time from -the comfort

of seeing you ; but in the next month I mil certainly break

away from all engagements to be with you." And on the

day after Christmas Day, he writes :
" On the 6th I have

sacredly pledged myself to be with you."

" I am chained to the oar, but painting was never less

inviting to me—business never more oppressive to me than at

this moment."
Mr. AYilliams, his biographer, relates that a friend at whose

house kSir Thomas dined on Dec. 24, remarked that he was

unusually communicative ; and in conversation, said that

from the regularity of his living, and the care which he took

of his health, he thought he might attain old age. He spoke

with candour of his pecuniary circumstances, mentioned his

age, and requested to be informed what annual sum he must

pay if he insured his life for 3,000^. This information was

given ; and it was his intention to have insured his hfe on

the Friday, but he died on the Thursday previously.

On the above day, Lawrence seemed in good health, al-

though his countenance was more pallid than usual. He
remained till twelve o'clock : the conversation ran chiefly on
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tlie fine arts, and he sometimes recurred to the memory of a

comiaon friend, Fuseh,

The only complaint Lawrence made was, that his eyes and

forehead became heated of an evening, and he requested cold

water and a towel to bathe them j but this he was in the

habit of doing.

On Dec. 31, Miss Croft called in Eussell-square, and found

Sir Thomas apparently as well as usual. On New Year's

Day, this lady called to wish him years of continued happi-

ness : he was engaged with a sitter (Lord Seaforth). Soon

after four, he called on Miss Croft, in Devonshire-street : she

was hardly glad to see him walking out so late, but he said

he was carefully "wrapped up, and added :
" If I catch cold,

don't you take the blame of it, for I have been standing in

the street this morning before the Athenaeum." He said be

was going to have Mr. Mulready to dine with him ; and Mrs.

Ottley, and her children, to pass the evening with him.

This day, Lawrence had been retouching the portrait of

Mr. Canning, acknowledged by many persons to be the best

portrait Sir Thomas ever painted.

I^ext day, (Jan. 2,) he complained to Miss Croft of having

most of the preceding night acute pains in the stomach,

which had commenced round his jaws and throat. He added,

that for thirty years he had not passed such a night, or break-

fasted at the late hour of eleven ; but, " instead of mur-

muring, (said he,) I ought to bless God for such a season of

uninterrupted health." Dr. Holland was then sent for, as

Lawrence had engaged to dine with Mr. Peel that day, about

which he was very anxious. He added, pointing to Mr.

Canning's portrait on the easel :
" There seems a fatality

attendmg that picture, for the first time I sent it home, in

June last, I was prevented dining with Mr. Peel, by a deeper

calamity, which you shared with me." He expressed great

pleasure in a visit from Mr. Peel the preceding day, and repre-

sented him as much pleasedwith the picture, and saying that he

felt dissatisfied when Sir Thomas's pencil was not employed in

some way for him ; he added that Mr. Peel had expressed an

earnest wish that he should paint his own portrait for him.

Miss Croft found Sir Thomas more cheerful, and taking

his coffee as usual, about two o'clock. Dr. Holland had
called, considered it to be an attack of the stomach, had
written for him, and had given him leave to go to Mr. Peel's,

on condition of his being careful as to what he should eat
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and drink. He accordingly went. Washington Irving sat

opposite to him at Mr. Peel's, and relates that Sir Thomas
*' seemed uneasy and restless ; his eyes were wandering ; he

was as pale as marble ; the stamp of death seemed on him.

He told me he felt ill ; but he wished to bear himself up in

the presence of one whom he so much esteemed as his enter-

tainer. He went away early." On his return home he com-

plained only of fatigue ; he slept comfortably, and had so far

recovered by Tuesday, that he painted nearly an hour on the

King's portrait,* and went out in his carriage, to a committee

meeting at the Athenaeum club-house.

DEATH OF SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

During the night of Wednesday, the 6th of January, Sir

Thomas experienced a violent relapse. Dr. Holland found

him in a very alarming state, with scarcely any pulse at the

wrist till after he had lost sixteen ounces of blood. The
Doctor did not leave him till Thursday morning, the 7th.

Miss Croft then found Sir Thomas, for the first time, in a

sick chamber ; but he assured her that he was greatly relieved,

and desired her not to be alarmed at the change in his looks.

He was now considered out of danger, except by his physician.

Sir Henry Halford came with Dr. Holland in the afternoon :

Sir Henry approved of all that had been done, and merely

ordered a more active cathartic. In the evening, Lawrence sent

for Mr. Keightley, who came with Miss Croft. They found him
altogether relieved ; and he took some tea and toast. He
then said to Mr. Keightley, " Eead that to me"—an article by
Campbell, the poet, on the genius of Flaxman. As Mr.
Keightley began to read, Sir Thomas's countenance changed

;

he put his hand to Miss Croft's, pressed hers in an agitated

way, and desired them to leave the room, and send his servant

John to him. In about ten minutes the servant cried im-

ploringly for help. On Keightley running up, he found
Sir Thomas had slipped from his seat down on the floor. His
last words were,—" John, m.y good fellow, this is dying."
" Oh ! no, sir," replied the servant, " it is only fainting."

He expired without a groan, Jan 7, 1830.

Mr. Etty has left a touching account of the Painter's death.

"The year 1830," (says Ett/s biographer, Mr. Gilchrist,)

* This is a fine full-length portrait of George IV. : Sir Thomas was
painting one of the orders on the breast. The picture was never finished

:

it is in the coffee-room of the Athenaeum club-house.
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opened with, a fresh, sorrow : the sudden death, in mature life

and ficulty, of his old Master, Sir Thomas Las^^:ence. There

are men whose external character draws after them a personal

following, independently of their intrinsic gifts, often dispro-

portionately. The successful Portrait Painter, the more than

successor—as far as fashionableness went—of Reynolds, was

one of these. His varied accomplishments, polished savoir-

vivre, his suavity, and seeming openness, covering real self-

command and refined worldly wisdom, as his plausible

talents disguised an essentially common-place mind,—had

their irresistible influence : ^vinning him the personal affection

and even homage of most with whom he came in contact,

above all, of simple, enthusiastic natures like Etty, inducing

unreserved adherence to the popular estimate of his vsupre-

macy.^' Etty preserved to the last a proud and affectionate

remembrance of his old Master, and spoke of him as " a man
who, for splendour and brilliancy of talent, for benevolence

and gentleness of heart, for elegance and suavity of manners,

for nobleness and beauty of person, has left no parallel."

He felt, vehemently, the abrupt close of Lawrence s success-

ful life. "It seems almost a dream, a hideous dream, (he

^vrites to his friend Bodley, Jan. 27,) to think that he, the

pride and boast of our country, and of his brethren, whose
beautiful smile, delightful manner, cheerful conversation, cast

a sunshine around, when, a few nights before, he sat among
us at diimer, with health on his cheek, happy and cheerful as

he could apparently be ; to think that on that very night

week, at the same hour, he should droop his head in death !

" The night my dear friend and honoured Master died, I

heard jMr. Shee say he was poorly."—" I thought of going to

Russell-square that night, after the School was over. I went.

I knocked three times ; but as I had not knocked lovd, got

no answer. I then rang : a little boy came. I asked if it

was true Sir Thomas had been unwell He hud been some

days. I asked if he kept his bed. ' iSTot exactly : he kept his

bed-room, and sat by the fire.'—I told him to take my com-

pliments, and I wished much to know how he was. ' I can't

go into the room, sir ; his doctor is with him ; but he is a

great deal better to-day.' . . . Gracious and merciful God !

he was dying about that very moment :—about nine o'clock,

in a small bed-room, in the upper part of the house.

"A gentleman—his executor—and Miss Croft, had been

sitting with him in his bed-room, reading and conversing. So
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well did he feel, that he said cheerfully, when tea was brought,

Til officiate—I'll make tea to-night;' and did so. After-

wards, he requested them to withdraw for a few moments
;

and feeling faint, asked if there was a fan in the house. The

servant got one ; and tried to refresh his languor by fanning

him—^he found himself going ; and said, " I am dying." Casting

his eyes upwards, he fell back ; and left this world for ever. . .

."

A post-mortem examination of the body was made by Mr.

Green : his death was reported to have been traced to an

extensive ossification of the aorta and vessels of the heart

;

but this was found, upon closer examination, to have been

very slight. The real cause was probably extreme loss of

blood, by the orifices made by the leeches, and the bandages

on the arm, not being properly secured ; when such loss of

blood proved fatal to a system previously enfeebled by illness

and depletion.

FUNERAL OF SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

As soon as the first impressions of surprise and grief had

subsided, the Council of the Royal Academy officially signified

to the executor that every mark of respect should be paid

to the remains of their illustrious President. Accordingly,

arrangements were made for interring the body in St. Paul's

Cathedral, and for conveying it thither with public honours.

The portion of the south crypt of the Cathedral in which

our great artists have been interred has been termed "Painters'

Corner ;" and the last of the Royal Academicians deposited

here was Mr. George Dawe, in the previous year 1829.* Sir

Thomas La^Tence was present at the funeral of his brother

Academician, and after the service when he descended into

the crypt, he was observed to look wistfully about him, as if

contemplating the place as that to which he himself would

some day be borne ; and when the service was concluded, it

was remarked that he stopped to look at the inscription on the

stone which covers the body of his predecessor. West. Three

months had not elapsed from that period, when his presumed

anticipation was realized ; and he was the next to whom the

vault was opened.

* Mr. Dawe, R.A. spent much of his artistic life in Russia, where he

painted, it is said, about 400 portraits of the chiefs and leaders of the

Russian army. He made much money by this means, but did not Uye

long to enjoy it; for he died six weeks after his return to England in

1829.
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On Jan. 20, tlie body was placed in an oak coffin, covered

with lead, which was inclosed in an outer coffin, covered with

black velvet ; the handles and head and foot plates, and nails,

were of silver.

The remains were removed in a hearse on Wednesday even-

ing from the mansion in Eussell-square to Somerset House,

and were followed by four members of the family, and the

executor, attended by an old and faithful servant. At the

Eoyal Academy, the body was received by the C/Ouncil

and officers, and placed in the Model-room, which was hung

with black cloth, and lighted with wax in silver sconces. At

the head of the coffin was placed a large hatchment of the

armorial bearings of the deceased ; and the pall over the

coffin bore escutcheons of his arms vTOUght in silk. The

members of the Council and the family having retired, the

body lay in state all night ; the old servant of the President

watching through the night the remains of his beloved

master.

On Thursday morning, the body lay in state in this room :

the academicians, associates, and students, were in attendance,

and none but the private friends of the deceased were admitted.

The family then assembled in the Librar}^, and the mourners

and members of the Academy met in the great Exhibition-

room.

The Earl of Aberdeen, Earl Gower, Sir Eobert Peel, Lord

Dover, Sir George Murray, the Eight Honourable J. W. Croker,

Mr. Hart Davis, and Earl Clanwilliam, were pall-bearers.

The carriages of the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs went before the

hearse ; the whole members of the Eoyal Academy accom-

panied it; 164 noblemen and gentlemen followed in 64

carriages. On the lid of the coffin was inscribed,—"Sir

Thomas Lawrence, Knt., LL.D., F.E. S., President of the

Eoyal Academy of Arts in London, and Knight of the Eoyal

Erench Order of the Legion of Honour, died 7th January,

1830, in the sixty-first year of his age."

The body having reached the choir was placed on trestles,

the chief mourner being seated at the head of the coffin,

attended by the old servant of the deceased. Tlie venerable

Dr. Hughes read the Lesson ; the proper portions of the

Service were chaunted by the choir, and the fine anthems

were sung. The body was then removed into the crypt, and

placed under the centre of the dome ; the mourners, clergy,

T
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and choir forming a large circle around the perforated brass

plate in the floor of the nave, when the remainder of the

Ser\ice was read by the Bishop of liandaff, who was also Dean

of St. Paul's.

The ceremony being concluded, the mourners retired. The

executor, and some of the family of the deceased, went down

into the crypt, and saw the body deposited in the grave, at

the head of the late President West, not far from the remains

of Sir Joshua Eeynolds—under an arch, on the wall of which,

over the grave, is a bust of Mr. Barry, E.A.

Etty, who followed, says :
" Since the days of IS'elson, there

has not been so marked a funeral. The only fine day we have

had for a long time was that day. "When the melancholy

pageant had entered the great western door and was half-way

up°the body of the church, the solemn sound of the organ and

the anthem swelled on the ear, and vibrated to every heart. It

was deeply touching. * * * The organ echoed through the

aisles. The sinking sun shed his parting beams through the

west window ; and we left him alone,—Hail, and farewell
!

"

WILL OF SIE THOMAS LAWREITCE.

The Will is dated July 28, 1828, and directs that Sir

Thomas's collection of Dra^^ings by the Old JMasters, estimated

at 20,000/., should be offered at that sum to various persons :

this was done, and the several parties declining the purchase,

the collection was othermse disposed of Xext were to

be offered in similar manner, two volumes of Drawings by

Pra Bartolomeo, at 800/. ; the series of original Cartoons of

the Last Supper, by Leonardo da Vinci, at 1,000/. ; the pic-

ture, by Eembrandt, of the Wife of Potiphar accusing Joseph,

at 500/. ; two small pictures by Eaphael, (the Entombment and

Charity,) at 1,000/. ; but the several offers being declined,

the drawings and pictures, and a collection of arcliitectural

casts, were mostly sold by auction.

The superb service of Se^Tes porcelain, presented to Sir

Thomas by Charles the Tenth, was bequeathed to the Royal

Academy of Arts, to be used on the birthday of the King

;

at the annual dinner on the opening of the Exhibition, and

on other public occasions, "in remembrance of the honour

conferred by a foreign Prince on the President of the Royal

Academy of Great Britain."

The Will then directs that all other -^^orks of art in his
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possession, whether pictures, drawings, engravings, casts,

marbles, bronzes, or models, and books, plate, linen, china,

and other effects, should be sold. The produce of such of Sir

Thomas's collections of works of art as were sold by auction,

was 15,445Z. 17s. Qd. ; and the Testator's estate was about

equal to the demands upon it.

LAWRENCE'S HOUSE.

Haydon, on May 25, 1832, visited the house of Sir Thomas
Lawrence, in Kussell-square. He records, in his Journal

:

"l!^othing could be more melancholy or desolate. I knocked
and was shown in. The passages were dusty—the paper

torn—the parlours dark—the painting-room, where so much
beauty had once glittered, forlorn, and the whole appearance

desolate and wretched—the very plate on the door green with
mildew.

" I went into the parlour, which used to be instinct with
life. * Poor Sir TTiomas !—always in trouble,' said the woman
who had the care of the house. ' Always something to worrit

him.' I saw his becboom, small, only a little bed ; the mark
of it was against the wall. Close to his bedroom was an
immense room, (where was carried on all his manufactory of

draperies, &c.) divided, yet open over the partitions. It must
have been five or six small rooms turned into one large work-
shop. Here his assistants worked. His painting-room was
a large back drawing-room : his show-room a large front one.

He occupied a parlour and a bedroom; all the rest of the

house was turned to business. Any one would think that

people of fashion would visit from remembrance the house
where they had spent so many happy hours. J^ot they,—they

shun a disagreeable sensation. They have no feeling, no
poetry. It is shocking. It is dirty."

t2
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CHAEACTEPJSTICS, EETROSPECTIYE OPINIONS,
AND PEESOXAL TEAITS.

LAWRENCE AND REYNOLDS COMPARED.

Sir Thomas Lawrence's likenesses were celebrated as the

most successful of his time
;
yet no likenesses exalted so

much, or refined more upon the originals. He wished to

seize the expression, rather than copy the features. His
attainment of likenesses was most laborious : one distin-

guished person, who favoured him T^ith forty sittings for a

head alone, declared he was the slowest painter he ever sat to,

and he had sat to many.
Sir Joshua Eeynolds seems to have created and idealized

the individual person as well as the groups when under his

jDenciL, sho^ving a boldness and diversity of arrangement unex-

ampled in the history of portraiture. Lawrence, compared to

Eeynolds, was confined and limited far more than his powers

could have justified, admitting but small deviation in the

placing of the heads—small variety of pictorial composition.

The features were painted nearly in all liis heads, in the same

light and in the same position ; but they derived from this a

perfection of execution not to be surpassed. In the drawing

and touching of the human eye, he gave a lustre and life

which Eubens and Vandyck have equalled but not excelled.

The question, however, will be how far this deviation from

actual appearances may be allowed; for it wiU be said, can

anything be a better representation of a man than the tran-

script of himself, or can it be a better likeness by being unlike

to man ?*

Burnet has well compared the two painters. " The Eey-

nolds' exhibition was richness itself, and glowing with deep-

toned brightness, so much so, that the best portraits by

Titian or Eembrandt might have been interposed on the walls

without gaining the least ascendancy : the gallery during the

Lawrence exhibition, on the contrary, looked cold, and many

* Life of Sir David Wilkie.
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of the pictures chalky ; even the surface, though pure white in

the draperies, had become a slate-colour, from the absence of

a rich vehicle to preserve the white lead from the action of

the atmosphere."

HOWARD'S CHARACTER OF LAWRENCE.

Mr. Howard, the Secretary of the Eoyal Academy, has left

this interesting sketch of Lawrence's talents :

—

"In the first part of his career, he was inclined to carry

his taste for the colouring of the old masters a little too far,

and the pursuit of tone, chiaroscuro, and breadth, led him
into a style rather artificial, and approaching to manner ; but

he gradually got the better of this error, and, by incessant

study and application, became at once artful and more natural.

Indefatigable, and never satisfied with his productions, like

Pope, he laboured hard to gain a reputation, and then laboured

hard to maintain it. On one occasion, he is known to have
painted thirty-eight hours together, without reposing or taking

any sustenance but coffee. It is remarkable that in the latter

part of his life, when his great practice might have been

expected to make him more rapid in the completion of his

work, the increased pains he took, arising no doubt from his

improved perceptions, acquired for him the character of slow-

ness,—for him who had painted that admirable picture of

Hamlet in so short a time as one week

!

* * * -X- * -x-

" He was a finished draughtsman, had a perfect knowledge
of the human figure in its various classes, an exquisite feeling

of the beautiful, the grand, and the pathetic, with a rich and
luxuriant taste in landscape and background— in short,

seemed deficient in no one requisite. He possessed, too, an

enthusiastic love for the higher qualities of the art, as was
evinced by his admiration of Michael Angelo and Raphael, of

Fuseli, riaxman, and Stothard, which, in a country where
there was any demand for historical painting, would have

inevitably have led him to the first rank of excellence. The
few examples he has left of his talents in this way help to

prove it ; if we ought not rather to say, that many of his

portraits, such as his Kembles, Mrs. Siddons, young Lanibton,

&c. belong equally to this class of art.******
" His great technical excellence seems to have been drawing.
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which is, undoubtedly, the true formation of painting. Eey-

nolds is a remarkable and almost solitary instance of what

chiaroscuro and ingenuity may do to conceal the want of it

;

but it enabled Lawrence to make out his heads with a sur-

prising minuteness and accuracy of detail, such as perhaps

were never before combined with so much breadth and

delicacy.******
Proofs of these high qualities are to be found, more or less,

in almost all his works, beginning mth the lovely portrait of

Miss Farren down to Lady Londonderry and the Duchess of

Eichmond. Those of His Majesty George the Fourth, the

Pope, Cardinal Gonsalvi, the Emperor of Austria, Duke of

Wellington, Duke of Bedford, Sir W. Grant, young Lambton,

the children of Mr. Calmady, &c. are among the finest the

art ever produced.
* * * * * *

His talents were by no means confined to painting. A
nobleman of acknowledged taste, (the late Marquis of Aber-

corn,) said of him, "He knows only one language, but that he

knows better than any other man." AVlien young, he displayed

great taste in singing, and so much dramatic power, that

Sheridan declared him to be the best amateur actor in the

kingdom." *

LAWRENCE AND ETTY.

In early life, Etty tells us that he placed himself under

Lawrence. Though he pamted in the house of Sir Thomas,

he received httle or no instruction from him. " Still," says

Leslie, "the contemplation and copying the works of that

eminent man could not but in some degree affect his style
;

indeed, the Art of Lawrence had so much of fascination in it

as to maintain a widely-spread influence over the rising talent

of the day, and gradually to undermine till it almost entirely

superseded the taste imparted by Reynolds and Gainsborough

to higher portraiture.

* Of two plays acted at the seat of Lord Abercorn, in which Lawrence
performed along with the Hamiltons and Lindsays, he iTsed to give an
account, Fuseli said, in the style of a stage manager. It will be enough
to say, that he acted the part of Lord Rakeland, in "The Wedding
Day," and of Grainger, in " Who's the Dupe ? " before the Prince of

Wales, the Duke of Devonshire, the Marquis of Abercorn, and Sheridan

;

was applauded ; and imagined he gained rather than lost in the esteem

of the great by this exhibition.
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"If Etty acquired a tinge of something in the house of

Lawrence which he might better have been without, it is

greatly to his praise that he came from it a colonrist destined

to rank with the very best that have lived ; for the school of

the great portrait-painter was certainly not one of colour.

But I believe his first impressions of harmony were derived

more from Fuseli, who, even if his pictures did not prove his

sensibility to the refinements of colour, had sufficiently shown

it in his lectures, and in no sentence more than that in which

he tells us he had always ' courted colour as a despairing lover

courts a disdainful mistress,'—a mistress much less disdainful

than he imagined."

—

Leslies Hcmdhook, p. 305.

CAUSE OF LAWRENCE'S EMBARRASSMENT.

It is a remarkable fact, that La\\Tence, whose popularity

ought to have made him rich, was actually embarrassed in liis

circumstances throughout life. Was his money spent in pro-

fligate dissipation 1 Ko : it is quite clear, as far as a negative

can be proved, that he was neither a gambler nor viciously

extravagant. That a pai't of his pecuniary difficulties arose

from his generosity as to his relatives must be inferred from

his ovrn statements, but not to the degree to be considered

the principal, stiU less, the sole cause, of his embarrassed

affairs. If he had been a twentieth part as circumspect in

money management as in conversation, and half as cautious to

avoid innocent extravagance, he would have been, in spite of

his generosity to his family, a rich man. But he was utterly

heedless of accounts : he kept his books so imperfectly, as

to have omitted a debt of 500 guineas due to him from one

of the noblest families in the kingdom ; and it is probable

that he omitted other sitters, who were not so punctilious as

that family in volunteermg the pajmient of the unclaimed

debt to the executor. He w^as munificent in his kindness to

his brother artists, and was prodigal to all who applied for his

charity ; and a vast deal more of his time than was commonly

supposed, was spent in gratuitous drawings or paintings, of

which he made presents to his friends.

—

Letter from Mr. T.

Camiibell ; in the Preface to the Life of Lawrence.

Sii' Thomas Lawrence, (says Leslie,) was, perhaps, liindered

from rising to the highest rank as a colourist by his early

and first practice of making portraits in colourless chalk only.

His wish to please the sitter made him yield, more than his
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English, predecessor had done, to the foolish desire of most
people to be painted with a smile.

Of indefatigable industry, Lawrence's habit of undertaking

too many pictures at the same time was a serious drawback,

in many cases, to their excellence. He began the portraits of

children which he did not finish till they were grown up ; and
of gentlemen and ladies while their hair was of its first colour,

but which remained incomplete in his rooms till the originals

were grey. The most beautiful of his female heads, and
beautiful it is, is the one he painted of Lady Elizabeth

Leveson Gower (afterwards Marchioness of Westminster).

This was begun and finished off-hand ; and so was the best

male head he ever painted, his first portrait of Mr. West, not

the whole-length in the ]^ational Gallery, in w^hich he has

much exaggerated the stature of the original. He took

especial delight in painting the venerable and amiable Presi-

dent, who offered a remarkable instance of the increase of

beauty in old age, and of whom this portrait is a work of

great excellence.

It is said, that when money was in his pocket, he dealt it

freely among all applicants,—whether mendicant artists, or

importunate creditors ; and that some of the former found,

when they opened his sealed envelope, that, instead of the

five pounds which they had solicited, they had obtained fifty.

To supply this daily drain upon his income, he was driven to

become importunate in money matters himself Having
received one moiety of the price for a portrait, he was

frequently obliged to apply for the other before the work was
done ; and his correspondence with Sir Eobert Peel, the

greatest patron, under a prince, the painter ever had, is

chiefly remarkable for the neat way in which he plays the

politician about payment, and solicits the price before the

completion of the picture.

Haydon relates, in his coarsest manner, of Lawrence, that

m 1825, he addressed the Duke of Wellington at the Royal

Academy dinner, and appealed to him for aid to build an

academy. The Duke rubbed his face with his hand.
" Here was Lawrence owing the Duke 2,000/. nearly,

which he had advanced him for a large picture of all his

general officers in Spain, and which he had never touched, to

the Duke's great anger—here was Lav/rence addressing the

Duke, both he and the Duke feeling conscious of their private

relations, and Lawrence the merest tool of the Academicians^
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who had set him on. It is pitiable ! I never saw any man
who had so subdned a look as Lawrence, as if he was worried

out of his senses."

PORTRAITS OF SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

In JVIr. Williams's Life of Laivrence, are engraved three

portraits by himself, one, when a boy of sixteen, his first

attempt in oil ; another from a crayon drawing ; and the

third, in oil. The latter is the picture he was occasionally

persuaded to show to his friends, from its concealment beneath

his sideboard.

In the collection of the Marquis of Abercorn, at Chester-

field House, South Audley-street, is an unfinished portrait of

Sir Thomas Laivrence, by himself.

Sir Thomas once told Mr. West, " the only portrait he ever

sat for, was for the character of a soldier in Trumbeirs
painting of the Siege of Gibraltar."

A person once went to him with an original portrait, by
Sir Joshua Reynolds, of Mrs. Piozzi, and which Sir Thomas
readily purchased. The bargain concluded, the vendor said

" Sir Thomas, I liave something in my pocket that will

surprise you—it is a portrait of j^ourself" Sir Thomas,

indeed, seemed surprised, and begged to see it, when the

stranger took from his pocket a frontispiece from the Percy

Anecdotes. Lawrence burst out laughing, and saying it was
something like, got rid of the person.

In stature, Sir Thomas Lawrence was five feet nine inches

high, with handsome limbs, and a body finely proportioned.

His appearance was extremely graceful and gentlemanlilve.

When young, he was an accomplished fencer and dancer. His

countenance was open and noble ; and his eyes were large and

lustrous, and very expressive, insomuch that a lady of taste

once said that their light was never tamed down by the

gentler emotions, nor the polished suavities of conversation,

into harmony with the mild character of his face ; the light

seemed to kindle still, and he could not put it out. His

personal friend, Mr. Baily, the scidptor, was allowed to take

a cast of Sir Thomas's fine features after death. His head was

finely shaped, and bald : he bore a striking resemblance to

Mr. Canning, though his face was not of so elevated an ex-

pression or character
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THE PAINTER'S DAY AND PRACTICE.

Cunningham thus describes Sir Thomas's diligence :—He
rose early, and he worked late ; for though no one excelled

more in rapid sketches, he had a true enthusiasm for his art,

and would not dismiss hastily any thing for which he was to

be paid as a picture. He detained his sitters often for three

hours at a time ; had generally eight or nme of these sittings
;

and all the while studied their looks anxiously, and seemed
to do nothing without care and consideration. His constant

practice was to begin by making a drawing of the head full

size on canvass ; carefully tracing in dimensions and expres-

sion. This took up one day ; on the next he began to paint

;

touching in the brows, the nose, the eyes, and the mouth, and
finally the bounding line in succession. Lawrence sometimes,

nay often, laid aside the first drawing of a head, and painted

on a copy. This was from his fear of losing the benefit of

first impressions, which in such cases are often invaluable.

It may be added, that he stood all the while, and was seldom

so absorbed in his undertaking, that he did not converse with

his sitter, and feel either seriousness or humour, whilst giving

thought to the brow, or beauty to the cheek. He adhered to

the old rule of receiving half payment at the beginning of a

portrait.

The distinguished person who favoured him with forty

sittings for his head alone, was Sir Walter Scott. The picture

was painted for George the Fourth, and Lawrence was anxious

to make the portrait the best of any painted from so cele-

brated a character.

At other times, however, he was as dexterous as any artist.

He once told Burnet that he painted the portrait of Curran
in one day : he came in the morning, remained to dinner,

and left at dusk ; or, as Lawrence expressed it, quoting his

favourite author,
" From morn till noon,

From noon to dewy eve."

The following were his progressive prices :

Tlaree-quarters. Half-length. Whole length.

Guineas. Guineas. Guineas.

1802 . ... 30 . . . 60 . . . . 120
35 . . . 70 . . . . 140

1806 . ... 50 . . . 100 . . . . 200
1808 . ... 80 . . . 160 . . . . 320

1810 . . . . 100 . . . 200 . . . . 400
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Tl'ie following were his latest prices :

For a head-size, or three-quarters, the great painter received

2101 ; for a kit-kat, 31 5Z. ; for a haK-length, 4:201 ; for a

bishop, haK-length, 5251 ; and for a full-length, 630^. ; for

an extra full length, 735^.

Lord Gower paid Lawrence fifteen hundred guineas for his

admirable portrait of his lady and child ; and six hundred

guineas was the sum paid by Lord Durham for his portrait of

Master Lambton.

PAINTING EYES.

One of the critics of this day described the eyes of certain

portraits by Lawi-ence as " starting from their spheres."

This remark is curious, for scarcely can ancient or modern

art produce a better painter of eyes than Sir Thomas Law-

rence. Sir Joshua EejTiolds laid it do^Ti as a fixed principle

that, to create the beautiful, the eyes ought always to be in

mezzotint. Sir Thomas Lawrence, though always aiming at

the beautiful, never pursued this rule ; for his eyes had

scarcely any tint at all, or were tinted above the mezzo. In

his painting-room in Paissell-square, the light was high ; but

in that at 57, Greek-street, it was higher than artists usually

paint from, for it was introduced from the second story by
the removal of the floor.

He is ever insisting upon the importance of eyes in pictures.

Writing to a young artist, he says :
" The eyes of the boy are

two dark blots, and ill-formed. Let this carelessness be soon

impossible to you. Be at the pains often to draw that fea-

ture : I can quote high authority for it ; I hav^e a sheet of

eyes, drawn by jMichael Angelo, for some young painter, like

yourself, whose genius had excited the friendly efibrt."

Lawrence excelled in painting fine mouths and dark eyes
;

and he took great pleasure in painting an ear, the intricate

and elegant di-awing of which, he said, required mastery to

imitate.

It was once the lot of Sir Thomas to converse with a

thorough wrong-head, who maintained that " Mr. Lawrence,

the painter, had been a regular pupil of Sir Joshua Ee}'nolds."

At last, somewhat irritated, he replied, " Sh, I am the iden-

tical Mr. La^-rence you allude to ; and the only instruction I

ever received from Sir Joshua was a kind offer to correct

my drawings, if I brought tliem to him."
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LAWRENCE'S PORTRAITS.

That there is mncli truth in the following criticism by

Hayclon is admitted more than it was some thirty years since,

wdien it was written.
" Lawrence's flesh has certainly no blood. He sacrifices all

for the head ; and what an absence of purity of tint, in com-

parison with Vandyke or Eeynolds ! His excellence is ex-

pression, but it is conscious expression ; whereas the expression

of Eeynolds, Vandyke, Titian, Tintoretto, and Eaphael is

unconscious nature.
" Lawrence is not a great man : indeed posterity will think

so. Lady Lyndhurst's hands are really a disgrace in drawing,

colour, and everything. He affects to be careless in subor-

dinate parts, but it is not the carelessness of conscious power

;

it is the carelessness of intention.

" Since he went to Italy, his general hue is greatly improved,

but his flesh is as detestably opaque as ever.

"Lawrence is dead!—to portrait-painting a great loss.

Certainly, there is no man left who thinks it worth while, if

he were able, to devote his powers to the elevation of common-

place faces.

"He was suited to the age, and the age to him. He
flattered its vanities, pampered its weaknesses, and met its

meretricious taste.

" His men were all gentlemen, with an air of fashion, and

the dandyism of high life ; his women were delicate, but not

modest—beautiful, but not natural. They appear to look

that they may be looked at, and to languish for the sake of

s\Tiipath"y. They have not that air of virtue and breeding

which ever sat upon the women of Eeynolds.
" Eejmolds's women seem as unconscious of their beauty, as

imiocent in thought and pure in expression—as if they had

shrunk from being painted. They are beings to be met vnth.

reverence, and approached with timidity. To Lawrence's

women, on the contrary, you seem to march up like a dandy,

and offer your services, with a cock of your hat, and a 'd e,

will that do ?
' Whatever characteristics of the lovely sex

Lawrence perpetuated, modesty was certainly one he entirely

missed.

"Twenty years ago, his pictures (as Euseli used to say,)

were like the scrapings of a tin-shop, full of httle sparkling
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"bits of light which destroyed all repose. His latter pictures

are by far his best. His great excellence was neither colour,

drawing, composition, light and shade, nor perspective, for he

was hardly ever above mediocrity in any of these,—but expres-

sion, both in figure and feature. Perhaps, no man that ever

lived contrived to catch the fleeting beauties of a face to the

exact point, though a little affected, better than Lawrence.

The head of Miss Croker is the finest example in the world.

He did not keep his sitters unanimated or lifeless, but by in-

teresting their feelings, he brought out the expression which

was excited by the pleasure they felt.

"As a man Sir Thomas Lawrence was amiable, kind,

generous, and forgiving. His manner was elegant, but not

high-bred. He had too much of the air of always submitting.

He had smiled so often and so long, that at last his smile had

the appearance of being set in enamel"

CORONATION PORTRAITS.

Immediately after the coronation of George lY. the King

sent for Sir Thomas Lawrence, and directed him to paint a

full-length portrait of him in his coronation robes, seated in

St. Edward's chair, with his regalia, as he appeared at the

altar in Westminster Abbey. It will surprise the public to

learn, that the numerous full-length portraits of his Majesty,

in his Garter robes, were paid for only at the rate of 800

guineas each,—less than one-half of Sir Thomas's regular

jDrice.*

—

Life of Lawrence, hy Williams.

Leslie tells us that Sir Thomas Lawrence made a sketch of

George the Fourth in the armour of the Black Prince ; but

had the good sense not to carry the matter further than a

sketch.

THE LAWRENCE DRAWINGS.

'VMien Sir Thomas Lawrence's collection of Drawings was

offered for sale to the Government, Sir Charles Eastlake,

as might have been expected, was eager in urging their pur-

chase. " When the drawings were in Mr. Keightley's hands,"

says Sir Charles, "I requested permission to take some of

them to Lord Brougham, then Lord Chancellor. Lord

Lansdowne and Talleyrand were present : the drawings were

* We have been informed that for copies of regal portraits subsequently

painted—haK-lengthSj for presents—the price has been twenty guineas !
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examined by them, and I remember Talleyrand saying :
' If

you do not buy these things, you are barbarians.' And bar-

barians we proved ; but the real barbarians in the Lawrence
case were Lord Grey and Sir Martin Archer Shee."

This celebrated collection became the property of Mr. S,

Woodburn, at whose death it was dispersed by auction. The
drawings were purchased by Mr. Woodburn from the repre-

sentatives of Sir Thomas La'wrence, and among the works
enumerated in the catalogue were some precious ones of

Michael Angelo and Eaj)hael, several of the former having
been procured direct from the Buonarotti family, and many
of them engraved by Ottley. Li this rare collection were
also some splendid specimens of Correggio, Eubens, and
Eembrandt^ and other great masters, as well as the celebrated

portrait of the Duke of Eeichstadt, by Sir Thomas Lawrence.

LAWRENX'E'S EXGRAYED PORTRAITS.

The painter considerabl}' increased liis income by lending

his portraits to be engraved, and he knew well how to bargain

with a print-publisher : indeed, he is said to have been hard
to deal with. He considered that as the painter he retained

a right in the j)icture after he had been paid for it, as well as

to choose the engraver and direct the work. If this view
was not supported by law, it was by practice, or the painter

considered himseK shabbily treated.

Lawrence's pencil generally elicited the finest specimens of

engraving that ever did honour to English talent. The paint-

ing of the Calmady children was engraved in hne by !Mr.

Doo ; and the sketch was exquisitely given by Mr. Lewis, in

the perfection of the power, dehcacy, and truth of his

engravings of the beautiful plaiu and tinted drawings of

Lawrence.

When the engraving of the Calmady sketch was brought

to him, he exclaimed that it was the most beautiful he had
ever seen, and asked Mr. Lewis if he would dispose of the

plate. A sum was named, and Lawrence immediately paid

twenty guineas more than was asked. Mr. Lewis observed

to him that the world thought he flattered in his likenesses.

" I have never pleased myself as to nature, but only as to

likeness," said Lawrence ;
" there, you see (pointing to the

Calmady sketch,) what a falling ofi" we make from nature."

When Su' Thomas first sent ibr Mr. Lewis, he poHtely taid,
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" You are, I believe, the artist that engraved Michael Angelo's

Last Judgment for Mr. Ottley, and you are able to do any-

thing for me. I am extremely anxious to have a portrait of

a friend. Sir Charles Stewart (Lord Londonderry,) engraved."

Mr, Lewis replied that he had never engraved a portrait, and

was diffident of his powers on such a finished drawing.

La^vvrence, immediately vshaking him by the hand, rejoined,

" I am most happy to confide it to you ;
" and he insisted

upon its performance.

Lawrence was above all vanity or selfishness ; for he used

to say to Mr. Lewis, " You must not any longer engrave from

my drawings
;
you must engrave the drawings of Michael

Angelo, Eaphael, and of Claude and Eembrandt, at the

Museum. The IVIuseum intends to appoint you engraver,

and I long to possess your copies of the Claudes." But Sir

Thomas (says Williams) forgot that our Government bestows

no patronage upon the arts ; and to their shame be it said,

that at this time, the votes to the British Museum v/ere very

much reduced in amount, owing to the heavy expenses of the

sovereign !

1^0 man could be more friendly, liberal, and generous to

his engraver, than Sir Thomas. He greatly evinced these

feelings to his favoimte lithographic artist, Mr. Lane. Sir

Thomas, though imbued with a rational piety, seems to have
respected Sir Joshua Eeynolds's remark, that the man who
made Sunday an idle day, would never make a great j^ainter.

Mr. Lane found him one Sunday morning touching a proof

of one of his engravings. After a few observations upon not

being at church, Lawrence begged him to alter, on the stone,

the touches he had just added to the proof. Mr. Lane excused

himself by observing, that he had pledged himself to his

dying father, never to work on a Sunday. Sir Thomas
smiled, but he respected the sacred character of the promise,

and concluded the interview with feeling and delicacy. It

is, however, well known that some years before his death,

Lawrence felt scruples about working on the vSunday, which,

in his earlier years he had practised without concern : he then

became almost constant in his attendance at church.

Sir Thomas was careful not to hurry his engravers. It was
feared that all posthumous prints would evince the want of

careful and repeated touches Avliich he gave to ever}^ plate

during his life-time : but this was not the case. The i:)lates

of Lady Georgiana Ellis, and of young Lambtou, were en-
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graved after the death, of Lawrence. Some time previously,

one day, when he was shown his fine drawing of this boy,

he was nmch affected, and observed, " How very little I have
improved since that."

KINDNESS AND GENEROSITY TO ARTISTS.

Among Lawrence's amiable traits was liis rejoicing at the

success of the clever and the enthusiastic. He writes these

lines of fair encoui-agement dated March, 1829, to a young
artist whom he had requested to draw a \dew of Eome :

—

" I need not tell you how sincerely I rejoice in your success

:

hitherto you have ' won your sjDurs by your o^vn valour,' how-
ever much the kindness of friendship may have cheered you
in the contest. The painting of your figures last jeai con-

vinced me of your increasing ability in the study of the

human figure ; and, unless you attempt the higher dramatic

or epic style of composition, you alread}^ walk in perfect

safety, and need fear no pit-fall in your patli. I am anxious

to see the picture you are now sendmg, of which I heard, last

night, a very favourable opinion from Mr. Turner. There is

a gentleman here who is desirous of having two small pictures

of you, about the size of the Boy and Girl, at your own price

and subject. He is not in the circles of fashion, but known
to almost all our artists by his liberal patronage and gentle-

manly conduct. His name is Vernon. Let me know that

you undertake them for liim. There are many competitors

for your Kttle picture of ' The Youthful Italian Lovers ;' but

having your own authority for considering it to be Mr. Bailey's,

I retained it for him. Beautiful as your drawing of the same
subject was, I preferred the picture. I am well acquainted

with the talents and intelligence of Mr. Havell ; if you now
go to complete those sketches which were but slightly traced

with him, and add to them the colour and effects of nature,

your tour with a man of such kno^vn taste and knowledge of

composition, whether beautiful or grand, will have been all

gain, and the benefit lasting. I shall not fail to give your

remembrances to Callcott, Avho will be much gratified with

the report of your success. You are fortunate in having still

the society of Mr. Eastlake ; an advantage that cannot be too

highly appreciated."

Cunningham has preserved this interesting record of Sir

Thomas Lawrence's liberality.

''I may say with safety," writes a now well-known painter,
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" that Sir Thomas Lawrence was one of the best friends I

ever had. I found him at all times most ready and liberal

in his advice and visits ; and when the oppressive number of

his engagements would not allow him to go out of the house,

he would always see the humblest student at home. I had

the pleasure of making him a great number of drawings in

water-colours—always sketches done on the spot -, and I know
he frequently conferred this honour upon me, more to assist

and encourage my exertions than from any wish to possess

the drawings themselves : and for all I did for him in this

way he paid me at the moment, and always handsomely

;

generally more than any one else who encouraged me. He
never lost an opportunity of recommending my drawings and

paintings among his distinguished friends ; and I am even

now feeling the effects of this generosity."

A painter, of considerable merit, but without patronage,

left at the house in Russell-square three of his pictures for

Sir Thomas's inspection. He called one evening to learn the

President's opinion, and to take away the pictures : he sent

up his name, when Lawrence followed the servant down
stairs, and put a folded paper into the hand of the artist,

saying :
" I had left this should you have called whilst I was

from home. I much admire your productions, and wish you

every success." The painter had only patience to get to the

first lamp, when, unfolding the paper, he found within it a

30Z. bank-note, which saved him from despair.

We are gratified in the Memoirs of Mr. Uwins, R.A. with

this frank testimony to Lawrence's sincerity and service to

his brother artists : it occurs in a letter to the writer's

brother, Mr, David Uwins :

" You must not suppose the President, though so very

polite, is on , that account insincere. It will always be

recorded to his glory, that he has ever shown himself the

kind friend and protector of aspiring talent. I have received

from him much kind iastruction and advice, and with many
it does not stop there : his connexion and even his purse

have been ready to back his counsels. There are many who
owe their reputation to his fostering aid, and others who
without him could never have been able to make their first

step in life with courage and stability. His manner is most

courtier-like, but his purpose is firm, and his opinion sincere.

Poor West used to overwhelm young men with flattery, and

often spoil them ; Lawrence befriends them without spoiling

u
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them. He puts them firm on their legs, but never lifts them
into stilts. This is the voice not only of my own experience,

hut the experience of hundreds, and my conscience would
never allow me to pass in silence any opportunity of defend-

ing him from the censure which his extreme pohteness often

brings upon him."

LAWRENCE'S SENSITIVENESS.

In 1823, while John Thurtell lay in prison, committed for

trial for the murder of Mr. Weare. Sir Thomas Lawrence ex-

pressed a wish to be allowed, without observation, to take a

glance at Thurtell, as he took his exercise m the prison-yard.

This request was not only refused, but misrepresented as an

application to take a cast of the prisoner's face, and this cruel

misstatement found its way into the newspapers. Sir Thomas
read this gross impeachment of his humanity with much pain

one morning, when he had to wait upon George the Fourth at

the palace to take a sitting for the celebrated " sofa portrait."

The Painter was so affected, and depressed in spirits that he

could hardly proceed with his work. The King observed his

distress, inquired the cause, and upon its being explained, ex-

pressed his sympathy mth LawT^ence's susceptibility.

But this sensitiveness conduced to the perfection of his art.

" That fineness of feeling," said one of his most gifted friends,

" which made him so sensible to the slights and caresses of

the world, probably gave him in his art a delicacy of thought

and of touch scarce ever surpassed : making him alike

sensible to the utmost refinements of nature ia his own labours,

as well as powerfully alive to any deficiency in them, in the

works of others. This, however, which made so much of the

charm of his art, with which he could seize, and give an

interest to the scarcely visible irregularities of beauty, and
touch the feathers, or the sHver tissue, with a lightness which
seemed to suspend them in the air itself, was in him, as

it always must be with genius, accompanied by a strength

where s.trength was wanted, which gave to all that was fine

and delicate its true value. When once asked what he was
doing, he said, 'All uncertainty—taking refuge in diffi-

culties.'
"

His forgiveness of slight or injury has been shown in many
instances : in his conduct to Harlow, this was strikingly

evident. His goodnature was exhaustless. He had not the
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power to say nay, either for his purse or his pencil. A lady,

who had been liberal in her invectives against him, requested

him to make some change in the portrait of her mother after

her death. A friend, on reading the request, said, " Why
should you waste your time on her ; she who heaps many a

scandal on you Tvith witty and persevering malice]" He
replied, with a smile,

—" Oh, never mind : I know she does

as you say : but nobody else can do what she wants, and I

must do it for her
;
" and he did.

ON THE GENIUS OF FLAXMAN, BY LAWRENCE. '

In Sir Thomas's Address to the Eoyal Academy, upon
dehvering the Medals to the successful candidates, on

December 11, 1826, he thus descanted upon our greatest

sculptor.

" Mr. Flaxman's genius, in the strictest sense of the word,

was original and inventive. His purity of taste led him, in

early life, to the study of the noblest relics of antiquity ; and

a mind, though not then of classical education, of classic basis,

urged him to the perusal of the best translations of the Greek

philosophers and poets ; till it became deeply imbued with

those simple and grand sentiments, which distinguish the

productions of that favoured people. When engaged in these

mingling studies, the patronage of a lady of high rank,* whose
taste will now be remembered with her own goodness, gave

birth to that series of compositions from Homer and the

Greek tragedians, which continues to be the admiration of

Europe. These, perhaps, from their accuracy in costume, and
even from the felicitous union betweea their characters and

subjects, to minds unaccustomed to prompt discrimination,

may have conveyed the idea of too close an imitation of

Grecian art. Undoubtedly, the elements of his style were

founded on it ; but only on its noblest principles : on its

deeper intellectual power, and not on the mere surface of its

skill. He was more the sculptor of sentiment than of form ;

and while the philosopher, the statesman, and the hero, were

treated by him with appropriate dignity, not even in Eaphael

have the gentler feeUngs and sorrows of human nature been

traced with more touching pathos, than in the various designs

and models of this estimable man. The rest of Europe know
only the productions of his genius when it bent to the grandeur

* The late Dowager Countess Spenser.

u2
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of the antique ; but these, which form its highest efforts, had

their origin in nature only ; and in the sensibihty and virtues

of his mind. Like the greatest of modern painters, he

deUghted to trace from the actions of famihar life, the lines of

sentiment and passion ; and from the populous haunts and

momentary peacefulness of poverty and want, to form his

inimitable groups of childhood, and maternal tenderness, with J

those nobler compositions from holy writ—as beneficent in I

their motive, as they were novel in design—which open new ^

sources of invention from its simplest texts, and inculcate the

duties of our faith.

" In piety, the minds of Michael Angelo and Flaxman were

congenial. I dare not assert their equality in art— the group

of ' Michael and the Fallen Angel ' is a near approach to the

greatness of the former ; and, sanctified as his memory is by

time and glory, it gained no trivial homage in the admiration

of the English sculptor ; whose Shield of Achilles—that

divine work ! unequalled in its combination of beauty,

variety, and grandeur

—

his genius could not have surpassed.

" But I trespass too long on the various business of this

evening. To be wholly silent on an event so affecting to us

all, was quite impossible.*
'' I know the great and comprehensive talents that are

around me ; I know the strength remaining to the Academy :

but with long experience of the candour which accompanies

it, I feel that I may safely appeal to this assembly, for their

acknowledgment with mine, that the loss of Mr. Flaxman is

not merely a loss of power, but a loss of dignity to the Institu-

tion—deep and irreparable loss to art—to his country and to

Europe !—not to posterity—to whom his works, as they are

to us, wiU be inestimable treasures ; but who, knowing how
short and limited the span that Providence has assigned to the

efforts of the longest life, and the finest intellect ; and learning

that his genius, though its career was peaceful, had inade-

quate reward,—wiU feel it to be their happier destiny, to^
admire, and not to mourn him—to be thankful that he had J

existed, and, not like us, to be depressed that he is gone, to

revere and follow him as their master, and not, as is our

misfortune, to lament him as their friend

!

" He died in his own smaU circle of affection ;—enduring

* Mr. Flaxman died on the 7th of December, 1826, aged 72; and on

the 15th Sir Thomas Lawrence attended his funeral to the ch\irchyard

of St. Giles'a-in-the Fields.
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pain—but full of meekness, gratitude, and faith ! recalling to

the raind, in the pious confidence of his death, past characters

of goodness ; with the well-remembered homage of his

friend

—

' And ne'er was to the bowers of bliss convey'd,

A purer spirit, or more welcome shade.'
"

PORTRAITS OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON",
BY LAWRENCE.

England's greatest hero is best known by the portraits

painted of him by Sir Thomas Lawrence ; of whose laborious

painstaking the Duke seems, however, to have been occa-

sionally impatient.

The Duke of Wellington once said Lawrence was a man of

no mind. Set the thing before him, and he could do it ; but

he had no invention. Wellington stood for Lawrence three

hours with his hands across. After he had done, he stepped

down, and said, " Pshaw ! that is not like my sword."

" Please your Grace, Til do it next time." " Do it now."
" I must go to the Princess Augusta s." " Oh, no ! you muat

put my sword right. It is really bad." This was done.

Yet Wellington was not always so impatient, but would

take a lesson. Upon one occasion, when about to sit to

another painter, he said, " I know—Lawrence told me how
to sit."

There are four portraits of the Duke by Sir Thomas Law-

rence, of each of which numerous repetitions exist.

The first in order of date is that representing the Duke
with the Sword of State, painted for the Prince Eegent, for

the Waterloo Gallery at Windsor, and exhibited at the Eoyal

Academy in 1815. This picture was engraved in hne by

Bromley, with the following inscription :
—

" The Duke of

Wellington, as he appeared on the Day of Thanksgiving at

St. Paul's, for the ratification of that Peace, the attainment of

which his valour, genius, and wisdom had so essentially pro-

moted ; distinguished by the insignia of those honours with

which a grateful country and applauding Europe had invested

him, and bearing, by command, the Sword of England." This

is a very dazzling picture, ambitious in style, with a very-

broad light from above and behind—where, also, is a view of

St. Paul's. It is, however, by no means the most pleasing of

Lawrence's portraits of the Duke.
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The next is the portrait of the Duke, " in the Dress that

he wore, and on the Horse that he rode, at the Battle of

Waterloo," painted for Earl Bathurst, and exhibited in 1818.

This is a very spirited moving picture : the Duke mounted
on his charger, " Copenhagen," waving his hat, and gi™g
the word for the Guards to make that eventful and resistless

charge which decided the fortune of the day of Waterloo. Of
this picture, Wilkie, who saw it before it went to the Exhi-

bition, writes to Sir George Beaumont, 19th January, 1818 :

—

" Sir Thomas Lawrence has almost completed his equestrian

portrait of the Duke of Wellington. This I have seen, and

think it a happy effort. He is dressed in a plain blue coat,

and a large cloak of the same colour over it. It is the dress

he wore at Waterloo ; and, not being a regimental dress, has

a very uncommon, though inherently military look about it.

It is one of those images of the Duke that is Ukely to sup-

plant every other ; and I should not be surprised if it were

to become as common throughout the country as Sir Joshua's

Marquis of Granby. It is rather a dark picture, and I could

wish that it had something of a quality which has almost gone

out of fashion in the present day—I mean tone in the colouring."

The third portrait, painted by Lawrence, is that done for

Mr. Arbuthnot, in 1816. It is a half-length, representing

the Duke in a military cloak, with the right hand thrown

across to the left shoulder. This has been repeatedly en-

graved ; in mezzotint, by Cousins and by Jackson ; in line, by

Dean Taylor and by Charles Smith ; and in smaller sizes, in

mezzotint, by M'Innes, Burgess, and others.

This was always the favourite portrait with the Duke ; and

we think not without reason ; for the expression is very

pleasing, combining manhness with delicacy and refinement of

sentiment. It may be mentioned that the great Commander,

though never betraying a particle of personal vanity in the

little sense, was proud of the estimation in which he was held

both by the public and a numerous circle whom he honoured

with his friendship ; and a very usual mode of marking liis

esteem Avas the presentation of a print of himself, generally

the Arbuthnot one, v\T.th his autograph affixed, and in a plain

little maplewood frame. This, for instance, was his usual

souvenir to the hundreds of brides whom he had " given

away," and, probably, the most gratifying testimonial he could

bestow. Only a few days before his death, he gave one of

these modest keepsakes to an individual of illustrious rank.
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It happened that, in September, 1852, the Duke and Duchess

of Mecklenburg-Strehtz, on their return from England to the

Continent, paid a visit to the Duke at Walmer, when, in the

course of conversation, the Duchess asked " the Duke '' which

of the many portraits existing of him he considered the hest.

The latter immediately pointed to the little maple frame hang-

ing from the wall, in which was a print of the " Arbuthnot

picture," and announced his preference for it. Upon the

Duchess remarking that she would send to London for a

copy, " the Duke," with his usual gallantry, declared she

need not do so ; and, taking the print down from the nail

whereon it hung, begged her to accept it, wliich she did. No
sooner had his visitors left the room, however, than the Duke

took thought of the blank space which he had made on his

wall, and also the absence of his portrait from the line of

Lord Wardens, Pitt, and others, which he had arranged

thereon, and, with his usual love of order, promptly set about

refilling it. The very next morning a note reached Messrs.

Graves and Co., in the Duke's hand—" F. M.'s compts.," &c.

—requesting that they would, with as little delay as possible,

procure for him a copy of the Arbuthnot portrait, framed in

maplewood, and forward it to Apsley House, whence it would

be transmitted to Walmer. ^o time was lost in putting into

execution his Grace's order, and a message was sent to the

steward at Apsley House, announcing that the print, framed,

would be ready for delivery on the following day. In the

meantime, four days only after the first note, came another

from the Duke, dated "7th Sept. 1852," in which he referred

to the order already given, and " begged to know if it had

been received, and what progress had been made in the

execution thereof 1 " The print, framed, as ordered, crossed

this second note on the road, and was hung up by the Duke

in the place of the former one, one little week before he died.

Last in order is a whole-length of the Duke in a military

cloak, standing on the field of Waterloo, and holding his

reconnoitering telescope ; an admirable likeness, and soldier-

like figure. This picture was painted in 1818, for Sir Robert

Peel, who, both on account of the veneration in which he

held the original, and also his value for it as a painting, so

jealously prized it, that for many years he was not to be

induced to let it go out of his possession for the purpose of

being engraved. It was, however, eventually engraved, in

1848, in mezzotint, by Cousins ; and how it came to be so is
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SO creditable to all parties, that we record the circumstances.

It will be recollected that, in 1847, Sir Eobert Peel gave a.

day conversazione to men of arts and letters at his house, in

Privy Gardens. IVIr. Colnaghi, the print-publisher, on that

occasion, lent his services to the ex-Premier in arranging the

various prints and works of art in the rooms, lending, indeed,

several for the purpose. A few days afterwards. Sir Robert

Peel called to thank him, and asked what he was in his debt.

Mr, Colnaghi replied that he was very happy to have been of

service in the matter, but could not think of making any
charge. Sir Robert appreciated the delicacy w^ith which this

was said, but, thanking the worthy publisher, begged to know
if there was no way in which he could make some return for

his kindness, Mr. Colnaghi then took courage, again broached

the subject of the Duke's portrait ; and, after a brief hesita-

tion. Sir Robert consented, only requiring to know for how
long he would have to part with the picture. " One twelve-

month," was the reply. " I consent," rejoined the Statesman;
" but recollect, that whether the engra^dng is finished or not,

I must have the portrait back one twelvemonth from the day
you receive it." Mr. Colnaghi promised, and kept his word.

The picture was punctually returned to Drayton Manor on
the day twelvemonth ; but the engraving not being then quite

fijiished, Mr. Cousins was obUged to go do^vn after it, to put

the finishing touches. This was not very long before the

untimely death of England's illustrious statesman, and art's

considerate patron.

From Lawrence's hand we have also a life-size head of the

Duke, in crayons (a vehicle which this artist commanded
with the happiest delicacy and precision), drawn in 1815

;

and engraved in chalk by F. C. Lewis. There appears to

have been two plates of this sketch—one square, the other

surrounded by an oval line. The latter has the following

quotation from Xapier's " Peninsular War "
:

—

Iron hardihood of body ; a quick and sure vision ; a grasping mind

;

untiring power of thought, and the habit of minute and laborious inves-

tigation and arrangement: aU these qualities he possessed; and \vith

them, that most rare facility of coming to prompt and sure conclusions

on sudden emergencies. Steadily holding on his own course, he proved
himself a sufficient man^ whether to uphold or conquer kingdoms. How
many battles he fought—victorious in all.

If we mistake not, one of the first who had the honour of

painting the Duke, after the death of Sir Thomas Lawrence,
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was Wilkie ; to whose style the Duke was always very par-

tial, and who, we believe, was the only artist that ever re-

ceived a " commission" from him ; namely, in the case of the

Chelsea Pensioners*

WORKS OF SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE IN LONDON, ETC.

These few notes of the location of some of Sir Thomas's

finest portraits in the metropolis may be interesting to his

admirers, as they are mostly accessible, with proper means.

At Mr. Murray's, 50, Albemarle-street, the portrait of the

poet Moore, painted for the late John Murray.

At St. Bartholomew's Hospital, West Smithfield, in the

Court-room, a fine portrait of Mr. Ahernethy.

In the Dulwich Gallery is a portrait of Mr. W. Linley.

At Chesterfield House, May Fair, Lawrence's unfinished

portrait of himself.

At Stafford House, St. James's : Portraits of Earl Clan-

william; the Marchioness of Westminster; and Lady Gower

and Child.

At the Athenaeum Club-house, Pall Mall, of George IV.,

a fine, full-length, unfinished portrait, the last work of

Lawrence : he was painting one of the orders on the breast

a few hours before he died.

At the Garrick Club-house, King-street, Covent Garden,

a drawing of Mrs. Siddons.

At Merchant Tailors' Hall, Threadneedle-street, a full

length portrait of the Duhe of York, second son of George IIL
At Sir Eobert Peel's, Privy Gardens, Whitehall, fifteen

pictures, all painted for the late Sir Robert Peel, next to

George TV. the great patron of Lawrence : Lady Feel, in

a hat, companion to the Chapeau de Faille ; Miss Feel, with

a dog ; Duke of Wellington, full-length, in his military cloak,

and holding a telescope ; Lord Chancellor Eldon, seated

,

Lord Stowell, seated; ihQ Earl of Liverpool, full-length; J/n
Canning, full-length, speaking in the House of Commons

;

Lord Aberdeen, three-quarters, standing.

Burlington House, Piccadilly : In the Royal Society's

meeting-room, portrait of Sir Humphry Davy, Bart.

* These characteristic details, from the pen of an able art-critic of the

day, appeared in the Illustrated London News shortly after the death of

the Duke of Wellington, in 1852.
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Eoyal Academy, Trafalgar Square : Diploma picture, a

Rustic Girl.

Soanean Museum, Lincoln's Inn Fields : in the dining-

room, a portrait of Sir John Soane, the architect.

In the National Gallery, (British School,) are portraits of

Mr. Angerstein ; a Lady ; John Philip Kemhle, as Hamlet;

Benjamin West, P.E. A. ; Mrs. Siddons; the Dowager Countess

of Darnley ; John Fawcett, comedian ; and Sir John Soane,

E.A.

CELEBRATED PORTRAITS.

In 1810, the Exhibition of the Eoyal Academy contained

four capital pictures, by Lawrence. The first portrait

—

Viscount Castlereagh—was an admirable likeness and well

painted, but was violently abused by Mr. Peter Finnerty, in

the Morning Chronicle. He had, by his strong political

writings, drawn upon himseK the vengeance of the Irish

government, of which Lord Castlereagh was then Secretary,

and whom he hated as the origin of the Union, and as the

advocate of English or Anglo-Irish politics in Ireland. Lord

Castlereagh' s amenity of disposition never forsook him, and

whenever he met Einnerty in the streets, he bowed to him

with suavity, and inquired after his health. Peter's ire was

not, however, to be in the least quenched by this gentle

bearing ; and in reviewing the Eoyal Academy Exhibition of

this year, he so attacked the portrait of Lord Castlereagh, that

poor Mr. Lawrence, who read the abusive critique in the

Morning Chronicle next day, was altogether disgusted, and

was for many days unable to resume his placidity of disposi-

tion. He complained bitterly to Mr. Perry, his friend, whose

inexhaustible good nature made him really regret the mischief,

and led him to do all he could to pacify the artist ; but there

seemed to be a fatality attending the subject. In 1814, another

portrait of Lord Castlereagh was exhibited at the Academy by

Lawrence : here was an opportunity of making the amende

honorable for the former injury. The subject had, however,

escaped Perry's recollection, and the identical Einnerty was

again sent to review the Exhibition Peter, true to his political

animosities, pounced again upon the Secretary's portrait, and

here is his account of it : The " Portrait of Lord Castlereagh,

by Lawrence, is not a likeness. It has a smug, smart,

upstart, haberdasher look, of which there is nothing in Lord

Castlereagh. The air of the whole figure is direct and forward

;
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there is nothing, as there onght to he, characteristically cir-

cuitous, involved, and parenthetical in it. Besides, the features

are cast in quite a different mould. As a bust, Lord Castle-

reagh's is one of the finest we have ever seen : it would do for

one of the Eoman emperors, bating the expression." The
reader may imagine the distress of the sensitive Lawrence upon
reading this second outrageous tirade ; though the portrait, it

must be confessed, conveyed no idea of the figure and carriage,

and very little of the face, of Lord Castlereagh.

The second Portrait upon our list (exhibited in 1810,) was
that oiMr. Canning, the first of that statesman Lawrence had
taken ;

" and (says Mr. Williams,) contrary to the almost

invariable character of the artist's works, Mr. Canning^s fine

face and form were the only ones, which his pencil did not, in

this instance, or in any other, improve. He generally made
the face more wrinkled and haggard than it was, nor did he
impart to it its really fine animation and intellectual expressioiL

The portrait, a three-quarters, is both the most pleasing, and
the most accurate, of any of those taken by Lawrence. There
must have been some extraordinary difficulty in catching the

expression of this great man's countenance, for no artist suc-

ceeded in the attempt, whilst Sir Thomas Lawrence was
remarkably correct in comparison with others.'^

One of Sir Thomas's latest works was another portrait of

Mr. Canning : indeed, it was almost the last portrait to which
the painter gave the finishing touch. On the Saturday
morning preceding the Thursday on which he died, he wrote
to a friend and patron : "I have the pleasure to tell you that

Lord Seaford thinks it much the best portrait of Mr. Canning
that I painted. It is, I think, acknowledged to be so by the

casual visitors to my rooms ; but the authority of so near a

personal friend is stiU more gratifying than the general

impression.''^

The portrait of Lord Melville was the third in the

exhibition of 1810. Lawrence used to relate a strange

disclosure which his Lordship made to him during one of the

sittings for this picture. Parts of the metropolis were at this

time agitated by a demagogue who had been active in the

Reform and Eevolutionary Societies of 1793, and who con-

tinued to this hour his patriotism, at " so much per speech."
" You know not," said Lord Mehdlle to Lawrence, " the

sources of those sentiments towards the English public (taking

the expression in its lowest sense), with which men in office
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are so often reproached. That man, who is now an idol of the

populace, and for whom they are disturhing the peace of

London, and endangering their o^vn safety, was long in my
pay at three guineas a-week, when I was Secretary of State,

and he was one of the secretaries of the Eeform Society.

Every week he used to bring me the correspondence, minutes,

and private books of the Society, and acquaint me with all

the open and concealed members, and with the whole arcana

of what was gorag on ; and when I was fully satisfied that

he had told me everything, and with veracity, I used to pay

him his weekly bribe of three guineas." This confession to

Lawrence, on the part of Lord Melville, must have argued

extreme candour, or extreme insensibility to the nature of

the transaction. " His Lordship," Mr. Williams adds, " must

be exonerated from the subsequent practice which prevailed,

of not using information thus obtained, at a time when
moderate punishment would check the disafTected, but of

allowing the informer to stimulate to crime, or at least of

renewing the information, until the criminals were deemed

fit for the executioner !

"

But we wilhngly pass to a pleasanter reminiscence of 1810

—the fourth picture

—

A group of Portraits, consisting of Mrs.

Wall, and her brother, T. Baring, Esq., and the som of the late

Lady Baring.

Li a letter to Miss Lee, Lawrence describes this picture as

" a work embracing many difficulties in the art. A group of

five portraits comprising a single domestic scene, from its

design approaches more to historical character than is usually

seen in pictures of this kind
;
yet I think, with a great deal

of nature in it, the colouring and effect are carried farther and

on higher principles than in any other I have painted, and

this with more general harmony and freedom from my defects.

It has less manner and more style."

DEATH OF MR. LOCK, AND MR. HOPPNER, R.A.

This year, (1810,) Lawrence had the misfortune to lose his

intimate friend, Mr. W. Lock, of ^N'orbury Park, Surrey, a

zealous protector of the arts, and an enlightened amateur.

Mr. Lock, early in life, made a choice collection of pictures,

models, and fine works of sculpture. He was the associate or

patron of Eeynolds, Barry, Hoppner, and Cipriani ; of AYHson,

Barrett and Sandby ; and West and FuseU. He was a

man of excellent taste and judgment, and his scholarship pro-
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cured him a public testimony from Dr. Johnson. In the
mansion of his beautiful seat, J^orbury Park, one of the most
picturesque estates in the country, he left a memorial of his

taste in a magnificent saloon, the walls of which were painted

according to ^^Ir. Lock's plan, by Barrett, Cipriani, Gilpin, and
Pastorini ; these embellishments being intended as a seeming
continuation of the views through the saloon windows—the

vale included by Box-hill, and the hills of Norbury and
Dorking. Mr. Lock was a fine example of the English
gentleman, and we are familiar with his name and family

through Madame D'Arblay's interesting Diary. At Norbury,
they were beloved, and almost venerated. Mr. Lock died at

the age of seventy-eight. Lawrence attended his funeral,

which was conducted in the simplest manner, exactly as that

of his mother had been—a walking funeral, and the coffin

borne by his labourers, to the fine Anglo-ISTorman church at

Mickleham.
In the same year died Hoppner, the formidable rival of

Lawrence, who called several times upon him during his last

illness in the spirit of friendship and sympathy ; but Hoppner
unfeelingly denounced these visits as merely the gratification

of a rival's joy at his approaching dissolution ! Assuredly no
such feeling ever actuated Lawrence, whose kindness to Mr.
Owen, and to all his friends, in sickness, was excessive. In
a letter, Lawrence writes :

" The death of Hoppner leaves me,
it is true, without a rival, and this has been acknowledged to

me by the ablest of my present competitors ; but I already

find one small misfortune attending it, viz., that I have no
sharer in the watchful jealousy, I will not say hatred, that

i'ollows the situation." In a previous letter, he had written

with this fine feeling :
" You will be sorry to hear it, my

most powerful competitor, he whom only (to my friends) I

have acknowledged as my rival, is, I fear, sinking to the

grave—I mean, of course, Hoppner. He was always afflicted

with bilious and liver complaints, (and to these must be
greatly attributed the irritation of his mind,) and now they
have ended in a confirmed dropsy. But though I think he
cannot recover, I do not wish that his last illness should be

so reported by me. You will believe that I can sincerely feel

the loss of a brother artist, from whose works I have often

gained instruction, and who has gone by my side in the race

these eighteen years."
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CONSTABLE AND SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

Constable called, according to custom, after he had been

chosen Academician, to pay his respects to the President, Sir

Thomas Lawrence, who did not conceal from his visitor that

he considered him peculiarly fortunate in being chosen an

Academician at a time when there were historical painters of

great merit on the list of candidates. So kind-hearted a man
as Lawrence could have no intention to give Constable pain

;

but their tastes ran in directions so widsely different, and the

President, who attached great importance to subject, and con-

sidered high art to be inseparable from historical art, had

never been led to pay sufficient attention to Constable's pic-

tures to become impressed with their real merit ; and there

can be no doubt but that he thought the painter of, what he

considered, the humblest class of landscape, was as much sur-

prised at the honour just conferred on him, as he was himself.

Constable was well aware that the opinions of Sir Thomas

were the fashionable ones ; he felt the pain thus uncon-

sciously inflicted, and his reply intimated that he looked upon

his election as an act of justice rather than favour.

Shortly after this interview, at the opening of the year

1830, Constable wrote to Leslie as follows :
" January, 1830.

My dear Leslie,—1 send the ' Churchyard,' which my friends

in Portman-place are welcome to use for any purpose but to

go into it.
* * The motto on the dial is, ' Ut umbra, sic

vita.' " This note was singularly followed by his next

:

*' January 8th. My dear Leslie,—I have just received the

distressing intelligence of the death of poor Sir Thomas Law-

rence. This sad event took place last night, in consequence

of internal inflammation. I could not help sending to you

;

the Council is called in consequence."

Constable, though always on friendly terms, had never

been very intimate with Sir Thomas Lawrence ; but he felt,

in common with every artist in the kingdom, the magnitude

of the loss of so eminent a painter, cut off with such apparent

suddenness; at a time, too, when he was pursuing his art

with all the energy of youth, though in his sixty-first year

;

and when, indeed, so far from betraying any diminution of

power, he seemed to be impro^dng on himself. This (says the

writer) I think was acknowledged by aU who had an oppor-

tunity of seeing the scarcely finished but very fine portrait of
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the Earl of Aberdeen, in the Exhibition at the Academy that

follo^Yed the death of the President.

When the painting materials of Sir Thomas were sold,

Constable purchased a palette which had belonged to Sir

Joshua EejTiolds, and had been given by him to Sir George

Eeaumont, who gave it to Lawrence. He presented this inte-

resting rehc to the Academy, with its history inscribed on a

silver plate inlaid on it.—Selected from Memoirs of^ the Life

of John Constable, Esq., RA., composed chiefly from his Letters,

by C. E. Leslie, E.A. 1845.

"MR. CALMADY'S CHILDRE:N'."

This group of two lovely infants, in its history, exhibits

Sir Thomas Lawrence in a most amiable point of view.

It appears that Mr. Lewis, the engraver, had often sug-

gested to Mrs. Calmady, that her two children, Emily and

Laura, would make excellent subjects for a painting ; and he

assured her that if Sir Thomas Lawrence were to see the

. children, he would be glad to paint them on any terms. But

the question of terms was one of great difficulty with the

parents.

In July, 1823, Sir Thomas saw the two girls. The terms,

upon his card, on his mantelpiece, descended from 600

guineas to 150, which was the price of the smallest head

size. Having two in one frame increased the price by two-

thirds, and thus the regular charge for the portraits would

have been 250 guineas.

Sir Thomas, captivated by the loveliness of the children,

and sympathising vnih. the feelings of the mother, asked only

200 guineas. "I suppose," says Mrs. Cahnady, "I must

still have looked despairingly, for he immediately added,

without my saying a word, 'Well, we must say 150 pounds,

for merely the two little heads in a circle, and some sky

—

and finish it at once.'

"

Sir Thomas commenced his task the next morning at half-

past nine ; and never did artist proceed with more increasing

zeal and pleasure.

Upon the mother expressing her delight at the chalk

drawing, as soon as the two heads were sketched in, he

replied that ''he would devote that day to doing a httle

more to it, and would beg her acceptance of it, as he would

begin another."
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The public, in one sense, must be glad at this Kberality

;

for a more beautiful sketch was scarcely ever made : it even

gave promise of a more exquisite work than that which
Lawrence afterwards completed. Both the faces were full,

and that of the child now in profile was more lovely than the

side-face ; and both were more soft and delicate than in

the fin.ished picture.

During the progress of the painting, Sir Thomas kept

saying that "it would be the best piece of the kind he had
ever painted

;
" and not only would he detain the children

many hours, with their father and mother, keeping them
in good humour by reading stories to them, or other\\T.se

amusing them, but he often kept them to dinner, that he

might get another sitting that day. Sir Thomas was once

seen with one cliild on his knee, feeding it with mashed
potatoes and mutton chop, whilst he was coaxing and cares-

sing the other fed by the servant. Whenever he kept the

children for the day, he always fed them himselij and played

with them ; and when the meal and sport were over, they

were again placed in the chair, and the business of the por-

trait proceeded.

At one sitting he was interrupted by the arrival of a packet

from the King of Denmark, which he opened and read to Mr.

and Mrs. Calmady. It contained his election to the rank of

Honorary Member of the Eoyal Academy of Denmark, signed

by the King. After reading the compliments paid to him by
his Majesty, Sir Thomas smiled, and said :

" The fact is, they

have heard I am painting this picture."

At one sitting, after Sir Thomas had the shoe of little

Emily Calmady often taken off, and had attempted to catch

her playful attitudes and expressions, he could not help ex-

claiming :
" How disheartening it is, when we have nature

before us, to see how far—with our best efforts and all our

study—how very far short we fall of her."

One day having fed the children with their dmner, as they

sat on his knees, he drew to the table to take his luncheon

;

but when he rose, to his surprise, he found that the child had

got hold of his palette and paints, and with her hands had

daubed her face in a ludicrous manner ; and when Mrs.

Calmady entered the room, she found Sir Thomas and his

servant busily washing the child's face and hands.

These anecdotes and traits are trifling, but they show Sir

Thomas's kindly nature. Sir Joshua Eeynolds's delight at
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the gambols of children was equally in accordance with his

amiable manners and kind heart ; and to this we owe his

exquisite paintings of infants and children, some of which
may sur\dve his best historical or fancy pictures.

At length, Sir Thomas finished the painting of the Calmady
children, when he declared :

" This is my best picture. I

have no hesitation in saying so—my best picture of the kind,

quite—one of the few I should wish hereafter to be known

This picture was sent to the Royal Lodge, Windsor Park,

for the inspection of the King, who had heard of it from the

Duchess of Gloucester. The engraving of it had a very large

sale ; and so much did that of the chalk drawing please Sir

Thomas that he insisted upon the engraver, Mr. Lewis, taking

eighty instead of sixty guineas for his production.

It has been stated that " Sir Thomas Lawrence lost large

sums of money, by trying to bring young engravers into

notice, and to get them employed." About the time of en-

graving these two children, there was a young engraver, to

whom Sir Thomas gave a drawing to execute. When he

brought the plate, Lawrence, in paying him his demand,

observed, " it is of no use to me." The poor engraver, from

these words being spoken " in so kind a manner," had no idea

that he alluded to the worthless plate, but thought he referred

to the money ; and he observed that it was very odd, though

it was very polite, in Sir Thomas saying when he paid him
the money, " that it was of no use to him."

PORTRAIT OF THE HON". C. W. LAMBTON.

This beautiful picture was exhibited at the Royal Academy
in 1828, and the admiration which it then excited was
extended by the mezzotinto print from it, which became

extremely popular. A smart critic of the time described it

as one of the most exquisite representations of interesting

childhood that he had ever beheld. The simple action and

sweet expression of infantile nature which we see in this

portrait, were never excelled by Sir Joshua Reynolds, in his

happiest moments. The boy is seated amid some rocky

scenery, enjoying, apparently, a waking dream of childhood,

and, for the moment, unconscious of external objects. His

attitude is simple and natural—just as a child might throw

himself down on a green bank, after being fatigued with sport,
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•when the flow of his animal spirits subsides, without being

exliausted His dress being of crimson velvet, is, of course,

very rich
;
yet it never attracts the attention for an instant

from that soft look of innocence, and those engaging eyes,

which reflect the loveliest light of a pure and happy mind.

It is, indeed, one of those works that make the painter for-

gotten in the reality of the creation which he has produced.

The colouring is warm and chaste ; the execution is marked

with equal feeling and accuracy.

Allan Cunningham, however, gives a very different account

of the work. " It is a magnificent piece of colour; but there

is a total absence of all simphcity. He has seated the boy

on a rock, his legs and arms extended for the purpose of

covering space, and his look flxed above, with all the upturned

intensity of a ISTewton."

The young gentleman upon whom the painter had bestowed

so much of his art, was the eldest son of J. G. Lambton,

afterwards Earl of Durham, by his second wife, daughter of

Charles, Earl Grey, and was born in January, 1818. He
was seven years of age when Sii" Thomas Lawrence painted

the above portrait : he died in 1831, the year after that in

which the painter laid down his pencil for ever.

It is hardly possible to look upon this interesting picture

of innocent childhood, of imitative art and beautiful nature,

without feeling one's heart more than "idly stirr'd" at the

brief existence of this graceful scion of a noble house. The

reader may lament that

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,

And summer's lease hath all too short a date.

But it is better to take refuge in the home philosophy of

our great metaphysical poet

:

Thus fares it still in our decay

;

And yet the wiser mind
Mourns less for what Time takes away
Than what he leaves behind.

PORTRAIT OF THE HON. MRS. HOPE.

This truly splendid portrait of the amiable wife of the

author of Anastasius was one of the bright stars of the

Academy Exhibition of 1826. Sir Thomas Lawrence's judg-

ment is evinced by choosing a picturesque costume and

national character, to which the lady's face was adapted ; and

the colouring, with every minor adjunct, combines to produce
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an unity of expression. Mrs. Hope's features and complexion
were of the Grecian cast, prominent and aquiline, though
delicate, with a fine oval contour; and a lively, intellectual

air, heightened by a clear dark complexion. Sir Thomas has

represented the lady as an oriental Fatima, in a turban

superbly embroidered "with gold, and a dress of rich, glowing

red, ornamented with splendid jewels. The hands are small

and delicate, and free from that dark colour with wliich the

painter so often tinged the hands of his sitters.

Time has brought the whole colour of this beautiful picture

to an excellent tone : it is glowing, rich, and gorgeous, with-

out being meretricious, ,or in the least over-painted. By
giving the name of an individual to a painting, it is taken

from the highest branch of art, and considered only as a por-

trait; but this work may be enjoyed as the emanation of

a rich and fertile fancy—a picture of great art, and in the

school of imagination.—( Williams's Life of Lawrence, vol. ii.)

This picture is the gem of the family portraits at the Deep-
dene, in Surrey. Here also is a portrait of Thomas Hope,
Esq., in a Turkish dress, a full-length, painted by Sir William
Beechey. Sir Thomas Lawrence also painted Master Charles

Hope (who died young), as the Infant Bacchus : an excellent

mezzotint has been executed from this picture by Cousens.

Here likewise are portraits of Lady Decies, (the mother of

the Hon. IVIrs. Hope,) and her infant daughter, painted by Sir

Joshua Eeynolds.

COWPER AND LAWRENCE.

The following is one of the poet's graceful letters of renewed
invitation to the painter to visit him in the country :

" Dear Sir,

" As often as I have comforted myself with the hope of

seeing you again soon, I have felt a sensible drawback upon
that comfort, from the fear of a disappointment, which, con-

sidering your profession and your just pre-eminence in it, ap-

peared to me extremely probable.

"Your letter, most welcome otherwise, gave me this most
unwelcome information the moment I saw your name at the

bottom of it. We all feel our loss, and much as I suppose

you are beloved by my friend Eose, who has pretty acute

discernment, I will venture to say he is not more mortified

than myself. You do me justice, if you believe that my in-

X 2
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vitation did not consist of words merely: in truth, it was

animated by a very sincere wish that it might prove accept-

able to you : and once more give the same assurance, that, at

any time when you shall find it possible to allow yourself

some relaxation in the country, if you will enjoy it here, you

will confer a real favour on one whom you have already taught

to set a high value on your company and friendship. I am
too old to be very hasty in forming new connexions ; but,

short as our acquaintance has been, to you I have the courage

to say, that my heart and my door will always be gladly open

to you.
* * •55- * 45- *

" Mrs. TJnwin sends her compliments, and sincerely joins me
in the wish that you mil never hereafter consider us strangers,

or give us reason to think you one.

" I remain, dear sir, affectionately yours,

"William Cowper.
"Weston, Oct. 13, 1793.

" When will you come and give me a drawing of the old

oak?
" To Thomas Lawrence, Esq.

Old Bond-street, London."

LAWRENCE'S PORTRAIT OF WILBERFORCE.

There are few of the portraits of Lawrence in which the

accomplished President was more happy in hitting off the

character of his subject—his inner man, as well as his out-

ward mien and manner—than in that of Wilberforce, the

respected champion of Slave Trade abolition. There is here

none of the grandiose '' make up " of his princes and ministers

—none of the haberdashery display which we find in some of

his lords and ladies of fashion ; nothing but the homely,

honest features of an accomplished and benevolent gentleman

as he sat in his easy-chair conversing on matters of, to him,

engrossing interest with some familiar friend. This fine por-

trait, dated 1828-9, was left unfinished by the artist, only

the face, the collar of the coat, cravat, &c. being completed

—

the rest of the figure being loosely sketched in. But it is,

perhape, on that very account all the more interesting to the

connoisseur and student, every touch being unquestionably

that of the great master of modern portraiture. This picture

was presented to the National Portrait Gallery by the execu-

tors of Sir Robert Harry Inglis, Eart. in 1857.
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BIRTH-PLACE OF TURNER.

Some ninety years ago, when Covent Garden was a fashion-

able part of the town, it was famed for its permquiers, or

haii'-dressers, and dealers in articles of dress and personal

ornament, and the streets were crowded with carriages at

shopping hours. Ta\'istock-street and Henrietta-street appear

to have been especially noted iov perruquiers, who have scarcely

disappeared altogether. Some thirty years since, we remember

two of these court hair-dressers, one in each of the above streets,

where, during the operation of hair-cutting, might be heard

some gossip of the fashionable celebrity of the locality. A
minor street shared this distinction, in addition to other fame :

this was Maiden-lane, extending from Southampton-street to

Bedford-street. There is evidence of this celebrity in the

sign of the White Peruke, in Maiden-lane, at which lodged

Voltaire, who was in England three years.

As you proceed through Maiden-lane, near its west end, on

the right hand, opposite the Cyder Cellars, (opened about

1730,) is a small paved place, with an arched entrance, named

Hand-court ; and here, at the corner of the court, in the house

1^0. 2^, hved William Turner, who " dressed wigs, shaved

beards, and in the days of queues, top-knots, and hair-powder,

waited on the gentlemen of the Garden at their own houses,

and made money by his trade, then a more flourishing profes-

sion than that of a hair-dresser of the present day." Here, in

the spring of 1775, in the chamber over the shop, was born

the barber's son, Joseph Mallord (supposed to have been ori-

ginally Mallard) William Turner, '' the most prolific, the most

varied, . and the greatest landscape-painter of the English

school." ;N"either his mother's name, nor the day of his birth

is known ; but his baptism is recorded in the register of St.

Paul, Covent Garden, on the Uth of May, in the same year

in which he was born.*

* With regard to the home of Turner's childhood, Mr. Alaric Watts

states, on the authority of Mr. Duroveray, that it may have been even

lowher than was at first represented; since that gentleman beUeved that

it was the cellar under the hairdreseer's shop in Maiden lane which "was
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"When, or in what way, the young Turner first evinced a

love for art, no one has told us. His first drawing is said to

have been a lion, copied from an emblazoned coat of arms, in

the house of one of his father's customers. He went thither

with another object—to take a lesson in hair-dressing from the

practice of his father whom he accompanied ; but the boy^s

attention was more occupied by the coat of arms on the table,

than with the old man's skill with the comb and curling-

tongs. The rich colours in the arms attracted the lad's atten-

tion ; but his imitation got no further than the lion. The
father was not disj^leased at this effort in an opposite direc-

tion to hair-dressing, for which he was intended : when asked,

as he often was, " Well, Turner, what is William to be ?

"

he would reply, with a look of dehght, "WiLLiam is going

to be a painter." He was, accordingly, provided with water-

colours and brushes, and the father was proud to show his

customers the boy^s coloured drawings. He soon evinced skill

beyond these boyish exercises, and was employed to colour

prints by John Eaphael Smith, the crayon-painter and mezzo-

tinto engraver, who lived in Maiden-lane, and next in King-
street, Covent Garden. Another of Smith's colourers at this

period was Thomas Girtin, the founder of our English school

of water-colour art. Girtin, (according to Bryan,) was the

same age as Turner, and from him it was that Turner acquired

his love for landscape-painting. Meanwhile, his father did not

attempt to make him a scholar, and the great painter never

advanced far beyond the rudiments of an ordinary English

education.

At this period, too, he had excellent practice in the art he

had chosen, by putting skies and foregrounds into the designs

and elevations of Porden,* the architect. The skill which he

thus acquired was of use to him in after life ; "when, (says Mr.

P. Cunningham,) tempted by large sums, he threw a thunder-

cloud, or a summer-sky, a rainbow, or some novel effect in

nature, over the careful but unartistic representations of places

made by architects and amateurs for the purposes of the

engraver."

inhabited by the family, and that drawings of a similar character (to an
early one after Paul Sandby) were hung round its entrance, ticketed at

.

prices varying from one shilling to three."

* Porden was an architect of some note in his day : he built the

Royal Stables, with the noble dome, at Brighton, for the Prince Regent.

The daughter of Mr. Porden was the first wife of Sir Jolm Franklin, the

Arctic navigator.
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TURNER ADMITTED A STUDENT OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

When only twelve years old, (in 1787, supposing his bap-

tismal year was the year of his birth,) Turner exhibited at

the Eoyal Academy, (under the name of W. Turner,) two

drawings, Dover Castle, and Wanstead House. In 1789, in

his fourteenth year, he was admitted a student of the

Academy. It is, however, hardly probable that he received

much direct instruction in the Academy schools, or that he

followed their prescribed course. If he studied in the

Antique, or later in the Life School, he cortainly never ac-

quired mastery over the human form, and no instruction was

given the student in landscape-drawing or painting. Still, it is

not hkely that a young enthusiast, as he certainly was, would

attend the schools and form acquaintance with professors and

students without acquiring from them much technical infor-

mation, even if he received no systematic instruction.

He sent to the next year's exhibition, in Somerset House,

his next exhibited work, A View of the Archhishojy's Palace at

Lambeth, a water-colour dravving, which was hung in the room

set apart for " sculptures and drawings."

Having thus felt his way to Somerset House, he sent to

the next year's exhibition two views

—

The Palace at Eltham,

and Swalceley House, near Uxbridge. He had now walked

beyond Maiden-lane and the banks of the Thames at Lam-

beth, to a day's excursion in Kent and Middlesex ; and he

soon sought more distant subjects for his pencil These he

found in Malmeshury Abbey ; in The Avon near St. Vincent''

s

Pocks ; in St. Anselm's Chai^el, Canterbury CatJiedral ; in The

Forest of Malvern ; in Tintern Abbey ; in The Second Fall of

the Monach, in Cardiganshire ; and in cathedrals, castles, and

other picturesque subjects.

His love for strange effects showed itself very early : he

was fond of throwing a remarkable sunshine over a crum-

bling tower or boiling torrent. In 1792, he painted The

Pantheon in Oxford-street, after the fire in January of that

year; and in the following year, A Rising Squall over St.

"Vinceni^s Rocks at Bristol, which was recognised as a work of

great promise.

Turner was essentially a self-made painter. It is said, in

a brief notice of him published in 1805,—when, though only

in his thirtieth year, he was already considered as the first of
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living landscape-painters,—" Turner may be considered as a

striking instance of how mucli may be gained by industry, if

accompanied with perseverance, even without the assistance

of a master. The way he acquired his professional powers
was by borrowing, when he could, a drawing or picture to

copy ; or by making a sketch of any one in the exhibition early

in the morning, and finishing it up at home. By such prac-

tices, and by a patient perseverance, he has overcome all the

difficulties of the art.^'

—

{Dayes's Professional Sketches of
Modern Artists.) This passage was written by one eminent

in his day as an instructor of young landscape-painters, and
the teacher and friend of Girtin, Turner's earliest artistic

associate ; and it coincides with what other authorities, both

written and traditionary, have always related of his career.

TURNER'S FIRST PATRONS.

Turner used to say his best academy was " the fields and
Dr. Monro's parlour." The doctor, who was a warm-hearted

patron of young artists, had an excellent collection of water-

colour drawings and engravings at his house in the Adelphi,

and he not only gave his two proteges, Turner and Girtin,

free access to his treasures, with permission to copy them,

but directed their studies, and encouraged them to make
sketches of the scenery round London, which he readily

purchased at prices satisfactory to the modest students. l!^or

was Turner unmindful of Monro's kindness. " There," said

he, in a conversation with David Eoberts, " there," pointing

towards Harrow, " Girtin and I often walked to Bushey and
back, to make drawings for good Dr. Monro, at half a-crown

apiece,—and the money for our supper, when we got home."
j^Ionro, it is said, was attracted to Turner's works by the

rare merit of certain drawings exposed in a shop in Maiden-

lane. This was, probably, Raphael Smith's shop.

In their sketching rambles, Turner and Girtin were con-

stant companions, and they formed for themselves a style of

water-colour painting very different from that of any of their

predecessors,—unless it be Cozens, a man of some genius,

and a friend of Dr. Monro, from whose drawings and conver-

sations much was probably learned by the two young painters.

As Girtin was the more regularly educated artist, it is not

unlikely that he was, to some extent, Turner's tutor : certain

it is that their drawings were very similar in stjde—the chief
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difference being that Turner made out liis details more care-

fully; and some have fancied that had Girtin lived, he would
have been as great a painter as his friend. He gave way,
however, to intemperance, and died Nov. 1802, in his 27tli

year ; John Cozens died three years previously, in a madhouse,
under Dr. Monro's care ; and Dayes died in 1804, by his own
hands. The end of these three early companions of Turner
was very remarkable. Turner, with more self-control and
perseverance than either of them, laboured steadily on, and
rose in good time to the undisputed supremacy of his branch
of art.

Mr. Cunningham mentions as Turner's early patrons, Mr.
Tomkison, the pianoforte-maker, who lived in Soho ; and the

Rev. Mr. Crowle, whose illustrated copy of Pennant's London
is one of the treasures of the British Museum.

It may be as well to add that John Cozens was the son of

Alexander Cozens, a Eussian by birth. He followed a mode
of composing his landscapes, which Turner imitated on many
occasions. His process was to dash out, in dark brown or

bistre, and on several pieces of paper, large blots and loose

flourishes of effects, such as may or may not be seen in nature.

From these he would select certain forms and combinations,

which led at times to very grand ideas ; although it is saicl

that his selections were too often somlDre and heavy, like

nature viewed through a dark-coloured lens. His son, John
Cozens, was an abler artist. He was patronised by Beckford,

and his drawings are eagerly sought for by collectors in the
present day. His style is said, by Edwards, to have " served
as a foundation to the manner since adopted by Turner and
Girtin, both of whom copied many of his drawings."

Turner, (says Euskin,) began with water-colours ; a mode
of painting which he practised at later periods of his life

with wonderful power. He acknowledged great obligations

to Cozens, and still more to Girtin, but had inferior power
to eitber. Had Turner died as -young as Girtin, his name
would only have survived as that of a second-rate painter.

His genius was of later development, and first appeared in

those grand, classic, and marine subjects which he painted in

the early part of the century. The sea-pieces were his own
;

the others were made up from various sources in Art, and
though noble works, yet are not generally those on which his

fame will ultimately rest. His Snowstorm in the A Ips, however,
with Hannibal and his Army^ would alone justify the highest
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praises of Ms friends ; and his Ulysses^ painted at a much,

later period, is a poem of matchless splendour and beauty.

Turner continued his topographical drawings, as alike

pleasurable and profitable ; and for this purpose he made
fresh excursions in the English counties. His pictures of

1795 show him to have been in the previous year to Oxford,

Peterborough, Lincoln, Shrewsbury, and Wrexham ; the

Exhibition of 1796—that he had been to Ely, Llandafif, and
the Isle of Wight ; and the Exbibition of 1798, that he had
strayed among the abbeys of Yorksliire, the castles of

Northumberland, and the fells and lakes of Cumberland.

As early as 1796, he began to paint sea-shore scenes—the

Exhibition of this year having his Fishermen at Sea ; that

of 1797, Fishermen coming on Shore at Sunset, previous to a
Gale ; and 1798, Fishermen Becalmed, previous to a Storm—
Twilight—pictures, which jVIr. Cunningham tells us, compe-

tent judges state to possess many of the qualities which are

recognised in the best works of Turner's best time.

TURNER'S EARLY STYLE.

Cozens is like\\T.se considered by Burnet to have paved

the way for both Girtin and Turner, in striking out a broad

effect of light and shade. The early pictures of Turner

possess their breadth, but are destitute of the brilliant power

of light and colour afterwards pervading liis works, and ulti-

mately carried to the greatest extreme in his last pictures.

Breadth of light seems to have been latterly his chief aim,

supported by the contrast of hot and cold colour : two of his

nnfinished pictures in the lecture at the Academy exemplified

this principle ; they were divided into large masses of blue

where the water or sky w-as to come, and the other portions

laid out in broad orange-yellow, falling into delicate brown
where the trees and landscapes were to be placed. This pre-

paration, while it secured the greatest breadth, would have

shone through the other colours when finished
;
giving the

luminous quality observable in his pictures. In many in-

stances, his works sent for exhibition to the British Institu-

tion had little more than this brilliant foundation, which was

worked into detail and completed in the varnishing days,

Tm-ner being the first in the morning, and the last to leave
;

his certainty in the command over his colour, and the dexterity

in his handling, seemed to create, in a few hours, " an unsub-
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stanfial pageant " into a finished landscape. These ad cap-
tandum effects, however, are not what his fame will depend
on for perpetuity: his finest pictures are the production of
great study in their composition, careful and repeated painting
in the detail, and a natural arrangement of the colour and
breadth of the chiaroscuro.

—

Burnet; Turner and his Worlcs

TURNER ELECTED R.A.

For some ten or twelve years Turner painted in water-

colours, with the exception of two or three fancy subjects,

such as the Battle of the Nile, 1799, and the Fifth Plague of
Egypt, 1800. Already it was felt that in his pictures were
brilliancy of execution and close observation of nature which
placed his works high above those of his contemporaries.

Tliis opinion received confirmation by his election, in 1799,
as an Associate of the Koyal Academy; and in 1802, he
became an Academician.

His diploma picture, presented to the Academy on his

election, and still preserved by that body, is a view of
Dolhadern Castle, North Wales, thought by some a favourable

example of his art at this period.

TURNER VISITS THE CONTINENT.

In the year in w^hich Turner was elected an Academician,
he made his first visit to the Continent. He now launched
boldly into oil-painting on canvasses of large size. He had
previously visited Scotland, and the Exhibition of 1802
showed as his contributions, the Falls of the Clyde ; Kilehurn
Castle ; Edinburgh, from the Water of Leith ; Ben Lomond
mountains ; the Traveller; besides, Jason; the Tenth Plague
of Egypt ; Fishermen upon a Lee-shore in squally Weather, and
Ships hearing up for Anchorage.

In his Continential visit, he found his first subject on land-

ing

—

Calais Pier, with French Poissards preparing for Sea;
an English Packet arrimng. From Calais he went to witness
the Vintage of Maqon, of which he painted a large and fine

picture for Lord Yarborough. He then pushed on into Savoy
and Piedmont, and returned Avith his portfolio full of sketches
for future pictures, of which the chief were Bonneville, with
Mont Blanc ; Chdteau de St. Michael, Bonneville, cmd Fall of
the Rhine at Schafhausen, one and all leading attractions at

the Academy Exhibitions from 1803 to 1806.
His favourite master was now Kichard Wilson. In the
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Vintage of Magon, he endeavoured to combine tlie qualities of

Claude and Gaspar Poussin ; in others he sought to combine
all the English qualities of Gainsborough's art with the charac-

teristics of Claude. Some of his sea-pieces were in Louther-

bourg's manner, but with the freshness and poetry of Gainst-

borough's works of this class.

"THE GODDESS OF DISCORD IN THE GAEDEN OF THE
HESPERIDES."

" All amidst ttie gardens fair

Of Hesperus, and his daughters three,

That sing about the golden tree

;

Along the crisped shades and bowers,

Revels the spruce and jocund spring;

The graces and the rosy-bosom'd hours.

Thither all their bounties bring."

Milton's Comus.

This magnificent picture, which has been bequeathed by the

painter to the nation, was painted in 1806, and is in his

early manner. It does not remind one of Wilson, but of a

compound of Salvator's Calabrian rocks, and Dughet's Vales

of Romagna. This picture is full of grand invention : we
are sensible of a feeling of sublimity in its beetling cliffs and
thunder-cloud ; while below we have the placid vale, with its

chequered lights and umbrageous recesses. The figures, too,

are excellent—far beyond the usual Turner. In his later pic-

tures, real men and women are as if wraiths of Cliildren of

the Mist ; but here the Immortals are given with all the

beauty and grace of the tangible flesh and blood of those

delicious southern regions which furnished models for the

chisel of a Phidias, and the pencil of a Nicholas Poussin.

In none of the pictures of Turner is the story told with more
distinctness. The daring feat of the Dragon is successful

:

we do not deride, but curiously examine the monster guardian

of the fruit, who was destined in the sequel to be destroyed

by Hercules ; and we admit one of the most difficult feats of

painting has been accomplished. This work stands at the

threshold of Turner's so-called classical style ; up to this time

he had almost exclusively painted home scenery. No longer

tied down by the effort to surmount technicality, he now
ventures a bolder flight to the airy regions of fancy. This

grand work will be found engraved for the first time in the

Illustrated London News for Jan. 31, 1857; whence the above

details are abridged.
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THE LIBER STUDIORUM.

An important circumstance in the earlier career of Turner

was his publication of the Liher Studiorum, which was com-

menced in 1808. This now famous work was undertaken in

rivalry of the book of sketches known as the Liher Veritatis

of Claude, in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, of

which a series of fac-simile aqua-tinta engravings were made
by Earlom and others. Turner's series, engraved in a similar

style, some of them by Turner himself, embraced examples of

all the principal forms of landscape composition, and displayed

a fertihty of resource and an intimate observation of nature,

such as the publications of no previous landscape-painter had
approached. The work was long extremely rare, and when
brought to sale commanded a very high price.

Among the earliest scenes of this great work occur the

magnificent Mont St. Gothard and Little Devil's Bridge.

JSTow, it is remarkable that after Turner's acquaintance with

this scenery, so congenial in almost all respects with the

energy of his mind, the proportion of Enghsh to foreign sub-

jects should in the rest of the work be more than two to one,

and that those English subjects should be—many of them

—

of a kind peculiarly simple, and of every-day occurrence

;

such as the Pembury Mill, the Farm-yard composition with

the ^Yliite Horse, that with the Cocks and Pigs, Hedging and

Ditching, "Watercress Gatherers (scene at T^\dckenham), and

the beautiful and solemn rustic subject called a Water-mill

;

and that the architectural subjects, instead of being taken, as

might have been expected of an artist so fond of treating

effects of extended space, from some of the enormous Conti-

nental masses, are almost exclusively British : Rivaulx, Holy
Island, Dumblain, Dunstanborough, Chepstow, St. Kathe-

rine's, Greenwich Hospital, an English Parish Church, a Saxon

ruin, and an exquisite reminiscence of the English lowland

castle in the pastoral with the brook, wooden bridge, and

wild duck ; with the greys of Yandevelde. The sea in the

Great Yarmouth should be noticed for its expression of water

in violent agitation, seen in enormous extent from a great

elevation. There is almost every form of sea in it,—rolling

waves dashing on the pier—successive breakers rolling to the

shore—a vast horizon of multitudinous waves—and winding

canals of calm water along the sands, bringing fragments of
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bright sky down into their yellow waste. There is hardly one

of the views of the Southern Coast which does not give some
new condition or circumstance of sea.

"ULYSSES DERIDING POLYPHEMUS."

Tliis is one of Turner's grandest triumphs, and was painted

in 1829. The subject is taken from that immortal voyage

which is the Patriarch of all Eomaunt. A narrowlj^-under-

stood Christianity leads us to look down with contempt on
the mythology of the Greeks. ^Not so the sympathetic ima-

gination of a more Catholic Christianity, which can, without

effort, look upward to the religious sentiment and religious

forms of the Greeks from the lower plane of darker ages,

cruder intelligence, and the more ungraceful mythology of

Baal and Osiris. Euddy sky, such as we never saw in any
other picture, is graduated with fan-like expression through

floating clouds of gold in one part of the picture, which har-

moniously contrasts with cool, grey-tinted masses of super-

natural shadow at the other extremity. A magnificence of

invention and conception strikes at once upon the spectator.

Great as the execution is, we feel that form and colour have

limits which do not express but rather shackle the soul of

the poet-painter. This picture is more than Claude in execu-

tion, and almost more than Milton in that power which lies

in a vague impression of preternatural sublimity.*

TURNER AN AFFECTIONATE SON.

Turner was always attentive and affectionate to his father
;

and as soon as he expressed a wish to leave Maiden-lane, and
retire from business, he was received by his son into his own
house. The father died in Queen Anne-street in 1829, at the

age of 84, and was buried in the church of St. Paul, Covent

Garden, where his grave is marked by a very simple tablet

erected by his son.

The father's habits of getting and saving were as eager as

Turner's own. It is said that the old man took shillings from

visitors for showing his son's pictures ; but this is peremp-

torily denied by Mr. Alaric Watts.

Turner's ftither was born at Southampton, Devonshire,

which place he left at an early age, to settle in Maiden-lane.

A son of Stothard, living at the time of Turner's death,

perfectly remembers his father relating to him that, in early

* Illustrated London News, Jan. 31, 1857.
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life, lie went one clay to Turner, the hair-dresser's shop in
Maiden-lane to get his hair cut, when the barber remarked to
him in conversation, " My son is going to be a painter."

THE OLD TEMERAIRE TOWED INTO HER LAST BERTH.

Turner invested this subject, exhibited in 1839, with aU
the interest it was capable of receiving. The Fighting
Temercdre, as the sailors used to designate her, was well known
to veterans of the war with France : she was taken from the
French at the battle of the ISTile, and after a warrior's career,

finished it gloriously at the battle of Trafalgar, leading the
van under CoUingwood, and breaking the line of the com-
bined fleets. She was always, therefore, a crack ship with our
British tars, and the subject, no doubt, of many a long yarn

;

when she left Plymouth on her last cruise for Greenwich, she
was saluted with several hearty cheers by the officers and men
in the dockyards. She was towed round to her last destina-
tion off Deptford, as the hospital-ship for the seamen of all

nations. Turner has, therefore, treated her, in the evening
of her days, with a glorious sunset. Haydon, in his picture
of Bonaparte musing at St. Helena, and his Wellington on the

field of Waterloo, had availed himself of the same association of
ideas ; but it was reserved for Turner to spread a halo over
the last days of a British man-of-war.

—

Burnet ; Turner and
his V/orJcs.

"THE SLAVE-SHIP."

This was the chief Academy picture of the Exhibition of
1840 ; when nothing could exceed the critical violence with
which it was attacked. " But," says Mr. Euskin, " I think,
the noblest sea that Turner has ever painted, and if so, the
noblest, certainly, ever painted by man, is that of the Slave-
ship. It is a sunset on the Adriatic, after prolonged storm

;

but the storm is partially lulled, and the torn and streaming
rain clouds are moving in scarlet lines to lose themselves
in the hollow of the night. The whole surface of sea
included in the picture is divided into two ridges of
enormous swell, not high, nor local, but a low, broad heaving
of the whole ocean, like the lifting of its bosom by deep-
drawn breath after the torture of the storm. BetAveen these
two ridges, the fire of the sunset falls along the trough of the
sea, dyeing it with an awful but glorious light, the intense
and lurid splendour of wliich burns like gold, and bathes
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like blood. Along this fiery path and valley, the tossing

waves by which the swell of the sea is restlessly divided, lift

themselves in dark, indefinite, fantastic forms, each casting a

faint and ghastly shadow behind it along the illumined foam.

They do not rise everywhere, but three or four together in

wild groups, fitfully and furiously, as the under strength of

the swell compels or permits them ; leaving between them
treacherous spaces of level and whirling water, now lighted

with green and lamp-like fire, now flashing back the gold of

the declining sun, now fearfuUy dyed from above with the

indistinguishable images of the burning clouds, which fall

upon them in flakes of crimson and scarlet, and give to the

reckless waves the added motion of their own fiery flying.

Purple and blue, the lurid shadows of the hollow breakers are

cast upon the mist of the night, which gathers cold and low,

advancing like the shadow of death upon the guilty* ship as

it labours amidst the lightning of the sea, its thin masts written

upon the sky in lines of blood, girded with condemnation in

that fearful hue which signs the sky with horror, and mixes

its foaming flood with the sunlight,—and, cast far along the

desolate heave of the sepulchral waves, incarnadines the

multitudinous sea.

" I believe, if I were reduced to rest Turner's immortality

upon any single work, I should choose this. Its daring con-

ception—ideal in the highest sense of the word—is based on
the purest truth, and ^vrought out with the concentrated

knowledge of a life ; its colour is absolutely perfect, not one

false or morbid hue in any part or line, and so modulated

that every square inch of canvass is a perfect composition ; its

drawing as accurate as fearless ; the ship buoyant, bending,

and full of motion ; its tones as true as they are wonderful ;t

and the whole picture dedicated to the most sublime of sub-

jects and impressions—(completing thus the perfect system of

all truth, which we have shown to be formed by Turner's

* She is a slarer, throwing her slaves overboard. The near sea is

encumbered with corpses.

f There is a piece of tone of the same kind, equal in one part, but not

so united, with the rest of the picture, in the storm scene illustrative of

the Antiquary, (also by Turner)—a sunset light on polished sea. The
sea in the Lowestoffe is a piece of the cutting motion of shallow water,

vmder storm, altogether in grey, which should be especially contrasted,

as a piece of colour, to all of which we have nothing foreign to oppose

but three sUght, ill-considered and imsatisfactory subjects, from Basle,

Lauflfenbourg, and Thim.
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works)—the power, majesty, and deatlifiilness of the open,

deep, illimitable sea."

—

Modern Painters, vol. L

FAILURE OF TURNER'S VERY RECEXT WORKS.

Mr. Euskin, in his able work just quoted, has strictly

limited the perfection of Turner's Works to the time of their

first appearing on the walls of the Eoyal Academy. " Xo
picture of Turner's (he adds,) is seen in perfection a month
after it is painted. The Walhalla cracked before it had been
eight days in the Academy rooms ; the vermihons frequently

lost lustre before the exhibition was over ; and when all the

colours began to get hard a year or two after they were painted,

a painful deadness and opacity came over them, the white
especially becoming lifeless, and many of the warmer passages

settling into a hard valueless brown, even if the paint remained
perfectly firm, which was far from being always the case. I
believe that in some measure these results are unavoidable

;

the colours being so peculiarly blended and mingled in Turner's
present manner as almost to necessitate their irregular

dr}ing ; but that they are not necessary to the extent in which
they sometimes take place, is proved by the comparative safety

of some of even the more brilliant works. Thus, the Old
Temeraire is nearly safe in colour, and quite firm ; while the
Juliet and her Nurse is now the ghost of what it was ; the
Slaver shows no cracks, though it is chiUed in some of the
darker passages, while the Walhalla and several of the recent

Vertices cracked in the Eoyal Academy. It is true that the
damage makes no further progress after the first year or two,

and that even in its altered state the picture is always valuable,

and records its intention ; but it is bitterly to be regretted that

so great a painter should not leave a single work by which in

succeeding ages he might be estimated. The fact of his using
means so imperfect, together with that of his utter neglect of

the pictures in his own gallery, are a phenomenon in the human
mind which appears to me utterly inexplicable ; and both are

without excuse. Fortunately, the drawings appear subject to

no such deterioration. !Many of them now are almost destroyed,

but this has been, I think, always through ill treatment, or

has been the case only with very early works. I have myself
known no instance of a drawing properly protected, and not

rashly exposed to light, suffering the slightest change. The
great foes of Turner, as of all other great colourists especially,

axe the picture cleaner and the mounter."

Y
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DECLINE OF TURNER'S HEALTH.

Turner was not an exhibitor at the Eoyal Academy Exhibi-

tion of 1851, and was missed from its walls by all classes of

connoisseurs. He was present, however, at the private view

;

where it seemed to Mr. Cunningham, and to others to whom
he observed the circumstance, that he was breaking up fast

—

in short, that he would hardly live the year out. And so it

proved

DEATH OF TURNER.

In December, the Painter was taken very HI. A physician

was sent for who knew his disease, and Turner watched with

eagerness the eye of his friend, soliciting at the same time to

know the worst. The worst was communicated to him. " Go
down stairs," was the reply, "take a glass of sherry, and

then look at me again." This was done, and led to the same

result.

He had for a considerable time lodged at a river-side

cottage at Chelsea, leaving his house in Queen Anne-street

shut up. This cottage is situate upon the bank of the Thames
beyond Chelsea old churcn, upon the road to Cremorne

Gardens. His fondness for Thames scenery he evinced

throughout his life. One of his earliest drawings was Lambeth
Palace ; he lived some time at Hammersmith, by the Thames-

side ; and subsequently at TAvickenham.* This " ruling

passion" showed itself in his last days at Chelsea, where,

during his last illness, he was wheeled in a chair to the window
that he might look on the calm December sunshine which
shed its golden hues upon the river and its craft.

This river-side abode has little in itself to recommend it to

the lover of the picturesque : it is a plain-fronted house, with

trellis-work and greenery about the door and windows, and a

sort of prospect-gallery upon its roof. Here the great Painter

had long enjoyed the prospect up the river, and watched those

beautiful atmospheric changes which Turner could so ably

transfer to canvas. The old Dutch-like character of Chelsea

* Mr. Alaric Watts tells us, that Turner is "still very well recollected

at Twickenham, by more than one septuagenarian neighbour, as a parsi-

monious recluse, fond of fishing, who was named Blackbirdy by the boys,

from his chasing them away from the blackbirds' nests, which were

plentiful in his garden."
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in the opposite direction may possibly have interested the

painter, to whom a river-bank is generally a poetic locality.

Here he had long lived incog. He loved retirement, and
with the peculiar dishke to having his address known, had,

with his immense wealth, the feelings of the poorest bank-

rupt. He was unmarried, and left his house-keeper in Queen
Anne-street ; so that he himself engaged the apartments

—

in the following manner. He liked the Chelsea lodgings, asked

the price, found them cheap, and that was quite as much to

his liking. But the landlady wanted a reference. " I will

buy your house outright, my good woman," was the reply,

somewhat angrily. Then an agreement was wanted, met by
an exhibition of bank-notes and sovereigns, and an offer to

pay in advance, an offer which was quite satisfactory. The
painter's difficulties were not, however, yet over. The land-

lady wanted her lodger's name, "in case any gentleman shoidd

call." This was a worse dilemma. " Xame, name," he mut-

tered to himself in his usual gruff manner. " What is your

name ? " " My name is Mrs. Booth," was the reply. " Then
I am Mr, Booth ;" and as Admiral Booth he was known in

the neighbourhood, his sailor-like appearance favouring this

belief In this retreat from the busy world, however, age

and disease were too much for him, and he died on the 19th

of December, 1851, in his seventy-sixth year.

FUNERAL OF TURNER.

There was a clause in ]\Ir. Turner's will, requesting that he
should be buried in St. Paul's Cathedral, near Sir Joshua
Eeynolds ; and this request was complied Tvith.

His remains were interred, with some state, on the 30th of

December, in St. Paul's Cathedral. Many of the Eoyal Aca-

demicians, painters, and sculptors, and private friends, paid

the last tribute of respect to the great painter, following the

hearse, and a procession of mourning-coaches and private car-

riages. Among those who attended the ceremonial were Mr,
Harper, chief mourner, and the executors.

Sir Charles Eastlake, Mr. Mulready, Mr, Chalon, ^Ir.

Cooper, Mr. Baily, Mr. Leslie, Mr. Pickersgill, Mr. Stanfield,

;Mr. Maclise, ^Mr. Witherington, Mr. Eoberts, ^Mr. Barry, Mr,

Knight, Mr. Landseer, Mr. Webster, ISIr. Herbert, j\[r. Cope,

Mr. Westmacott, Mr. Grant, Mr. Hart, Mr. Creswick, Mr.

Eedgrave, Mr, CockereU, Mr. Copley Fielding, Mr. Haghe,
JVIr. Munro, Dr. Mayo, Colonel Thwaites, Mr. Windus, the

t2
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Eev. Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Stokes, ]Mr. Marsh, Dr. Price, Mr.
Eartlett, Mr. Drake, Mr. Eound, &c. Mr. Turner's house-

keeper was also among the mourners, with Mrs. F. Danby.
The funeral service was read by the Dean Milman, Arch-
deacon Hale, and the Eev. Mr. Champneys.
The coffin was deposited in the south crypt of the Cathe-

dral, next the remains of Sir Joshua Eeynolds. And thus

were laid in the "Painters' Corner" the remains of our

greatest landscape painter.

WILL OF MR. TURNER.

Whatever may have been related of Turner's coarseness

and love of money—and this doubtless with much false

colour and exaggeration—it is certain that he had hoarded
money for no selfish purpose. For many years he had refused

to sell some of his best pictures, and when any such, jDainted

and sold in earlier years, were offered for sale, he, if possible,

purchased them ; and his house was filled from basement to

attic with these accumulated art-treasures.

On his death, it was found that he had by his will be-

queathed to the nation all the Pictures and Drawings thus

collected in his residence, Xo. 47, Queen Anne-street West,

on condition that a suitable gallery was erected for them
within ten years. His funded property, some 60,000Z. he
bequeathed to found an Asylum at Twickenham for decayed

artists. Unfortunately, the will was unskilfully drawn, and
a suit in Chancery ensued. In accordance, however, with a

compromise between the parties in litigation, it was decided

by an order of the Court of Chancery, dated March 19,

1856, that all pictures, drawings, sketches, finished or un-

finished, by the hand of Turner, should belong to the l^ation
;

and that all engravings and some other property should

belong to the next of kin, who disputed the will.* The
finished pictures thus acquired for the National Gallery,

amount to about 100 in number.

The Turner Pictures and Drawings, after being temporarily

exhibited to the public at Marlborough House, have been
removed to South Kensington, where the bequest (103 Pic-

tures and 97 frames of Drawings,) will be exhibited until

* Turner's sole surviving relatives were five first cousins, of whom
Mr. Thomas Price Turner, a professor of music in the city of Exeter,

was one.
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accommodation is provided in the main building of the

National Gallery, in accordance with the intentions of the

Testator.

His executors were his friends, Mr. Hard\vick, RA.
;

Mr. Jones, RA. ; Mr. Munro, of Hamilton-place; Mr. Euskin;

Mr. Charles Turner, the engraver; and Mr. Griffiths, of

Norwood. To each executor he left 19^. 19s. 6d. legacy-duty

being payable on sums amounting to 201. and more.

The oil paintings include many of Turner's finest works,

as well as examples of his pencil from the very outset to the

termination of his career. The finished drawings, which

number several hundreds, and the sketches, which amount to

some thousands, have been or are being arranged, cleaned,

and mounted with rare skill and patience, by Mr. Euskin,

who volunteered his services to the Government. Among
those exhibited are many admirable Drawings in colour ; and

numerous sepia drawings made for the Liber Studiorum, the

Rivers, &c., some of which are of exquisite beauty and bril-

liancy of efi'ect, probably unequalled among drawings of that

character.

The Nation also possesses in the collections presented by

Mr. Yernon and Mr. Sheepshanks, several other choice

examples of Turner's pencil.

Mr. Leslie records this excellent trait of Turner—that he

never heard him disparage any living painter, or any living

man. Now, vanity generally leads its possessor to def)reciate

others ; hence, we may conclude, Turner was not a vain man.

But Turner may, probably, have felt acutely the ignorance

and impertinence with which some critics were accustomed to

fasten upon his pictures, year by year, in the exhibition

;

and much of this abuse was levelled at some of Turner's best

pictures. However, the painter lived to see these miserable

attempts at writing down fail, when the public, having

become more educated in art, began to understand Turner's

pictures ; had the abuse continued, the country might have

missed Turner's splendid bequest of his paintings, which, in

that case would have been dispersed, instead of forming as

they now do the sun or splendid centre of our National Col-

lection.
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CHAEACTEEISTICS, RETROSPECTIVE OPLN"IONS,

AIS^D PERSO:NrAL TRAITS.

TURNER'S PRE-EMINENCE PREDICTED.

The late Thomas Greene, of Ipswich, author of Extracts

from the Diary of a Lover of Literature, was a devoted

admirer of the fine arts, and possessed a sound and cultivated

judgment. In this Diary we find the following evidence of

his early appreciation of Turner's genius.

"June 2, 1797. Visited the Royal Exhibition. Particu-

larly struck with a sea-view by Turner : fishing-vessels

coming in, with a hea^T" swell, in apprehension of a tempest

gathering in the distance, and casting, as it advances, a night

of shade, while a parting glow is spread ^\\\h fine efi'ect upon
the shore. The whole composition bold in design, and
masterly in execution. I am entirely unacquainted with the

artist ; but if he proceeds as he has begun, he cannot fail to

become the first in his department^

"June 3, 1799. Visited the Royal Exhibition, and was
again struck and delighted with Turner's landscapes

;
parti-

cularly with fishermen in an evening, a calm before a storm,

which all !N"ature attests is silently preparing, and seems in

death-like stillness to await ; and Caernarvon Castle, the sun
setting in gorgeous splendour behind its shadowy towers.

The latter in water-colours, to which he has given a depth

and force of tone, which I had never before conceived attain-

able with such untoward implements. Turner's views are

not mere ordinary transcripts of Xature—he always throws

some peculiar and striking character into the scene he re2Dre-

sents."

These extracts read like passages from Modern Painters,

and exhibit a remarkable appreciation of the genius of a

young and almost unknown artist, (Turner was then twenty-

five) and a striking belief in its continuous development, wliich

time has confirmed. Some seventeen years later, a distin-

guished painter gave similar presage.
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Leslie, who went to see Turner's pictures, at Somerset

House, in 1816, notes : "Turner is my great favourite of all

the painters here. He combines the highest poetical imagi-

nation with an exquisite feeling for all the truth and indi-

viduaHty of nature ; and he has shown that the ideal, as it is

called, is not the improving of IS^ature, but the selecting and

combinmg objects that are most in harmony and character

with each other."

In the first year of his Associateship, he exhibited The

Fifth Plague of Egypt ; in the second year, The Army of the

Medes destroyed in the Desert hy a Whirlwind ; and in the

thhd year, The Tenth Plague of Egypt. These Scriptural

subjects were not among the Painter's greatest successes; and

his admirers willingly turned from them to Butch Boats in a

Gale; his Pembroke Castle—a thunderstorm approaching ; his

Fishermen on Lee-shore in squally weather; and his view of

Ben Lomond, with its wild Ossianic effect.

TURNER'S THREE PERIODS.

Turner's career comprehends, independently of his imita-

tions of Claude, three distinct styles. He made three visits to

Italy in 1819, 1829, and 1840, and after each his style under-

went a remarkable change ; although the usual division, and

it is the most convenient one, does not exactly correspond with

these visits.

T\iQ first period reaches to about Turner's 27th year, when
he was elected into the Academy, and during which he

was chiefly noticeable as a water-colour painter diligently

occupied in drawing from !N^ature, and at the same time form-

ing for himself a style, by carefully studjdng (and imitating)

the methods of his English predecessors, AVilson, Louther-

bourg, and in a less degree, Gainsborough :
" his early draw-

ings," says Mr. Wornum, "are conspicuous for their careful

completion, subdued colour, and effective light and shade

;

his earliest oil pictures resemble those of Wilson in style."

In the second period, Turner's middle life, ranging from

1802 to 1830, he is seen at first a follower of Claude, and in

a less degree, of Caspar Poussin, but rapidly disencumbering

himself from the trammels of every kin I of pupillage to great

names, and striking out a style of Landscape-painting entirely

original, and wholly unrivalled for brilliancy of colouring and

effect. The majority of his greatest works belong to that
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time, from his Calais Pier, 1803, to the Ulysses deriding

Polyphemus, 1829.

In the third period, dated from Turner's second visit to

Eome, in 1 830, during the last twenty years of his life, light,

with all its prismatic varieties,, seems to have chiefly engrossed

his attention ; or rather, everything else was sacrificed in the

effort to attain the utmost splendour of light and colour—to

make, in the strange language of his own MS. " Fallacies of

Hope :

"

The sun

Exhale earth's humid bubbles, and emulous of light,

Reflect her forms each in prismatic guise.

Yet, some of Turner's finest works belong to this period,—as

his Childe HarokVs Pilgrimage, exhibited in 1832, and the

Temeraire, exhibited in 1839.

Yet, during the whole of these periods, like every great

artist, Turner's conceptions were always advancing and expand-

ing, and in each period were painted pictures that would seem

justly to belong to another. Judges of art pronounce widely

different opinions as to the period at which he painted best.

It is quite certain that up to some ten or twelve years of his

death, his knowledge of the phenomena of Nature and of the

resources of art continued to grow and expand, even when his

hand failed to express faithfully liis intentions, or his im-

patience prevented him setting them forth with due elaboration.

Mr. Ruskin has thus nobly expressed the above views :

" There has been marked and constant progress in his mind

;

he has not, like some few artists, been without childhood

;

his course of study has been as evidently as it has been swiftly

progressive ; and in different stages of the struggle, sometimes

one order of truth, sometimes another, has been aimed at or

omitted. But from the beginning to the present height of his

career, he has never sacrificed a greater truth to a less. As
he advanced, the previous knowledge or attainment was ab-

sorbed in what succeeded, or abandoned only if incompatible,

and never abandoned without a gaiii ; and his present works

present the sum and perfection of his accumulated knowledge,

delivered with the impatience and passion of one who feels

too much, and has too little time to say it in, to pause for

expression, or ponder over his syllables." Mr. Ruskin thus

eloquently sketches the former rank and progress of Turner

;

the standing of his present works : and a powerful proof that

their mystery is the consequence of their fulness. " There is in
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them tlie obscurity, but the truth, of prophecy ; the instinctive

and burning language, which would express less, if it uttered

more, which is indistinct only by its fulness, and dark with

its abundant meaning. He feels now, mth long-trained vivid-

ness and keenness of sense, too bitterly the impotence of the

hand, and the vainness of the colour to catch one shadow or

one image of the glory which God has revealed to him. He
has dwelt and communed with N^ature all the days of his life

;

he knows her now too well, he cannot palter over the material

littlenesses of her outward form ; he must give her soul, or

he has done nothing, and he cannot do this with the flax, the

earth, and the oil. 'I cannot gather the beams out of the

east, or I would make them tell you what I have seen ; but

read this, and interpret this, and let us remember together.

I cannot gather the gloom out of the night-sky, or I would
make that teach you what I have seen ; but read this, inter-

pret this, and let us feel together. And if you have not that

within you which I can summon to my aid, if you have not

the sun in your spirit, and the passion in your heart, which
my words may awaken, though they be indistinct and swift,

leave me ; for I will give you no patient mockery, no laborious

insult of that glorious !N'ature, whose I am, and whom I serve.

Let other servants imitate the voice and the gesture of their

master, while they forget his message. Hear that message

from me ; but remember, that the teaching of Divine truth

must still be a mystery.'
"

Any one who studies Turner's works chronologically, which
he may readily do by Mr. Wornum's admirable arrangement
of them in the South Kensington Museum—and at the same
time, has diligently studied Nature—may satisfy himself as to

the accuracy of this estimate of the great painter's works.

WHO WERE TURNER'S PATRONS ?

By many, and perhaps by the best judges, Turner will be

placed in that class

Whose genius is such
That we never can praise it or blame it too much.

The artists, with scarcely one exception, had, from the begin-

ning of his career, done him justice. But he passed through

life httle noticed by the aristocracy, and never by Royalty.

Callcott, and other painters, immeasurably below him, were
knighted ; and whether Turner desired such a distinction or
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not, it is probable that be was hurt by its not having been
offered to him. Probably, also, he expected to fill the chair

of the Academy, on the death of Sir Martin Shee ; but

greatly as his genius would have adorned it, on almost every

other account, he was incapable of occupying it with credit

to himself or the institution ; for he was a confused speaker,

and wayward and peculiar in many of his opinions, and ex-

pected a degree of deference on account of his age and high

standing as a painter, which the members could not invariably

pay him, consistently with the interests of the Academy and

of the Art.

His few patrons among the aristocracy were Lord Egre-

mont ; Lord Yarborough, for whom he painted one of his

largest and grandest pictures ; and the Marquis of Stafford,

for whom he painted another, as fine. Mr. Eogers, wath less

means of patronage, was always his great admirer ; and has

associated his name with that of Turner in one of the most
beautifully illustrated volumes that has ever appeared.

TUENER'S INDUSTRY.

!N'othing but a constant observation of ]^ature, and a con-

templation of the best coloured pictures, can ever lead to ex-

cellence. Turner was a great example of this : his industry

was indefatigable, and his study uninterrupted. His physical

and bodily powers were calculated for this fatigue, and his

love for pre-eminence in his profession made it an enjoyment.

His memory was most retentive ; and the sketches and trials

he made—and he must have made many,—served as beacons

to guide him with certainty in his career. Wilkie and Etty

were contemporary examples of the same untiring ' progress
;

and it may be remarked that all the three were men of the

same opinion wuth regard to the situation of hot and cold

colours. Wnkie, in his Journal, speaking of the great pic-

ture of Correggio, says,
—"And here I observe that hot shadows

j)revail, not cold, as some of us would have it. This he has

to a fault, making parts of his figures look like red chalk

drawings ; but the sunny and dazzling effect of the whole

may be attributed to this artifice.'" In a letter to Phillips,

he says, no one knew the value of this treatment better than

Turner.

—

Turner and his Works.
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TURNER'S LANDSCAPE ART.

It may be generally stated, (says Mr. Euskin,) that Turner

is the only painter, so far as T know, who has ever drawn the

sky, (not the clear sky, which belonged exclusively to the

religious schools, but the various forms and phenomena of

the cloudy heavens,) all previous artists having only repre-

sented it typically or partially ; but he absolutely and univer-

sally : he is the only painter who has ever drawn a mountain

or a stone ;. no other man having ever learned their organiza-

tion, or possessed himself of their spirit, except in part, or

obscurely. He is the only painter who ever drew the stem of

a tree, Titian having come the nearest before him, and excel-

ling him in the muscular development of the larger trunks,

(though sometimes losing the woody strength in a serpent-like

flaccidity,) but missing the grace and character of the ramifi-

cations. He is the only painter who has ever painted the

surface of calm, or the force of agitated water; who has

represented the effects of space on distant objects, or who
has rendered the abstract beauty of natural colour. These

assertions I make deliberately, after careful weighing and
consideration, in no spirit of dispute, or momentary zeal

;

but from strong and convinced feeling, and with the con-

sciousness of being able to prove them.

—

Modern Painters,

vol. i.

STUDYING NATURE.

It is often said, study ]!!»[ature ; but l!^ature does not com-

pose : her beautiful arrangements are accidental combinations,

and none but an educated eye can discover why they are so.

Nature ought to form, and does form the materials for a fine

picture ; but to select, and reject, to adapt the individual parts to

the production of a perfect whole, is the work of the artist, and
this it is that stamps the emanations of genius. Much of this

knowledge must be acquired by the artist himself. Turner

was not a solitary being, because his rambles were unaccom-

panied by others ; he was holding discourse with the beau-

tiful imagery of Nature, and inquiring the cause of such

beautiful effects.

Turner's sketches from Nature were generally slight pencil

outlines, but he had an eye capable of perceiving her beautiful

imagery, and a memory to retain it. Mr. Woodburn told

Mr. Barnet an example of this power in Turner. Driving
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down to his house at Hendon, a beautiful sunset burst forth :

Turner asked to have the carriage stopped : this was done,

and he remained a long time in silent contemplation. Some
weeks afterwards, when ]Mr. Woodburn called on him in

Queen Anne-street, he saw this identical sky in his Gallery,

and wished to have a landscape added to it ; Turner refused

the commission—he would not part with it. Wilkie used to

call these studies " his stock in trade."

TURNER'S "COLOUR"—A HINT FROM ADDISON.

To convey any adequate idea of the beauty of Turner's

colour, either by words or imperfect sketches, is difficult

;

but it is possible to point out wherein it consists ; and could

we divest the public mind of that proneness to investigate

the faults of any one in preference to the beauties of their

works, we might succeed to a certain extent ; time and the

accumulation of approval alone can accomplish this. Colour

is the great ornament and decoration of Nature's works.

Addison, in one of his papers in the Spectator^ observes, what
a poor show her works would present were they of one uniform

colour. His words are :
" things would make but a poor

appearance to the eye if we saw them only in their proper

figures and motions ; and what reason can we assign for their

exciting in us so many of those ideas which are different

from anything that exists in the objects themselves, for such

are hght and colours, were it not to add supernumerary orna-

ments to the universe, and make it more agreeable to the

imagination % We are everywhere entertained with pleasing

shows and apparitions ; we discover imaginary glories in the

heavens and in the earth ; and we see some of this visionary

beauty poured out upon the whole creation.

" But what a rough unsightly view of Xature should we be

entertained with did all her colouring disappear, and the

several distinctions of light and shade vanish.'^

jN'o one has been more alive to this doctrine than our

artist, whose works teem with incontrovertible examples

;

yet, when his pictures are reduced to mere black and white,

by means of engravings, they appear to lose less of their

beauty than her own productions ; this, of course, arises from

the elegance of the composition of form, and the scientific

combinations of light and shade. This, among many other

proofe, shows that Turner's arrangement of colour is based
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upon the foundation of chiaroscuro. In her most accidental,

and apparently unpromising materials, for a work of art,

Kature always has some redeeming points that assert her
superiority over the laboured compositions of fireside inven-

tions ; but these must be seen and appreciated by the artist,

and no one could perceive and aggrandise these beauties in a

clearer or greater degree than Turner.

—

Burnet : Turner and
his Works.

PORTRAITS OF TURNER.

Mr. LesKe regrets that "Turner never would sit for a

portrait excepting when he was a young man, and then only

for a profile by Dance. This is, therefore, the only satisfactory

likeness of him extant." But there is a portrait of Turner in

the collection at South Kensington : it was painted by him-
self, about 1802 ; bust, life-size, and in evening dress.

In the year 1800, he sat for a series of small-sized portraits

of members of the Eoyal Academy. He always had an im-

pression that any knowledge of his burly form and uncouth
farmer-looking appearance would affect the poetry of his

works. He considered that it would throw a doubt upon
their genuineness. " l^o one," he said, " would believe, upon
seeing my likeness, that I painted those pictures." One or

two portraits were, however, taken of him surreptitiously.

Mr. Smith, of the British Museum, obtained a sketch of him.

A very fair full-length sketch of Turner was published May
10th, 1845, in the Illustrated London News. The best and
only finished portrait of him is, however, one of half-size, in

oil, by J. Linnell. It was the result of a plot, which may now
be revealed mthout offence to the honoured victim. The
Eev. Mr. Daniell, a gentleman who was extremely intimate

with Turner, prevailed upon his eccentric friend occasionally

to dine with him. Linnell, without exciting any suspicion of

his object, was always one of the party, and by sketching on
his thumb-nail, and, unobserved, on scraps of paper, he at

length succeeded in transferring the portly bust and sparkling

eye of the great artist to his canvas. The picture was finished,

and passed in due time, at the price of two hundred guineas,

into the possession of Mr. Birch, a gentleman residing near

Birmingham. Turner never knew it. Posterity may now
come to be acquainted with the likeness of his mortality,

without prejudice to the immortality of his works.

Soon after Turner's death, there appeared in the shop-
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windows a sketch by Count d'Orsay, taken at an evening

party, at Mr. Bicknell's, of Clapliam, wliicli Mr. Leslie con-

siders " most execrable."

Mr. Peter Cunningham describes Turner as " short, stout,

and bandy-legged, with a red, pimply face, imperious and

covetous eyes, and a tongue which expressed his sentiments

with a murmurmg reluctance. Sir William Allan was accus-

tomed to describe him as a Dutch skipper. His hands were

very small, and owing to the long cuffs to his coats, only his

fingers were seen. His look was anything but that of a

man of genius."

But a second glance would find far more in his face

than belongs to any ordinary mind. There was a peculiar

keenness of expression in his eye, which denoted constant

habits of observation. His voice was deep and musical,

but he was a confused and tedious speaker. He was very

joyous at table, and was very apt at repartee. He was

a social man in his nature ; and Mr. Leshe considers the

recluse manner in which he lived to have arisen from his

strong wish to have his time entirely at his command. We
are inclined to agree -with the \vriter ; had it not been for his

"recluse manner," Turner would, most probably, have proved

a very inferior artist. The world are strangely inconsiderate,

not to say dishonest, as regards the time of artists and pro-

fessional persons generally: being fitted to shine in society,

their " valuable time " is too often filched away by a descrip-

tion of persons who are the first to throw up their hands and

eyes at the failings of a man of genius !

TURNER ON VARNISHING DAYS.

"Turner, (says Mr. Leslie,) was very amusing on varnishing,

or rather, the painting, days at the Academy. Singular as

were his habits, for nobody knew where or how he lived, his

nature was social, and at our lunch on those anniversaries, he

was the hfe of the table. The Academy has relinquished,

very justly, a privilege for its members which it could not

extend to all exhibitors. But I believe, had the varnishing

days been abolished while Turner lived, it would almost have

broken his heart. When such a measure was hinted to him,

he said, ' Then you will do away with the only social meet-

ings we have, the only occasions on which we all come

together in an easy unrestrained manner. When we have no

varnishing days, we shall not know one another.'
"
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In another page we have told how Turner availed himself

of the varnishing days at the British Institution, where he

was the first in the morning, and the last to leave ; and
where he completed many a fine landscape upon a brilliant

foundation.

It was upon a varnishing day at the Eoyal Academy, that,

some sixteen years since, a clever artist* who was present,

sketched Mr. Turner, as he stood before one of his pictures.

At this time, there was no accessible portrait knovoi of the

great painter, and his whole-length being recjuired for a

series of portraits, to appear in the Illustrated London News,

it was thus secured surreptitiously, and engraved in I^o. 158

of that journal : here he is—a portly figure, his handkerchief

half out of his pocket ; and to conceal where the sketch was

obtained, he holds in his hand a sketch-book.

Mr. Leslie relates a capital story of Turner eclipsing a

brother artist on a varnishing day. In 1839, when Constable

exhibited his Opening of Waterloo Bridge, it was placed in

one of the small rooms at Somerset House, next to a sea-piece,

by Turner—a grey picture, beautiful and true, but with no

positive colour in any part of it. Constable's Waterloo

seemed as if painted with liquid gold and silver, and Turner

came several times into the room while he was heightening

with vermilion and lake the decorations and flags of the city

barges. Turner stood behind him, looking from the Waterloo

to his own picture, and at last brought his palette from the

Great Room, where he was touching another picture, and

j)utting a round daub of red lead, somewhat bigger than a

shilling, on his grey sea, went away without saying a word.

The intensity of the red lead, made more vivid by the cool-

ness of his picture, caused even the vermilion and lake of

Constable to look weak. " I came into the room," (says Mr.

Leslie,) "just as Turner left it." " He has been here," said

Constable, " and fired a gun." On the opposite wall was a

picture, by Jones, of Shadrach, Meschach, and Ahednego in

the Furnace. " A coal," said Cooper, " has bounced across

the room from Jones's picture, and set fire to Turner's sea."

Turner did not come again into the room for a day and

a haK : and then, in the last moments that were allowed

for painting, he glazed the scarlet seal he had put on his

picture, and shaped it into a buoy.

* Charles Martin, son of John Martin.
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The gossip of varnishing days is very amusing.

One cold day, Chantrey stopped before a picture by Turner,

and seizing the artist's arm, placed his hands before a blaze of

yellow, in an attitude of obtaining Avarmth, and said, with
a look of delight, " Turner, this is the only comfortable place

in the room. Is it true, as I have heard, that you have a

commission to paint a picture for the Sun Fire Office 1
"

In 1827, when Turner exhibited his Rembrandt's Daughter

^

in a red robe, the portrait of a member of one of the Uni-

versities was hung by its side, with a college-gown, that was
still redder. Upon finding this out on varnishing day. Turner

was observed to be very busy adding red lead and vermilion

to his picture. " What are you doing there, Turner 1 " asked

one of the hangers. " Why, you have checkmated me,'' was
the reply, pointing to the University gown, '' and I must
now checkmate you."

It was often remarked that Turner had never been known
to give a dinner. But, when dining one day at Elackwall,

the bill, a heavy one, being handed to Chantrey, (who headed
the table,) he threw it to Turner, by way of joke, and Turner
paid it, and would not allow the company to pay their share.

Mr. Leslie, who relates this anecdote, adds : "I know also

that Turner refused large offers for the Temeraire, because he
intended to leave it to the nation."

TURNER'S SEA-PIECES.

Turner executed no subjects with greater care or more
spirit than his Sea-pieces, especially when the tempest-tossed

waves threaten " to swallow navigation up ;
" nothing can

exceed the appearance of turbulent motion with which he
imbues them ; their forms can only be caught sight of ere

they hurry into confusion, and become lost. However well

Backhuysen or Yandervelde may have painted storms at sea.

Turner's representations are more like jS^ature than either,

even to the loose unsteady handling of his flowing j^encil

;

everything in his pictures seems to be under the influence of

the most boisterous hurricane—such as we see represented

in his painting of the Wreck of the Minotaur, in Lord
Yarborough's collection : while others are contented with

loss of a few sails or spars carefully painted, Turner gives us

the entire canvas blown from the masts, mingling in one mass

with the foamy surge below, that seems rising up to engulph
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the whole in one great chaos ; the boats approaching the

wreck are driven in all directions, while the agitated waters

heave up and down in wild confusion. Admiral Bowles,

when looking at the above picture in the British Institution,

said :
" No ship or boat could live in such a sea

;
" that was

what Turner meant to express and convey to us—the fearless,

death-defying courage of English sailors.

While we are upon this subject, we must not overlook the

truth of character and bluif forms of Turner's fishermen and
English sailors : they are transcripts of the men they repre-

sent, and though others might draw them with greater cor-

rectness in the detail, yet in the general appearance they are

portraits. The complete unity of his figures with the scene

shows the advantage that the whole work derives from their

being painted by the same hand. Turner used to delight to

go to sea in rough weather, with smugglers or fishermen,

whose trade is with storms.

—

Burnet ; Turner and his Works.

TURNER'S VERSES.

The great Painter was ambitious to become a poet : he is

even said to have left a long manuscript " poem," from which

he selected several subjects for his pictures, and epigraphs for

the Catalogue. The MS. has not, however, been found among
the painter's papers. Its title was " the Fallacies of Hope"

—

and its rhyme and reason are so faulty as to form the best

illustration of the " poem " itself : it was, indeed, a fallacy

to suppose Turner a poet, save in his pencil.*

Specimens of the curious Fallacies of Hope may be

seen in old Exhibition Catalogues, or more readily in Mr.

"Wornum's Catalogue of the British School, now at South

Kensington. It may be amusing to quote a few passages.

The first we find appended to the Snow-storm, Hannibal and
his Army crossing the Alps :

*' Craft, treachery, and fraud,—Salassian force

Hving on the faintmg rear ; then plunder seized

The victor and the captive,—Saguntum's spoil

Alike became their prey; still the chief advanc'd.

Looked on the sun with hope ; low, broad and wan.

* There seems long to have been a fashion for painters to accompany

the titles of their pictures with rhymes, or quotations from accredited

poets. "We all remember the rhymes beneath Hogarth's subjects in his

prints : they were written for the painter by various hands. The fashion

was continued in Exhibition catalogues.

Z
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^ATiile the fierce archer of the downward year,

Stains Italy's blanched barrier with storms.

In vain each pass, ensanguined deep with dead,

Or rocky fragments, wide destruction roll'd."

Fallacies of Hope.

The next extract accompanies The Battle ofFort Rock, Vol.

(TAouste, Piedmont, 1796 :

" The snow-capt moimtain and huge tower of ice,

Thrust forth their dreary barriers in vain :

"

Sir David Wilkie died on board the Oriental Steamer off

Gibraltar, on his i-eturn from his visit to the East, June 1,

1841 : the coffin was lowered that night into the sea. Tm-ner

painted this melancholy scene, and exhibited the picture in

1842, as

—

Peace. Burial at Sea of the Body of Sir David

Wilkie : with this couplet in rhyme :

" The midnight torch gleamed o'er the steamer's side,

And merit's corse was yielded to the tide."

The next passage is so odd as to make one regret its asso-

ciation mth so subhme a scene as the great Flood. He
exhibited this picture in. 1843, as Sliade and Darkness.—The

evening of tlie Deluge :

" The moon put forth her sign of woe unheeded,

And the last token came ; the giant framework floated

;

The scared birds forsook their nightly shelter, screaming.

And the beasts waded to the ark."

This work had its companion—pictorial and poetical,—as

—Light and Colour.—The morning after the Deluge :

" The ark stood firm on Ararat ; the returning sun

Exhaled earth's humid bubbles, and emulous of light,

Eeflected her lost forms, each in prismatic guise."

In the same year Turner exhibited. The Opening of the

Walhalla, 1842, Honour to King Ladwig the First of Ba-

varia—
" But peace returns—^the morning ray

Beams on the Walhalla, reared to science and the arts.

And men renowned, of German fatherland."

Next, in the same Exhibition was a scene at Venice, which

city has had a tolerably extensive poetic commemoration

;

but Turner preferred his own -.—The " Sun of Venice," going

to Sea :

" Fair shines the morn and soft the zephyr blows,

Venetia's Fisher spreads his painted canvas gay,

Nor heeds the Demon who in grim repose

Expects his evening prey."
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iNor was tlie painter satisfied with. Shakspeare's line,

" Frisk it, frisk it, by the moonliglit beam,"

to accompany Ms Queen MaVs Grotto, exliibited in 1846; but
lie gilded refined gold by adding :

" Thy orgies, Mab, are manifold."

Still more unromantic and commonplace is the couplet

which he has appended to jEneas relating his Story to Dido :

" Fallacious hope beneath the moon's pale crescent shone,

Dido listened to Troy being lost and won,"

These lines assort ill with the magnificence of the subject.

" Onwards the van progressive forc'd its way,
Propell'd ; as the wild Reuss, by native glaciers fed,

Rolls on impetuous, with ev'ry check gains force,

By the constraint uprais'd ; till to its gathering powers
All yielding, down the pass wide devastation pours
Her own destructive course, the rapine stalk'd

Triumphant ; and plundering hordes exulting strewed.

Fair Italy, thy plains with woe."

The next passage illustrates the fine picture of Caligula s

Palace and Bridge,—Bay of Baia, exhibited in 1831 :

" What now remains of all the mighty bridge
Which made the Lucerne lake an inner pool,

Caligula, but massy fragments left

As monuments of doubt and ruined hopes
Yet gleaming in the morning's ray, that tell

How Baia's shore was loved in times gone by."

In the same year, Turner exhibited his Vision of Medea, and
to aid his illustration of the old classic poet, called in his own
hobbling muse :

" Or Medea, who in the full tide of witchery
Had lured the dragon, gained her Jason's love.

Had fill'd the spell-bound bowl with ^son's life,

Yet dash'd it to the groxrnd, and raised the poisonous snake
High in the jaundiced sky to writhe its murderous coil,

Infxiriate in the wreck of hope withdrew.
And in the fired palace her twin offspring threw."

Sometimes, his application of his rhymes bordered upon
burlesque, as in his odd melange with Campbell's words for The
Fighting Temeraire :

" The flag which braved the battle and the breeze,

No longer o^vns her."

This is fine bathos. And the next—appended to War—
The Exile and^ the Rock Limpet, is of the same mintage :

" Ah ! thy tent-formed shell is like

A soldier's nightly bivouac, alone

z2
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Amidst a sea of blood •

but you can join your comrades."

Sometimes, he painted satire, as in the Garreteei^s Petition

—a poet at work in his attic, consuming the midnight oil

:

on his wall are pasted a plan of Parnassus, and a table of

JFasts. In the Catalogue is this epigraph :

" Aid me, ye powers ! bid my thoughts to roll

In quick succession, animate my soiil

;

Descend, my Muse, and every thought refine

And finish well my long, my long-sought line."

In the two next, he is not content with Eing's translation

of Virgil, but prefers his own prefix

:

Mercury sent to admonish JSneas

:

—
" Beneath the morning mist
Mercury waited to tell him of his neglected fleet."

Fallacies of Hope.

" The Lord of heaven and earth, almighty Jove
Sends me vsdth awful warnings from above.

"WTiat are your motives for this long delay ?

Why thus in Libya pass your life away ?

—

Ring's JSneid.

The Departure of the Trojan Fleet

:

—
*' He then commanded all the Trojan host

To launch the fleet now scattered on the coast.

The pitchy keel now glides along the flood.
* * * *

At once the seas with sails are cover'd o'er,

And not a Trojan left upon the shore."

—

Ring's uEneid.

" The orient moon shone on the departing fleet.

Nemesis invoked, the priest held the poisoned cup."

Fallacies of Hope.

The Visit to the Tomb, exhibited in the same year with the

above (1850), has this single line :

" The sun went down in wrath at such deceit."

Turner thought much of his Fallacies of Hope, perhaps as

much as his admirers thought of his pictures ; but the

Painter's conceit exposed him to a cutting joke. He refused

to sell his picture of Carthage, adding, " I shall be buried in

my Carthage." "But they will dig you up, and get your

picture for nothing," was the insidious reply; "if you really

want to be buried and rest in one of your own works, be

buried in your own MS. Fallacies of Hope, and no one will

dig you up." Poetry, or rather rhyming, is liable to as many
hard rubs as Painting.
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" TALKING DOWN."

Hogarth was talked down, and Penny, a now forgotten

painter, talked up by no less a critic than Barry. Wilson

and Gainsborough were talked down; while Smith of

Chichester, and Barrett were talked up. Stothard, Flaxman,

and Constable suffered, when living, the same kind of depre-

ciation, while lesser artists were praised and patronised ; and

Turner, when in the meridian of his glory, was ridiculed

without mercy by the fashionable leaders of taste. {Leslie's

Handbook^ p. 256.)

The fashionable Sir George Beaumont, a painter as well

as a patron of art, strongly avowed his heresy of Turner, whom
he ridiculed, and endeavoured to talk down ; and Fuseli was

coarsely abused, and his exaggerated designs ridiculously at-

tributed to his disturbed dreams : he is said to have supped

on raw pork-chops, that he might dream his picture of the

Nightmare ./—but, unfortunately for the story, Fuseli always

went to bed supperless. He was known among his brother

artists by the name of " Painter in ordinary to the Devil
:

"

he smiled when some one mischievously told him of this, and

replied, " Ay, he has sat to me many times."

Sir George Beaumont held that in every landscape there

should be at least one brown tree ; and that every picture

should have a first, second, and third light. " I see," he said,

looking at a picture by Constable, " your first and your second

lights, but I can't make out which is your third." Constable

told this to Turner, who said, " You should have asked him

how many lights Eubens introduced."

TURNER AND WILKIE.

After his visit to the Continent, Turner again chose his

subjects from English scenery and character, all of which he

invested with the poetry of his art. In the same year, (1807),

he somewhat oddly painted and exhibited The Sun rising

through Vapour, Fishermen cleaning and selling Fish; and a

Country Blacksmith disputing upon the price of Iron, and the

price charged to the Butcher for Shoeing his Pony ; two pic-

tures, which, (says Cunningham,) killed every picture within

the range of their effects. Oddly enough, a modest picture

thus injured by being hung between the two fires was The

Blind Fiddler, then the second exhibited picture of a lad raw

from Scotland, contriving to exist, without getting into debt,
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on eighteeii shillings a week. On the varnishing day, Turner,

it is said, reddened his sun, and blew the bellows of his art

upon the blacksmith's forge, "to put the Scotchman's nose

out of joint who had gained so much reputation by his Village

Politicians.'^

This story is told, without naming Turner, in Allan Cun-

ningham's Life of Wilkie, and was condemned as an untruth by

the reviewer of the Life in the Quarterly Review. But there

is no doubt of the truth of the story ; and that "Wilkie re-

membered the circumstance mth some acerbity—though he

never resented it openly—^Ir. Peter Cunningham undertakes

to say. VfkQU the Forge was sold at Lord de Tabley's sale,

Wdkie was in Italy ; and Collins, the painter, in describing

the sale to him, in a MS. letter before the writer, adds : "and

there was your old enemy—the Forge!'

TURNER AND CHANTREY.

Many a lively gossip passed between these two friends.

Turner had expressed an eccentric intention to be buried in

his picture of Carthagej and said to Chantrey, " I have ap-

pointed you one of my executors; will you promise to see me
rolled up in it ? " " Yes," said Chantrey, " and I promise you

also that as soon as you are buried, I will see you taken up,

and unrolled." Mr. Leslie tells us, this story was so generally

believed, that when Turner died, and Dean Mdman heard he

was going to be buried in St. Paul's, he said, " I will not read

the service over him if he be wrapped up in that picture."

" THE SCOTTISH TURNER."

Turner was very chary of his opinions on art ; but on the

occasion we are about to relate, he said more than was ex-

pected- He was taken to see the pictures of Thomson, of Dud-
dingstone, called by his countrjTnen, in the fondness of their

admiration, " the Scottish Turner." The friend who took hini

was anxious to hear what the original Turner thought of his

Scottish representative. Thomson, too, was equally eager.

Turner examined with attention, mumbled some sounds of appa-

rent approbation, and began and ended by asking—" Where
do you get your frames, ]\Ir. Thomson."

ARTISTIC PREDICTION.

Li the year 1820, Constable, the painter, wrote thus : "The
art will go out : there will be no genuine painting in England
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in, thirty years." And it is remarkable, that within a few
months of the date thus specified, Turner should have died,

almost literally fulfilling, as some of his admirers may think,

Constable's prophecy. Turner died December 19, 1851.

TUENER'S EARLY VIEWS OF LAMBETH PALACE.

This water-colour drawing, the second exhibited by Turner
at the Eoyal Academy, (see page 311) was, in 1853, in the

possession of a lady residing in Bristol, to whose father the

dra^ving was given by the artist after the Exhibition season,

and it had never been in other hands. It seems that Turner,

when young, was a frequent visitoi; at the above gentleman's

house ; and on one occasion he lent Turner a horse, to go on
a sketching tour through South Wales.

The same lady had also a small portrait of Turner, done by
himself, when visiting her family about the year 1791 or 1792.

She had likewise three or four other early drawings by Turner,

among which was a view of Stoke Bishop, near Bristol, the seat

of Sir Henry Lippincott, Bart., which the artist made as a

companion to the Lambeth Palace view. IVIr. Walter, the

Marine Painter, of Bristol, observes :
" As early indications of

so great an artist, these drawings are very curious and interest-

ing ; but no person that knows anything of the state of water-

colour painting at that period, and previous to the era when
Turner, Girtin, and others, began to shine out in the new and
glorious style, that has since brought water-colour works to

their present style of splendour, excellence and value,

—

vnH
look for anything approaching the perfection of our days."

CHANGES OF RESIDENCE.

As Turner rose in fame, he thought it advisable to remove

from " over his father's shop," and shifted to apartments of

his own in Hand-court. Immediately after his election as an

Associate of the Academy, he removed to the house Xo. 75,

IsTorton-street, Portland-road, where he stayed three years.

Thence he removed to No. 64, Harley-street, then a more

fashionable and expensive locality than now.

ISTor was this aU the change. In former times, he had been

content to exhibit as "W. Turner ;
" but with his new affix

of letters (ARA.) after his name, he had recourse to other

initials before his name. Prom and after his elevation into

the Academy, he is " J. M. W. Turner," in Court Guides, and

Exhibition Catalogues.
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In 1808, when Turner was living in Harley-street, he had
country quarters in the Upper Mali at Hammersmith. Four
years later, he removed from Harley-street to l^o. 47, Queen
Ann-street West ; and 1814, he left the Mall at Hammersmith
for what he at first called " Solus Lodge, Twickenham," but

soon dropped for Sandycombe Lodge, a kind of cit's country-

box, with pleasant peeps over the Thames. When at Ham-
mersmith, he had Loutherbourg for his neighbour. He is

said to have left Twickenham about 1828.

SECRET OF HIS ADDRESS.

Turner had some odd motives for concealing his new abode,

whenever he changed it ; and his ingenuity in baffling the

curiosity of his friends was marvellous—almost equal to that

of Dr. Paul Hefi'ernan. Offers were made to walk home with

him from the Athenaeum Club, for a chit-chat about Academy
matters. No : he had got an engagement, and must keep it.

Some of the younger sort attempted to follow him, but he
managed to steal away from them, to tire them out, or pop

into cheap omnibuses, or round dark corners. K he sus-

pected that he was followed, he would set off for a tavern

haunt ; but as soon as this got to be known, he left it, and

the landlord lost his customer. Once his hiding-place was

nearly discovered. Turner had dined with some friends at

Greenwich, had drunk freely, and, on reaching town, was

thought to be not sufficiently collected to call a cab. The
party, as had been plotted, dropped off, and there was left

with Turner only one friend, who placed him in a cab : think-

ing to catch the bemused painter unawares, he shut the cab-

door, and said, " Where shall he drive to V Turner was not,

however, to be caught, and collectedly replied, " Along Pic-

cadilly, and I will teU him where."

—

Turner and his Works.

TURNER AND THE CRITIC.

One of the critics termed his Snow-storm—Steam-boat off a

Harbour s mouth, making Signals, " a mass of soapsuds and

whitewash ; " to which Tui*ner adroitly repHed, " I wish they

had been in it."

QUID PRO QUO.

Once, at a dinner, where several artists, amateurs, and

literary men were convened, a poet, by way of being facetious,
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proposed as a toast the health of the painters and glaziers of

Great Britain. The toast was drunk, and Turner, after re-

turning thanks for it, proposed the health of the British

paper-stainers.

PICTURES FROM THOMSON AND MILTON.

In Turner's early life, his favourite poet was Thomson, and

he has taken from his Seasons four effects in four of his pic-

tures, while he was yet in the infancy of his reputation.

Eound Dunstamborough Castle, on the coast of !N'orthumber-

land, he has shown an effect of sunrise after a squally night,

such as he imagined was in the poet's eye, when

The briny deep,

Seen from some pointed promontory's top,

Far to the blue horizon's utmost verge,

Restless, reflects a floating gleam.

On Norham Castle, on the Tweed, he threw an effect of a

summer's morning

:

But yonder comes the powerful King of Day,

Rejoicing in the East—the lessening cloud,

The kindling azure, and the mountain's brow
Illumed with fluid gold, his near approach

Betoken glad.

On one occasion he had recourse to Milton, summoning to

his canvas

:

Ye Mists and Exhalations ! that now rise

From hill or streaming lake, dusky or grey.

Till the sua paint your fleecy skirts with gold,

In honoTir to the Worid's great Author rise.

And what his genius could embody in the way of exhalation

he has given us as an effect of morning among the Coniston

Falls, in Cumberland. He was thus early alive to the varie-

ties of Nature, and copied her, when he chose, with a master's

hand.

—

F. Cunningham ; Turner and his Works.

TURNER'S ACCURACY.

Nearly thirty years ago, an antiquarian writer bore testi-

mony to the accuracy of architecture of the backgrounds of

Turner's pictures, at the same time that he acknowledged the

beauty of the great Painter's colour : the former point having

been often disputed. This testimony occurs in the opening

of a paper on Historical Propriety in Painting, in Brayley's

Graphic Illustrator, 1834 ; and is as follows :
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" The greatest master of colour amongst tlie painters of the

present day is at the same time the most remarkable for pro-

priety in his architectural backgrounds : these frequently

exhibit designs that may be studied with advantage by the

architect : and in expressing my admiration of Turner, I wish

to avoid the appearance of advocating that servile imitation

which an antiquary is supposed to require/^

The writer who has taken the trouble to disinter the

above, and send it to Notes and Queries, 2nd Series, ISTo. 36,

adds :
" The king of colourists here gets his due, and nothing

more ; he did not often get that twenty years ago. It is

different now."
TURNER'S ORIGINALITY.

In what does this consist ? Let us hear John Burnet in

reply. " Since the revival of painting, handed down to us by

a succession of eminent artists, it would be strange if there

could be anything original in treatment, or, indeed, of any

other principle ; but in Turner's works we find the practice

of former painters given under the greatest variety of circum-

stances, and he has always the skill of concealing the means

by which his works are produced, rendering what has been

taken from his predecessors his own. The varieties in Nature

are endless, but those of art are merely like the letters of the

alphabet, altered by transposition; nevertheless, to read a

picture is as difficult as to read a book printed in an untaught

language : this it is that makes the ignorant scout the idea of

rules in art, or the imbecile attempt to paint without them

;

those only can produce something original in painting, who
have been taught the orthography and grammar of the art.

Eeynolds, Gainsborough, Richard Wilson, and others, were

not understood in their own time, though now so highly

valued; the works of Turner must pass through the same

ordeal. The engravings from his finest pictures have been

unproductive, though executed by some of the best artists,

and at present only called into notice since his death. His

paintings, being a gift to the nation, wiU have an advantage

over others of the English school, and may become sooner

understood."

—

Turner and his Works.

TURNER'S COMPOSITION.

The mode Turner took to improve his talent for this branch

of the art seems to have been to select a picture of Vander-

velde's, such as the Earl of Ellesmere's, or one of Claude's,
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like Lord Egremont's, and paint companions to them of

the same character; this was a severe trial, but having a

point to start from, and examining these works, he more

easily imitated their beauties, and eschewed their defects.

Judging of the composition of Turner from his earliest draw-

ings, we are led to believe it was of slow growth, nor does he

seem to have fixed the principles in his mind which after-

wards shone through all his works ; there are few in the pos-

session of all artists, but when once known and felt, are

capable of endless changes.

LT^DEESTANDIXG TURNER.

Burnet has well said that " Art is highly conventional

;

and the more ideal and poetical it is rendered, the more
difficult it becomes for the public to comprehend it. This is /

one cause why the works of Turner convey a greater pleasure |

to the artist than the casual observer ; and the higher the

gratification becomes, the more they are studied and contem-

plated. The tutored eye sees fresh beauties spring up into

notice, strictly in accordance with the efi'ects in nature, but

unperceived by him until rendered visible in Turner's works. T

Tliis is the great charm of his pictures—they gain upon you
;

some forms are clear, others are only suggestive of what the

imagination embodies.o

" What we find in the historical works of Correggio, Titian,

and Paul Yeronese, we find adopted in the landscapes of

Turner. The cleKcacy of his tints, and the dreamy character

and indistinctness of many of the forms, add to the poetical

look of the pictures. -His colours appear also of a very

refined quahty, and never convey a vulgar or common look.

This arises not only from the situation he places them in, but

in mixing several tints together ; and is very observable when
one of his pictures is placed in contact with one by another

artist. The eftect is very e^ddent in the lighter pictures of

Eubens, and in those of Teniers. The general public do not

yet appreciate the beauty of his compositions. People want

something more definite and topographical in the character;

in fact, more easy to be comprehended." ^

]yiR. RUSK^'S CRITICISM ON TURNER'S WORKS.

To the ignorance and incompetence of the Art-critics of a

few years since in appreciating the genius of Turner, we owe
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the production of Mr. Ruskin's Modern Painters. He tells

us, in the Preface to the First Edition, that this work " origi-

nated in indignation at the shallow and false criticisms of the

periodicals of the day on the works of the great living artist

•to whom it principally relates. It was intended to be a

short pamphlet, reprobating the matter and style of those

critiques, and pointing out their perilous tendency as guides

of public feeling.'' From this small beginning the work has

grown to five large 8vo volumes.

In the Preface to Vol. I., second edition, Mr. Ruskin says :

" For many a year we have heard nothing with respect to

the works of Turner, but accusations of their want of truth.

To every observation on their power, sublimity, or beauty,

there has been but one reply : They are not like Nature. I

therefore took my opponents on their own ground, and

demonstrated by the thorough investigation of actual facts,

that Turner is like Nature, and paints more of Nature than

any man who ever lived. I expected this proposition (the

foundation of all my future efforts) would have been disputed

with desperate struggles, and that I should have to fight my
way to my position inch by inch. Not at aU. My opponents

yield me the field at once."

THE TRUTH OF TURNER.

Mr. Ruskin devotes a chapter of his great work, above

named, to the positive rank of Turner as a Painter of Nature,

having previously shown the extent of his knowledge, and

the truth of his practice, by the deliberate examination of

the characteristics of the four great elements of landscape

—

sky, earth, water, and vegetation. Our auth9r then proceeds

to show the exceeding refinement of the truth of Turner,

—

to the last line, and shadow of a line. " Such indeed is the

case with every touch of this consummate artist ; the essential

excellence—all that constitutes the real and exceeding value

of his works—is beyond and above expression : it is a truth

inherent in every line, and breathing in every line, too deli-

cate and exquisite to admit of any kind of proof, nor to be

ascertained, except by the highest of tests—the keen feeling

attained by extended knowledge and long study. Two lines

are laid on canvas—one is right, and another wrong. There

is no difference between them appreciable by the compasses

—

none appreciable by the ordinary eye—none which can be

pointed out if it is not seen. One person feels it—another
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does not ; but the feeling or sight of the one can by no words

be communicated to the other : it would be unjust if it could,

for that feeling and sight have been the reward of years of

labour. And there is, indeed, nothing in Turner—not one

dot nor line—whose meaning can be understood without

knowledge ; because he never aims at sensual impressions,

but at the deep final truth, which only meditation can dis-

cover, and only experience recognise. There is nothing done

or omitted by him which does not imply such a comparison

of ends, such a rejection of the least worthy, (as far as they

are incompatible with the rest,) such careful selection and

arrangement of all that can be united, as can only be enjoyed

by minds capable of going through the same process, and

discovering the reasons for the choice.

" And, as there is nothing in his works which can be en-

joyed without knowledge, so there is nothing in them which

knowledge will not enable us to enjoy. There is no test of

our acquaintance with JS'ature so absolute and unfailing as

the degree of admiration we feel for Turner's painting.

Precisely as we are shallow in our knowledge, vulgar in our

feeling, and contracted in our views of principles, will the

works of this artist be stumbling-blocks or foolishness to us

;

precisely in the degree in which we are familiar with Nature,

constant in observation of her, and enlarged in our under-

standing of her, will they expand before our eyes into glory

and beauty. In every new insight which we obtain into the

works of God, in every new idea which we receive from His

creation, we shall find ourselves possessed of an interpreta-

tion and guide to something in Turner's works which we
had not before understood. We may range over Europe,

from shore to shore ; and from every rock that we tread upon,

every sky that passes over our heads, every local form of

vegetation or of soil, we shall receive fresh illustration of his

principles, fresh confirmation of his facts. We shall feel,

wherever we may go, that he has been there before us—what-

ever we see, that he has seen and seized before us : and we
shall at last cease the investigation, with a well-grounded

trust, that whatever we have been unable to account for, and

what we still dislike in his works, has reason for it, and foun-

dation like the rest ; and that even where he has failed or

erred, there is a beauty in the failure which none are able to

equal, and a dignity in the error which none are worthy

to reprove."
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Mr. Ruskin then eloquently illustrates Turner's adherence

to nature, in his great picture of the Pools of Solomon :

—

" iN'ow this is l^ature ! It is the exhaustless living energy

with which the universe is filled ; and what will you set

beside it in the works of other men ? Show me a single

picture in the whole compass of ancient art, in which I can

pass from cloud to cloud, from region to region, and from
first to second and third heaven, as I can here, and you may
talk of Turner's want of trutL Turn to the Pools of Solo-

mon, and walk through the passages of mist as they melt on
the one hand into those stormy fragments of fiery cloud, or,

on the other, into the cold solitary shadows that compass the

sweeping hill ; and when you find an inch without air or

transparency, and a hair's breadth without changefulness and
thought ; and when you can count the torn waves of tossing

radiance that gush from the sun, as you can coimt the fi:Ked,

white, insipidities of Claude ; or when you can measure the

modulation and depth of that hollow mist, as you can the

flourishes of the brush upon the canvas of Salvator—talk of

Turner's want of truth !

"

CLAUDE AND TUENER COMPARED.

The Sun rising in a Hist, and the Dido building Carthage,

were bequeathed by Turner to the ISTational Gallery, on con-

dition that they should be hung between two Claudes, now
placed by their side. The Sunrise was exhibited at the Eoyal

iAcademy in 1807, and was exchanged with Sir John F.

[Leicester, for the Shipwreck, and was repurchased by Turner,

at the De Tabley sale in 1827.

The principal object in the foreground of the Carthage is a

group of children sailing toy-boats. The exquisite choice of

this incident, as expressive of the ruling passion, which was
to be the source of future greatness, in preference to the

tumult of busy stone-masons or arming soldiers, is quite as

appreciable when it is told as when it is seen—it has nothing

to do with the technicalities of painting ; a scratch of the

pen would have conveyed the idea and spoken to the intellect

as much as the realizations of colour. Such a thought as this

is far above all art ; it is epic poetry of the highest order.

Claude, in subjects of the same kind, commonly introduces

people carrying red trunks with iron locks about, and dwells,

with infantine delight, on the lustre of the leather and the

ornaments of the iron. The intellect can have no occupation
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here -we must look to the imitation or to nothing. Conse-
quently, Turner rises above Claude in the very first instant of
the conception of his picture, and acquires an intellectual

superiority which no power of the draughtsman or the artist,

(supposing that such existed in his antagonist,) could ever
wrest from him.

" Were we disposed to look for blunders in Turner," says
Leslie, " we might notice that palpable one in the Dido Build-
ing Carthage, of a shadow from a Ibeam of wood projecting
from the brick wall on the extreme left of the spectator, in
a direction which can only come from a sun much higher
than that in the picture,^'

It is unfortunate for Turner that his Dido Building Car-
thage is placed in the JSTational Gallery beside Claude's Erri-

harkation of the Queen of Sheha ; for Mr. Euskin's notice of
the two pictures of Carthage is among the few instances in
which he admits a fault in Turner. " The foreground," he
says, " of the Building of Carthage, and the greater part
of the architectui-e of the Fall of Carthage, are equally heavy
and evidently faint, if we compare them with genuine pas-

sages of Claude's sunshine." Upon this Mr. Leslie remarks:
" Yon my part, when I look at the Building of Carthage, I
feel as if I were in a theatre, decorated with the most splendid
drop-scenes ; but when I stand before Claude's Embarkation,
I am in the open air, enjoying the sea-breeze, and listening

to the plash of the waves on the beach. Yet this does not
convince me that Claude was a greater master than Turner,
because it is a comparison of one of the most artificial pic-

tures of the English painter with one of the most natural
works of the Frenchman ; and I only make the comparison
to show that Claude is not to be deposed, to place on his

throne one who wants it not, because he has raised himself
to a throne, unoccupied before, and from which his sway is

extended over a wider dominion, though, for that very reason,

with less absolute power in every corner of it. Claude could
not paint a storm ; Turner's sea-storms are the finest ever
painted; and though Claude is best seen in tranquil sun-
shine, yet there are many beautiful and brilliant mid-day
appearances of perfect stillness, that were never seen on
canvas, till Turner gave them with a power precluding all

imitation."
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TURNER'S YORKSHIRE DRAWINGS. •

Mr. Rnskin considers the influence of the scenery of Yorij;-

shire to be traced most definitely throughout Turner's works
;

and of all his drawings, those of the Yorkshire series to have the

most heart in them, the most affectionate, simple, unwearied,

serious finishing of truth. These drawings have unfortunately

changed hands frequently, and have been abused and ill-

treated by picture-dealers and cleaners ; the greater number
of them are now mere wrecks. In them may be traced the

peculiar love of the painter for the rounded forms of hills.

" It is, I believe," says Mr. Euskin, '' to the broad-wooded
steeps and swells of the Yorkshire downs that we in part

owe the singular massiveness that prevails in Turner's moun-
tain-drawing, and gives it one of its chief elements of gran-

deur. Let the reader open the Liher Studiorum, and compare
the painter's enjoyment of the lines in the Ben Arthur, with
his comparative uncomfortableness among those of the aiguilles

about the Mer de Glace.

" The Yorkshire drawings indicate one of the culminating

points of Turner's career. In these he attained the highest

degree of finish and quantity of form united with expression

of atmosphere, and light without colour. His early drawings

are singularly instructive in this definiteness and simplicity

of aim. 1^0 complicated or brilliant colour is ever thought

of in them ; they are little more than exquisite studies in

light and shade, very green blues being used for the shadows,

and golden browns for the lights. The difficulty and treachery

of colour being thus avoided, the artist was able to bend his

whole mind upon the drawing, and thus to attain such deci-

sion, delicacy, and completeness, as have never in any wise

been equalled, and as might serve him for a secure foundation

in all future experiments. Of the quantity and precision of

his details, the drawings made for Hakewill's Italy are sin-

gular examples. The most perfect gem in execution is a

little bit on the Rhine, with reeds in the foreground, in the

collection of G. B. Windus, Esq. of Tottenham ; but the

Yorkshire drawings seem to be on the whole the most noble

representatives of his art at this period."

TURNER'S TREES.

The many admirers of Turner are angry with Mr. Leslie

for saying that he (Turner) was a poor hand at painting a
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tree. " Witli the exception of here and there a wiUow, and,

in his Italian views, the frequent pine and cypress, I look in

vain," says Mr. Leslie, "for a specific discrimination in his

trees ; or in the vegetation of his foregrounds, in which there

is little that is English. I cannot remember an oak, an elm,

an ash, or a beech in any picture by him ; nor do I remember
anything much like the beauty of an English hedge. ISTeither

has he expressed the deep verdure of his own country ; hence

he is the most unfaithful among great painters to the essen-

tial and most beautiful characteristics of English midland

scenery."

Turner kept most profoundly the mystery of his art : he

never allowed any brother artist to see him at work. When
he was painting for Lord Egremont at Petworth, he worked
with the door of the room locked. Only Lord Egremont, his

patron, was admitted, and this by a pre-arranged knock at the

room-door. Chantrey, when also at Petworth, by a cunning

trick, obtained access. By a bribe, he ascertained from one

of the servants of the house the peculiar knock, which Lord

Egremont was accustomed to give at Turner's door. Thus
prepared, he imitated Lord Egremont's step and cough, and
imitated the very knock of the patron. The door was at

once opened, and in walked Chantrey ! Turner was annoyed,

but was soon won over,—but only by the recollection that

Chantrey, though once a jjainter, was now living by
sculpture.

THE FIRST OF TURNER'S PICTURES SENT TO AMERICA.

Mr. James Lenox, of New York, wishing to possess one of

Turner's pictures, (which he knew only from engravings,)

wrote to Mr. Leslie to that effect. Mr. Leslie replied that

Turner's rooms being full of unsold pictures, doubtless,

he would part with one. Mr. Lenox then consented to give

500/., and left the choice to Mr. Leslie. He called on Turner,

and asked if he would let a picture go to America. *' No :

they won't come up to the scratch." This referred to another

American friend having offered him a low price for the

Temeraire. Mr. Leslie named 500/., which a friend would

give for anything Turner would part with. His countenance

brightened, and he said at once, " He may have that, or that,

or that,"—pointing to three not small pictures. Mr. Leslie

chose a sunset view of Staffa : it was in an old frame, but

Turner had a new frame made for it. When it reached New
A A
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York, and Mr. Lenox had hastily glanced at it, he wrote to

Mr. Leslie, expressing his great disappointment. He almost

fancied the picture had sustained some damage on the voj''-

age,—it appeared to him so indistinct throughout. Still, he

did not doubt its being very fine, and he hoped to see its

merits on further acquaintance ; but the above was his then

impression.

A night or two after Mr. Leslie received Mr. Lenox's

letter, he met Turner at the Academy, and he asked if he

had heard from Mr. Lenox, to which Mr. Leslie was obliged

to say yes.

" Well, and how does he like the picture ?

"

" He thinks it indistinct

"

** You should tell him," he replied, " that indistinctness is

my fault."

Tn the meantime, Mr. Leslie had answered Mr. Lenox's

letter, pointing out the merits of the picture, and saying,

" If, on a second view, it gains in your estimation, it will

assuredly gain more and more every time you look at it."

Mr. Lenox, in reply, said, " You have exactly described what
has taken place. I now admire the picture greatly, and I

have brought one or two of my friends to see it as I do, but

it will never be a favourite with the multitude. I can now
write to Mr. Turner, and tell him how conscientiously I am
dehghted with it." *

^o^

NUMBER OF PICTURES BY TURNER, AND PRICES.

From the time of Turner's becoming a Eoyal Academician,

to his death, a period of nearly forty-nine years, he was
absent on four occasions only from the Exhibition walls.

These were 1805, 1821, 1824, and 1851.

The number of his exhibited works is 252 ; to these we
must add some dozen pictures sent to the British Institution,

and some forty more never publicly exhibited. This would
bring his oil pictures to some 300 ; while to these we must
add, perhaps, 1,000 finished drawings, of which 500 at least

are of his best period.

I
Turner's prices for his pictures between 1803 and 1815

—

• certainly his best period—were far from large. They ranged

from 150 to 200 guineas, and at such prices he obtained a

* Autobiographical Recollections of the late C. R. Leslie, R.A. edited
by Tom Taylor, Esq. 2 vols. 1860.
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ready market. In 1810, Lord Yarborongh. gave him 300
guineas for The Wreck,—a large price for a landscape by a

living artist. This same Wreck, at Christie's (says Cunning-
ham), would seU for 2,000^.

In June, 1855, the Burning of the Houses of Parliament,

exhibited that year, was sold for 810 guineas ; and The State

Barges conveying the Pictures of Gian Bellini to the Church of
the Redeemer, exhibited in 1841, brought the large sum of

1,360 guineas.

In May, 1854, three of Turner's fine pictures, from the

collection of Mr. Wadmore, were sold by Christie for nearly

four times the price he had paid for them. First was Cologne—the Arrival of a Packet-hoat—Evening, a picture of the year

1826, which was knocked down, amidst murmurs of delight, at

2,000 guineas. Then came the Harbour of Dieppe, a picture

of the year 1825, sold to the same purchaser for 1,850 guineas.

Then came a small unexhibited picture, painted, it is said, in

1809, and knowTi to collectors as The Guard-shij) of the Nore,

which was knocked down for 1,530 guineas. Turner is said

to have received 250^. for the Guard-ship, and the same sum
for the Cologne and Dieppe respectively^ Mr. Wadmore, in

1828, gave 1,500^. for the three pictures, which in 1854 were
sold for 5,640Z.

Some of Turner's pictures have been known to crack before

the Exhibition was closed in which they first appeared : he
often used water-colours over oil, and then again oil-colours

over water.

TURNER'S BARGAINING.

Mr. Cunningham tells a good story or two of Turner's skiU
in bargain-making. ^\Tien arranging with Hurst and Eobin-
son for a new work in numbers, the price of each draAving

was settled, not without deliberation, at twenty-five pounds.
He went away, expressing full satisfaction. He came speedily

back, thrust his head in at the door, and cried, " Guineas?"
" Guineas, be it," said the publishers. In a few minutes, a

hasty step was heard, and Turner put in his whole person,

saying, " My expenses?" " Oh, certainly, sir," was the answer.

But this was not all : a few minutes after, he was for a third

time at the door, breathless and eager, with his whole body
in the room, for he expected resistance to his new demand

—

" and twenty proofs % " ]S"o resistance was made, and the
drawings were set about with an ungrumbUng reluctance.

A a2
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Wlien George Cooke, the engraver, related tins story to Allan

Cmmingham, (from whom it was received by his son Peter,)

he added :
" I am told that Turner's father, who was a barber,

having been paid a penny for a shave, followed his customer

down Maiden-lane, to demand a halfpenny for soap."

Mr. P. Cunningham relates another story. Turner had

painted a picture for the famous Jack Puller, and was asked

by Puller to breakfast with him next morning, to bring the

picture with him, and was told that the cheque for the picture

would then be ready. To this Turner consented. He took

the picture in a hackney-coach, breakfasted, received the

cheque, thanked the purchaser, and left. He was not gone

above five minutes, when a knock was heard at the door ; the

painter was back—" I must see ^Ir. Puller." He was shown

in. " Oh ! Pd forgotten ; there is three shillings for the

hackney-coach." The sum was paid. Puller, who was laugh-

ing all the while, loved to relate this story to his friends.

TURNER'S BOOK-PLATES.

These were more successful speculations for the print-

sellers than the larger engravings from his works. Large

sums were cleared by his Southern Coast, Seine and Loire

Tours, and Provincial Antiquities. His Illustrations for Sir

' "Walter Scott's Poetrj^ and Prose realised large sums : indeed,

; those for the Waverley Novels, though timidly undertaken by

the publishers, were immensely profitable. His drawings for

Murray's seventeen volume edition of Byron are admii-able;

but those for Eogers's Poems take precedence of all others.

His drawings for Sir Egerton Brydges's edition of Milton

were not altogether successful.

Mr. Cunningham states his prices for such drawings at

from 20 to 25 guineas. In some cases. Turner lent the

drawings to publishers, with the right to engrave. More

which he sold outright brought large prices ; as the Scott

drawings, sixty-four at 12 guineas each, to Mr. Windus. His

Eichmondshire drawings, for which he received 20 guineas

each from the publishers, have since been sold at from 80 to

100 guineas each.

HIS PRESENT RANK AS A LANDSCAPE-PAINTER.

The merits of our great Painter, though infinitely better

understood than at any former period, are still denied, and

with some firmness—which may probably have arisen from
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the indiscriminate eulogy which, has of late years been heaped

upon him. Between the two extremes it will be well to read

the calm judgment of a German writer, whose authority is

admitted, and whose opinion is the result of repeated exami-

nation of his works.

Dr. Waagen says : "In point of fact, no landscape-painter

has yet appeared with such versatihty of talent. His his-

torical landscapes exhibit the most exquisite feeling for beauty

of lines and effect of lighting : at the same time, he has the

power of making them express the most varied moods of

Nature—a lofty grandeur, a deep and gloomy melancholy, a

sunny cheerfulness and peace, or an uproar of all the elements.

Buildings he also treats with peculiar felicity ; while the sea,

in its most varied aspects, is equally subservient to his magic

brush. His views of certain cities and localities inspire the

spectator with poetic feelings, such as no other painter ever ex-

cited in the same degree, and which is principally attributable

to the exceeding picturesqueness of the point of view chosen,

and to the beauty of the Hghting. Finally, he treats the most

common little subjects, such as a group of trees, a meadow, a

shaded stream, with such art as to impart to them the most

picturesque charm. I should, therefore, not hesitate to recog-

nise Turner as the greatest landscape-painter of all times but

for his deficiency in one indispensable element in every work
of art, namely, a sound technical basis."

ACCUEACY IN SHIPPING.

Among the earliest sketches from ISTature which Turner

appears to have made, in pencil and Indian ink, when a boy

of twelve or fourteen, it is very singular how large a propor-

tion consists of careful studies of stranded boats. After some

fifteen years of conscientious labour, with the single view of

acquiring knowledge of the ends and powers of art, Mr.

Euskin tells us that he has come to the conclusion—that of

all our modern school of landscape-painters, next to Turner,

and before the rise of the Pre-Eaphaelites, the man whose

works are on the whole most valuable, and show the highest

intellect, is Samuel Prout. It is very notable that also in

Prout's early studies, shipping studies took not merely a pro-

minent but a principal place.

The reason of this is very evident : both Turner and Prout

had in them an untaught, inherent perception of what was
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good and pictorial. Prout afterwards left his first love ; but

Turner retained the early affection to the close of his life, and
the last oil picture he painted, before his noble hand forgot its

cunning, was the Wreck and Buoy. The last thoroughly

perfect picture he ever painted, was the Old Temeraire.

The studies which he was able to make from Xature in his

early years, are chiefly of fisliing-boats, barges, and other

marine still life ; and his better acquaintance with this kind

of shipping than with the larger kind is very marked in the

Liber Studiorum, in which there are five careful studies of

fishing-boats under various circumstances ; viz., Calais

Harbour, Sir John Mildmay's picture, Flint Castle, Marine
Dabblers, and the Calm ; while of other shipping there are

only two subjects, both exceedingly unsatisfactory.

Turner, however, deemed it necessary to his reputation at

tiiat period, that he should paint pictures in the style of Van-
dervelde ; and in order to render the resemblance more com-

plete, he appears to have made careful drawings of the

different parts of old Dutch shipping. Mr. Euskin found a large

number of such drawings among the contents of the Painter's

neglected portfolios at his death ; some were clearly not by his

own hand, others appeared to be transcripts by him from

prints or earher drawings ; the quantity altogether was very

great, and the evidence of his prolonged attention to the sub-

ject more distinct than with respect to any other element of

landscape. Of plants, rocks, or architecture, there were very

few careful pieces of anatomical study ; but several drawers

were entirely filled with these memoranda of shipping.

In executing the series of drawings for the Southern Coast,

Turner appears to have gained many ideas about shipping,

which, once received, he laid up by him in use for after years^;

and it is believed that in the watch over the Cornish

and Devonshire coasts, which the making of those drawings

involved, he received all his noblest ideas about sea and ships.

Mr. Euskin is certain that Turner never drew anything that

could be seen, Tvdthout having seen it. That is to say, though

he would draw Jerusalem from some one else's sketch, it

would be, nevertheless, entirely from his own experience of

ruined walls ; and though he would draw ancient shipping,

(for an imitation of Yandervelde, or a vignette to the voyage of

Columbus) from such data as he could get about things which

he could see no more with his own eyes,—yet, when, of his

own free will, in the subject of Ilfracombe, he, in the year
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1818, introduces a shipwreck, Mr. Euskin is perfectly certain

that, before the year 1818, he had seen a shipwreck, and
moreover one of that horrible kind,—a ship dashed to pieces in

deep water, at the foot of an inaccessible cliff. Having once

seen this, the image of it could not be effaced from his mind.

It taught him two great facts, that he never afterwards forgot

;

namely, that both ships and sea were things that broke to

pieces. He never afterivards painted a shij) quite in fair order.

There is invariably a feeling about his vessels of strange awe
and danger : the sails are in. some way loosening, or flapping

as if in fear ; the swing of the hull, majestic as it may be,

seems more at the mercy of the sea than in triumph over it

;

the ship never looks gay, never proud, only warlike and
enduring. Tlie motto he chose in the Catalogue of the

Academy, for the most cheerful marine piece he ever painted,

—

the Sun of Venice going to Sea,—marked the uppermost feeling

in his mind

:

" Nor heeds the Demon that in grim repose
Expects his evening prey."

Mr. Euskin noticed the subject of his last marine picture, the

Wreck Buoy, and is well persuaded that from the year 1818,

when first he saw a ship rent asunder, he never beheld one at

sea, without, in his mind's eye, at the same instant, seeing

her skeleton.

But he had seen more than the death of the ship. He had
seen the sea feed her white flames on the souls of men ; and
heard what a storm-gust sounded like, that had taken up
with it, in its swirl of a moment, the last breaths of a ship's

crew. He never forgot either the sight or the sound. Among
the last plates prepared by his own hand for the Liher Stu-

diorum, (all of them, as was likely from his advanced

knowledge, finer than any previous pieces of the series, and
most of them unfortunately never pubHshed, being retained

beside him for some last touch—for ever delayed,) perhaps

the most important is one of the body of a drowned sailor,

dashed against a vertical rock in the jaws of one merciless,

immeasurable wave. He repeated the same idea, though

more fully expressed, later in life, in a small drawing of

Grandville, on the coast of France. The sailor clinging to

the boat in the marvellous drawing of Dunbar is another

reminiscence of the same kind. He hardly ever painted a

steep, rocky coast without some fragment of a devoured ship,
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grinding in the blanched teeth of the surges,—just enough
left to be a token of utter destruction.

In conclusion, Mr. Ruskin says :
" I am aware of no

painting, from the beginning of his (Turner's) life till its close,

containing modern shipping as its principal subject, in which
he did not put forth his full strength, and pour out his know-
ledge of detail with a joy which renders those works as a

series, among the most valuable he ever produced."

—

From
the Illustrative Text to Turner's Harbours of England, 1856.

TURNER AND LORD DE TABLET.

Mr. Jerdan, in his Aidohiogra2:>hy, relates the following :

—

Turner, of whom Lord de Tabley had been a most liberal patron,

spent a day or two at Tabley when I was there. In the

drawing-room stood a landscape on an easel, on which his

lordship was at work, as the fancy mood struck him. Of
course, when assembled for the tedious haK hour before

dinner, we all gave our opinions on its progress, its beauties,

and its defects. I stuck a blue wafer on, to show where I

thought a bit of bright colour, or a light, would be advanta-
geous ; and Turner took the brush and gave a touch here and
there, to mark some improvements. He returned to town,

and, can it be credited, the next morning at breakfast, a letter

from him was delivered to his lordship, containing a regular

bill of charges for " instructions in painting." His lordship

tossed it across the table indignantly to me, and asked if I
could have imagined such a thing ; and as indignantly, against

my remonstrances, immediately sent a cheque for the sum
demanded by the " drawing-master."

This was a deplorable instance of Turner's eccentricity, and
not to be excused on any imaginable ground. Yet sometimes
he was lavish in the midst of his general penuriousness. On
a continental trip, Mr. Thomas Hunt, the well-known writer

on Tudor architecture, accidentally encountered him on a
continental excursion. Turner took a fancy to so excellent a

boon companion, invited him to travel with him, and treated

bJTn in a princely style, without costing him a shilling thi'ough

the whole of their tour.

PICTURES BY TURNER IN THE ART-TREASURES
EXHIBITION AT MANCHESTER, 1857.

Above twenty specimens of Turner's pictures, exhibiting
pretty fairly his several manners, formed one of the most
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interesting contributions to the Manchester saloons ; but, of

course, this great artist is to be thoroughly understood nowhere
except in his own Collection, bequeathed to the nation. His

first picture at Manchester was an example of his worst style

•

—

Pluto carrying away Proserpine. The next was a specimen

of his very best manner

—

Cologne : the Arrival of a Packet-

hoat, belonging to Mr. JSTaylor, by whom it was purchased

la 1854 for two thousand guineas. The golden glow of

tke setting sun, the charming composition of the whole

subject, and the bustle of the debarkation contrasted with the

repose of the evening scene, form a whole not easily forgotten.

The opposite effect of a sunrise was equally well shoAvn in

Mr. Wells's Mouth of the Thames, with Men of War; and Lord
Yarborough's Vintage at Macon, exhibited in 1803, was
another dehcious feast of colour, in the early manner of the

artist. Ilor is Dolhadarn Castle—Turner's diploma jjicture on
admission into the Eoyal Academy—a whit inferior. Saltash

is a glorified vision of that picturesque town, bathed in a

liquid amber light, such as one dreams of, but seldom—per-

haps never—sees in this climate. We pass over some less

remarkable specimens to come to Barnes Terrace, a beautiful

evening view of that quiet and familiar Thames scene. With
this may be compared Walton Bridge, also on the Thames

;

and one powerful Coast Scene may likewise be noticed.

The Van Tromp—in the later manner of Turner—is beyond
the comprehension of ordinary mortals. It would puzzle any
one to say which is sky, and which sea, of the splashes of

crude paint that are crowded on the canvas. There is more
intelligible feeling in the Meeting of the Waters, but the colour

is somewhat dark and indistinguishable. We recur to his

earher manner in Tahley Lake and Tower ; but the picture is

a strange idealization of a tame Cheshire mere—with a staring,

modern mansion on its bank—into a kind of rough inland

sea, bustling with varied and abounding shipping. The next

picture bearing Turner's name— the Sun rising through

Vapour—is fall of poetry and magic. The sea and the ship-

ping are such as Vandervelde never conceived, much less

executed. And the Falls of Schaffhausen is a work of painted

poetry, masterly and impressive in the highest degree. The
last work of our greatest English painter which we shall

touch upon is one of his most celebrated—Lord Yarborough's

Wreck of the Minotaur. No artist has ever imagined anything

more awful than the sweep of the surf on the iron-bound
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coast. The colour unfortunately has somewhat failed, and

the light seems scarcely strong enough in the place where the

picture is hung. Lord Yarborough has caused this picture,

and also his other great Turner, The Vintage at Macon, to be

engraved at his own cost in aid of the Artists' Benevolenc

Institution. It is a matter for great congratulation that tte

noblest landscape-painter that England has produced should

have been so well represented at Manchester.

—

Saturday

Review, July, 1857.

APPRECIATION OF STOTHARD.

Turner exhibited a picture in 1828, Boccaccio relating

the Tale of the Bird-cage, in imitation of Stothard, for whose

works he had the profoundest admiration. " I only wish,"

said Turner to one of the Academy Professors, " he thought

as much of my works as I think of his. I consider him the

Giotto of the Enghsh school."

PAINTINGS OF FIRES.

Turner was always on the alert for any remarkable effects.

In 1792, when he was eighteen years of age, the Pantheon

in Oxford-street was burnt down. It happened to be a hard

frost at the time, and huge icicles were seen the next morning

depending from different parts of the ruins. The young

artist quickly repaired to the spot, and his picture. The Pan-

theon on the Morning after the Fire, exhibited at the Eoyal

Academy in the following May, \vdtnessed the force with

which the scene w^as impressed upon him. In like man-

ner, the Burning of the Houses of Parliament forty years

afterwards was an event that could not escape the pencil of

Tarner. He repaired to the spot to make sketches of the

fire at different points, and produced two pictures, one for the

Academy, and another for the British Institution. Here was

a glowing subject for his palette. Lord Hill, on looking close

to the latter picture, exclaimed, " What's this % Call this

painting % Xothing but dabs ! " But upon retiring and

catching its magical effects, he added, " Painting ! God bless

me, so it is ! " The picture of Hail, Rain, and Speed, with

its wonderful interpretation of a night railway train, produced

at a stiU later period of Turner's life, was another instance in

which the great artist's attention had been caught by the

hissing and puffing, and glowing fire of the locomotive.
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TURNER'S RECREATIONS.

The great Painter was very fond of fishing, and would
angle together for hours. This was Turner's chief source of

relaxation. On the occasion of a professional visit to Pet-

worth, it was remarked to Lord Egreraont, "Turner is going

to leave without having done anything ; instead of painting,

he does nothing but fish !" To the surprise of his patron he
produced, as he was on the point of leaving, two or three

wonderful pictures, painted with the utmost reserve during

early morning before the family were up.

His conversation was sprightly, but desultory and disjointed.

Like his works, it was eminently sketchy. He would converse

in this manner for half an hour, and then be amused at find-

ing his companion in doubt of what he had been talking

about. He either never knew, or never would tell, his birth-

day. One who was a fellow-student with him at the Academy,
and his companion from boyhood, once said to him, "WiUiam,
your birthday can't be far off? when is it ? I want to drink

a glass of wine to my old friend." " Ah ! " growled Turner,
" never mind that ; leave your old friend alone." He was
never married, and had no relations, excepting two or three

cousins, to whom, probably, it never occurred to ascertain the

day of his birth.

He wrote few letters, and these were, like his conversation,

abrupt, and referred little to art. The following, accepting

an invitation to dine with his valued friend and patron, Mr.
Windus, of Tottenham, on "the occasion of his birthday, is

characteristic :
" My dear Sir,

—

Tes, with very great pleasure.

I will be with you on the £. D. Many of them to yourself

and Mrs. Windus ; and, with the compliments of the season,

believe me, yours faithfully, J. M. W. Turner."

PROFESSOR OF PERSPECTIVE.

In some of his earlier works, before he had gained the

honours of the Academy, we find Turner making use of the

architectural knowledge acquired, along with Girtin, in work-
ing for Porden. This led to his being selected, in 1808, for

the Academic Professor of Perspective; and his drawings

consisted chiefly of abbeys, churches, castles, palaces, and
gentlemen's seats, with an occasional subject of a more una-

ginative kind, such as Morning—a study at Ililbank, a small

picture of much beauty and transparency, and of deep tone.
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Turner's disjointed and diffuse manner of conversation ren-

dered him, however, little qualified for the lecture-room ; and

although he retained the office of Professor of Perspective

until 1837, he did not lecture more than two or three years

out of the thirty, which caused occasional dissatisfaction.

Wilkie jokingly dubbed the Professor, RA., P.P.

TURNER'S BRILLIANCY.

It is not easy to estimate the loss of Turner's works from

the walls of the Academy, where for so many years they had
exercised an influence upon the pictures, not only of the

landscape-painter, but of all that were hung in contact with

them. Brilliancy was at all times a remarkable characteristic

of Turner's colouring. When, at the annual Academy dinner,

the gas was turned on, as is customary on the Sovereign's

health being drunk, his pictures shone like so many suns

upon the walls. Wliile other meritorious works looked flat

in comparison, there was an effulgence in Turner's, that

seemed to grow upon the observer, making the contrast more

apparent. " They seem to represent so many holes cut in the

wall," said a veteran connoisseur, at one of these art-festivals,

" through which you see Nature." This observation was pro-

bably suggested, however, by one made some years before by

Xorthcote. Turner's pictures were always the terror of exhi-

bitors, from showing whatever were the defects in colour of

those placed near to them. Northcote had a dark picture in

the Exhibition, and was very angry with the arrangers for

putting a bright one of Turner's immediately below it. " You
might as well have opened a window under my picture," said

the painter. The compliment was as handsome as it was

unintentional.

VIEWS IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

Mr. Alaric Watts, in his very interesting memoir prefixed

to Bohn's edition of the Liher Fluviorum, relates the follow-

ing particulars concerning the disposition of his England and

Wales. " This fine work," says Mr. Watts, " was to have

consisted of thirty parts or more, but stopped short at the

twenty-fourth, for want of sufficient encouragement. Having

been undertaken on joint account between the engraver, Mr.

Charles Heath, and his publishers, it became desirable, on

the abrupt termination of the work in 1838, to sell off the

stock and copper-plates, and balance the accounts. The whole
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property "vras offered to the publisher of the present volume
(Mr. Bohn) for 3,000^., and he offered within 2001 of the

amount ; which being declined, it was placed in the hands of

Messrs. Southgate and Co. for sale by auction. After exten-

sive advertising, the day and hour of sale had arrived, when,

just at the moment the auctioneer was about to mount his

rostrum, Mr. Turner stepped in, and bought it privately, at

the reserved price of three thousand pounds, much to the

vexation of many who had come prepared to buy portions of

it. Immediately after the purchase, Mr. Turner walked up to

Mr. Bohn, ^\4th whom he was very well acquainted, and said

to him, * So, Sir, you were going to buy my England and
Wales, to sell cheap I suppose ;—make umbrella prints of

them, eh 1—but I have taken care of that. 'No more of my
plates shall be worn to shadows.' Upon Mr. Bohn's replying,

that his object was the printed stock (which was very large)

rather than the copper-plates, he said, *
! very well, I don't

want the stock, I only want to keep the coppers out of your

clutches. So, if you like to buy the stock, come and break-

fast with me to-morrow, and we will see if we can deal' At
nine the next morning Mr. Bohn presented himself, according

to appointment, and after a few minutes Mr. Turner made his

appearance, and forgetting all about the breakfast, said, ' Well,

sir, what have you to say V 'I come to treat with you for

the stock of your England and Wales,' was the reply.— ' Well

!

what will you give 1

'

—]VIr. Bohn told him, * that in the course

of the negotiation, the coppers and copyright had been esti-

mated by the proprietors at 500^., and therefore he would
deduct that sum, and the balance, 2,5001., should be handed
to him immediately.'— ' Pooh ! I must have 3,000^., and keep

my coppers ; else good morning to you.' As this was not

very likely after having refused both stock and coppers at

3,0001., ' Good morning,' was the reply; and so they parted.

The stock, or the greater portion of it, is still lying in Queen-
Anne Street, of course not improved by keeping, and having,

in the course of the fourteen years which have since elapsed,

swallowed up another 3,000/., reckoning compound interest

at five per cent, per annum."

TURNER BIDDING FOR HIS OWN PICTURES.

Turner never allowed a picture from his pencil to be sold

by public auction, without sending some person to bid for it

;

and his wishes on this subject were so generally known, that
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auctioneers made a point of calling his attention to the cata-

logue, whenever they had any of his pictures for sale. If

time pressed, and he was unable to attend in person, he

would sometimes, but rarely, intrust his commission to the

auctioneer ; his ordinary practice was to send some agent,

with written instructions, to bid in his behalf, and he was

not always very fastidious in his selection. At the sale of

the pictures of Mr. Green, the well-kno^vn amateur, of Black-

heath, two pictures by Turner were among the most attrac-

tive lots, though neither important in size nor of his best time.

In those days, their market value might have been about

eighty guineas each. They would, however, have been knocked

dovna. for considerably less, but for the impetus given to the

biddings by one of Turner's agents, whose personal ap-

pearance did not warrant the belief that he was in search of

pictures of a very high order. He was, in fact, a clean,

ruddy-cheeked, butcher's boy, in the usual costume of his vo-

cation, and had made several advances, in five guinea strides,

before anything belonging to him, excepting his voice, had

attracted Mr. Christie's notice. No sooner, however, did the

veteran auctioneer discover what kind of customer he had to

deal with, than he beckoned him forward, mth a view, no

doubt, of reproving him for his impertinence. The boy, how-

ever, nothing daunted, put a small piece of greasy paper into

his hand ; a credential, in fact, from the painter himself The

auctioneer smiled, and the biddings proceeded.

There must, however, be in circulation, or in collections,

many a work by Turner, w^hich was less nicely cared for and

watched over.

" The father of the late hall-porter of ]\Ir. Walter Fawkes,

of Farnley HaU, Yorkshire, who kept the village ale-house,

received from him a drawing of great value in liquidation of

a trifling score of some four or five pounds. The manner in

which this transaction was discovered is curious enough.

On retiring from Mr. Fawkes' s service to replace his father

as host of the village house of entertainment, the man was

desirous of purchasing the old hall-chaii-, in which he had

been accustomed to sit for so many years ; and having been

allowed to appraise it himself at four pounds, offered, instead

of hard cash, a capital drawing by Turner, which had been

given to his father in acquittance of his bili One of his best

sea-pieces is said to have been transferred to a Margate boat-

man under nearly similar circumstances."
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"VAN TROMP'S BARGE."

The freshest and most life-like piece of daylight that Turner

had yet produced, was Admiral Van Tromps Barge at the

entrance of the Texel ; and in the year after, a somewhat
eccentric picture, entitled Watteau, a study hy Fresnoy's

rules, which caused a great deal of merriment among the

artist's detractors. This little picture was, perhaps, the

extremest type of the white school that Turner ever painted,

and was intended to show artistically that white in its purity

can be used either to make an object retire or to bring it near.

The point was illustrated by presenting a distant white

building through an open window in contact, so to speak,

with an equally white object in the room. As an experiment,

it was a happy idea. In other respects, the picture was meant
as a laugh at the public. This ridicule was, however, held in

check by the exhibition at the same time of more than one

picture in the manner of Van Tromp's Barge. In the fol-

lowing year. Turner exhibited Van Tromp returning after

the Battle off the Dogger Bank, with his sails in tatters, the

whole wildly and picturesquely treated ; and wdth it appeared

two works commencing that brilhant series of Venetian views

in which he afterwards, at frequent intervals, seemed to

revel. Affording, as they did, so much of what his art at that

time demanded in bright skies, in glancing waters, and vari-

coloured architecture, no wonder that he loved them ; but in

the facihties they afforded for introducing those infinite varie-

ties of brilliant tints in which he gloried, if only to show his

mastery over the world of atmospheric effects, we believe he
was led in some measure into a looseness of drawing in detail,

which has been felt by his warmest admirers, in his later

examples of this class.

TURNER AND HIS EULOGISTS.

One element in Turner's success was his indifference to

praise. Though proud of his works, he was not a vain man.
His reputation never suffered from the disappointments
arising out of a premature desire for fame. He was not
pleased "svith Mr. Euskin's superlative eulogies. Had the

author of Modern Painters written with less violent enthu-

siasm, his opinions would have had more weight. "He knows
a great deal more about my pictures than I do," said Turner

;

" he puts things into my head, and points out meanings in

them that I never intended." It was not easy to draw his
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attention to the admiration of his own pictures. A well-

known collector, with whom the artist had long been intimate,

once invited him to be present at the opening of a new
gallery, in which the principal pictures were from his pencil

To the disappointment of the connoisseur. Turner scarcely

noticed them, but kept his eye fixed upon the ceiling. It

was panelled and neatly grained in oak. "AVliat are you
looking at so intently'?" said the host. " At those boards,"

was the reply; " the fellow that did that must have known
how to paint." And nothing would induce him to turn to

the magnificent pictures that sparkled on the walls. He
never talked about his own pictures, but would occasionally

give hints to other artists ; and when these were adopted,

they were always certain improvements. We never heard of

his saying anj^hing, however, that would give pain, and he

felt keenly the ignorant criticisms and ridicule with which
his own pictures were often treated.

TURNER'S WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS.—SECRET OP
HIS SUCCESS.

Turner's water-colour drawings did more for extending his

reputation than his oil pictures, for contemporary with these

his style in oil began to change. He indulged more freely in

the use of primitive tints, and consummate as was the skill

with which he used them, exciting the admiration of many to

the highest pitch of enthusiasm, they were yet as caviare to

the multitude. There can be no doubt that a still greater

elaboration of the same principle, founded as it is m Xature,

might have refined them into a neutrality of efi"ect that would

have been pleasing to the ordinary beholder, while they

retained for the artist and connoisseur all that has made his

name so great among them as a colourist. Mr. Thackeray,

upon a certain occasion, made light of Turner's style in the

columns of Punch, by drawing some obscure outline, signi-

fying nothing, as an example of the master. Shortly after-

wards he was introduced to the gallery of a well-known

connoisseur, especially rich in his pictures, both oil and

water-colour. "Astounding!" said the author of Vanity

Fair; " I will never abuse Turner again,"

The great secret of Turner's fame was his constant recourse

to Nature, and his wonderful activity and power of memory,

coupled with great natural genius, and indifierence to praise.

His religious study of !Nature was such, that he would walk
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througli portions of England, twenty to twenty-five miles a

day, with his little modicum of baggage at the end of a stick,

sketching rapidly on his way all good pieces of composition,

and marking effects with a power that daguerreotyped them

in his mind with unerring truth at the happiest moment.

There were few moving phenomena in clouds or shadows

which he did not fix indelibly in his memory, though he

might not call them into requisition for years afterwards.

Turner's faculty of observation was prodigious, and his

mind was always intent upon the work of his profession.

He could not walk London streets without seeing effects of

light and shade and composition, whether in the smoke

issuing from a chimney-pot, or in the shadows upon a brick-

wall, without storing them in his memory for use at any time

when needed. Frequently on looking at another artist's

landscape, all the details of the scene would rise to his recol-

lection, and he would good-humouredly criticise any exagger-

ation for effect. " IS'ow those trees," he would say, " are not

in that corner—they are there." He saw beauties in things

and groups of things, that nobody else could see,—and

painted pictures of them. He frequently started off to the

Continent, nobody knew when and nobody knew where, until

the result of his labours came forth to illustrate some costly

book—now to France, now to Venice, and not unfrequently

painted his views in oil on the spot. His pencil was always

in requisition. An intimate friend, while travelling in the

Jura, came to an inn where Turner had only just before

entered his name in the visiting book. Anxious to be sure

of his identity and to be in pursuit of him, he inquired of the

host what sort of man his last visitor was. "A rough clumsy

man," was the reply ; " and you may know him by his always

having a pencil in his hand." Mature was his inspiration in

the fullest sense of the word.

Few were intimate with him, and few even knew him.

Once, upon being told that an eminent publisher had boasted

of having obtained admission to his studio, " How could you

be such a fool as to beheve it?" replied Turner, in his usual

abrupt manner. And his reserve in tliis respect was re-

sponded to by a most faithful servant who had Uved forty-two

years with him, to the day of his death.

—

Abridged from the

Literary Gazette, 1852.

B B
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HOGARTH'S SOUTHWARK FAIR.

(Page 18.)

It has been erroneously stated that the picture of SoutJiwarTc

Fair was destroyed by fire ; whereas, it is in the possession of

the Duke of K'ewcastle. It differs considerably in effect of light

and dark from the print, and we see more distinctly in it

what Hogarth intended as the principal points. His was a

genius that delighted to touch, and knew how to touch, the

master-chords of human nature; and in the foreground groups

of this picture, the admiration of beauty by man, and of

valour by woman, are the things on which the chief Lights

are thrown.

—

Leslie's Handbook, p. 124.

HOGARTH PAINTING "CHILDREN."

There is a charming picture by Hogarth at Holland House,

in which children are the principal personages. It represents

the private performance of a play at the house of Mr. Conduitt,

the Master of the Mint, before the Duke of Cumberland and

a few other people of fashion. Three girls and a boy are on

the stage, and seem to be very seriously doing their best; but

the attitude and expression of one little girl, on a front seat

among the audience, is matchless. She is so entirely absorbed

in the performance, that she sits bolt upright, and wiU sit, we

are sure, immovably, to the end of the play, enjoying it, as

a cliild only can, and much the more because the actors are

children. The picture is beautifully coloured, and is one of

those early works painted from nature, the execution of which

prepared the way to Hogarth's greater efforts. — Leslies

HandhooTc, p. 131.

SIR JOSHUA'S FATHER.
(Page 96.)

The Eev. Mr. Eeynolds had, like a few old divines of hie

time, a turn for astrology. Mr. Cotton, in his volume

published in 1860, relates :

—
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" That old Mr. Eeynolds was an astrologist, and used to

cast nativities, I have been told by a lady staying at Ivybridge,

whose mother had a servant that once lived with Mr. and
IVIrs. Eeynolds, at Pljmpton, and she told her the following

singular circumstance. When the birth of one of his children

was about to take place, Mr. Eeynolds diligently employed

himself in taking its horoscope. Eeing informed of the exact

time of the birth, he exclaimed :
' How unfortunate ! for there

is a most malign conjunction of the planets, which threatens

danger to the child at a certain period of its life.' The
greatest care was consequently taken of the infant on the day

on which some evil was expected to happen. Mr. Eeynolds

mounted his horse, to allay the disturbance of his mind, and

rode away some distance from home. As soon as he returned,

he looked up to the room in which the child was supposed to

be, and was overjoyed to see him at the window. At this

moment the little boy over-reached himself, and falling from

some height to the ground below, was killed. The fears and

predictions of Mr. Eeynolds were thus fulfilled in a most ex-.

traordinary manner."

REYNOLDS'S STUDIES IN ITALY.
(Pages 102—103.)

In January, 1859, Mr. Cotton published several Extracts

from Eeynolds's Italian Journals and Sketch-books, lately

purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum. These

passages supply, in some measure, the distinct record of

Eeynolds' s method of study whilst in Italy. The Extracts

from his note-books, published by JSTorthcote, served in a

measure to explain his practice during his long stay in Eome

;

but of his studies in Venice—and, as has always been said, it

was upon the system of the great Venetian painters his own
theory of colour was based—the only account was that fur-

nished in his ISTotes to Mason's Translation of Du Eresnoy.

When Mr. Euskin was consulted as to the expediency of

publishing these Italian memoranda, he replied, "Publish

them by all means."

The notes before us commence with an account of the

" Copies of Pictures I made at Eome," the earliest date being

;he 16th of April, 1750. As we know, he soon emancipated

limself from "the drudgery of copying, ... at best a delusive

kind of industry," as he long after told the Academy students;

but the copies we here, at the opening of the book, find him
B b2
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making were such as could not but be of service to liim in bis

own line of art, wbile tbe note sbows at once bis industry and

tbe rapidity with wbicli be already painted :
" In tbe Corsini

Palace, April 16. 1. ' Study of an Old Man's Head, reading,'

by Eubens. 2. April 17 to 19, 'A portrait of Pbilip II.,

King of Spain,' by Titian. 3. April 20, ' Ptenibrandt's Portrait

of Himself.' 4-. April 21 to 23, ' St. Martin on Horseback,'
"

and so on.

By a note made in tbe following August, we see tbat Ptey-

nolds bad by tbis time adopted bis tbeory of generalisation.

Studying in tbe Vatican, be tbus notes :

"Raphael, in many books on painting, is praised to the skies for

being natm^al, and because silks and velvets are so naturally painted

(by him) that they would deceive any man. This is so far from being

true, that they are further from it than the di'aperies of any other

painter ; nor ought they to be so natural as to deceive one, except in

portraits, as in that of Leo X. at Florence, where the drapery is natiu-al

to the last degree, but in none of his history pictiires. Those pretenders

to painting think the whole art lies in making things natural. If that

were the case, how many Raphaels has not Holland produced ? ^^^lat

I would endeavour to settle is the point to which the painter is to direct

his attention, to give him an idea of what art is by the example of the

Great Masters ; for young painters, as well as connoisseurs, are some-

times puzzled in seeing a picture, in which there is nothing of what we
call natural, preferred to another where there are satins, sUks, jugs, &c.,

which deceive the sight."

Wbat bis ultimate views were on tbis point are most fully

stated in bis Tbird Discourse ; but Mr. Cotton bas published

a paragraph from some papers in tbe possession of Mr. R
Palmer, in vrbicb be bas tbus expressed bis opinion stiU

more forcibly.

" The object of all imitation is Nature. But art does not approximate

perfection, in proportion as it approaches to deception, so as to mistake

the imitation for the reality. Supposing this to be the state of any art,

the pleasure of comparison, which Plato says is the cause of our pleasure

in painting, ceases. It is, then, the thing itself. The art, therefore, of

imitation in painting consists in the genius and judgnaent of the artist

in selecting what are dominant and striking features, which may be

sufficient to impress the idea of the original object strongly on the

spectator. He feels that consummate pleasure which proceeds from

the skill and address of the artist, who, with the appearance of so little

labour, has expressed so much. This is the buon maniera."

He notes bis impressions of all sorts of pictures and works

of art, especially tbe Titians, and never forgetting to record

wben in a picture be meets witb " angels and women ^von-

derfidly genteel
;
" or a " Virgin— a fine figure.

'
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Eeynolds arrived iii Venice on his twenty-ninth birthday,

and remained there little over three weeks. But during his

stay at Eonie he had devoted a large proportion of his time

to the study of the Venetian pictures in that city ; and the

frequent comparison of them with similar pictures at Windsor

and elsewhere may be taken as a proof that even before he

went to Italy he had carefully studied the great Venetian

masters wherever opportunities were afforded him. He made

no attempt to copy whilst in Venice, contenting himself Avith

makmg broad sketches of the light and shadow, and written

memoranda of the colour of the principal paintings. The

works of Titian, Paolo Veronese, and Tintoretto, were those

to which his time was chiefly given. His note to Du Fresnoy

contains this account of the plan he pursued. Speaking of

the management of hght and shade, he says :

" Titian, Paul Veronese, and Tintoretto were among the first painters

who reduced to a system what was before practised without any fixed

principle, and consequently neglected occasionally. . . . When I was at

Venice, the method I took" to avail myself of their principles was this :

when I observed an extraordinary effect of light and shade in any picture,

I took a leaf out of my pocket-book, and darkened every part of it in

the same gradation of light and shade as the picture, leaving the white

paper untouched to represent the light, and this without any attention

to the subject, or to the drawing of the figures."

Erom pencil memoranda in the very pocket-books in which

these chiaroscuro studies were made, Mr. Cotton copied his

notes. These books were inherited by the Marchioness of

Thomond, at the sale of whose effects they were bought by

Mr. J. L. Gwatkin. After Mr. Cotton was allowed to copy

these notes, these books were purchased by the Trustees of

the British Museum for 150 guineas, and added to the

treasures of the Print-room.

The following " General Eule," is a specimen of the way

in which Eeynolds tried to generalise, for his own future

guidance, from what he had been examining. It follows his

notes on the St. Agnes of Tintoretto :

" A figure of figures on a Hght ground, the lower part dark, having

lights here and there. The gi-ound dark.
" When the second mass of light is too great, interpose some dark

figure, to divide it in two.
" A white drapery edged and striped, or flowered with blue, as the

bride in the Marriage of Cana, or the Venus in the Colonna, on a mellow

oily ground.
" Zucchareili {sic) says Paolo and Tintoretto painted on a Gess ground.

He does not think that Titian did. I am firmly of opinion they all did
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"A portrait—putting on a morning gown—the figure relieved on one
side only.

" Dark figures on a light ground, not relieved quite round."

To sum up, it may be gathered, from tlie new materials

now collected, that of all Eejniolds saw in Italy the great

Venetian colourists, Titian, Paul Veronese, and Tintoretto,

made the greatest impression on his mind. At Eome he gave

the palm to IVIichael Angelo over Eaphael, in respect of design

;

but he imitated in his own practice the school of Venice.

Mr. Cotton remarks, with great probability, that Reynolds

followed imphcitly on his tour the guidance of Eichardson,

whose Account of Pictures in Italy was the popular handbook
of the time. Thus, though he travelled from Eome to Florence

by the eastern route, he takes no notice whatever of Assisi

and its priceless treasures of early art ; and at Perugia he

observes nothing but one picture by the great master of the

place, and two by Baroccio. At Florence he thinks John of

Bologna the equal of Michael Angelo in sculpture. In his

general remarks on the Florentine collections he says :

" We must arrive at what is unknown by what is known. Whoever
seeks a shorter method only deceives himself ; and, whilst he flatters

himself that he is in possession of the art, is embracing a cloud, and
produces only monsters and chimeras. In Raphael there is nothing of

the affectation of painting—neither dark nor light—no indications of

affected contrasts—no affected masses of light and shadow. He is the

medium—Annibal Caracci too wild ; ditto Michael Angelo ; Domenichino
too tame ; Guido too effeminate."

At Venice the notes are chiefly technical. It is curious

that his remarks at the time on the famous Peter Martyr
of Titian scarcely bear out his subsequent warnings, in his

Eleventh Discourse, against the minutely accurate drawing of

the beech-tree in that picture which has been so much
admired by Turner and Mr. Euskin. Burnet does not hesi-

tate to impute to Ee}Tiolds's own example of hasty and con-

ventional execution that want of finish and natural truth

in later English art from which prse-Eaphaelitism is the

reaction.

Mason's remarks on Sir Joshua's technical processes, which
are included in Mr. Cotton's volume, are highly valuable,

though merely fragmentary. This writer attributes to the

free use of lake, against which Xorthcote is known to have

warned Eeynolds, that premature fading which even in his

time was notorious.

—

Abrid(jtdfrom tlte Saturday Review, 1859.
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SIR JOSHUA'S HOUSE IX LEICESTER SQUARE.
(Page 105.)

Xotliing remains of the time of Eeynolds in the rear of his

house, jS"©. 47, in Leicester-square. His studio had been
removed before the re-arrangement of the theatre by ]\Ir.

Godwin, for the Western Literary Institution. StilX the

sale-room of Messrs. Puttick and Simpson occupies the site of

the great painter's studio ; his wine-cellar serves as the strong-

room of the auctioneers ; and there remain also, nearly in

their original condition, the paved hall and stone staircase

by which Sir Joshua's distinguished visitors passed to the

cbawins-rooms.

THE PLYMPTON CORPORATION AND REYNOLDS'S
PORTRAIT. (P. 114.)

Mr. Cotton, in his work (1860), labours hard to save the

honour of Plympton, but he cannot get over the fact, that

the new Corporation turned out Sir Joshua, and ultimately

sold him. This is what iMr. Cotton says of the portrait :

—

" It was sent to London to be valued by ]\Iessrs. Woodburn,
and was then offered, first to Lord Mount-Edgcumbe, Re-
corder of Plympton ; secondly, to his son. Lord YaUetort

;

and thirdly, by Sir AYilliam Elford, to Sir Eobert Peel.

They all refused it. The CorjDoration then wished that the

ISTational Gallery should have it, and it was accordingly sent

to the Trustees, together with its history. Peference was
made bythe Trustees to awell-known and accomplished painter,

then President of the Royal Academy, who decided that the

picture was a copy. His words were :
' It is a mere sketch,

and certainly not an original.' This was sufficient to deter-

mine the Trustees of the National GaUery also to reject the

picture, and it was consequently sent to Messrs. Christie's

auction-rooms for sale. 5lr. Eastlake kindly attended to

vouch for its authenticity ; but Messrs. Woodburn's valuation

being the reserved price, and the Trustees of the National

GaUery having pronoimced against it, the picture was not

sold. Eventually it was sent back into Devonshire, and was
there purchased by Mr. Nicholas Condy, of Plymouth, a clever

marine artist, for Lord Egremont, of Silverton Park, near

Exeter," for 150Z., Messrs. Woodburn's valuation.
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EEYNOLDS AND ERSKINE.—JAMES BOSWELL.

In Sir Joshua Eeynolds's Notes and Observations, published

by Mr. Cotton, in 1859, we find a characteristic letter from

Lord Erskine to Eeynolds, dated Jan. 26, 1783, thanking

liini for a copy of his Eleventh Discourse on Painting, which

he declares, " conveys instruction equally important to the

profession of all other arts : so close is the analogy between

all the operations of genius, that it is the best dissertation

upon the art of public eloquence that ever was or ever will

be written ! " This is the Discourse in which Eeynolds seeks

to prove that genius, in any pursuit, " consists principally in

the comprehension of a whole."

Another letter, from the Bishop of London, acknowledges

the receipt of Eejmolds's last Discourse, but suggests " an

amendment for the next edition . . . where you called Michael

Angelo a truly divine man, which we ecclesiastics do not hold

to be very good theology."

Another letter is from James Boswell, asking Eeynolds to

paint his portrait for Auchinlech, " the price to be paid out

of the fii'st fees which I receive as a barrister in Westminster

HaU ! Or if that fund should fail, it shall be paid at any

rate five years hence, by myself or my representatives." This

proposal is dated June 7, 1785. Sir Joshua has written under

it :
*' I agree to the condition ; " but Eeynolds's account-book,

to the close of 1789, contains no entry of payment by James
Boswell.

REYNOLDS'S PORTRAIT OF MRS. HARTLEY.

In 1773, among the portraits exhibited by Sir Joshua, was
" A ]!^ymph with a Young Bacchus " (Mrs. Hartley, the ac-

tress), which Malone says was bought by the Earl of Carj^sfort

:

it is now the property of I. Bentley, Esq., of Portland-j)lace.

A repetition of the picture was sold at the Marchioness of

Thomond's sale, in 1821, to Colonel F. G. Howard, for two
hundred and ninety guineas. The following account of the

death of ]\Irs. Hartley was kindly communicated to Mr. Cotton

by Mr. Bentley. " She was going out to America, when the

vessel in which she sailed was wrecked near the coast and her

body washed on shore. It was found with the same child

clinging to her, as represented in Eeynolds's picture. Mr.
Bentley' s portrait of j\Irs. Hartley is one of the most beautiful
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Sir Joshua ever painted. It is remarkable for its ricliness of

ccloiir, its depth and clearness of tone, and exquisite beauty

of the female countenance. ]S'one of the engravings do it

justice. The face is far more lovely in the original. It is,

moreover, in excellent condition : the colouring appears as

perfect as when it was painted, which, unfortunately, can be

said of so few of EejTiolds's works. The breadth of light

and shade in this picture is a near approach to Eembrandt

;

and we know how much Ee}Tiolds admired the wonderful

chiai-osciiro of this great master. Mr. Bentley told me that,

when he purchased this picture at Lord Carysfort's sale, a

gentleman in the room came up and congratulated him on the

accjuiaition of so fine a work of art, and strongly recommended
him never to trust it in the hands of any picture-cleaner in

the comtry. That gentleman was Sir Thomas Lawrence."

—

Cotton, 1860.

Sir floshua, (says Haydon) always delights and improves

me. Lawrence looks by his side like a miniature-painter in

large, and West like a skilfuL sign-painter. Sir Joshua had
the true feeling. Mr. Ottley, who remembered him, said, the

first time he saw Sir Joshua he showed him a picture of the

Contmence of Scipio. Ottley said, it put him in mind of

ParmigiaEo. Sir Joshua seemed angry, for it was stolen from

that paiater.

SIR JOSHUA'S PRICES.
(Page 144.)

In 1760, Eeynolds obtained twenty guineas for each of his

heads. Some of those heads have since sold for 500 guineas.

"1766. This year's pocket-book contains a memorandum of

the prices Mr. Eevnolds then charged for his portraits :

—

^Miole-length, UOL; half-length, 70^.; kit-cat, 50/.; head,

30/." In the very year in which Eeynolds received 500

guineas for his Cardinal Beaufort, his portrait oi Nelly OBrien

was sold at a public auction for 10/. lOs. ! Lord Carysfort,

the first purchaser of The Straiuberry Girl, paid 50 guineas

for his bargain; Lord Hertford, its last purchaser, was only

too happy to hand over a chec|ue for 2,100 guineas for the

same portrait. The only instance we know of a depreciation

in value of a picuire by Eeynolds is that of Garrick between

Tragedy and Comedy. Lord Halifax bought it originally

for 300 guineas ; and after his death it was sold to Mr.

Anj^erstein for 250.
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SIR JOSHUA'S FISHMONGER.
(Page 148.)

In Coventry-street, Piccadilly, was, till 1859, a famous fish-

sliop of which Mr. P. Cunningham relates : It was kept, in

Sir Joshua Eeynolds's time, by a Mr. Robertson—in more

recent days by Mr. Turner. Now, Sir Joshua was a great

dinner-giver, and, being a Plympton or Plymouth man. was
fond of fish. This fishshop, now disappeared, was the shop

which sujDplied fish for Sir Joshua—feeding Dr. Johnson,

Burke, Gibbon, and BoswelL But Sir Joshua was mear. with

tradesmen, and he had customers, or sitters. Then, he knew
fish, and Miss Reynolds, his sister, could drive a birgain.

A walk from Leicester-square to Coventry-street was a tavour-

ite morning's clearing of the palate with Sir Joshus. He
was constantly at Robertson's, chose his fish, reversed their

position on the leaden slope that invited customers, end then

sent Miss Reynolds to settle about prices. " Miss Reynolds,"

said old Robertson—and a gentlemanly old fellow lie was

—

" never chose ; Sir Joshua never paid. Both were gooel at

bargains."

REYNOLDS'S PORTRAIT OF MISS BOWLS.

Leslie relates, in his j)leasing manner, the painting of this

portrait. " His fondness of children is recordee: on all his

canvasses in which they appear. A matchless picture of Miss
Bowls, a beautiful laughing child, caressing a dog, was sold a

few years ago at an auction, and cheaply, at 1,!}00 guineas.

The father and mother of the little girl intended she

should sit to Romney, who, at one time, more than divided

the town with Reynolds. Sir George Beaumont, however,

advised them to employ Sir Joshua. ' But his pictures fade.'

' JSTo matter, take the chance ; even a faded pictm^e by Rey-

nolds will be the finest thing you can have. Ask him to

dine with you, and let him become acquaizited with hep.'

The advice was taken ; the little girl was p.aced beside Sir

Joshua at the table, where he amused he? so much with

tricks and stories, that she thought him the most charming

man in the world, anel the next day was delighted to be

taken to his house, where she sat down with a face full of

glee, the expression of which he caught ct once, and never

lost ; and the affair tui-ned out very happily, for the picture
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did not fade, and has, till now, escaped alike the inflictions of

time, or of the ignorant among cleaners."

—

Handhooh for

Young Painters^ p. 302.

EXHIBITIOX OF THE WOEKS OF SIR JOSHUA REYXOLDS.

In the summer of 1813, the Directors of the British Insti-

tution exhibited at their rooms the most splendid collection

of pictm*es that were ever seen together, as the production of

one man ; and the reputation of Eeynolds, high as it was,

was raised by this assemblage of his works. Mr. Constable,

E.A., was present at the Dinner given by the Directors on

this memorable occasion, and has thus described the pro-

ceedings of the day :

—

" The company arrived at an early hour in the Gallery,

from which there was a covered way to Willis's Eooms. On
the arrival of the Prince Eegent, the Marquis of Stafford and

the Governors of the Institution hastened to conduct him
upstairs. His manner Avas agreeable, and he shook hands

with many of the company. Dmner was announced at seven,

the Marquis of Stafford (the President) in the chair ; behind

which, on a considerable elevation, was placed a statue of Sir

Joshua Eeynolds, by Flaxman. The Earl of Aberdeen made
an excellent speech : he said that ' although the style of Sir

Joshua Eeynolds might differ in appearance from the style of

those specimens of art, which are considered the nearest to

perfection in the ancient Greek sculpture, and the productions

of the great school of Italy; yet his works were to be ranked

with them, their aim being essentially the same

—

the attain-

ment of nature with simplicity and truth' The Eegent left

the take about ten, and returned to the Gallery, which was

now crowded with ladies.

" Among them (says Mr. Constable) I saw ^Mrs. Siddons,

whose picture is there as the Tragic Muse. Lord B\Ton was

pointed out to me : his poetry is of the most melancholy

kind, but he has great ability. ^JsTow, let me beg of you to

see these charming works frequently, and form in your omti

mind the idea of what painting should be from them. It is

certainly the finest feeling of art that ever existed."

—

Leslie's

Memoir of Constable, ISio.
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» TURNER'S BOYHOOD.

Mr. Eiiskin, in his fifth and concluding volume of Modem
Painters, has exquisitely drawn a parallel of the boyhood of

Giorgione and Turner, eloquently contrasting their birth-

places and early fortunes. Of Turner's boyhood he says :

Near the south-west corner of Covent Garden, a square brick pit or

well is formed by a close-set block of houses, to the back windows of

which it admits a few rays of light. Access to the bottom of it is

obtained out of Maiden-lane, through a low archway and an iron gate
;

and if you stand long enough under the archway to accustom your eyes

to the darkness, you may see on the left hand a narrow door, which

formerly gave quiet access to a respectable barber's shop, of which the

front window, looking into Maiden-lane, is stil extant, filled, in tliis year

(1860), with a row of bottles, connected, in some defunct manner, with

a brewer's business. A more fashionable neighbovirhood, it is said, eighty

years ago than now—never, certainly, a cheerful one—wherein a boy
being bom on St. George's Day, 1775, began soon after to take interest

in the world of Covent Garden, and put to service such spectacles of life

as it aflForded.

No knights to be seen there, nor, I imagine, many beautiful ladies
;

their costume at least disadvantageous, depending much on incumbency

of hat and feather, and short waists ; the majesty of men founded

similarly on shoe-buckles and wigs ;—impressive enough when Reynolds

will do his best for it, but not suggestive of much ideal delight to a

boy.
"*'
Bello ovile doV io dormii agnello ;

" of things beautiful besides men
and women, dusty sunbeams up or down the street on summer mornings

;

deep-fiuTOwed cabbage-leaves at the green-grocer's; magnificence of

oranges in the wheelbarrows rovmd the corner ; and Thames's shore

within three minutes' race.

None of these things very glorious : the best, however, that England,

it seems, was then able to provide for a boy of gift ; who, such as they

are, loves them—never, indeed, forgets them. The short wants modify

to the last his visions of Greek ideal. His fore-grounds had always a

succulent cluster or two of green-grocery at the corners. Enchanted

oranges gleam in Covent Gardens of the Hesperides ; and great ships go

to pieces in order to scatter chests of them on the waves. That mist of

early sunbeams in the London da\\Ti crosses, many and many a time,

the clearness of ItaUan air ; and by Thames' shore, vdih. its stranded

barges and glidings of red sail, dearer to us than Lucerne lake or

Venetian lagoon,—by Thames' shore we will die.

With such circumstances round him in youth, let us note what

necessary effects followed iipon the boy, I assume him to have

Giorgione's sensibility (and more than Giorgione' s, if that be possible)

to colour and form. I tell you farther, and this fact you may receive

trustfully, that his sensibility to human affection and distress was no less

keen than even his sense for natural beauty—heart-sight deep as eye-

sight.

Consequently, he attaches himself with the faithfiillest child-love to

everything that bears an image of the place he was born in. No matter
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how ugly it is,—has it anything about it like Maiden-lane or like Thames
shore ? If so, it shall be painted for their sake. Hence, to the very close

of life. Turner could endvire ughnesses which no one else of the same
sensibihty would have borne with for an instant. Dead brick walls,

blank square windows, old clothes, market-womanly types of humanity
—anything fishy or muddy like Billingsgate or Hungerford Market had
great attractions for him ; black barges, patched sails, and every possible

condition of fog.

You will find these tolerations and afifections guiding or sustaining

him till the last hour of his life ; the notablest of all such endurances being

that of cUrt. No Venetian ever draws anything foul ; but Turner devoted

pictiire after picture to the illustration of effects of dinginess, smoke,

soot, dust, and dusty texture ; old sides of boots, weedy roadside vege-

tation, dung-hills, straw-yards, and all the soihngs and_ staias of every

common labour.

And more than this, he not only could endure but enjoyed and
looked for litter, hke Covent Gai'den wreck after the market. His
pictures are often full of it, from side to side ; their fore-grounds differ

from all others in the natural way the things have of lying about in them.

Even his richest vegetation, in ideal work, is confused ; and he delights

in shingle, debris, and heaps of fallen stones. The last words he ever

spoke to me about a picture were in gentle exultation about his ^t.

Gothard : " That litter of stones which I endeavoured to represent."

The second great result of this Covent Garden training was, iinder-

standing of and regard for the poor, whom the Venetians, we saw,

despised ; whom, contrarily. Turner loved, and more than loved—under-

stood. He got no romantic sight of them, but an infallible one, as he
prowled about the end of his lane, watching night effects in the wuitry

streets ; nor sight of the poor alone, but of the poor in direct relations

with the rich. He knew, in good and evil, what both classes thought
of, and how they dealt with, each other,

Eeynolds and Gainsborough, bred in country villages, learned there

the country boy's reverential theory of "the squire," and kept it. They
painted the squire and the squire's lady as centres of the movements of

the universe, to the end of their lives. But Turner perceived the younger
squire in other aspects about his lane, occurring prominently in its night

scenery, as a dark figure, or one of two, against the moonlight. He saw
also the working of city commerce, from endless warehouse, towering

over Thames, to the back shop in the lane, ^\^th its stale herrings—highly

interesting these last ; one of his father's best friends, whom he often

afterwards visited affectionately at Bristol, being a fishmonger and glue-

boUer ; which gives us a friendly turn of mind towards herring-fishing,

whaling, Calais poissardes, and many other of our choicest subjects in

after life ; all this being connected with that mysterious forest below
London Bridge on one side ;—and, on the other, with those masses of

human power and national wealth which weigh upon us, at Covent

Garden here, with strange compression, and crush us into narrow Hand-
court.

"That mysterious forest below London Bridge"—better for the boy
than wood of pine or grove of myrtle. How he must have tormented

the watermen, beseeching them to let him crouch anywhere in the bows,

quiet as a log, so only that he might get floated down there among the

ships, and round and round the ships, and with the ships, and by the
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ships, and under the ships, staring and clambering ;—these the only quite

beautiful things he can see in all the world, except the sky ; but these,

when the sun is on their sails, filling or falhng, endlessly disordered by
sway of tide and stress of anchorage, beautiful unspeakably; which
ships also are inhabited by glorious creatures—red-faced sailors, with

pipes, appearing over the gunwales, true knights, over their castle

parapets—the most angelic beings in the whole compass of London
world. And Trafalgar happening long before we can draw ships, we,

nevertheless, coax all current stories out of the wounded sailors, do our

best at present to show Nelson's funeral streaming up the Thames, and

vow that Trafalgar shall have its tribute of memory some day. Which,

accordingly, is accomphshed—once, with all our might, for its death

;

twice, with all our might, for its victory ; thi'ice, in pensive farewell to

the old Temeraire, and, with it, to that order of things.

Now, this fond companying with sailors must have divided his time,

it appears to me, pretty equally between Covent Garden and Wapping
(allowing for incidental excursions to Chelsea on one side, and Greenwich

on the other), which time he would spend pleasantly, but not magnifi-

cently, being limited in pocket-money, and leading a kind of "Poor
Jack" life on the river.******

Schooled thus in manners, hterature, and general moral principles, at

Chelsea and Wapping, we have finally to inqmre the most important

point of all—the aspect of religion, namely, in the neighbourhood of

Covent Garden. I say the aspect, for that was all the lad could judge

by. Disposed, for the most part, to learn chiefly by his own eyes, in this

special matter he finds there is really no other way of learning. His

father taught him "to lay one penny upon another." Of mother's teaching

we hear of none ; of parish pastoral teaching, the reader may guess how
much. ***«*

Under these influences pass away the first reflective hours of life,

with such conclusion as they can reach. In consequence of a fit of

illness, he was taken—I cannot ascertain in what year—to hve with

an aimt at Brentford; and here, I beheve, received some schooling,

which he seems to have snatched vigorously; getting knowledge, at

least by translation, of the more picturesque classical authors, which he

turned presently to use, as we shall see. Hence also, walks about

Putney and Twickenham in the summer time acquainted him with the

look of English meadow-ground in its restricted states of paddock and
park; and with some round-headed appearances of trees, and stately

entrances to houses of mark : the avenue at Bushy, and the iron gates

and carved pillars of Hampton, impressmg him apparently with great

awe and admiration ; so that in after life his little country house is—of

aU places in the world—at Twickenham ! Of swans and reedy shores

he now learns the soft motion and the green mystery, in a way not to

be forgotten.
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Turner, J. M. W.:
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of, Turner, Ruskin on, 348 ; Van
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